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ABSTRACT 

Starting from the premise that surveillance is the ‘dominant organising practice’ of our 

time (Lyon et al 2012: 1), this thesis establishes a framework of ‘constitutive 

surveillance’ in relation to social media, taking Facebook as its key example. Constitutive 

surveillance is made up of four forms: economic, political, lateral, and oppositional 

surveillance. These four surveillance forms – and the actors who undertake them – 

intersect, compound, and confront one another in the co-production of social media 

spaces. The framework of constitutive surveillance is structured around a Foucauldian 

understanding of power, and the thesis shows how each surveillance form articulates 

strategies of power for organising, administering, and subjectifying populations.  After 

outlining the four surveillance forms, each chapter unpacks the relationship of one form 

to social media, building throughout the thesis an extensive critical framework of 

constitutive surveillance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This thesis argues that surveillance has what I term a ‘constitutive’ relationship to social 

media. Immediately, this supposition raises a number of key terms that need to be 

defined: what is meant by ‘surveillance’? What is meant by ‘constitutive’? What is meant 

by ‘social media’? How can this relationship be demonstrated, understood, 

contextualised, and critiqued, and for what purpose? This introduction will briefly 

answer these questions and set the path for the chapters to follow. 

The central problem that this thesis confronts is the question of how to understand the 

functions and trappings of social media as, foremost, operations of surveillance. The 

answer that I will put forward over the following pages draws from, builds upon, and 

critiques discrete theories and concepts of surveillance studies, augmenting and arraying 

them into a Foucauldian critical perspective. In short, this thesis seeks to unpick and 

unveil the thread of power that unifies economic, political, lateral and oppositional 

surveillance as strategies for making people into subjects on social media. 

Being in my early twenties when I began work on this thesis, I have grown up alongside 

social media. I was seventeen when I joined Facebook in 2009, as the social media craze 

swept through my New Zealand high school. Not being on Facebook was not an option. I 
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situate myself both as a user and a researcher of social media – although my engagement 

with Facebook these days is much less active and mostly a consequence of convenience. 

Parts of this thesis, such as the account of ‘being watched’ by lateral surveillance in 

chapter three, are largely influenced by my own experience of social media. I have 

always been interested in and excited by the possibilities of digital technology, and in my 

undergraduate study I developed the critical tools for understanding how technology 

cannot be disentangled from its social and economic contexts.  

This thesis is the culmination of my personal academic journey, which found its clearest 

direction in 2013, during my Honours year at the University of Otago. The topic of my 

Honours dissertation was ‘Security TV’: the discourses of security in reality television 

programmes – namely Border Security: Australia’s Front Line and Surveillance Oz.  

Border Security documented the daily dramas at Australia’s airport customs 

departments, while Surveillance Oz was a ‘clip show’ compiled of CCTV footage from 

Australia and abroad. Both shows, in different ways, engaged in a didactic kind of 

security discourse, which I understood through a lens of governmentality. Working on 

that dissertation introduced me to the critical theory framework that informs my way of 

seeing the world today, and which remains at the core of this thesis.  

I began my postgraduate study interested in analysing the online, crowdsourced 

sleuthing that occurred on Reddit after the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013, but my 

focus and scope soon shifted. Reading the surveillance studies field widely, I was struck 

by a recurring theme of the centrality of surveillance to modern life. This is captured 
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succinctly in a quote from the first page of the Routledge Handbook of Surveillance 

Studies, which asserts that ‘over perhaps the past 40 years [surveillance] has emerged as 

the dominant organizing practice of late modernity’ (Lyon et al 2012: 1). This rhetoric 

seemed overblown to me – grandiose. What about capital accumulation, or 

individualisation as the dominant organising practices of our time? And what does it 

mean to call surveillance an ‘organising practice’ anyway – surveillance by whom? 

As these questions were circulating in early-2014, I encountered a quote about ‘free 

labour’ from Tiziana Terranova, which I felt, in a way, reflected how this idea of 

surveillance as ‘dominant organising practice’ might be more narrowly expressed. 

Terranova writes, 

Rather than representing a moment of incorporation of a previously authentic 

moment, the open source question demonstrates the overreliance of the digital 

economy as such on free labor …. Such a reliance, almost a dependency, is part of 

larger mechanisms of capitalist extraction of value which are fundamental to late 

capitalism as a whole. That is, such processes are not created outside capital and 

then reappropriated by capital, but are the results of a complex history where the 

relation between labor and capital is mutually constitutive, entangled and 

crucially forged during the crisis of Fordism. Free labor is a desire of labor 

immanent to late capitalism, and late capitalism is the field that both sustains 

free labor and exhausts it. 

Terranova 2000: 51, original emphasis 
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The way Terranova set out this relationship between free labour and capital, in the 

context of the open-source software movement, struck me as having a kind of parallel to 

the relationship of ‘dominant organising practice’ between surveillance and late 

modernity. I became interested in interrogating the relationship of surveillance and 

social media through a similar constitutive lens to what Terranova describes – this 

would challenge the common-sense view of ‘appropriation’ or ‘incorporation’: that social 

media exists outside of surveillance and then becomes captured by it – and instead 

gesture to how surveillance and social media are ‘mutually constitutive’ functions of 

capital. 

This thesis is the result of a project of interrogating the relationship of surveillance to 

social media, a project seeking to detail in novel ways exactly how and why surveillance 

constitutes social media in the ways it does. I will begin by defining the key terms. 

 

Social Media 

danah boyd uses the term ‘social media’ to describe ‘the sites and services that emerged 

during the early 2000s, including social network sites, video sharing sites, blogging and 

microblogging platforms, and related tools that allow participants to create and share 

their own content’ (2014: 6). Social media are not a discrete category. They involve 

technologies, social formations, and companies, as well as regulations, protocols, and 

discourses. Social media may be defined by their social character (which is as ancient as 
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human communities) or by their technological affordances (which are arguably recent, 

transformational phenomena). boyd's definition refers specifically to internet-mediated 

platforms that enable users to interact and share their own content. Social media are 

characteristic of what Tim O’Reilly calls ‘Web 2.0’, which goes beyond the ‘page 

metaphor’ of ‘Web 1.0’ (2005). Whereas the page reproduced the reader/writer 

asymmetry of traditional mass media, the ‘platform’ emphasises interactivity, 

participation, and creation. Today, the social character of Web 2.0 pervades the internet 

– across websites, apps, home appliances, mobile and wearable technologies, vehicles, 

and subscription services. The distinction between social media and the constellation of 

social media-connected technologies and interfaces is blurry, which extends the reach of 

surveillance and its constitutive character. 

I focus in this thesis, for the most part, on ‘traditional’ social media of the kind described 

by boyd, and in particular on Facebook as the archetypical Western social media 

platform. Facebook is the largest social media platform in the world,1 and many of its key 

features – such as the profile, friends list, and news feed – are staples of social media 

platforms. Facebook itself is also hard to define, reflecting the liquid character of social 

media: Facebook is a website, an app, and a company with many branches, initiatives, 

and subsidiaries. As chapter one explores, Facebook’s data-gathering tendrils extend 

throughout the internet and around the world. Facebook is also a social institution, used 

 
 

1 At the end of Q3 2020, Facebook had 2.74 billion monthly active users, a 12 percent increase 

year-over-year (Facebook Investor Relations 2020) 
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daily by a significant portion of the world and woven into popular culture through news 

and entertainment. 

In this thesis, I level the constitutive surveillance critique mainly against the Facebook 

‘platform’ – the facebook.com website and corresponding app. However, as certain 

examples throughout the thesis will show, this critique can be applied fruitfully to 

Facebook’s wider social and technological assemblage. I also draw in parts of this thesis 

from a wider range of social media examples than those directly connected with 

Facebook – such as chapter two on political surveillance, where examples from Twitter, 

Geofeedia, and the wider internet are better suited and more readily documented. 

 

Constitutive 

As quoted earlier, the editors of the Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies write 

that surveillance ‘has always been a component of institutional routines and human 

sociality, but over perhaps the past 40 years it has emerged as the dominant organising 

practice of late modernity’ (Lyon et al 2012: 1, emphasis added). This view is prevalent 

in the surveillance studies field. David Murakami-Wood and C. William R. Webster note 

that it is ‘no longer remarkable’ to suggest that contemporary capitalist nation-states are 

‘surveillance societies’, wherein ‘surveillance is a key mode, if not the principle mode, of 

organisation’ (2009: 259, emphasis added). ‘To speak of surveillance now means 

recognising the extent to which it has become a central organising principle of modern 
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life,’ writes Kathleen M. Kuehn, ‘and that as we become more visible to data-collecting 

organisations, they become increasingly invisible to us’ (2016: 19, emphasis added). 

‘Constitutive surveillance’ aims to capture and detail this centrality of surveillance to 

contemporary Western societies: surveillance fundamentally underpins and directs the 

operations, inventions, and deployments of social and technical interventions in 

contemporary societies; surveillance is the foremost method and priority, atop which 

myriad other mechanisms and objectives are stacked. 

Levelled at social media, this lens emphasises that the relationship between social media 

and surveillance is not one of appropriation or incorporation, whereby incidental 

opportunities for surveillance are seized in the course of social media development,2 but 

instead a constitutive relationship wherein the strategies and logics of surveillance 

precede and determine the genesis, development, operation, and uptake of social media 

platforms. In short, surveillance from the constitutive point of view is always 

fundamental – not incidental – to social media; surveillance and social media are not 

two distinct spheres of activity and objectives, but each operates through the other – 

they are intractably connected (Tippet 2020). 

This lens works to dispel the rhetoric of community and security with which social media 

companies extol their operations and spy agencies justify theirs. While the notion of 

 
 

2 This story of ‘incorporation’ is the version of Facebook’s genesis presented by Mark Zuckerberg, 

as chapter three examines. 
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surveillance as ‘the dominant organising practice’ is not new, this thesis explores it in 

detail, applies it to social media specifically, and develops it in a critical framework of 

power to demonstrate the value of constitutive surveillance as an explanatory 

mechanism for understanding the emergence, development, and importance of social 

media today. 

 

Surveillance 

It is meaningless to suggest that surveillance is constitutive of social media without a 

specific understanding of what surveillance is, how it works, and what its relation is to 

power. The remaining pages of this thesis are largely occupied with articulating and 

substantiating that specific understanding. Firstly, surveillance is a social practice, often 

mediated by technologies, that involves watching (veiller) from above (sur). There is no 

shortage of adequate definitions of contemporary surveillance which will suffice as a 

starting point in this introduction. David Lyon, for example, defines contemporary 

surveillance as ‘any collection and processing of personal data, whether identifiable or 

not, for the purpose of influencing or managing those whose data have been garnered’ 

(2001: 2). 

However, like social media, surveillance today is a blurry, leaky, heterogeneous, and 

modulatory concept that is always in flux and which rapidly co-opts and 

instrumentalises everything around it. Social media may indeed be constituted by the 
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‘collection and processing of personal data’, but that does not take us very far towards 

understanding how or why Facebook takes the shape it does today. It is essential, first 

and foremost, to recognise that surveillance works to constitute social media because of 

explicit decisions made by developers, investors, regulators, and users, and that 

constitutive surveillance is not a natural consequence arrived at along a teleological 

pathway of technological development. 

For a more gradated understanding, I propose a four ‘form’ surveillance taxonomy that 

accounts for the various, often competing surveillant interests on social media. The four 

forms I use are economic, political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance.  

Surveillance ‘forms’ are a common rubric used by theorists for distinguishing and 

critiquing different practices of surveillance. Lyon, drawing on Kevin Haggerty and 

Richard Ericson’s (2000) concept of the ‘surveillant assemblage’, argues that 

surveillance in five ‘spheres’ of life ‘combine to create a complex matrix of power’: the 

military, state administration, workplace, policing, and consumption (2007: 4). Lyon 

notes that thinking about surveillance in this sort of taxonomy  

gives us a sense of the variety of surveillance situations that we might encounter, 

a sense of how one system gave rise to or facilitated another, and at the same 

time a sense of how one system may overlap with another or several others. 

Lyon 2007: 25 
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One of the surveillance splits most commonly encountered in the field is the division 

between surveillance in the sphere of economy and private business, and surveillance in 

the sphere of politics and government. Christian Fuchs returns to this dichotomy – 

between ‘political’ and ‘economic’ surveillance in his terms (2011) – several times, 

attributing it to Toshimaru Ogura (2006) and Oscar Gandy (1993). Massimo Ragnedda 

elaborates on what he terms ‘state’ and ‘corporate’ forms of surveillance, writing, ‘the 

monopoly of violence and coercion is still in the State’s hand, but the corporations are 

the agents doing the persuading and seducing of individuals to modify their behaviour’ 

(2011: 185). Christopher Dandeker writes that two key ‘strategic organisations’ – the 

‘modern state’ and ‘capitalist business enterprise’ – are responsible for social ordering 

and population management through surveillance (1990: vii). 

Other theorists have interrogated the surveillance acts undertaken by individuals as a 

distinct form from the more institutional surveillance of corporations and states. Anders 

Albrechtslund argues for a theory of ‘participatory surveillance’ (2008), which accounts 

for the relations in which surveillance can be a ‘flat’ relationship or even benefit its 

subjects. Mark Andrejevic has a less optimistic view of what he terms ‘lateral 

surveillance’, which is characterised not only ‘by the carrot of participation, but by the 

stick of generalised risk’ (2005: 482), and Daniel Trottier distinguishes ‘interpersonal’ 

surveillance as ‘one axis of visibility on social media’ apart from the other forms that 

dominate Facebook (2012: 319).  
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The four forms of surveillance I advance here are, again, not a strictly novel contribution 

– but this specific taxonomy, situated in a constitutive relation to social media, is new. 

Furthermore, analysing social media through the lens of economic, political, lateral, and 

oppositional surveillance crucially uncovers the complex interplay between surveillance 

forms and motivations, and their even more complex articulations of overlapping and 

combinatory power strategies. 

Economic surveillance is that undertaken in the corporate pursuit of profit. Economic 

surveillance ‘works’ by assembling detailed records about internet users, through 

tracking their every mediated interaction with platforms, devices, stores, websites, and 

one another. Every action, interaction, and reaction can be stored, categorised, sold, 

reinterpreted, recontextualised, and eventually returned to the user in the hopeful form 

of a targeted, relevant intervention by a platform or advertiser. 

Political surveillance is the realm of actors operating in a political or governmental 

capacity, which includes spy and security agencies, as well as police, tax departments 

and auditors, and medical institutions. Political surveillance has a much wider array of 

motivations, which range from care and benign administration, to policing, security, and 

monitoring dissent. I am more focused in this thesis on the latter set of political 

surveillant motivations, especially in the context of the information revealed by NSA 

whistle-blower Edward Snowden and its implication of and implications for economic 

surveillance companies like Facebook. Snowden demonstrated in particular how 
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political surveillance, while being gathered and used for very different ends, piggybacks 

and instrumentalises the data-collection methods of economic surveillance. 

Lateral surveillance is hierarchically ‘flat’, both aimed at and undertaken by social media 

users. Social media encourages casual, unverifiable watching of peers as its central 

activity and attraction – from mindless perusal of the Facebook news feed to more 

targeted and intentional acts of ‘Facebook stalking’. Being watched by those same peers 

is the essential corollary of watching; viewing a Facebook profile requires a Facebook 

profile, in most circumstances, which means opening oneself up to the prospect of 

lateral surveillance. 

Oppositional surveillance accounts for all of the counter-hegemonic and counter-

surveillant practices that constitute social media as a perpetually contested surveillant 

space. These are acts undertaken by the disempowered users of social media platforms, 

who have relatively little capacity to undertake their own surveillance, but whose 

aleatory activity constitutes those platforms by enlivening what would otherwise be 

empty or one-way mediums.3 In other words, social media platforms are determined in 

part by the user practices that occupy them, meaning oppositional behaviours 

fundamentally constitute Facebook as a space of surveillance resistance, as much as it is 

also a space for enabling hegemonic surveillance. 

 
 

3 The term ‘aleatory’ refers to an inextinguishable element of unpredictability or randomness. For 

Foucault, a power strategy of biopolitics (taken up in chapter of this thesis), seeks to address the 

aleatory elements that emerge in a ‘biological multiplicity’, or population (2003: 252).  
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Power 

Power is the thread that runs through economic, political, lateral, and oppositional 

surveillance forms, and which explicates the concept of constitutive surveillance in 

relation to social media. Building on the above taxonomy, I will show in this thesis how 

different forms of surveillance articulate different strategies of power, leaning in 

particular on the critical theory of Michel Foucault. Foucault has been a key figure in 

surveillance studies since the field’s inception, due to the resonance of his concept of 

‘panopticism’, which provided an enduring model for the experience and effect of 

surveillance in disciplinary societies (1995). But surveillance studies theorists, such as 

Haggerty and Ericson (2000), have long argued for the exploration of alternative 

theoretical frameworks. In this thesis, I set up a critical theory framework around a 

pillar of Foucauldian power (a specific conceptualisation that departs from traditional 

notions of power as something ‘owned’ or ‘wielded’ by the powerful over the powerless) 

in order to show the variety of power strategies which dictate, animate, and connect the 

surveillance forms constituting social media as a contested surveillance machine.  

More than simply describing how economic, political, lateral, and oppositional 

surveillance ‘work’ in practical terms, this critical framework attempts to grasp how they 

work in terms of power: to control, direct, sort, predict, reward, punish, oppose, and 

affirm; to subjectify, in short, as part of wider strategies for the management and 

optimisation of populations. Social media is a collective, contested expression of diverse 

surveillance forms; these surveillance forms are themselves manifestations of complex 
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and overlapping power strategies. Gradually, throughout the following chapters, I will 

supplement the Foucauldian model of power with reference to a range of critical 

concepts, including (in chapter one) governmentality (Foucault 2009), control (Deleuze 

1992), and assemblage (Deleuze and Guattari 1987); (in chapter two) biopolitics 

(Foucault 1978), exception (Agamben 2005), bare life (Agamben 1998), and risk (Beck 

1992); (in chapter three) panopticism (Foucault 1995), confession (Foucault 1978), and 

consumerism (Bauman 2007); and (in chapter four) resistance (Foucault 1980a) and the 

everyday (de Certeau 1984). This critical framework is supported throughout the thesis 

with reference to contemporary surveillance concepts and theories. My aim in aligning 

this range of perspectives into a critical framework for understanding constitutive 

surveillance is to demonstrate the heterogeneity and complexity of that ‘dominant 

organising practice’, and to thereby explain how Facebook – as the social media 

exemplar – articulates hegemonic and counter-hegemonic operations of power. 

The following chapters broadly align economic, political, lateral, and oppositional 

surveillance with different ‘strategies’ of power, but it is important to remember that 

these are not wholly separable categories of surveillance, nor wholly discrete strategies 

of power. The four forms are instructive for understanding how social media is 

constituted by surveillance, and they outline the structure of this thesis – but the 

slippery, ‘leaky’, modulatory nature of power and technology effaces the boundaries 

between forms more quickly than they can be cemented.  
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Method 

My aim in this thesis is to contribute to mapping the relationship of surveillance to social 

media as an expression of the overlapping power strategies which characterise 

contemporary capitalist societies. This is foremost a contribution to surveillance studies, 

but it is situated theoretically in Foucauldian critical theory, which unveils the subtle and 

often overlooked workings of power. Surveillance studies is an interdisciplinary field 

crossing the areas of sociology, digital media studies, security studies, criminology, and 

law, to name a few. Constitutive surveillance is an ambitious and wide-ranging theory, 

but my hope with this thesis is to contribute the outline for a critical framework of social 

media surveillance that recognises the heterogeneity of surveillance activity online.  

Following Foucault, I aim to show how an apparatus – the social and technical 

assemblage of social media – emerges and evolves as the articulation of power strategies 

for subjectifying and managing populations. This is an effort to counter the technological 

determinism underlying the utopian rhetoric long associated with the internet and social 

media (and still essential to its promotion, as later chapters will explore). Rather than 

emerging as a natural, teleological consequence of technological advancements, I argue, 

social media is best understood as a distinct articulation of governmental, biopolitical, 

and disciplinary power. As outlined above, Foucault’s theory of power is at the root of 

this argument, supplemented with a range of more specific concepts for describing 

strategies and techniques of administration and resistance. This approach reflects the 

metaphor of the conceptual ‘toolbox’, which Foucault invites ‘users’ (as opposed to 
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‘readers’) to rummage through, to pick from at will, to use ‘however they wish’ (in 

O’Farrell 2005: 50). In the chapters that follow, I array a selection of tools from 

Foucault’s toolbox, augmented and supplemented with the adjuncts and ‘completions’ 

(Agamben 1998: 12) of his work by other theorists, in order to assemble a critical 

framework that might contextualise and demystify the countless instances of 

surveillance that constitute social media.  

In each chapter, I pull from a range of real-world examples to ground this critique on 

Facebook and other social media platforms, and to demonstrate its application to actual 

social media phenomena. These examples include aspects of Facebook’s platform, events 

that involve or implicate Facebook, and the discourses and narratives that frame 

Facebook. I draw from a wide array of sources that mirror Facebook’s seemingly endless 

reach: patents, news articles, blog posts, advertisements, acquisitions, leaks, events, and 

features, as well as qualitative research and case studies by others in the surveillance 

studies field. Like Facebook itself, this thesis stretches in numerous directions to collect 

the data that animates its framework. 

The value of this method is that it gestures towards the totality of Facebook and the 

totalising effect of surveillance. By contextualising surveillance with reference to critical 

theory, it offers numerous explanations for how the many manifestations of surveillance 

that I use as examples can be understood and traced back to hegemonic operations of 

power. In so doing, it sheds light on some of the ways in which Facebook operates as an 

apparatus of control and subjectification. That is, it uncovers how and why Facebook 
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renders its users as subjects of economic and political power – as sorted and optimised 

‘productive forces’ (Foucault 1978: 141) – and thereby problematises the constitutive 

relationship of economic, political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance to social media. 

 

Scope 

Much has changed since I began work on this project in 2014, and I have not been able 

to incorporate all of it in the process of writing this thesis. Facebook’s reputation has 

gone from bad to worse – its popular image has slid from ‘uncool’ to ‘constitutionally 

dangerous’. A series of hard-hitting scandals, an environment of stark political 

polarisation (to which it massively contributed), slowing financial growth rates, and a 

United States’ congressional preoccupation with ‘fake news’ have all presented 

challenges to the company and effected change on its platform. Some of these challenges 

and changes are documented in the pages that follow; others are not. Facebook’s extra-

curricular projects have continued apace, with new acquisitions, features, and divisions 

of the company stood up and quietly shelved in the intervening years. The fast-paced, 

modulatory online environment lends itself to perpetual development and flux. Some of 

the examples I use throughout this thesis may by now be out of date or superseded, but I 

do not believe that this undermines the ideas of constitutive surveillance or the critical 

theoretical framework I have assembled here. 
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Another parameter on the scope of this thesis is my focus on examples from Western 

social media. Facebook is an American company; most surveillance theorists are writing 

from a Western context; Foucault and the other critical theorists who I put into 

conversation in this thesis are largely preoccupied with developments in Western 

societies. As certain examples in the economic and political surveillance chapters will 

show, Facebook’s American base of operations has material consequences for its global 

expansion project and its susceptibility to US state interventions. However, I recognise 

that this Western focus limits the generalisability of the critique that I advance in this 

thesis, and that it does not account for surveillance of social media in different contexts, 

such as China, where the interactions of economic and political surveillance are 

particularly different (Fuchs 2017: 251). 

Finally, while it may not limit the scope of this thesis, it is important to be aware of the 

gulf between the theoretical or intended function of surveillance, and its actual material 

function.4 That is, although we tend to focus overwhelmingly on the dystopian potential 

of surveillance to discern our innermost desires and direct our lives as the deceptive face 

of a modern police state, most Facebook users will recall at least one time its advertising 

 
 

4 Gary T. Marx points out that between alarmist media on one hand, and the exaggerated claims 

of technology-peddlers on the other, ‘there is a failure to differentiate the potential of a tactic 

from its actual use’ (2002: 23). This necessitates a comparative measure of what Marx calls 

‘surveillance slack’, which ‘considers the extent to which a technology is applied, rather than the 

absolute amount of surveillance’ (2002: 23). I seek to account in part for this distinction by 

including oppositional surveillance as a constitutive form. 
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algorithm or facial recognition has been comically inaccurate. It can be hard to reconcile 

the popular image of social media as a surveillance machine for capturing every possible 

scrap of individual data possible (which it is), with the user experience of platforms that 

seem incapable of making basic logical connections (which they often are). However, it 

matters how surveillance intends to function – even if it fails or lies about the 

effectiveness of targeted advertising – because that intention is no less constituted by 

economic and political surveillant desires to track, predict, and sort individuals that have 

very real consequences, and which circuitously reinforce themselves as reliable and true. 

In other words, inaccurate surveillance is no less dangerous than accurate surveillance if 

it has material impacts on its subjects. 

 

Structure 

This thesis is structured around the four surveillance forms outlined above. The 

remaining chapters each detail the constitutive relationship of one surveillance form to 

social media, drawing chiefly on examples from the universe of Facebook. Each chapter 

follows a similar structure, with a review of key theories and the development of the 

constitutive surveillance framework in the first half, and an application of theory to 

social media examples in the second. Each successive chapter also builds upon and 

responds to those preceding it, gradually uncovering how connected and interdependent 

these surveillance forms are in practice. 
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Chapter one focuses on economic surveillance. It arrays a critical theory of constitutive 

surveillance broadly, and economic surveillance in particular, drawing from Foucault, 

Deleuze, Haggerty and Ericson, and a wide range of surveillance studies concepts. 

Chapter one establishes a taxonomy of five ‘logics’ of economic surveillance, which I 

then use to unpack the constitutive function of economic surveillance in relation to a 

wide array of examples from Facebook. These examples are sorted into two categories: 

platform (the interactable elements of Facebook) and expansion (the projects and 

initiatives by Facebook to grow its userbase and colonise new audiences). 

Chapter two, on political surveillance, continues to incorporate Foucauldian theory into 

the framework of constitutive surveillance, supplementing it with reference to Giorgio 

Agamben and Ulrich Beck. In the second half of chapter two, I examine the constitutive 

relationship of political surveillance to social media through five more logics. The final 

section of chapter two describes the overlap of political and economic surveillance, 

which sometimes work in harmony and are at other times publicly dissonant. 

Chapter three moves on to lateral surveillance. Online lateral surveillance between 

peers, I argue, most replicates the panoptic schema outlined in Discipline and Punish 

(Foucault 1995) because of the mechanism of unverifiable visibility. Based on the 

panoptic concept of lateral surveillance, and the surveillance studies literature, I identify 

two ‘poles’ of lateral surveillance: watching and being watched. The second half of 

chapter three shows, with examples from Facebook, how watching and being watched 

are constitutive of the platform. The final section of this chapter examines political and 
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economic instrumentalisation of lateral surveillance, identifying points of intersection 

between surveillance forms. 

Finally, chapter four demonstrates the inextinguishable constitutive function of 

oppositional surveillance on social media. The first half examines the place of resistance 

in Foucault’s theory of power, which is lent more detail by de Certeau’s framework of 

everyday strategies and tactics. This is supplemented with an account of resistance to 

surveillance under headings of counter-surveillance, everyday resistance, and 

surveillance negotiation. The second half of chapter four shows how oppositional 

surveillance is constitutive of Facebook in two ways: firstly, because the oppositional 

practices of its users mark Facebook indelibly as a contested, practiced space; and 

secondly, because the platform modulates to absorb opposition – either in public 

concessions when it stirs discontent, or with secretive counters that pre-empt or account 

for users’ aleatory behaviours.  
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1 | ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

 

 

In August 2013, a collective of experts, telecommunications companies, and tech 

industry giants led by Facebook united under a banner of universal connectivity. 

Heralded by Mark Zuckerberg’s white paper (‘Is Connectivity a Human Right?’ [2013]), 

the coalition – called ‘Internet.org’ – announced its mission triumphantly: to bring 

affordable internet access to the two thirds of the world without it. Zuckerberg showed in 

the white paper that although internet connectivity has spread exponentially, the cost of 

overpriced mobile data on struggling infrastructure continues to exclude wide 

populations from participating in the ‘global knowledge economy’ (2013: 2). By making 

connectivity ten times as cheap, and phone applications ten times less data-intensive, 

Zuckerberg and his partners at Ericsson, MediaTek, Nokia, Opera, Qualcomm, and 

Samsung sought to make internet access (of some form) available to all. 

The predominant critique of Internet.org when it launched was that no-one stands to 

benefit more from a globally connected ‘knowledge economy’ than the gatekeeping 

corporate partners that made up the collective, and especially Facebook itself (Imtiaz, 

2014; Best, 2014; Lopez, 2014). Internet.org fits within Facebook’s long-term strategy to 

‘own’ its users’ first contact with the internet (Mims, 2012). For new users in Zambia, 
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Kenya, Ghana, and many other nations, it prefigured an internet of surveillance and 

exploitation from its very beginning (Tippet 2016). 

There were two strands to Internet.org’s efforts: the zero-rated Internet.org app (later 

renamed ‘Free Basics’) which offered a selection of ‘stripped-down’, data-cheap services 

for free to users of particular mobile carriers, and ‘innovative networking technologies 

like lasers and drones’ to extend internet coverage (Hempel 2018). Like all of Facebook’s 

expansion efforts, Internet.org’s Free Basics app is constituted by logics of economic 

surveillance. These logics dictate that the limited and proprietary internet Facebook 

establishes throughout the world will return valuable personal data to the company in 

the long run, ensuring a financial pay-off to its apparent charity and, in theory, 

sustaining crucial growth on Facebook’s platform. 

In promotional materials, Internet.org emphasised difference, creativity, and 

multiculturalism. This difference, it suggested, is the currency of the global knowledge 

economy – the new capitalist mode of the digital age. The unconnected Other is a wealth 

of valuable, untapped difference; it would be a terrible waste if they were not able to 

participate in the knowledge economy. This difference-currency is not just a feel-good 

veneer to liberal charity; it gestures towards one of the central logics of contemporary 

economic surveillance – that it cultivates and absorbs difference, rather than flattening 

it. 

On its face, Internet.org is a charitable project. However, viewed through a lens of 

constitutive economic surveillance, its goals, methods, and the narrative of cultural 
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difference that suffuses it are revealed as serving the corporate interests of Facebook and 

its Internet.org partners. Before this chapter’s conclusion, I will return to a detailed 

analysis of Internet.org using the critical framework of economic surveillance arrayed 

over the following pages. The effort to foreground how Internet.org’s ostensible charity 

is undermined by Facebook’s economic motivation, following Mark Andrejevic, 

‘counters the determinism of those who insist on the inherently empowering character of 

interactive networks and the revolutionary telos of the digital era’ (2007: 299). That is, a 

constitutive surveillance perspective of Internet.org unveils how it advances power 

strategies for the subjectification of new populations above all. 

--- 

The following chapters of this thesis each contend with one of the surveillance forms set 

out in the introduction, examining the constitutive relationship of each form to social 

media. This chapter examines economic surveillance. Using the exemplary social media 

platform of Facebook, it demonstrates that the surveillance ambition to produce 

valuable data is the nucleus of social media, and the driving motivation in how platforms 

develop and adapt. 

The chapter begins by examining theories of power, control, and economic surveillance 

on social media. Following this Foucauldian review is a more specific account of the 

ways economic surveillance has been critiqued and problematised, arranged under three 

labels: social sorting, labour exploitation, and privacy. Drawing from this literature, I 
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establish a taxonomy of five ‘logics’ of economic surveillance, which become the 

constitutive logics of Facebook’s corporate direction.  

The second half of this chapter analyses Facebook in the dimensions of its platform and 

continual expansion. In the final part of the chapter, the critique of constitutive 

economic surveillance is levelled at Internet.org, which exemplifies the intersection of 

economic surveillance logics both in its own platform (the Free Basics app) and as an 

expansion of the overall Facebook project. 

 

1.1 | FOUCAULT, DELEUZE, AND ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

This half of the chapter is a theoretical review presented in three sections covering, first, 

Foucauldian theories of power, governmentality, and neoliberalism; second, Deleuzian 

societies of control and the surveillant assemblage; and third, common critiques of 

economic surveillance under three umbrellas: social sorting, labour, and privacy. Out of 

these three sections, I distil in the fourth and final section five logics of economic 

surveillance. 

It is necessary to clarify the operations of power in Foucault’s work, because it is within 

this power context that I identify surveillance’s constitutive character. Governmentality 

is the contemporary arrangement of this power, and neoliberalism its political 

expression. Control, per Gilles Deleuze, extends and overlaps the governmental mode of 

power, and links it more explicitly to digital technologies of modulation and 
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capitalisation, as opposed to enclosure and discipline. Assemblage highlights the 

interoperable nature of surveillance today, which tends towards centralisation and 

works by abstracting human processes into ‘dividual’ data doubles. 

Reviewing these concepts establishes a framework for critiquing economic surveillance. 

The final part of this section reviews common critiques of economic surveillance in the 

surveillance studies field. These critiques are not outside of the critical theory framework 

established via Foucault and Deleuze, but they connect in more practical terms with the 

tangible consequences of economic surveillance. 

 

1.1.1 | POWER, GOVERNMENTALITY, NEOLIBERALISM 

Power  

In challenging the longstanding ‘repressive hypothesis’ of sexuality, Foucault asks, ‘Do 

the workings of power, and in particular those mechanisms that are brought into play in 

societies such as ours, really belong primarily to the category of repression?’ (1978: 10). 

With this provocative question, he challenges the common view that ‘power’ functions 

directly in the hands of the ‘powerful’ to produce a relationship of domination over the 

‘powerless’. Using the example of sexuality, he shows how the capacity of power to 

produce, effect, and redirect discourses is misconstrued as a straightforward form of 

repression or destruction. 
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Throughout The History of Sexuality (1978), Foucault demonstrates that one function of 

power since the seventeenth century was to drive the discursive transformation of sex in 

favour of the population’s overall health. This was a productive force, in that it produced 

‘a whole web of discourses, special knowledges, analyses and injunctions’ (1978: 26); it 

was not the ‘repressive imposition of silence’, but ‘a new regime of discourses’ (1978: 27). 

In short, the production of new and different (not necessarily repressive or destructive) 

discourses ‘did not multiply apart from or against power, but in the very space and as the 

means of its exercise’ (1978: 32), meaning that the evolving signification and discursive 

function of sexuality was not simply a reaction of or against power, but the domain in 

which power took effect. Power induced in the population ‘a proliferation of sexualities 

[…] an optimisation of the power to which each of these local sexualities gave a surface 

of intervention’ (1978: 48). 

The phrase ‘surface of intervention’ is a useful one, and one to which Foucault frequently 

returns; where the brutal power of sovereignty had little to act upon but the bodies of the 

ruled, more advanced forms of ‘biopower’ and ‘governmentality’ intervene upon bodies, 

discourses, statistics, data, language, and norms, enabling wide but indirect channels for 

power to grasp and manipulate the object of population. For example, the stratification 

of sex into sexualities, disorders, and perversions enabled and justified a web of 

apparatuses for diagnosing, quarantining, excluding, and disciplining non-normative 

bodies, multiplying both the surfaces and the interventions in the preservation of the 

social body’s (normative) health. 
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Foucault understands power in a very specific way which must be clarified. It is not 

‘acquired, seized, or shared’, but ‘exercised from innumerable points, in the interplay of 

nonegalitarian and mobile relations’ (1978: 93). He writes, 

It seems to me that power must be understood in the first instance as the 

multiplicity of force relations immanent in the sphere in which they operate and 

which constitute their own organization; as the process which, through ceaseless 

struggles and confrontations, transforms, strengthens, or reverses them; as the 

support which these force relations find in one another, thus forming a chain or a 

system, or on the contrary, the disjunctions and contradictions which isolate 

them from one another; and lastly, as the strategies in which they take effect, 

whose general design or institutional crystallization is embodied in the state 

apparatus, in the formulation of the law, in the various social hegemonies. 

Foucault 1978: 92-3 

In attempting to decode this four-part definition, I find it useful to compare Foucault’s 

‘power’ to gravity (indeed, the analogy of power as a physical force reflects Foucault’s 

description in Discipline and Punish of objects in a ‘micro-physics’ of power [1995: 26]).  

This analogy risks masking the socially-contingent nature of power and the possibility of 

resistance, but it is otherwise an apt comparison: like gravity, power for Foucault has an 

inexorable and innate drive and direction; like gravity, power is not visible or 

measurable in itself, but in the ‘crystallised’ relations between objects that it joins 

together and pulls apart; and like gravity, Foucault’s power acts upon everything and 
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emanates in some minute way from everything, often invisibly, to attach to all objects a 

vector and a velocity, a potential or actual magnitude (Randell-Moon and Tippet 2016: 

x). In short, Foucault rejects understandings of power as ‘a group of institutions and 

mechanisms’, ‘a mode of subjugation’, or ‘a system of domination exerted by one group 

over another’ – although these may be the visible effects of power, the ‘terminal forms 

power takes’ (1978: 92). Power is not something owned or wielded, but rather the 

context and medium of relations between the objects within its purview (Randell-Moon 

and Tippet 2016: x). ‘Power has no essence; it is simply operational,’ Deleuze elaborates, 

‘It is not an attribute but a relation: the power-relation is the set of possible relations 

between forces, which passes through the dominated forces no less than through the 

dominating ...’ (1988: 27). 

For an object to be static in the physical universe, the forces acting upon it must be in 

equilibrium. Likewise, with power, movement arises when a force exerted in power’s 

‘micro-physics’ nudges or thrusts an object in a direction. ‘Power exists only when it is 

put into action,’ Foucault writes, ‘even if, of course, it is integrated into a disparate field 

of possibilities brought to bear upon permanent structures’ (1983: 219). In these 

moments where power gives rise to mobility, the uneven relations of power become 

visible, the expressions of power measurable. Power ‘comes from below’, as much as it 

comes from any other direction, as the context of power does not recognise any intrinsic 

binary between rulers and ruled (1978: 94).  
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In later texts, Foucault stressed further that his theory of power did not inherently 

describe a relation of domination, but a field of possibility: the ‘other’ upon whom power 

is exercised is ‘to the very end a person who acts’, and the relationship of power may 

open up ‘a whole field of responses, reactions, results, and possible interventions’ (1983: 

220). States of domination may arise from this field, when power relations ‘instead of 

being mobile […] remain blocked, frozen,’ Foucault writes; ‘When an individual or social 

group succeeds in blocking a field of power relations, immobilizing them and preventing 

any reversibility of movement by economic, political, or military means, one is faced 

with what may be called a state of domination’ (1997: 283). 

Foucault’s configuration of power in The History of Sexuality advances a normative 

understanding of power relations and the active potential of subjects. That is, by 

reframing power as a neutral constellation in which objects interact with non-neutral 

outcomes, he accounts for opposition: ‘Where there is power, there is resistance, and yet, 

or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in relation to 

power’ (1978: 95).5 

 
 

5 This is the same notion by which I understand ‘oppositional’ surveillance to be constitutive of 

social media. Surveillance, as I have argued so far, is the defining capacity of social media, 

enabling widespread and automated exploitation and discrimination, but it is also, by that same 

token, the best tool for users to resist those processes, and their acts of deflection and counter-

surveillance indelibly co-produce the spaces of social media, not as spaces of domination, but of 

contestation. I will return to this argument in chapter four. 
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Given this understanding of power, we can begin to characterise the modalities of 

sovereignty, discipline, and government as distinct strategies for distributing objects in 

relation to one another within their micro-physical systems. To continue the gravity 

analogy, power in each of these strategies has the appearance and effect of a natural, 

inexorable force pulling universally in a particular direction. Power in each strategy has 

various innate motivations: the supremacy of the sovereign, the jurisdiction of law, the 

health of the population, the docility of the proletariat, the optimisation of productive 

forces, the veridiction of certain discourses, the management of the aleatory, the 

extinction of impurity, and so on (Tippet 2020: 1015). 

Foucault described sovereign power as the ultimate power of a sovereign ruler to end the 

life of anyone who disobeyed him – the power of erasure, or the power to kill. As 

technology, society, and economy evolved, this power became insufficient for managing 

groups of people who were configured now principally as a workforce, and disciplinary 

power emerged as the dominant strategy. The ‘disciplines’ were the discrete and insular 

institutions (such as the school, prison, barracks, or factory) which focused on 

distributing, controlling, organising, and composing individuals as productive and 

pliable forces, and the coercive logic of panoptic visibility was their foremost technology. 

In the course of the nineteenth century, a regulatory apparatus developed, focused on a 

less direct ‘conduct of conduct’ which Foucault termed ‘governmentality’ (2009). The 

development of such a regulatory framework which operated not in spite of, but 
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precisely through the social and economic freedom of its subjects marked a progression 

from the sovereign and disciplinary modes of power. 

Later chapters will elaborate further on disciplinary power and the place in this schema 

of the panopticon and biopolitics, while the next section examines governmentality. It is 

important to remember that these strategies of power are not historically distinct, but 

overlapping: sovereignty has not vanished, but it is principally the pressures of 

government and discipline at work in contemporary everyday life. Sovereignty, 

discipline and government are not ‘a series of successive elements, the appearance of the 

new causing the earlier ones to disappear’, Foucault writes, but instead, ‘what above all 

changes is the dominant characteristic, or more exactly the system of correlation 

between juridico-legal mechanisms, disciplinary mechanisms and mechanisms of 

security’ (2009: 22, emphasis added). This means that sovereignty, discipline, and 

government all co-exist throughout history, but one strategy takes precedence in a given 

moment. In Western nations today, governmentality is the principal strategy of power, 

but discipline and sovereign power persist at the fringes – an ever-present threat that 

backs up the non-coercive mechanisms of governmentality. Where the heterogeneity 

coveted by governmentality exceeds the graces of late capitalism and must be met with 

force, rather than co-option, sovereign and disciplinary power remain essential. 
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Governmentality  

Foucault sets out three different meanings of ‘governmentality’ in his Security, 

Territory, Population series of lectures (2009). The second and third meanings are, 

respectively, a tendency in the West towards the pre-eminence of governmental power, 

and the process by which power has moved largely from juridical, to disciplinary, to 

governmental forms. The first definition is the clearest and most valuable of the three: 

First, by ‘governmentality’ I understand the ensemble formed by institutions, 

procedures, analyses and reflections, calculations, and tactics that allow the 

exercise of this very specific, albeit very complex, power that has the population 

as its target, political economy as its major form of knowledge, and apparatuses 

of security as its essential technical instrument. 

Foucault 2009: 144 

In this definition, Foucault describes a specific strategy of power: governmentality is the 

circulatory system of state and population through which governmental power courses 

in both political and ostensibly apolitical institutions and apparatuses. To use the 

gravitational terminology established above, governmental power pulls in the direction 

of regulating and optimising the health, behaviour, and labour of the population through 

technologies of capital. The role of security – ‘essential technical instrument’ – is in 

calculating and distributing this power, and remedying (or enabling disciplinary power 

against) the aleatory outliers in the population. Governmentality is thus a strategy of 
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power seeking to organise and balance objectives of population, incentives of political 

economy, and calculative logics of security. 

As chapter three (on lateral surveillance) will show in more detail, the key innovation of 

disciplinary societies was their ability to make power function ‘automatically’ in their 

subjects, who internalised its coercive, ever-present authority. Governmentality 

innovates further on this method: individual subjects of governmental power self-govern 

in the pursuit of normative aspirations – desires which are functionally their own, but 

which (not coincidentally) align with the interests of the population (as broadly 

conceived by Western liberal democracy). That is, in our individual pursuits of health, 

wealth, happiness, admiration, security, success, and independence, we must be hard-

working, law-abiding, and obedient to the pressures of consumerism. Above all, the 

pursuit of these desires entails a dependence on and complicity with capitalism: we work 

devotedly for the chance at a higher-paying job; we eat healthily (or feel the guilt of 

eating unhealthily) to stay fit and productive for as long as we can; we cycle rapidly 

through consumer electronics and clothing to keep up with the crowd (simultaneously 

navigating the pressure to be financially responsible); and we avoid committing even 

minor crimes that might hurt our chances of employment in future. In short, 

governmentality all but dispenses with the panoptic guard tower reminding us to 

perform ‘proper’ citizenship, because such a performance is aligned with what we desire 

for ourselves. 

Foucault elaborates, 
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However – and it is here that this naturalness of desire thus marks the 

population and becomes accessible to governmental technique … this desire is 

such that, if one gives it free play, and on condition that it is given free play, all 

things considered, within a certain limit and thanks to a number of relationships 

and connections, it will produce the general interest of the population. Desire is 

the pursuit of the individual’s interest. In his desire the individual may well be 

deceived regarding his personal interest, but there is something that does not 

deceive, which is that the spontaneous, or at any rate both spontaneous and 

regulated play of desire will in fact allow the production of an interest, of 

something favourable for the population. 

Foucault 2009: 101 

Thus, the free play of ostensibly ‘spontaneous’ desires, which are fostered, channelled, 

and ‘regulated’ in the direction of ‘the general interest of the population’ becomes the 

default environment for those who qualify to participate in it, while legal and 

disciplinary mechanisms persist at the margins for those who do not. The principle 

occupation of governmental power is how to promote these desires – how to say ‘yes’, 

whereas sovereignty and discipline legitimised and optimised their power to say ‘no’. 

The challenge for government concerns ‘everything that stimulates and encourages this 

self-esteem, this desire, so that it can produce its necessary benefits’ (2009: 102). But as 

Nikolas Rose points out, ‘government’ in Foucault’s sense of regulating desires, or the 

‘conduct of conduct’, does not simply reflect a coherent political assemblage of the State, 

but a complex operation of both ‘political’ institutions and ‘apparatuses that shape and 
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manage individual and collective conduct in relation to norms and objectives but yet are 

constituted as “non-political”,’ (Rose 1996: 37-8). 

  

Neoliberalism and Freedom 

Among the notions at work in this governmental operation are neoliberalism, freedom, 

and security. ‘Neoliberalism’ refers to the dominant political economic rationality 

adopted in the West in the latter half of the twentieth century. A nebulous and polysemic 

concept never fully captured within sentence-long definitions, a cursory account of 

neoliberalism is nonetheless adopted here from David Harvey, who describes it as 

a theory of political economic practices that proposes that human well-being can 

best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills 

within an institutional framework characterized by strong private property 

rights, free markets, and free trade. 

Harvey 2005: 2 

The neoliberal emphasis on entrepreneurialism and personal freedoms is a double-

edged sword for its subjects. As well as having more agency and freedom from the 

restrictions of government, they are increasingly held responsible for their own 

management: private individualism is championed and public welfare demonised; 

successes and failures alike are displaced from contexts and attributed wholly to 

individuals; financial and social worth are entirely conflated. The individual becomes 
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homo economicus – an ‘entrepreneur of himself’ (Foucault 2008: 226), trained to 

navigate the social world as a marketplace. 

Following the atrocities of the Second World War, neoliberals prioritised curtailing the 

influence of collective institutions and democratic governance in favour of 

‘undemocratic and unaccountable institutions’ (Harvey 2005: 69). Under ordoliberalism 

(the intermediate rationality adopted in Germany between fascist Nazism and 

neoliberalism), responsibilities of risk-management were placed on the individual, and 

the Gesellschaftspolitik – the social policy – aimed to accord everyone ‘a sort of 

economic space within which they can take on and confront risks’ (Foucault 2008: 144). 

Rather than simply providing for the welfare of the population, neoliberal government 

aims to create the conditions whereby each member of society can earn sufficient income 

to ensure their own welfare and happiness through a relationship to the market – that is, 

to pursue their normative aspirations and navigate the risks distributed to them. Here, 

state intervention is ‘no less dense’ than in any other system, but rather than controlling 

or mediating the relationship of society to the market, government must 

intervene on society so that competitive mechanisms can play a regulatory role at 

every moment and every point in society, and by intervening in this way its 

objective will become possible, that is to say, a general regulation of society by 

the market. 

Foucault 2008: 145 
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Government must become concerned with the (indirect) management of people, not of 

economy, and it must strive to foster a society of competition, leading it to engender the 

character of homo economicus, whose entrepreneurialism is driven by a set of desires 

cultivated within the narrow freedom of neoliberalism. In short, Foucault writes, ‘The 

Gesellschaftspolitik must not nullify the anti-social effects of competition; it must nullify 

the possible anti-competitive mechanisms of society’ (2008: 160). 

As the political-economic rationality of governmentality, neoliberalism aims to cultivate 

a society in which the market becomes the dominant organising structure of society, the 

route for individuals to pursue success, and the indirect ‘surface of contact’ for 

governmental regulation (Foucault 2008: 252). ‘So you can see,’ claims Foucault, ‘that a 

completely different technique is emerging that is not getting subjects to obey the 

sovereign’s will, but having a hold on things that seem far removed from the population, 

but which, through calculation, analysis, and reflection, one knows can really have an 

effect on it’ (2009: 100-1). Situating subjects as homo economicus renders them 

‘governmentalizable’; it gives governmental power an indirect hold on them (Foucault 

2008: 252-3). 

Thus, while neoliberal government does not interfere with the market, it is no less 

involved in the management of the population. Instead of directly confronting 

individuals or the market, it creates the environment for the individual practice of 

‘economic freedom’, referring to the competitive accumulation of human capital, 

entrepreneurial individualisation, and the pursuit of normative desires in line with the 
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optimisation of a well-regulated working population. In short, the state constructs ‘the 

legal, institutional and cultural conditions that will enable an artificial competitive game 

of entrepreneurial conduct to be played to best effect’ (Burchell 1996: 27). It also 

empowers sectors and agencies ‘distant from the centre, yet tied to it through a complex 

of alignments and translations’ (Barry, et al 1996: 12), so that governmental power 

might function as a dispersed and continuous presence channelled through limitless 

outlets. As the second half of this chapter will demonstrate, this context is essential for 

understanding the emergence of social media, and moreover, the constitutive economic 

surveillance that produces social media as a conduit of governmental power. 

Liberal government establishes the limits of social life – a ‘milieu’ – in which its 

inhabitants are ostensibly free to care for themselves. Foucault writes that this freedom 

is ‘produced’: liberal government ‘proposes to manufacture it constantly, to arouse it and 

produce it, with, of course, [the system] of constraints and the problems of cost raised by 

this production’ (2008: 65). This means that freedom under governmentality is not an 

underlying natural state that is uncovered when the restraints of discipline are lifted, but 

a constructed and calculated web of possibilities for this or that pursuit, within the scope 

of activity calculated to benefit the overall population. The freedom of the neoliberal 

subject to be a consumer in a society of consumers, an entrepreneur of one’s self, is the 

vital resource of a neoliberal governmentality whose central objective is self-

perpetuation: to maximise and optimise market operations. Rose summarises this 

contradiction of liberal government: 
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The regulation of conduct becomes a matter of each individual's desire to govern 

their own conduct freely in the service of the maximization of a version of their 

happiness and fulfilment that they take to be their own, but such lifestyle 

maximization entails a relation to authority in the very moment as it pronounces 

itself the outcome of free choice. 

Rose 1996: 58-9 

Thus, while government becomes ‘economic government’ – in the dual sense that the 

market is its primary domain of governance, and it aims to maximise efficiency and 

minimise intervention (Burchell 1996: 26) – it is premised on a ‘freedom’ which is at 

once limited and in the service of continued regulation, management, and capture in a 

neoliberal regime of continuous capitalisation. Government is not a strategy of 

domination, but of extraction; it does not seek to diminish individual agency, but to steer 

it in a productive direction – 'to recognize that capacity for action and adjust oneself to 

it’ (Rose 2004: 4). Neoliberal subjects are free insofar as they are free to be consumers 

and entrepreneurs of their selves, in pursuit of normative desires of happiness and 

fulfilment, and within the boundaries of capitalism. 

  

1.1.2 | CONTROL AND ASSEMBLAGE 

Societies of Control 
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In 1990, Deleuze published a short but influential paper titled ‘Post-scriptum sur les 

sociétés de contrôle’, translated in 1992 as ‘Postscript on the Societies of Control’, an 

afterword to his 1986 analysis of Foucault’s work, Foucault (translated in 1988). The 

Postscript describes a ‘new’ strategy of power which, in my reading, extends the 

framework of governmentality into the twenty-first century. Deleuze underlines an 

epochal nature to Foucault’s approach, writing that Foucault recognised the ‘transience’ 

of the model of discipline: 

it succeeded that of the societies of sovereignty, the goal and functions of which 

were something quite different …. But in their turn the disciplines underwent a 

crisis to the benefit of new forces that were gradually instituted and which 

accelerated after World War II: a disciplinary society was already what we no 

longer were, what we had ceased to be. 

Deleuze 1992: 3, original emphasis 

For Deleuze, power evolves historically from sovereignty, to discipline, to control. 

Deleuze positions control as an advance or an adjunct to discipline, a new historical 

epoch brought about by a combination of technologies (computer networks), political 

economy (neoliberalism), and a ‘generalised crisis in relation to all the environments of 

enclosure’ (1992: 3-4). William Bogard elaborates on the final point: ‘confinement 

cannot satisfy the expanding needs of capital for greater mobility of labour, speed of 

communication, and risk management’ (2012: 31). 
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Deleuze defines the control society primarily by its deviations from the disciplinary 

model. Rather than enclosing bodies in time and space, control enables economic, 

geographic, political, and temporal barriers to dissolve, allowing people and capital to 

circulate more freely throughout the world (Tippet 2015: 5). But what appears as 

liberation from constricting interiors, Deleuze shows to be a more profound 

entanglement in an exterior ruled abstractly by a similar ordering impulse. Having 

escaped the disciplinary interiors, we find there is no ‘outside’ control; the subject of the 

control societies is freed from the disciplinary cage, but remains tethered to it (Tippet 

2015: 5). Deleuze puts this in its clearest terms with the metaphor of molehills and 

serpents (1992: 5): the burrows of a molehill represent the interiors of discipline 

(enclosed, constricting, linear, discrete) while the coiled serpent represents the bind of 

control (flexible, all-encompassing, able to exert or abate pressure at different points, a 

unified and continuous, rather than compartmentalised, system). For Deleuze, living in 

a control society means living with the continual pressures of ‘perpetual training’, 

‘limitless postponement’, and ‘universal modulation’, and while the field of action and 

liberal individuality becomes open and ‘free’, the coils of the serpent continuously exert 

power’s indirect squeeze. 

Deleuze describes this new strategy of power as ‘modulatory’ (1992: 4). Modulation 

refers to the flexibility of the control societies, which rearrange to appropriate the 

productivity of their populations, and to co-opt difference, deviance, and resistance 

within systems of capital. The disciplinary enclosures were ‘molds, distinct castings’, 
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Deleuze writes, ‘but controls are a modulation, like a self-deforming cast that will 

continuously change from one moment to the other’ (1992: 4, original emphasis). 

Control is thus a strategy of power which opens the social world up and dissolves the 

strict institutional categories of the disciplines, while at the same time rendering this 

whole extra-institutional field serviceable to capital. It does this by being flexible, 

reactive, and by finding ways to infiltrate and capitalise every aspect of contemporary 

life (Tippet 2015: 5-6). 

This flexibility depends also on a particular neoliberal iteration of capitalism and the 

‘consumer society’ (versus an industrial society of production). David Lyon summarises 

this intersection, noting, 

consumption has become the all-absorbing, morally-guiding, and socially-

integrating feature of contemporary life in the affluent societies. Social order – 

and thus a soft form of social control – is maintained through stimulating and 

channelling consumption, which is where consumer surveillance comes in. 

Lyon 1994: 137 

This ‘soft’ social control maintained through consumption, and sustained by economic 

surveillance, can be seen as part of the modulating control strategy, as it is extra-

disciplinary and dependent on the economic freedom of its subjects (Tippet 2015: 6). 

In his book on Foucault, Deleuze describes power as ‘actions upon actions’: relations 

between forces and objects that work ‘to incite, to induce, to seduce, to make easy or 
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difficult, to enlarge or limit, to make more or less probable, and so on’ (1988: 70-71). The 

‘actions upon actions’ (or ‘conduct of conduct’) under governmentality involve 

establishing a wide field of ostensible freedom, tweaked and optimised from the side-

lines to ensure that aspirational subjects pursue desirable lives from the perspective of 

the population. Rose summarises: 

… contemporary strategies for the government of conduct, far from seeking to 

crush and eliminate the capacities for action of those persons and forces they act 

upon, on the contrary seek to foster and shape such capacities so that they are 

enacted in ways that are broadly consistent with particular objectives such as 

order, civility, health or enterprise. 

Rose 2000: 323 

The complex functioning of power in governmentality transmits its force through objects 

held at a distance from traditional centres of power or methods of control. Likewise, the 

mode of power in Deleuze’s societies of control depends precisely on the non-enclosure 

of its subjects, but guides, modulates, and sets flexible limits at an environmental level. 

The series of objects, institutions, and assemblages which take up this action upon 

action – setting limits and dictating rewards for desirable conduct – ‘are not unified, but 

dispersed, not hierarchical but rhizomatic, not totalised but connected in a web of relays 

and relations’ (Rose 2000: 327). 

Tracking replaces enclosure in control societies, and tracking is not confined to the past 

or present, but has moved its focus into the future through simulation – the prediction 
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and calculation of outcomes using surveillance knowledge. Confinement was the 

technology of the disciplines – of the panopticon – Bogard notes, but confinement ‘offers 

an imperfect solution at best for a system that aims for the automatic function of power’ 

(2012: 31). Like the data double (itself a form of simulation, to which I will return 

below), simulation has real, self-realising consequences for its subjects. Rather than 

being purely ‘representative’, simulation sets out a path and validates it, it ‘reproduces 

truth “in advance” of its verification’; that is, it makes a claim to reality in its projection, 

enabling its wielders to ‘control a process in advance by verifying it first in its model’ 

(Bogard 2012: 31). Simulation is the new surveillance mode of the societies of control. 

  

Control and Foucault 

References to the profundity, flexibility, and non-corporeality of power at discipline’s 

upper limit are scattered throughout Discipline and Punish, for example: 

While, on the one hand, the disciplinary establishments increase, their 

mechanisms have a certain tendency to become 'de-institutionalized', to emerge 

from the closed fortresses in which they once functioned and to circulate in a 

'free' state; the massive, compact disciplines are broken down into flexible 

methods of control, which may be transferred and adapted. 

Foucault 1995: 211 
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Here, Foucault describes the disciplinary impulse to engender a self-governing 

subjectivity being liberated from the institutional enclosures and modulating freely in 

‘flexible methods of control’. This is the transience echoed by Deleuze: expanding away 

from interior institutions to open and non-corporeal networks, the relational structures 

of disciplinary power begin to take on the strategy of control (Tippet 2015: 4). In my 

reading, Deleuze’s control is a continuation into the twenty-first century of the power 

trajectory outlined by Foucault, not a break from it. 

Control can be seen, then, as a ‘perpetual victory’ without need for ‘physical 

confrontation’ which is ‘decided in advance’ (Foucault 1995: 203) by simulative 

technologies and strategies. Simulation is an essential characteristic of this control 

strategy, and the surveillant key which unlocked the disciplinary interiors for both 

populations and power: where confinement was fundamental during the nineteenth 

century to maintain control, today’s technological capabilities for tracking and 

predicting movement make it largely unnecessary (Bogard 2012: 32).6 Control 

surveillance simulates invisibly; it tracks and predicts, rather than working to confine, 

coerce, or intimidate. It functions within the neoliberal context which produces 

normative discourses of continuous surveillance, and makes keen participants of its 

 
 

6 Simulation as a mechanism of control is not just a matter of technological capabilities. New 

discursive and political structures which hinge upon the prediction and management of risks 

also function in the control context as an indirect form of management, as chapter two on 

political surveillance will examine. 
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subjects (Tippet 2015: 6). Social media is perhaps the strongest example to date of both 

simulation and participation in this strategy of power. 

In the Birth of Biopolitics series of lectures, Foucault refers to an ‘image, idea, or theme-

program of a society’ on the horizon which is not ‘exhaustively disciplinary’ and does not 

function, as the disciplines do, on the basis of ‘general normalisation and the exclusion 

of those who cannot be normalised’ (2008: 259). Instead, this society would function on 

an optimisation of systems of difference, in which the field is left open to 

fluctuating processes, in which minority individuals and practices are tolerated, 

in which action is brought to bear on the rules of the game rather than on the 

players, and finally in which there is an environmental type of intervention 

instead of the internal subjugation of individuals. 

Foucault 2008: 259-60 

The ‘optimisation of systems of difference’ and the tolerance of ‘minority individuals and 

practices’ recalls the governmental strategy of producing freedom and fostering 

productive desires. The notion of an environmental intervention upon the ‘rules of the 

game’, rather than its individual players, squares neatly with Deleuze’s illustration of a 

modulatory form of power that erodes internal barriers while permeating their 

externality (Tippet 2015: 6-7). In contrast with discipline, the surface that this strategy 

of power intervenes upon is neither bodies (anatomo-political) nor populations (bio-

political) but the environment within which bodies move and populational trends 
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foment.7 The ‘gravitational’ vector of power under Deleuzian control or Foucauldian 

governmentality is towards a universal and environmental modulation, instead of the 

distinct divisions of ‘internal subjugation’. The same currency of illusory and restrained 

freedom is essential in both Foucault’s and Deleuze’s conceptualisations of non-

disciplinary power. 

Referring to the changing definition of labour, which has slipped from its previous 

spatial and temporal confinement, Deleuze writes, ‘The disciplinary man was a 

discontinuous producer of energy, but the man of control is undulatory, in orbit, in a 

continuous network’ (1992: 5-6). Where the waged work of industrial society saw 

subjects only as labourers for the hours that they produced commodities in disciplinary 

factories, work in the societies of control escapes these spatial and temporal boundaries. 

This shift is enabled partially by communications technologies and neoliberal 

impositions to encroach the temporal boundaries of the workday, but also due to the 

culture industry’s appropriation of subjectivity. Maurizio Lazzarato collects these 

contributing factors under the concept of ‘immaterial labour’, which refers both to the 

‘informational’ nature of the post-industrial commodity, and ‘a series of activities that 

are not normally recognized as "work" – in other words, the kinds of activities involved 

in defining and fixing cultural and artistic standards, fashions, tastes, consumer norms, 

and, more strategically, public opinion’ (Lazzarato 1996: 132). 

 
 

7 Bodies never escape power, however. Governmentality seeks to operate on the environment, but 

this has consequences for the individual and collective body. 
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Lazzarato writes of the immaterial commodity that it is ‘not destroyed in the act of 

consumption, but rather it enlarges, transforms, and creates the “ideological” and 

cultural environment of the consumer’ (1996: 137). This presciently outlines the function 

of commercial digital space, and specifically the strategy of targeted advertisements: 

consumption of social media services does not erase them but informs them, enabling 

them to produce targeted advertisements which aim to predict (simulate) and reflect the 

consumer’s interests in a feedback loop. The subjectivity engendered by immaterial 

labour in digital spaces is thus ‘active’ and commoditised, engaged in the quotidian 

social activities that produce taste, fashion, and culture: consumer subjectivity is put to 

work reproducing itself (Tippet 2015: 8). 

We may take a wider understanding of work as not only a profession, but as immaterial 

labour where, per Tiziana Terranova, ‘knowledgeable consumption of culture is 

translated into productive activities that are pleasurably embraced and at the same time 

often shamelessly exploited’ (2000: 37). This understanding makes a host of other 

contemporary processes recognisable within a framework of continuous, exploitative 

work – including the everyday functions and usages of social media which find subtle, 

surreptitious and insidious ways of monetising their ostensibly cost-free services (Fuchs 

2012a; Andrejevic 2012a). I will return to this critique of social media in more detail 

below. 

David Lyon, in conversation with Zygmunt Bauman, writes that, 
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Surveillance spreads in hitherto unimaginable ways, responding to and 

reproducing liquidity. Without a fixed container, but jolted by ‘security’ demands 

and tipped by technologies’ insistent marketing, surveillance spills out all over. 

Bauman and Lyon 2012: 9 

The concepts of ‘liquidity’ and ‘gaseousness’ are evoked by images of the disciplinary 

‘container’ being supplanted as its surveillant impulse overflows and pours out into the 

private minutiae of social life. Like the control societies’ formless, adaptable corporation, 

liquid surveillance seeps from the panoptic enclosure and fills the cracks that previously 

evaded visibility. This occurs under the influence of two forces, ‘“security” demands’ and 

‘technologies’ insistent marketing,’ Lyon writes (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 9). With 

‘security’, he refers to the rhetoric of ‘national security’ which has used the exaggerated 

threat of terrorism to authorise exceptional extra-judicial security response, including 

overbearing surveillance programmes. ‘Marketing’ refers to the drive for ever more 

finely grained targeted advertising on the internet, which requires advertisers to collect 

detailed information about individual consumers, pouring data streams from a variety of 

sources into one dense data double. 

 

Assemblage and Dividuality 

Haggerty and Ericson’s (2000) ‘surveillant assemblage’ concept arose largely as a 

response to the panopticon-dominated field of surveillance studies at the turn of the 
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century. They note that theorisations of surveillance had heretofore adopted an 

Orwellian or Foucauldian perspective of hierarchy, asymmetry, and a modality of 

visibility (versus contemporary notions of code and ‘dataveillance’ [Clarke 1988]), which 

was insufficient to describe the diversity of contemporary surveillance systems. The 

surveillant assemblage is a conscious effort to draw from alternative analytical tools, 

‘rather than try and stretch Foucault’s or Orwell’s concepts beyond recognition so that 

they might better fit current developments’ (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 67). I return in 

more detail to the debates around the panopticon as a practical concept in chapter three. 

The analytical device of the assemblage comes from Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s work, 

in particular A Thousand Plateaus (1987). An assemblage is an abstract system or body 

which functions as a whole, but which is composed of multiple, smaller units in fluid 

configurations. Deleuze, in conversation with Claire Parnet, explains that an assemblage 

is ‘a multiplicity which is made up of many heterogeneous terms and which establishes 

liaisons, relations between them, across ages, sexes and reigns … [its] only unity is that 

of co-functioning: it is a symbiosis, a “sympathy”,’ (Deleuze and Parnet 1987: 69). Paul 

Patton, from whom Haggerty and Ericson draw heavily, echoes, ‘An assemblage is a 

multiplicity of heterogeneous objects, whose unity comes solely from the fact that these 

items function together, that they “work” together as a functional entity’ (1994: 157). In 

plainer terms, an assemblage is a constellation of objects, trajectories, discursive, and 

non-discursive components which may compete, coalesce, intersect, or pass each other 

along parallel lines, but which ultimately form a kind of congruence with distinct, 
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cumulative capacities. Patton likens assemblages to ‘bodies of all kinds … animate and 

inanimate bodies, individual or collective bodies, biological or social bodies’ (1994: 158). 

He continues, 

What makes a given arrangement of parts into a body is precisely their co-

operation. What distinguishes one type of body from another is the specific 

capacities it has for being or acting in certain ways, as well as its capacities for 

interaction with other bodies. 

Patton 1994: 158 

The link between Deleuze and Guattari’s concept and this thesis is clear: the four forms 

of surveillance I set out, each its own multiplicity, together form an assemblage, an 

apparatus – a body composed of both ‘states of things’ and ‘utterances’ (Deleuze and 

Parnet 1987: 70-1), objects and discourses. Facebook is itself a multiplicity. It is an 

assemblage of practices and artefacts of surveillance (economic, political, lateral, and 

oppositional), which align and diverge, bifurcate and reinforce one another in the 

constitution of the social media platform. One way to understand constitutive 

surveillance would be to say that the capacities of the Facebook assemblage are, 

fundamentally, capacities to undertake surveillance. 

Haggerty and Ericson use the broad concept of assemblage to define a narrower 

surveillance mechanism. Principally, their ‘surveillant assemblage’ describes diverse 

contemporary surveillance practices as a multiplicity of competing, yet combinatory 

processes enabled by technologies of digitisation: 
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This assemblage operates by abstracting human bodies from their territorial 

settings and separating them into a series of discrete flows. These flows are then 

reassembled into distinct ‘data doubles’ which can be scrutinized and targeted for 

intervention. 

Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 606 

The record-keeping technologies with which we constantly interact increasingly enable 

the transformation of human activity and sentiment into a common, interoperable 

language of data and code – a ‘series of discrete signifying flows’ (2000: 612). This data 

is shared between systems. It is combined and refined within algorithms in order to 

draw new conclusions about consumer inclinations, criminal activities, biological trends, 

and social processes, to name a few applications. Haggerty and Ericson find that, 

increasingly, ‘surveillance is driven by the desire to bring systems together, to combine 

practices and technologies and integrate them into a larger whole’ (2000: 610). On this 

basis, they label the interplay of digital surveillance technologies today an assemblage, 

whose unity creates ‘exponential increases in the degree of surveillance capacity' (2000: 

610). 

Haggerty and Ericson also incorporate the Deleuze and Guattarian concept of the 

rhizome into their account of the surveillant assemblage. They claim that the ‘top-down 

scrutiny’ of an Orwellian or Foucauldian surveillance lens is insufficient today on two 

registers (2000: 617). The first is what we might call capacity for surveillance: the 

mainstream availability of surveillance technology challenges the notion of an 
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arborescent hierarchy determining who can undertake surveillance. The second register 

is a relative flattening of subjection to surveillance: the ‘rhizomatic offshoots of the 

surveillant assemblage’ (2000: 615) seek out new target populations, relocating those 

formerly at the top of a surveillance hierarchy to within a surveillance rhizome. In other 

words, where surveillance in Nineteen Eighty-Four was borne by the disempowered but 

not the powerful, we find today that the assemblage has partially reversed this 

arrangement, as powerful individuals today have the most interactions with the plethora 

of recording devices and institutions that make up the surveillant assemblage: 

The more institutions [individuals] are in contact with, the greater the level of 

scrutiny to which they are subjected. In the case of the powerful, this can include 

the regular monitoring of consumption habits, health profile, occupational 

performance, financial transactions, communication patterns, Internet use, 

credit history, transportation patterns, and physical access controls. 

Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 618 

Critics of the surveillant assemblage concept (e.g. Fuchs 2011) claim that the surveillant 

assemblage cannot help falsely proclaiming a flattened surveillance landscape, but 

Haggerty and Ericson stress that this is not what the concept presupposes: the 

developments of the surveillant assemblage ‘cumulatively highlight a fractured 

rhizomatic crisscrossing of the gaze such that no major population groups stand 

irrefutably above or outside’ of it, but this is ‘not a complete democratic levelling of the 

hierarchy of surveillance’ (2000: 618). The generalised extension of transparency 
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throughout the contemporary world in many ways redistributes subjection to 

surveillance across all manner of individuals (and, in some ways, saddles the ‘powerful’ 

with a higher level of scrutiny) – but the capacity for surveillance is still very unevenly 

distributed.  

The assemblage of surveillant businesses and technologies ‘abstracts’ human bodies into 

flows of data. These data flows produce and re-produce a series of digital doppelgängers 

– ‘data doubles’ which stand in for individuals at ‘centres of calculation’ where they are 

evaluated, addressed, and acted upon as natural and true extensions of human bodies 

(Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 613). 

David Savat writes, ‘in the context of using digital technologies any action one performs 

is always already almost instantaneously also an observation and recording as one 

always already writes or constitutes oneself as code’ (2009: 50). This means our every 

action online – every status Liked, every message sent, every link clicked – produces a 

new memory in our data doubles. Tracking and recording technologies ‘[abstract] the 

body from its territorial setting’ and reassemble it in new settings (such as corporate, 

military, policing, and administrative centres), producing not only a data double, but a 

series of doubles in a series of databases which may each differ slightly in how they 

extend and represent the self (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 606). Yet Haggerty and 

Ericson stress that data doubles ‘transcend a purely representational idiom’ (2000: 614); 

that is, they take on their own significance and importance, enabling new divisions and 

discriminations within populations. They serve as ‘markers for access to resources, 
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services and power in ways which are often unknown’ to their ‘referents’ – the embodied 

humans from whom they are abstracted (2000: 613). Despite what internet users often 

assume, they have little or no control over their data doubles or the doubles’ 

repercussions, and any attempts to correct or erase troublesome information online ‘will 

simply create another simulation, another data double, vying for attention among the 

rest’ (Best 2010: 12). 

Although Haggerty and Ericson seem to have popularised the coinage, the data double is 

an older concept than their surveillant assemblage. They attribute it to Mark Poster, who 

writes (describing the ‘superpanoptic’ effect of database technology), 

We see databases not as an invasion of privacy, as a threat to a centered 

individual, but as the multiplication of the individual, the constitution of an 

additional self, one that may be acted upon to the detriment of the “real” self 

without that “real” self ever being aware of what is happening. 

Poster 1990: 97-8 

The data double also recalls Deleuze’s ‘dividual’ subject in the societies of control. The 

dividual – a new form of subjectivity that is neither population nor individual – is 

constructed of ‘masses, samples, data, markets and “banks”,’ (Deleuze 1992: 5) which 

dictate access and treatment throughout the societies of control. Robert Williams defines 

the dividual in close parallel to the data double, as a ‘physically embodied human subject 

that is endlessly divisible and reducible to data representations via the modern 
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technologies of control’ (2005). Rose offers another astute description of what Haggerty 

and Ericson call the data double: 

In such a regime of control, we are not dealing with subjects with a unique 

personality that is the expression of some inner fixed quality, but with elements, 

capacities, potentialities. These are plugged into multiple orbits, identified by 

unique codes, identification numbers, profiles of preferences, security ratings 

and so forth: a "record" containing a whole variety of bits of information on our 

credentials, activities, qualifications for entry into this or that network. 

Rose 2000: 325 

Surprisingly, when discussing the data double as a product of the surveillant 

assemblage, Haggerty and Ericson do not refer to the dividual.  

The surveillant assemblage is an essential touchstone for surveillance theory in a field 

that has long depended on a single conceptual framework. Ultimately, there are two 

distinct contributions from Haggerty and Ericson in the surveillant assemblage. The first 

is their advocacy for a Deleuzian approach that configures surveillance within the 

conceptual framework of assemblage, both problematising and offering an alternative to 

the Orwellian and (simplistically) Foucauldian lens of hierarchy and domination. The 

second contribution is their more specific account of how digital surveillance works 

today: by abstracting bodies into information, collapsing that information into ‘data 

double’ profiles, and combining those profiles to produce new forms of knowledge and 

inform decisions affecting the ‘real’ embodied self. 
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1.1.3 | CRITIQUES OF ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

This section will examine how economic surveillance on social media has been critiqued 

under three broad headings, while further exploring concepts that are crucial to the 

Foucauldian/Deleuzian framework advanced thus far. These headings include the notion 

of ‘social sorting’, which highlights how surveillance reinforces social divisions – 

especially along lines of class, race, and gender; ‘labour’ on social media, which adopts a 

Marxian critique to show how social media users are an exploited human resource; and 

‘privacy’. Privacy is the dominant rubric of mainstream surveillance discourse, but many 

in the surveillance studies field consider it an amorphous, inadequate, and problematic 

critique on several fronts, as examples below will show. 

 

Social Sorting 

The concept of social sorting is largely attributed to Lyon, who edited a 2003 monograph 

on the subject. However, Lyon’s work follows the path set out in Oscar H. Gandy Jr.’s 

The Panoptic Sort: A Political Economy of Personal Information (1993). The main 

point of difference between the theorists is that Lyon accounts for surveillance’s role in 

social sorting beyond the ‘consumer realm’ – beyond economic surveillance (Lyon 

2003a: 1). The crux of social sorting as an avenue for surveillance critique is this: more 

than invading privacy or coercing docility, networked surveillance has real and lasting 
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consequences for its subjects by sorting them into categories for differential treatment. 

At its most damaging, this process reinforces social privileges and disadvantages by re-

drawing divisions along lines of class, race, gender, sexuality, and age. Lyon and Gandy 

use the phrase ‘life-chances’ to describe these privileges and disadvantages. Social 

sorting differently distributes life-chances: surveillance may impact one’s eligibility for 

credit, a loan, or insurance; it may be used to grant or repeal access to benefits; it may 

affect one’s ability to travel internationally, to get a job, or to adopt a child. Lyon 

summarises social sorting pithily: ‘The so-called digital divide is not merely a matter of 

access to information. Information itself can be the means of creating divisions’ (2003a: 

2). 

Whereas Lyon is at times ambivalent about social sorting – surveillance is not inherently 

‘sinister’ for him, but ‘ambiguous’, and he notes that categorisation is basic to social life 

(2003b: 13) – Gandy is unrelentingly critical. Gandy writes, ‘In my view, this sorting 

mechanism cannot help but exacerbate the massive and destructive inequalities that 

characterise the US political economy as it moves forward into the information age’ 

(1993: 2). He likens the panoptic sort to a form of ‘cybernetic triage’, prioritising people 

with ‘economic or political value’ and discarding others (1993: 2). Gandy describes the 

panoptic sort as ‘an integrated system that is involved in the identification, classification, 

assessment, and distribution of individuals to their places in the array of life chances, 

which are determined in the play of tensions within late capitalism’ (1993: 35). He draws 

from Foucault’s use of the panopticon as the exemplary technology of disciplinary 
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power. The disciplinary strategy epitomised in the panopticon sought to distribute, 

control, organise, and compose subjects (Foucault 1995: 167), meaning that 

identification and categorisation were essential. Likewise, the panoptic sort’s three 

‘integrated functions’ are identification (who the subject is), classification (in which 

groups they belong), and assessment (how they compare to others and to norms) (Gandy 

1993: 15-7). This is a decidedly disciplinary apparatus, Gandy concludes, and 

panopticism therefore ‘serves as a powerful metaphorical resource for representing the 

contemporary technology of segmentation and targeting, which involves surveillance of 

consumers, their isolation into classes and categories, and their use in market tests that 

have the character of experiments’ (1993: 10). 

Social sorting is at the heart of the social media business. Platforms like Facebook seek 

to cultivate data that allows users to be identified, grouped, and rearranged in social 

experiments, as the second half of this chapter explores. According to where they are 

sorted, users may have different Facebook experiences: different advertisements, 

different invitations to pages and events, different recommended activities, and a 

differently optimised news feed. These differences may seem quotidian, but they can 

lead to unexpected stratifications along existing social divisions, and the data that 

informs them may have unseen and far-reaching implications for users’ life-chances. 

Further, the categories of social sorting online acquire a powerful and hegemonic 

veridiction, especially as they are automated with algorithms, and drawn from data 

given freely by social media users. 
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Yet examples of algorithmic bias abound, and even when they are accurate, algorithmic 

sorting categories may be problematic. For example, ProPublica journalists 

experimenting with Facebook’s ad service found that it allows advertisers to exclude 

users by race, religion, and disability (Angwin et al 2017a). By selecting categories of 

users for rental housing ads not to be shown to, which included ‘African Americans’, 

‘Jews’, ‘people interested in wheelchair ramps’, ‘expats from Argentina’ and ‘Spanish 

Speakers’, the journalists demonstrated that Facebook allowed advertisers to 

discriminate in selecting rental applicants (Angwin et al 2017a).8 In this example, the 

social sorting enabled by Facebook’s (algorithmically generated) categories clearly 

enabled discrimination which asymmetrically distributed opportunities to find rental 

accommodation according to categories of race and ability. Thus, Facebook’s social 

categories may have very significant and unexpected consequences for the people they 

evaluate and sort. 

A similar investigation by the same ProPublica journalists showed that Facebook’s 

reliance on algorithms to create the social categories for advertisers to target (or 

exclude) had produced deplorable anti-Semitic results (Angwin et al 2017b). Before 

ProPublica notified Facebook of the categories’ existence, advertisers using Facebook’s 

ad platform could choose to target users interested in the algorithmically generated 

 
 

8 This occurred despite Facebook’s promises after an earlier ProPublica investigation (Angwin 

and Parris 2016) to amend its ad approval process and make such discrimination impossible on 

its platform. 
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topics, ‘Jew hater’, ‘How to burn jews’, or ‘History of “why jews ruin the world”’. In 

response, Facebook issued a statement saying the parameters of their ad service needed 

to be tweaked and they would implement new ‘guardrails’ and ‘review processes’ to 

prevent similar issues in the future (Leathern, in Angwin et al 2017b). 

Critics such as Andrew Feenberg (2009) and Batya Friedman and Helen Nissenbaum 

(1996; Nissenbaum 2001) have shown that algorithms cannot be decontextualized from 

their discursive social origins and are never as ‘objective’ as they purport to be, instead 

involving their own biases which further raise the spectre of social inequality. Feenberg 

proposes the term ‘formal bias’ to describe how systems and technologies can be 

discriminatory as a result of their rational formal design and adherence to hegemonic 

‘technical codes’, rather than simply reflecting the emotional or irrational ‘substantive 

bias’ of their designers (2009: 152). That is, an algorithm may be exclusionary simply 

because ‘efficient operations are often unfair’ (2009: 152), and not necessarily because 

the creators of a system or algorithm imprint their own inevitable biases and 

assumptions on it (which is also a factor). 

Algorithmic social sorting fits Feenberg’s description of ‘rationalized activities that 

appear fair when abstracted from their context but have unjust consequences in that 

context’ (2009: 152). While the logics and dimensions of categorisation on social media 

appear from the outside to make sense (for example, products designed for women 

should be advertised to females on Facebook), they may produce problems, biases, 

exclusions, and contradictions in context (who qualifies as female? What normative 
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assumptions about gender binaries and femininity are written into these categories? 

Whose non-normative or non-Western femininity is excluded? What advertisements are 

not shown to women for the sake of advertising efficiency?). These problematics are 

swept aside when companies insist that algorithms are neutral and unbiased to justify 

replacing human-mediated processes with algorithmic ones. Facebook and Google’s 

algorithmic reliance for sorting and delivering content is also responsible in no small 

part for the ‘Fake News’ phenomenon that took on renewed urgency during the 2016 US 

Presidential elections and subsequent Trump presidency. What Martin Hirst describes 

as the ‘algorithmic amplification of fake news’ is a result of Facebook’s cost-cutting belief 

in the reliability and veracity of automated news aggregation (2017). Fake news’ spread 

‘is made possible by the deeply embedded structures of surveillance and big data within 

the digital economy,’ Hirst writes (2017: 87). Facebook’s cumulative impact on 

America’s democracy prompted soul-searching – after initial deflections – in Mark 

Zuckerberg, whose inconclusive search I will revisit below in relation to the Cambridge 

Analytica scandal. 

The truth-claims of algorithms are similar to those of biometrics. Biometrics may show 

their biases in what is called a ‘failure to enrol’, where biometric devices (such as 

fingerprint scanners) cannot properly read the biological information of certain 

populations. Simone Browne notes that although biometrics make a strong claim to 

‘truth’ (referring to the body as an essential and inalienable marker of fact) failure to 

enrol is another example in a long line of technologies or sciences – following 
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Bertillonage and craniometry – which assumes whiteness as ‘the unspoken standard’ 

against which non-white groups are compared (2012: 77). 

 

Labour 

In the vein of Terranova and Lazzarato described above, a second avenue of social media 

surveillance critique lies in Marxian theories of labour exploitation. Fuchs has written 

widely about the ways in which social media users – through what Andrejevic terms ‘the 

work of being watched’ (2004) – generate surplus value without reimbursement (e.g. 

Fuchs 2012a; 2012b; 2014). Platforms like Facebook are foremost capitalist ventures 

whose chief objective is returning profits to investors. They do this through a variety of 

means, but mostly by using personal information to charge a premium on advertising. 

This personal information – names, locations, interests, friends, reactions, and near-

limitless other dimensions – is sourced on Facebook’s enormous platform that is 

expensive to maintain and requires thousands of employees, yet the great bulk of the 

work of producing and inputting that data is done by users. To put this in Marx’s terms, 

the commodity of personal user information is produced by unpaid labour and generates 

surplus value for the capitalist owners of the means of production – the social media 

platform. Given that users are not compensated with wages for their participation in this 

production of commodities, Fuchs argues that their labour is ‘infinitely exploited by 

capital’ (using Marx’s equation that divides surplus value by ‘variable capital’ – the 

amount spent on wages) (Fuchs 2014: 111). 
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José van Dijck labels the resource of social media labour ‘connectivity’ (2012a; 2013). 

Connectivity (as opposed to genuine human ‘connectedness’ [2013: 12]) describes the 

specifically web-mediated form of sociality that social media enables and cultivates, 

which is automated, algorithmic, surface-deep, and codified within the discourse and 

toolset of prosumerism,9 sharing, posting, reacting, tagging, and ‘friends’. Ultimately, 

the social media effort to cultivate social data engenders what van Dijck calls a ‘culture of 

connectivity’. Put simply, social media converts human connectedness into automated 

connectivity, which is recordable, manipulable, and saleable, while euphemistic rhetoric 

of user-centric ‘community’ seeks to veil this operation. van Dijck warns that ‘“making 

the web social” means “making sociality technical”’, because ‘sociality coded by 

technology renders people’s activities formal, manageable and manipulable, enabling 

platforms to engineer the sociality in people’s everyday routines’ (2013: 12).10 This 

critique aligns with and expands the view of social media as a surveillance machine 

 
 

9 ‘Prosumerism’, or ‘prosumption’, describes the ‘progressive blurring of the line that separates 

producer from consumer’ (Toffler 1980: 267), which ‘is used for outsourcing work to users and 

consumers, who work without pay’ (Fuchs 2012c: 143). Populating one’s Facebook profile with 

images, statuses, shares, etc. is a form of prosumerism. 

10  Former Facebook vice president of user growth Chamath Palihapitiya joined former Facebook 

insiders and investors (including early investor Sean Parker [Ong 2017], former executive 

Antonio Garcia-Martinez [Garcia Martinez 2017], and former operations manager Sandy 

Parakilas [Parakilas 2017]) in publicly lambasting social media in 2017, echoing van Dijck’s 

sentiment that social media mechanises and manipulates sociality: ‘Because your behaviours, you 

don't realize it, but you are being programmed’ (Palihapitiya, cited in Wang 2017). 
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owned by the wealthy and powerful, yet operated by unpaid labourers – users whose 

connectivity does not belong to them, but to the platform that facilitates it. 

Brendan Smith (2017), among others (e.g. Andrejevic 2015; Jarrett 2016), has sought to 

apply the concept of alienation to social media labour. Alienation, in Marx’s work, 

captures the ways in which workers are separated from the products of their labour, 

their creative human ‘species-essence’, and their proletariat peers by the capitalist 

system which objectifies and exploits them (Marx 1961). In the online context of social 

media, ‘users take the place of industrial workers, and their online activities are a form 

of labour with data as its product’ (Smith 2017: 2). Smith argues that the exploitation of 

data profiles is necessarily also a form of alienation: ‘users create a commodity that is 

appropriated by means of surveillance, and the product of their labour comes to 

confront them as something alien that is serving the interests of corporate platforms’ 

(2017: 3). He examines how identity on social media – both the ‘data shadow’ of behind-

the-scenes traces and the ‘digital persona’ of outward-facing online performance – is 

alienated by its classification, privatisation, individualisation, commodification, and 

verification. As in Marx’s work, the value of identifying alienation through social media 

labour is that it also identifies the barriers and means by which social media isolates and 

demoralises individuals and dissuades them from political organisation or cooperation 

(Smith 2017: 7). 

Andrejevic originally used ‘the work of being watched’ to describe consumer surveillance 

on the very different medium of reality television (2004). In the early 2000s, the 
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buzzword of ‘interactivity’ seemed to describe the drift in every form of entertainment 

and technology towards ‘mass-customisation’. On reality television shows like Big 

Brother, audiences were invited to participate in the surveillance of the contestants and 

to play an active part in deciding how the show would unfold. But the lure of interactivity 

often conceals an economic surveillance function: as noted above, our every interaction 

with digital technologies produces new information for our data doubles. Interactivity 

carries great promises of democratisation, freedom, and creativity, yet Andrejevic notes 

astutely that it ‘functions increasingly as a form of productive surveillance allowing for 

the commodification of the products generated by ... the work of being watched’ (2004: 

2). That is, interactivity and mass-customisation are always also a means of enticing 

(and obliging) users to undertake the labour of producing data commodities. While the 

interactivity of mainstream reality television has not significantly evolved since 2004, 

social media usage much more aptly fits this description of the ‘work of being watched’. 

Another of Andrejevic’s contributions to surveillance studies is the concept of the ‘digital 

enclosure’ (2004; 2007). Andrejevic shows that a process of digital enclosure reproduces 

the enclosure of the agrarian commons described by Marx (1993): the enclosure of 

common land – by denying workers access to the means of production – made them 

dependent on capitalist enterprise for subsistence; they were ‘free’ from agrarian 

subsistence to become wage labourers. The digital enclosure ‘can correspondingly be 

understood as the process whereby activities and transactions formerly carried out 

beyond the monitoring capacity of the Internet are folded into its virtual space’ 
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(Andrejevic 2004: 35). This means that computerisation and growing dependence on 

‘cloud’ services institute a surveillant gateway between users and their personal 

information, their means of expression, and their social relations. Wherever a network 

technology aims to facilitate ‘ubiquitous interactivity’, it produces digital enclosure 

(Andrejevic 2007: 296). Both agrarian and digital enclosures, then, ‘compel entry into a 

specific space within which surveillance can take place’ (Andrejevic, 2004: 36) – first the 

panoptic factory, and now the networked and modulatory space of leisure, consumption, 

communication and work that is social media and the wider internet. The two forms of 

enclosure differ in key ways, as the land enclosure administers labour specifically, 

whereas the digital enclosure also encompasses the spheres outside of labour (inciting 

productivity within them). They also offer different incentives for entry: land enclosure 

involved the threat of physical violence, but digital enclosure trades on aspirational 

desire and seductive consumerism as a technology in the power strategies of control and 

governmentality (Tippet 2016: 88-9). As discussed above in relation to control societies, 

Terranova (2000) and Lazzarato (1996) have shown how one feature of contemporary 

capitalism is its ability to extract value as consumers undertake the symbolic work of 

setting tastes, demonstrating cultural capital, and debating in the public sphere. The 

entry of these activities into the digital enclosure renders them productive as forms of 

labour. 

The notion of enclosure reflects Andrejevic’s emphasis on ownership as the central 

problem of commercial internet services. Facebook’s colossal reach across platforms 
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(through acquisitions like Instagram and WhatsApp) and into private lives encloses the 

social interactions of over two billion users behind the walls of its surveillant arena. 

Therefore, access to the contemporary social sphere – we might call it the ‘means of 

connectivity’ – requires users to submit and subscribe to the work of being watched, an 

unpaid form of labour generating billions annually for the gatekeepers of the 

surveillance enclosure. 

  

Privacy 

Privacy is an enormously complex social, legal, and ethical concept with self-evident 

importance as a corollary to surveillance. Surveillance is perhaps most commonly 

critiqued – at least outside of the academic sphere of surveillance studies – with 

reference to privacy. Commentators claim that surveillance intrudes increasingly into 

the details and intimacies of our personal lives, infringing on our basic human right to 

privacy. The privacy critique claims that an unconsented view into one’s personal life is a 

breach of the social contract, because every individual should be entitled to conceal 

aspects of their life as they see fit. But this line of critique is inadequate in the field of 

surveillance studies for several reasons. Firstly, consent to terms of use is not the same 

as other forms of consent: Facebook’s overreaching insight into personal lives is, with 

rare exceptions, wholly consented by privacy policies. Facebook’s initial PR response to 

the Cambridge Analytica scandal, we will see below, demonstrates the gulf between what 

surveillance users consent to and what they are comfortable with. Privacy is a nebulous 
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concept with widely differing (and constantly changing) meanings and value across and 

within cultures and communities. Further, privacy is linked inextricably to private 

property, which problematises privacy advocacy, and the notion of privacy is 

complicated by new technologies which frequently outpace regulation. 

Shoshanna Zuboff shows that the centrality of social media to contemporary social life 

makes abstaining from it an impossible proposition for many users (2015). This 

challenges the idea that users willingly consent to economic surveillance by agreeing to 

platforms’ terms of service. Facebook requires its users to accept surveillance if they 

want to use its services; the only other option available to them is not to use the 

platform11 (and even that may not put them outside Facebook’s reach).12 Fuchs has found 

that social media users see potential surveillance ‘overwhelmingly as major 

disadvantage’ to participation (2012a: 60). He describes the privacy policies they must 

agree to as ‘totalitarian mechanisms’ (2012a: 57), because ‘it is not an option for [users] 

not to use social networking platforms because they consider the communicative and 

 
 

11 Although, as the chapter on oppositional surveillance will explore, they have some tools within 

the platform to resist and obfuscate surveillance. 

12 Since 2016, Facebook has used cookies to track individuals even if they do not have an 

associated Facebook account, in order to expand its ‘Audience Network’ of targeted advertising 

(Bosworth 2016). A U.S. judge ruled in favour of Facebook when it was sued for this practice in 

2017, claiming there was no reasonable expectation of privacy on the part of the plaintiffs, no 

evidence they had suffered ‘realistic’ economic harm or loss, and that they could have done more 

to secure their own privacy (Stempel 2017). 
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social opportunities associated with these technologies very important’ (2012a: 61). 

Users’ consent for their own surveillance blurs the common privacy critique of 

surveillance as an invasion into personal lives: users have an active role in this 

surveillance (as the labour critique demonstrates) and they legally consent to it when 

they agree to terms of use, but this consent is extorted or coerced, established as the 

trade-off in a ‘Faustian pact’ (Zuboff 2015). An effective critique on privacy grounds 

must recognise that users may consent in legal terms to surveillance, but that the social 

reality of this consent is more complicated. 

Privacy is as nebulous a concept as surveillance, which makes it an imprecise line of 

critique. Questions about what should remain private, and why, evoke different 

responses from person to person, place to place, and over time (Lyon 2007: 7). ‘Because 

the categories of suspicion change over time, we have no idea of knowing how what we 

do now will be reflected in our data double later,’ Kathleen M. Kuehn points out, 

highlighting that the meaning and implications of data are subject to unanticipated 

reinterpretation over time (2016: 106). 

As Lyon, Haggerty, and Kirsty Ball point out, privacy arguments and advocacy have not 

managed to prevent the growth of surveillance (2012: 3-4). James Rule concurs: ‘a 

sceptic might observe that the world has more privacy protection laws [than 40 years 

ago], but less privacy’ (2012: 70). Rule examines the ‘rich and emotive’ concept to show 

how governmental privacy policies only partially address the spectrum of privacy issues 

(2012: 65). He understands privacy as ‘the ability of individuals to control the flow of 
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information about themselves – even in the face of others’ demands for access to such 

information’ (2012: 65). Individuals may desire privacy for privacy’s sake, ‘as an end in 

itself’, or else they may have a longer-term strategic interest in privacy, because they 

recognise that their data has unforeseeable consequences (2012: 65). 

Siva Vaidhyanathan shares Rule’s view that privacy is often complex and 

misapprehended, and better understood today as ‘the terms of control over information, 

not the nature of the information we share’ (2011: 93). This more complex, flexible, and 

user-dependent meaning is at odds with the concept of privacy created by surveillant 

organisations: then-Google Vice-President Marissa Mayer exemplifies the contrary view 

of privacy as a resource in a ‘trade-off … where you will give up some of your privacy in 

order to gain some functionality’ (2009, in Vaidhyanathan 2011). Ball and Haggerty 

point out that privacy is mistakenly construed in this way as a kind of quantifiable 

resource in a balanced equation with surveillance (2005). This ‘routine demarcation’ of a 

zero-sum game between surveillance and privacy flattens the specificities of how these 

processes actually work ‘sometimes in opposition, sometimes as mutually constitutive 

and occasionally more ironically than we might anticipate’ (2005: 133). The equation 

advanced by Mayer and other surveillance advocates (and usually by privacy advocates 

as well), in which surveillance must further erode privacy in its every expansion, and 

privacy inherently undermines surveillance (and therefore convenience, functionality, 

security, etc.) is over-simplified and creates ideological support for surveillance. 
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Social media framing of privacy concerns contributes to indeterminacy in the concept. 

Facebook tends to describe privacy as protection from lateral surveillance (other users) 

or from malicious third parties – not from economic or political agents. The goal is to 

promote a narrower meaning of user privacy that does not preclude Facebook’s own data 

collection (Fuchs 2012a: 34-5). In an interview with Americas Quarterly (2015), 

Facebook Vice-President of Growth, Javier Olivan, exemplifies this attitude to privacy: 

Privacy is our number one priority. Giving people control over what they share is 

at the core of everything we do. We think about privacy from the time we start 

building a product until it goes out the door. We know that people will only trust 

Facebook if we do a good job of protecting their information. 

Olivan, in Americas Quarterly 2015 

While the first three sentences in Olivan’s answer describe a responsible approach to 

user privacy, the fourth belies a limited perspective wherein Facebook itself is positioned 

outside the realm of invasive surveillance: theft of private information is something 

Facebook must protect users from, even though it is Facebook’s platform that enables 

data collection in the first place. This also exposes the constitutive influence of economic 

surveillance: it is a given that any new product will be collecting user information, but 

Facebook deploys ‘privacy’ as a response to undesirable third-party intrusions in its 

digital enclosure. 

Bauman points out that, next to the self-promotional incitements of social media and the 

society of consumers, privacy has become ‘a site of incarceration, the owner of private 
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space being condemned and doomed to stew in his or her own juice … We seem to 

experience no joy in having secrets’ (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 30, original emphasis). 

For Bauman, the ‘contemporary edition of surveillance’ largely inverts the ‘panoptical 

nightmare’ (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 26). That is, rather than fearing intrusion and 

clamouring for privacy, the pressures of neoliberal individualisation and lateral 

surveillance lead us to desire the gaze and attention of others above all else: ‘the fear of 

disclosure has been stifled by the joy of being noticed’ (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 26). 

In Bauman’s view, privacy is being defeated not through its gradual erosion, but by the 

cultivation of desires for its opposite – for transparency and attention. Privacy is not 

inconsequential to users (as Fuchs also ascertains [2012a]), but it is trumped by more 

urgent desires to be seen; its value as an essential ‘right’ is underwritten by norms which 

suggest that secrecy is not marketable, but suspicious and disqualifying. David 

Bromwich concurs that ‘the destruction of privacy is the great collective project of our 

time’ (2001: 145). In this context, ‘To be content with anonymity, with a recessive 

position and its noncelebrity, when the opposite is once offered, is, in modern American 

society, anomalous and almost perverse’ (Bromwich 2001: 148). The privacy critique of 

surveillance, then, must adapt to and recognise that privacy’s value changes over time 

and has been undermined in contemporary Western democracies by attitudes of self-

promotion and transparency which make secrecy and privacy impermissible. 

Whether or not social media users – and particularly younger users – value their privacy 

is a subject of continued debate. Fuchs (2012a) has found that users see surveillance as a 
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downside to using the internet, and a recent study of 1600 Australians found that the 

majority do value their privacy and take steps to protect it, including younger 

demographics (although younger respondents were more likely to make honest 

comments online about sensitive topics) (Goggin et al 2017). Bauman’s view that we 

‘experience no joy in having secrets’ but are instead impelled and seduced by public 

confession is in fact shared by Mark Zuckerberg, who famously proclaimed in 2010 that 

privacy is no longer a ‘social norm’ (in Johnson 2010). According to Zuckerberg, ‘People 

have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds, 

but more openly and with more people’ and Facebook aims simply to reflect those 

changing social norms (in Johnson 2010). In his telling, Facebook adapts itself to ride 

the current of self-promotion and transparency rippling throughout the world. For 

whatever reason, people ‘have really gotten comfortable’ with transparency, and 

Facebook is just helping them to not worry about privacy, according to Zuckerberg. 

Contrastingly, critics like Bauman show that Facebook is not distinct from users’ 

attitudes to privacy, but actively driving those attitudes, and studies such as that of 

Goggin et al show that this shift is not simply a ‘new social norm’, but – for most users – 

a condition of access to the internet accepted apprehensively.  

Lyon problematises individualisation in the privacy critique, which risks elevating 

individual rights (and responsibilities), and neglecting the social impacts of surveillance 

(such as social sorting) and the collective effort required to challenge surveillance 

regimes (2015: 142). An individualised concept of privacy is problematic because 
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surveillance has different implications for different people, and because it emphasises 

users’ responsibility for managing their data carefully, which shifts the onus away from 

the companies and agencies undertaking surveillance. Ball et al concur, ‘today’s 

surveillance society demands that we shift from self-protection of privacy to the 

accountability of data-handlers’ (2006: 8). Effective critique must not only consider 

breaches of privacy in individual terms (‘This is how the theft of your data affects you’), 

but also in collective or societal terms (‘These are the social impacts of widespread 

surveillance, even if you are not personally implicated’). On this point, Lindsay 

Weinberg notes, ‘A privacy rights framework risks reducing the totality of the digital 

economy and its attending conditions of exploitation to a matter of individual rights 

rather than a social condition’ (2017: 16). 

Weinberg (2017) highlights how an individualised concept of privacy has been regularly 

and selectively appropriated by corporations in order to appear – hypocritically – to 

have users’ privacy in their interests. Following the San Bernadino, California terrorist 

attack in December of 2015, Apple refused the FBI’s demands to produce a program that 

could hack an iPhone belonging to one of the attackers, because such a program would 

render all iPhone users vulnerable. Yet the digital economy which is central to Apple’s 

success is ‘predicated on the extraction and commodification of user data’ (Weinberg 

2017: 6). The co-option of individual rights discourses by corporations also recalls the 

‘antagonistic value’ of privacy under capitalism, where privacy is championed for 

protecting private property, while also ‘permanently undermined by corporate and state 
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surveillance into human lives for the purpose of capital accumulation’ (Fuchs 2012c: 

141). Weinberg notes: ‘Tech corporations are able to deploy the discourse of privacy 

rights to defend the aggregation of data against government abuses and yet 

simultaneously continue the collection of consumer data for the purposes of economic 

exploitation’ (2017: 6). She argues that the traditional concept of privacy, as an 

individual entitlement within liberal democracies, is susceptible to such corporate 

appropriation. 

Finally, privacy is an ineffective line of critique because the laws and policies curtailing 

surveillance and protecting privacy move much slower than technology. Facebook is 

perpetually defending itself in court against fines and injunctions, but the fines that it is 

faced or threatened with are rarely substantial enough (in the context of Facebook’s 

revenue) to be a major deterrent of cynical or anti-consumer practices. Zuboff has 

described this strategy, with reference instead to Google, as an ‘absolutist’ approach to 

surveillance and privacy (2014). This means that Google acts with ‘a moral attitude in 

which values and principles are regarded as unchallengeable and universal’ (Zuboff 

2014), as evidenced by its numerous after-the-fact scandals (Zuboff lists Gmail-

snooping, Google Street View, and ‘a covert data sweep from users of private Wi-Fi 

networks’ as examples [2014]). In these cases, Google acts with disregard for privacy, 

morality, or law, and opts instead to bear the brunt of scandal and punishment 

afterwards. With Google’s Street View, for example, ‘It didn’t ask if it could photograph 

homes for public consumption, it just took what it wanted and waited for any resistance 
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to exhaust itself in defeat’ (Zuboff 2014). Google (and Facebook is also guilty of this, as 

examples in later chapters will show) recognises that it can push the limits with invasive 

new programs, and that protest and regulation will likely not catch up in time to 

meaningfully hamper the economic value of its surveillance. Facebook’s Internet.org, 

which I will revisit in detail below, is another example of this approach. The privacy 

critique is ineffective against this absolutist approach not only because of the speed of 

government compared with that of corporate ventures, but because the changing and 

flexible meaning of privacy makes it an unstable foundation from which lawmakers may 

challenge tech companies. 

Gunes Acar et al (2014), in a study of emerging online tracking techniques – ‘canvas 

fingerprinting’, ‘evercookies’, and ‘cookie syncing’ – conclude that even the most 

privacy-aware and tech-savvy internet users are vulnerable to these sophisticated 

techniques, as ‘a single lapse in judgement can shatter privacy defences’ (2014: 674). 

This demonstrates that privacy – especially privacy which responsibilises individual 

users for their own data online – is an impracticable line of opposition to surveillance. 

The technological arms race between tracking tools and surveillance-prevention 

advances at such a pace that most internet users cannot realistically be expected to 

secure themselves against tracking. In fact, the authors find that the effort to counteract 

invasive surveillance techniques such as evercookies (which restore removed cookies to 

browser storage) is so great and requires such functionality drawbacks, that – given also 

‘the rapid pace at which new tracking techniques are developed and deployed’ – it is 
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doubtful that even the most able and privacy-conscious users could secure their privacy 

online (2014: 685). 

--- 

This section has examined a range of concepts and theories under the umbrellas of social 

sorting, labour, and privacy – three broad avenues of economic surveillance critique. 

The social sorting approach championed by Gandy and Lyon seeks to ground its critique 

in the real consequences of categorisation for marginalised people. The approach 

centred around labour exploitation, expounded in particular by Andrejevic and Fuchs, 

argues that economic surveillance generates a wealth of data that can only be 

understood as the product of unpaid workers. In relation to economic surveillance, 

privacy is understood as a human right to control what elements of one’s life are made 

public and knowable to others. The examination of a privacy approach to economic 

surveillance centred on its shortcomings, but outside of academia it is the most 

widespread and salient surveillance critique. 

While many surveillance theorists consider the framework of privacy too blunt, 

toothless, and lumbering to match contemporary economic surveillance, approaches 

under the social sorting or labour rubrics do not address the enormity of the economic 

surveillance assemblage on their own either. Economic surveillance on social media is at 

once colossal and gaseous – we know it has enormous implications, but it can be hard to 

see those implications or demonstrate their danger. This difficulty arises not by accident, 

but as a result of the powerful hegemonic discourses that accompany and insulate the 
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changing natures of categorisation and algorithms, of work and leisure, and of privacy 

and transparency. The following sections will seek to address how the constitutive logics 

of economic surveillance on Facebook result in potentially destructive social sorting, 

labour exploitation, and erosions of privacy. 

  

1.1.4 | LOGICS OF ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

So far, this chapter has covered a broad range of literature related to the economic form 

of surveillance. The first parts established the Foucauldian foundations of surveillance 

theory by examining Foucault’s concepts of power and governmentality, and the 

realisation of governmental strategies in the political-economic mode of neoliberalism. 

The second part unpacked Deleuze’s control societies as an adjunct to Foucault’s work, 

and the Deleuze and Guattarian concepts of assemblage and the dividual. The last part 

reviewed academic critiques of economic surveillance under the headings of social 

sorting, labour, and privacy.  

In this section, I synthesise a broad framework for how economic surveillance ‘works’ 

out of the diverse areas of research and theory recited above. Specifically, I distil five 

‘logics’ of economic surveillance that will form the basis of my critique in the second half 

of this chapter, unveiling these five logics at work in Facebook’s platform and expansion. 

These five logics bridge the gap between broad strategies of power and the practical 

workings of economic surveillance on social media. 
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Governmentality, societies of control, and the surveillant assemblage each emphasise 

different aspects in the theorisation of economic surveillance. A Foucauldian 

governmental perspective underscores how governmentalizing power flows freely and 

continually through all of the institutions with which we interact; it approaches that 

power as productive instead of strictly dominant; and it recognises that it operates by an 

‘optimisation of systems of difference […] in which minority individuals and practices 

are tolerated’ (Foucault 2008: 259-60), which reflects the permissive sorting practices of 

contemporary economic surveillance. Governmentality is not simply the organisation of 

populations by the State, but the flow of power through all manner of everyday 

institutions that evaluate and direct. Power operates through the ‘regulated choices of 

individual citizens’ in their constant and quotidian interactions with work, consumption, 

communities, media (mass and social), and so on (Rose 1996: 41). Governmental power 

recognises difference. It may discriminate but it does not reject difference, instead 

redirecting its energy in productive directions for the population. It is this distribution 

that Foucault calls an ‘optimisation of systems of difference’, while Rose has used the 

phrase ‘circuits of inclusion’ (2000: 324). The point is that a wide degree of difference is 

tolerable, even essential to this system of control, but that difference must be 

normatively distributed and exist within certain boundaries, beyond which discipline, 

‘insecurity’, or ‘circuits of exclusion’ take effect (Rose 2000: 324). This operation of 

government and control societies is epitomised in social media, as will become clearer in 

the sections below. 
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In my reading, the control societies framework builds on the vision of social 

management in governmentality within the specific paradigm and language of digital 

technology. It highlights the future-oriented function of surveillance as simulation, 

underlines the continuous and ‘limitless postponements’ (Deleuze 1992: 5) of the 

governmental project, and describes how activities formerly outside the limits of ‘work’ 

are rendered productive. The ‘machinic architecture’ of control, Bogard writes, ‘is now 

engineered to manipulate data objects in digital networks, rather than physical bodies in 

confined spaces’ (2012: 30). Computing technologies, and especially the internet, which 

have taken on extraordinary significance in the years since Deleuze’s death in 1995, best 

articulate the modulatory mode of power that operates above and beyond enclosure: the 

flexibility, the continuousness, the limitless training, the passwords that gate access and 

the tracking that negates the need for disciplinary enclosure – all gesture towards the 

post-disciplinary nature of the digital turn. Deleuze notes that ‘perpetual training tends 

to replace the school’ (1992: 5, original emphasis), meaning the discrete enclosure of the 

educational institution is succeeded by a continuous, constant, modulating series of 

trainings and re-trainings – a ceaseless report of activity replaces the momentary audit 

or examination. As discussed above, this continual modulation produces a new 

individual who is not the moulded ‘subject’ of power, but an ever incomplete ‘dividual’. 

Finally, control simulates and extends labour. In Deleuze’s vision of the control societies, 

corporations and capital – rather than states and sovereigns – organise and reign, and 

the neo-corporate ethos (of rivalries, [re]training, ongoing services, marketing, 

flexibility, ‘gaseousness’) increasingly occupies spheres of leisure.  This is manifest in the 
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capability of corporations to extract ever-more profit from productive activities formerly 

beyond the threshold of the labour enclosure. 

Control societies and governmentality are twin frameworks for understanding the 

operation of power in contemporary capitalist societies. In both theories, the function of 

a specific kind of surveillance is essential. By now, the links and overlaps between the 

explanatory frameworks of control, governmentality and assemblage are emerging. Each 

theory accentuates different features of the contemporary workings of power, and thus 

of the surveillance that animates it. Surveillance works in control and governmentality to 

determine acceptable limits and norms, to track and situate individuals within these 

limits, and to establish the ideal incitements and sanctions to foster desirable, 

aspirational conduct; surveillance is ‘“designed in” to the flows of everyday existence’ 

(Rose 2000: 325). Control and governmentality maximise the veridiction – the strength 

of the claims to truth – of these manifold surveillant intercessions. The surveillant 

assemblage highlights contemporary surveillance’s multiplication of the self, its 

tendency towards convergence and interoperability, and its arguably rhizomatic (as 

opposed to hierarchical) organisation. 

The social sorting critique hones one aspect of the governmentality account of economic 

surveillance: populations are measured, divided, and grouped so that they may be more 

effectively cajoled or seduced to perform the role as consumer or citizen that best serves 

the population. This efficiency machine comes at the cost of those who do not qualify, 

who are sorted into undesirable groups for marginalisation or discipline which 
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reinforces social inequality. Social sorting also employs a form of simulation, as it groups 

individuals according to calculations and predictions into categories of risk that may 

enable or inhibit life-chances. The labour exploitation critique similarly hones an aspect 

of the societies of control framework. The control societies break down disciplinary and 

institutional barriers such that the spheres of life outside work begin to produce the 

cultural commodities from which capitalists extract profit. Fuchs and Andrejevic critique 

economic surveillance for its role in this process – the ‘work of being watched’ – which 

converts social engagement into data. 

Governmentality highlights the flow of governmentalizing power through all 

institutions, the normativity of that power, and the governmental strategy of freedom 

and co-option of difference. Control specifies the technological context of computing, the 

simulative mode of surveillance, the perpetuity of limitless postponement, and the 

blurring and extension of categories of work. Assemblage contributes the notions of the 

data double, the database tendency towards convergence and interoperability, and 

rhizomatic organisation. The theoretical mapping of this chapter highlights five logics of 

contemporary economic surveillance: 

Assemblage: Economic surveillance is organised, shared, distributed, and 

concentrated within interoperable networks, pulling diverse data sources into co-

operation. 

Capitalisation: Economic surveillance is non-discriminatory in its capitalisation 

of difference – an ‘open’ field. It renders leisure productive as a form of unpaid 
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labour and seeks to foster consumerist aspirations. Its bottom line is 

accountability to shareholders. 

Dividuation: Economic surveillance ceaselessly (re)produces dividual data-

doubles. 

Modulation: Economic surveillance is continuous, modulating, and tracking, not 

discrete or enclosed. 

Simulation: Economic surveillance is predictive and future oriented. 

Economic surveillance functions through the strategies and processes described in the 

interweaving frameworks and concepts discussed thus far. It is the dominant, most 

pervasive, most commonly encountered surveillance form today. It is multifaceted and 

complex. It is an assemblage with distinct capacities – the unique properties of its 

component parts. These capacities, enumerated in the list above, can be pinned down, 

unmasked, critiqued, and – perhaps most importantly – contextualised with reference to 

the Foucauldian and Deleuzian ideas I have outlined in this discussion. 

  

1.2 | CONSTITUTIVE ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

Andrejevic writes that the current mass surveillance climate is a result of technological 

advances on one hand, and economic choices ‘about how to support the information 

infrastructure upon which growing numbers of people are becoming increasingly reliant’ 
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on the other (2012b: 91). The goal of this section is to analyse those technological and 

economic decisions as they play out on Facebook, but more importantly, to contextualise 

them within a Foucauldian power framework. 

Foucault’s formulation of power serves as the foundation for the constitutive 

surveillance thesis. Surveillant operations of management (and the veridiction of 

statistical and algorithmic surveillance information) are integral to the power strategies 

of governmentality and control. Social media, a set of technologies which emerges as an 

articulation and adherent of those strategies, therefore has surveillance at its heart. The 

centrality of surveillance to social media reflects the way power works for Foucault, not 

as a ‘thing’ to be wielded, but as a context – and a set of relations within that context – 

that arranges objects around certain ideals, norms, methods, and objectives. As the 

above literature review ultimately showed, a series of five logics which express the 

strategies of power and characterise economic surveillance (assemblage, capitalisation, 

dividuation, modulation, and simulation) are normalised, valorised, and made 

constitutive in the context of governmentality and control. Those logics all ‘work’ in this 

context because they administer and enable the ideals of neoliberalism: of aspiration, 

desire, freedom, flexibility, accumulation, expansion, and individuality. 

One of the ways power must be understood in Foucault’s work is as ‘the strategies in 

which [force relations] take effect, whose general design or institutional crystallization is 

embodied in the state apparatus, in the formulation of the law, in the various social 

hegemonies’ (Foucault 1978: 92-3). While Facebook is constantly undergoing change – 
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including in the strength and breadth of its hegemony – it can be understood as a partial 

crystallisation of the ‘force relations’ of governmental and control power strategies. It is 

‘partial’, not only because it is always in flux, but also because its overall form is always 

contested by the competing strategies of political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance, 

as the following chapters will explore. 

It is through this understanding of power that I see surveillance as constitutive of social 

media. Social media is premised upon the logics of economic surveillance (and of 

political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance); these logics are articulations of 

governmentality and control; governmentality and control are productive strategies for 

arranging objects within the constellation or ‘micro-physics’ of power. Economic 

surveillance is thus the ‘gravitational pull’ always dragging Facebook in the direction of 

growing its assemblage, intensifying its capitalisation, dividuating its users, modulating 

their environment, and simulating their futures. Facebook is not an autonomous entity 

operating in a vacuum, distinct from the context of power, but an articulation or 

embodiment of these logics, norms, and strategies. Foucault’s theorisation of power 

enables me to say that economic surveillance does not simply occur on Facebook – it is 

not by coincidence or opportunism that surveillance attaches itself to the wealth of data 

which happens to circulate on social media – but instead precedes and constitutes 

Facebook as the surveillance machine it is today. 

The rest of this chapter will expose, with examples from throughout the Facebook 

assemblage, where these five logics of economic surveillance are visible, orienting and 
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arranging Facebook in relation to its population of users, such that it reproduces the 

strategies of governmentality and control. This half of the chapter will show how 

economic surveillance is constitutive of Facebook on both its existing platform, and in 

its efforts towards expansion. 

Facebook’s ‘platform’ includes everything with which users interact: every feature that 

Facebook incorporates across its web format and different versions of its mobile app, its 

suite of supporting apps (such as Messenger, Workplace, and Moments), its application 

programming interfaces (APIs), and its (often short-lived) standalone services.13 

‘Expansion’, includes Facebook’s acquisitions, such as Instagram and WhatsApp, it’s 

research and development branch, its charitable outreach, and its business extension 

into new territories. Facebook’s acquisitions serve to widen its digital enclosure, 

trapping even more social activity within the Facebook arena. 

Many tools and features make up the Facebook platform today. It is – like any 

institution of the control societies – perpetually unfinished, constantly updating and 

iterating, adding new features, removing old ones, tweaking algorithms, trialling 

changes, responding to outcries, and rewriting policies. 

 
 

13 I distinguish the overall Facebook platform from the capital-P ‘Facebook Platform’ – 

Facebook’s name for the API framework that lets third parties connect to its services, which I will 

examine below. 
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While it was not the first, Facebook quickly became the largest and remains the 

emblematic social networking site in the West. It made basic features such as the wall, 

news feed, user profile, friends list, status updates, and direct message chat ubiquitous. 

These features are well-described elsewhere (e.g. boyd and Ellison 2007). I will discuss 

them briefly below, but my focus is on the economic surveillance logics at play in how 

Facebook has selected and developed these features. Other dimensions of the Facebook 

web platform include (but are not limited to): reactions and comments, likes and 

follows, official and unofficial pages, advertisements, check-ins, marketplace, social 

endorsements, groups, events, ‘People you may know’ (PYMK), jobs, games, privacy 

settings, suggested pages, and search functions. A more exhaustive list of Facebook’s 

features is difficult to compile, because the platform modulates between countries and 

over time. This section will also examine selections from the suite of Facebook mobile 

apps, which includes the official Facebook and Messenger apps, plus ‘Lite’ versions of 

each, management apps for advertisers and page administrators, Moments, Workplace 

and Workplace Chat, various add-ons for Messenger, and Messenger Kids. 

The logics of economic surveillance are determining logics in the development and 

implementation of many of these Facebook platform elements. The discussion of each 

successive logic below – assemblage, capitalisation, dividuation, modulation, and 

simulation – refers increasingly to the logics before it, demonstrating the interrelation of 

all five. 
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1.2.1 | ASSEMBLAGE 

The economic surveillance logic of assemblage – of centralising diverse objects in one 

far-reaching surveillant machine – is central to Facebook. The influence of assemblage 

logic is most visible in how Facebook acquires and incorporates every element that it can 

into its platform, and in the API thread that runs through all of Facebook’s services and 

countless third-party services, connecting a multitude of information sources and 

unifying data flows in one ‘data double’: the Facebook profile. Facebook’s drive towards 

assemblage is encapsulated in this Zuckerberg quotation, from Facebook’s IPO (initial 

public offering) roadshow video: 

 

We make decisions not optimizing for what’s gonna happen in the next year, but 

what’s gonna set us up to really be in this world where every product experience 

you have is social and that’s all powered by Facebook. 

Zuckerberg, in Constine 2012 

Haggerty and Ericson write that ‘surveillance is driven by the desire to bring systems 

together, to combine practices and technologies and integrate them into a larger whole’ 

(2000: 610). This drive towards interoperability is partly a result of the self-reflexive 

philosophy that more data is always better, always needed, and always justified; in the 

case of economic surveillance specifically, it also reflects the basic tendency of capital 

towards expansion, absorption, and monopoly. This surveillance logic precedes 
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Facebook and is not unique to it. That Facebook’s expansive API network and its 

incessant drive to acquire and incorporate new systems reflect this assemblage logic is 

not a coincidence, but a consequence of constitutive surveillance. 

The economic surveillance logic of assemblage describes the tendency of social media to 

diversify the streams of data it collects, to incorporate and centralise new avenues of 

data collection, to force these diverse data streams into co-operation by combining them 

in the hopes of uncovering new insights, and to link them all together with the thread of 

API and persistent user profiles. The Facebook assemblage, via acquisition and 

imitation, brings heterogenous features of the internet and social life together and puts 

them into functional co-operation by collating and combining data. Many of these 

discrete features and systems remain relatively autonomous. For example, WhatsApp, 

Instagram, and Oculus operate relatively distinctly from Facebook – and Facebook exists 

with or without them – but in their moments of co-operation (for example, when their 

streams of data are combined), they function together as one greater Facebook 

assemblage with an increased surveillance capacity. In the terms of Haggerty and 

Ericson’s surveillant assemblage, the distinct data flows of location, social-life, work, 

finances, consumption, etc., are assembled into the Facebook profile – a persistent data 

double that increasingly intersects every sphere of modern life (as the Dividuation and 

Modulation logics will elaborate). 
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Incorporating Data Dimensions 

Facebook’s innovations and acquisitions demonstrate a powerful corporate drive to 

encompass as many data sources as possible. Facebook Payments (later ‘Facebook Pay’, 

including Instagram and Whatsapp) was a relatively late entry in the peer-to-peer 

payment market. The feature allows users to link a debit card to their Facebook profiles 

and send and receive bank payments with other contacts, free of charge, through 

Facebook Messenger. Payments launched in the United States in 2015 and became 

available in the UK and France in 2017 (Messenger and Payments Teams 2017). 

Facebook’s payment service faced entrenched competition in PayPal (and its subsidiary, 

Venmo), Google’s Google Wallet, and Snapchat’s ‘Snapcash’ (Rao 2015). Facebook chose 

to take on these existing competitors because it has the advantage of an enormous 

userbase, and because if data is being generated – for example, about peer-to-peer 

payments between friends or Marketplace sellers – then Facebook wants to be the one 

collecting it in the first instance, not via third parties or APIs. Facebook Product 

Manager Steve Davis spells out the logic behind these kinds of feature incorporations: 

People talk about money all the time in Messenger but end up going somewhere 

else to do the transaction. With this, people can finish the conversation the same 

place started it. It’s really a feature to add more value to Messenger. 

Davis, in Rao 2015 
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In terms of assemblage, Payments gives Facebook access to yet another data stream – 

contacts sharing or paying back cash – enfolding this data within its growing multiplicity 

and setting it to work alongside other streams with the aim of producing new insights. 

 

Figure 1: A cropped promotional example of a peer-to-peer payment made over Facebook 

Messenger. 

The precise ways in which Facebook uses and combines this data are unknown outside 

of its walls, and subject to conjecture based on its extremely broad data policies. 

Payments data could be used to verify Marketplace trades and the value of goods 
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exchanged, or to understand the financial nature of relationships on the social graph, or 

to help confirm that two or more friends visited a business; these are all valuable 

insights, but whether Facebook is using payment data to uncover them is unknown. 

TechCrunch commentator Romain Dillet (2018) suggests that Payments turn Messenger 

into a ‘Trojan horse’ to obtain users’ card numbers, which Facebook then matches to 

transaction data that it used to buy from third-party data brokers (Angwin et al 2016) to 

learn more about users’ spending habits, thus expanding the assemblage and refining 

the user profile.14 

Facebook Payments collects only the essential information to make a bank transfer, but 

the metadata of a peer-to-peer payment – the information describing who sends how 

much money to whom, when, and where – is still produced on the Messenger app. 

Messenger does not have its own privacy rules, and is instead subject to the Facebook 

data policy, which states, 

We collect the content, communications and other information you provide when 

you use our Products, including when you sign up for an account, create or share 

content and message or communicate with others. This can include information 

in or about the content that you provide (e.g. metadata), such as the location of a 

 
 

14 A Facebook Privacy and Public Policy Manager claims Facebook does not treat data collected 

from third party brokers the same as its own data – for example it will not be included in a user’s 

data archive if they choose to download a copy, and users cannot ask Facebook to stop collecting 

it – because it is the responsibility of the data brokers, who operate across many other platforms 

(Chester, in Angwin et al 2016). 
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photo or the date a file was created. It can also include what you see through 

features that we provide, such as our camera, so we can do things such as suggest 

masks and filters that you might like, or give you tips on using camera formats. 

Our systems automatically process content and communications that you and 

others provide to analyse context and what's in them for the purposes described 

below. 

Facebook 2020a 

This policy establishes that Facebook records and collects everything it possibly can, 

including whenever and whatever the user shall ‘message or communicate with others’. 

Another example of the assemblage logic of incorporating new dimensions into the 

Facebook machine is locative surveillance. Facebook unveiled Facebook Places, the 

location check-in feature and locative API, in 2010 – a response to the popularity of apps 

like Foursquare. Facebook Places allows users to add location data to status updates or 

photos and look up businesses and attractions (as well as review, check-in, bookmark, 

get directions, etc.), and it also adds a record of check-ins to each user’s profile. The 

Facebook Places API, or ‘Places Graph’, lets web and app developers tap into that wealth 

of locative information – maps, check-ins, reviews, and so on – and incorporate that 

information or those user capabilities into their own services. Using the Places Graph, a 

third-party app can add location searching, identify users’ current locations, and surface 

locative information (such as a café’s menu and reviews). In return, Facebook expands 

its surveillance enclosure and receives new customer insights of its own. The same 
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strategic thinking as with Payments appears to explain Facebook’s decision to enter the 

competitive locative media market: Facebook’s existing mobile userbase is massive 

enough to crowd out smaller competition, and the data produced by location check-ins – 

especially as it relates to local brick-and-mortar businesses – is invaluable to Facebook 

and its promise of detailed targeted advertising. There are many more examples of this 

assemblage logic at work at Facebook, some of which I will examine under the 

‘Expansion’ subheading.15 

 

The Facebook Platform 

Facebook’s set of APIs and plugins, collected under the umbrella of the ‘Facebook 

Platform’, represents a different strategy of assemblage. Surprisingly little has been 

written about social media APIs in relation to surveillance, given how they work to 

extend the reach of surveillant business models like Facebook’s in a similar manner to 

cookies. APIs bridge the protocological gap between social media sites like Facebook, 

and the constellation of apps, services, and websites that want to tap into the ‘Social 

Graph’ and other components of the Facebook Platform. This means that APIs establish 

a common language for Facebook and third-party applications to exchange data. In 

Taina Bucher’s words, ‘APIs are interfaces that facilitate the controlled access to the 

 
 

15 TechWyse maintains a tally of Facebook’s acquisitions, with a list of 72 items at the time of 

writing (A V 2019). 
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functionality and data contained by a software service or program’ (2013). By using 

APIs, third-party developers can ‘interface with the social-networking site, access 

information and media posted with user profiles, and build social applications that 

aggregate, process, and create content based on users’ interests’ (Ko et al 2010: 37). The 

API information flow is mutually beneficial, as Bucher and Anne Helmond note: 

… APIs enable platforms to extend into the web by setting up data channels that 

make external web data flowing back to their databases ‘platform ready’ in order 

to fit the underlying economic business models of social media platforms. 

Bucher and Helmond 2018: 243 

This means that in exchange for allowing third parties to take advantage of Facebook’s 

existing ‘Social Graph’ information and basic social networking services, the platform 

opens ‘data channels’ that flow back in its own direction, and in its own language, to be 

used in its surveillant assemblage. Until it was split into ‘Platform Terms’ and ‘Developer 

Policies’ in 2020, Facebook’s Platform Policy included, under the heading ‘Things you 

should know’, 

We can analyze your app, website, content, and data for any purpose, including 

commercial … We will use information we receive from you or in connection with 

your Platform integration in accordance with our Data Policy […] You give us all 

rights necessary to enable your app to work with Facebook, including the right to 

incorporate information you provide to us into other parts of Facebook ... 

Facebook for Developers 2020a 
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This policy established that, in exchange for offering the affordances of its APIs, 

Facebook receives information from third-party apps and services and uses that 

information on its own platform.16 

 

Figure 2:  Facebook's authorization API allows third party services such as Duolingo to tap into 

its social map. Google offers the same option through its own platform. 

 
 

16 Many other elements under the ‘Things you should know’ heading demonstrate the power 

imbalance in the relationship between Facebook and developers; for example, that Facebook ‘can 

create apps or products that offer features and services similar to your app’, and ‘may use your 

name, logos, content, and information, including screenshots and video captures of your app, to 

demonstrate or feature your use of Facebook, worldwide and royalty-free’ (Facebook for 

Developers 2020a). 
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For example, to avoid having to register an account with yet another company, a user 

may choose to log into a third-party service like Duolingo (a language-learning app and 

website) using their Facebook account (figure 2). Duolingo benefits by gaining access to 

Facebook’s public information about that user and enabling some of its social aspects; 

Facebook benefits by learning that the user is using Duolingo, and knowing when, 

where, and for how long they sign into Duolingo with their Facebook profile. Once again, 

the creative advertising applications of these sorts of insights are potentially wide-

ranging, but exactly how Facebook puts this information to use is impossible to confirm 

– and left as broad as possible by both the Facebook and Facebook Platform policies. 

Another element of the Facebook Platform is the set of ‘Social Plugins’ which give third-

party sites a connection to Facebook ‘with minimal HTML’ (Ko et al 2010: 39). These 

include Like, Share, and ‘Send via Messenger’ buttons; Facebook comments sections; 

and Facebook bookmarking on non-Facebook webpages (Facebook for Developers 

2020b). As above, the flow of information in this relationship goes two ways, with 

Facebook gaining insights about how its users use the rest of the internet. ‘Facebook’s 

Like button enables Facebook to extend into websites and apps,’ Bucher and Helmond 

write, ‘where the data produced on and collected through these external sources is sent 

back to the platform and made available to advertisers through various advertising 

interfaces, such as the Facebook Marketing API’ (2018: 244). These plugins allow any 

website to function in momentary and fluid ways as part of the overall Facebook 

assemblage. 
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Bucher points out APIs’ importance to ‘the politics of “openness”’ around software, 

which ‘plays a significant role in legitimizing APIs as the current business mode of the 

social Web’ (2013). The basic appeal of APIs – offering free access to the wealth of 

information hoarded in data banks – is situated rhetorically as a gesture of openness, 

innovation, and community in keeping with the collaborative open-source history of 

software and the internet. The rhetoric of openness therefore plays an important role in 

disguising the social media assemblage business model, wherein ‘APIs have also become 

a useful way to extend their reach and growth across the Web’ (Bucher 2013).  

APIs closely reflect the economic surveillant logic of assemblage. Facebook’s APIs and 

plugins link disparate streams of data into one larger whole, recoding and reassembling 

the information from apps, websites, and games into a unified ‘data double’ profile. They 

extend the reach of Facebook’s economic surveillance (or expand the surveillant 

enclosure) and they manifestly increase ‘the degree of surveillance capacity’ (Haggerty 

and Ericson 2000: 610) of the Facebook assemblage. Foucault might suggest that APIs 

function as ‘capillaries’, running indiscriminately through technologies and services of 

all scales and sizes, delivering personal data – the lifeblood of the commercial internet – 

backwards and forwards between arteries and the Facebook-heart. 

However, in that vein, Haggerty and Ericson’s suggestion that surveillance in the 

assemblage model is ‘rhizomatic’ does not fully extend to the Facebook examples 

discussed here – the capillary metaphor reflects a ‘bodily’ framework, not a rhizome. 

Haggerty and Ericson argued that surveillance was becoming flattened by ‘rhizomatic 
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levelling’ (2000: 606) because anyone could access technologies of surveillance, and the 

social status which may have circumvented surveillance in the past now intensifies it. 

While Facebook’s acquisitions and APIs extend data-gathering ‘offshoots’ (2000:615) in 

as many conceivable directions as possible and indiscriminately enclose subjects of 

surveillance, they are still subordinated within a centralised network; there is a clear 

hierarchy in the flow of data, with Facebook at its top – the Facebook Platform and Data 

Policies make this abundantly clear. The free availability of API tools certainly flattens 

surveillance capability to an extent, but the relationship between Facebook – the goliath 

who benefits from the multitude of apps and services connecting with its APIs and who 

has total control over how those APIs work – and those third-party services who hitch 

themselves to Facebook is not a proportionate or reciprocal one. The rhetoric of 

‘openness’ surrounding APIs, as Bucher suggests (2013), works for Facebook to smooth 

over this disproportionality. 

 

1.2.2 | CAPITALISATION 

On Facebook, a wide array of verbs (‘like’, ‘share’, ‘comment’, ‘react’, ‘search’, ‘update’, 

‘reply’, ‘tag’, ‘post’, ‘create’) operate as synonyms for one activity: ‘engage’. Facebook’s 

overriding preoccupation is with encouraging users to engage, because it is engagement 

with one another, with business pages, and with Facebook itself that produces the data 

at the centre of its economic surveillance business model, the resource of ‘connectivity’ 

(van Dijck 2013). The surveillance logic of capitalisation dictates that Facebook renders 
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social and leisure activities as productive forms of unpaid labour by collecting, 

converting, and aggregating engagement in the form of data and advertising profiles. I 

understand this logic as operating chiefly within the power strategy of governmentality: 

it is open and non-discriminatory (within limits), it does not erase difference but 

capitalises upon it in flexible ways, and it makes a valuable resource out of user 

engagement and seeks to foster consumerist aspirations. Facebook’s capitalisation does 

not necessarily ‘reflect’ the ‘real’ desires of its users, but more specifically interpellates a 

desiring subjectivity – it simulates desires on the part of consumers, to satisfy needs on 

the part of advertisers; later sections will explore this in more detail. The influence of 

this logic is evident on Facebook’s platform in its every incitement to engage and its 

individualised advertising model. 

 

Cultivating Engagement 

‘Capitalisation’ is a broad label for the ways in which Facebook’s platform transmutes 

users into profits. At a practical level, it does this by collecting the information users 

input through their use of Facebook and the internet, then using that information to sell 

ad-space and user attention at a premium (Fuchs 2012a: 31-2). On a broader level, this 

business strategy is situated squarely within the power strategies of governmentality and 

control, and the political-economic mode of neoliberalism. The aspects of this power 

context from the above literature review which are most relevant to the logic of 
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capitalisation are the relative openness of the milieu, the fostering of aspiration and 

desire, and the elevation of the individual. 

As established above, compared with the sovereign and disciplinary strategies which 

deny difference and enforce conformity to monarchs and norms respectively, the 

governmental strategy of power works through the freedom of its subjects, not despite it. 

Governmentality, in compulsions throughout both political and ostensibly apolitical 

institutions, simulates a broad environment of individual freedom, within which a much 

wider range of activities, lifestyles, and ambitions are tolerable – as long as they 

ultimately reproduce the interest of the population and do not challenge the basic social 

order of liberal democracy. In practice, this strategy explains the surveillance mode of 

modern tech companies, as Vaidhyanathan summarises: 

ChoicePoint, Facebook, Google, and Amazon want us to relax and be ourselves. 

They have an interest in exploiting niche markets that our consumer choices 

have generated. These companies are devoted to tracking our eccentricities 

because they understand that the ways we set ourselves apart from the mass are 

the things about which we are most passionate. Our passions, predilections, 

fancies, and fetishes are what we are likely to spend our surplus cash on and thus 

make us easy targets for precise marketing. 

Vaidhyanathan 2011: 112-3 

Unlike disciplinary surveillance, which seeks to enforce adherence to specific norms, 

surveillance in this schema is not concerned with moulding a pre-set normative subject, 
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but with creating for users the space to express their differences. Whereas panoptic 

surveillance seeks to normalise subjects (‘You must behave this way’), economic 

surveillance within governmentality seeks instead to recognize subjects, whoever they 

choose to be (‘Behave however you like, as long as we can show you ads relevant to your 

behaviour’). Facebook is incentivised to be permissive, which helps to explain its 

unwillingness to effectively moderate the content it hosts. This permissiveness has been 

under fire in recent years, as social media companies find themselves under increasing 

pressure to censor and ban white nationalist and conspiracy theorist groups in America. 

Facebook’s reticence to ban undesirable groups like these reflects the capitalisation logic 

in action, as it works to extract a profit from their members (recall the anti-Semitic ad 

categories documented by ProPublica). 

A Facebook user can write any text they like into a status update, or they can share a link 

to any page on the internet, post any photos, like any pages, or create any events; they 

can be whoever they want to be online – in theory. All these practices simply create more 

information for the profile data double that Facebook compiles. In practice, of course, 

social pressures, laws, technical limits, and Facebook’s ‘Community Standards’ establish 

(porous) boundaries on the edge of that freedom – these are the limits of the open milieu 

beyond which disciplinary strategies take effect, some of which later chapters will 

explore – but there is no shortage of opportunities for users to demonstrate their 

interests and individuality to friends and advertisers alike. 
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Facebook advertisements reflect the function in governmentality of aspiration and 

desire. Advertisers hope to entice and seduce users to desire the products and services 

targeted at them: the new shoes you know you want, that gym membership you know 

you need, a dating app you’ve heard good things about. Acting on those desires sustains 

the social media environment, because its business is premised on selling user attention 

to advertisers. It validates surveillance capitalism and reinforces the neoliberal values of 

(bounded) personal freedom. Facebook’s business is in cultivating, harnessing, and 

matching (through targeted advertising) individual desires to consumer products and 

services. Its incredible financial success is proof that the system works – well enough, at 

least, to keep advertisers spending. 

‘In his desire the individual may well be deceived regarding his personal interest,’ 

Foucault writes – and, indeed, many online ads do not have our best interests at heart – 

'but there is something that does not deceive, which is that the spontaneous, or at any 

rate both spontaneous and regulated play of desire will in fact allow the production of an 

interest, of something favourable for the population’ (2009: 101). This ‘spontaneous and 

regulated play of desire’ is the bedrock of liberalism: personal freedom to pursue desires 

ultimately reproduces the capitalist system; consumption offsets production; consumer 

choice regulates markets. Facebook exemplifies this ‘play of desires’, matches it to 

neoliberal championing of the individual, automates it, and turbocharges it with 

personal surveillance. As a conduit for the ‘conduct of conduct’, Facebook governs its 

users to be aspirational and individual consumers, and it does this by using what it 
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knows about each user to serve them the most seductive opportunities it can. In sum, 

Facebook seeks to entice users to share more information and to click more 

advertisements; those two goals summarise the logic of capitalisation. 

 

Figure 3: Facebook's profile page invites the user to add more information. 

Enticements to engage constitute the bulk of the Facebook platform, as the incomplete 

list of verbs at the start of this section suggested. For example, the feature expansions 
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described under Assemblage introduce a new enticement to share personal information. 

Facebook users’ profile pages are notated with reminders to add or update personal 

information, such as ‘Add a workplace’ if none is listed. Other information that a user 

may choose to fill out on their profile page includes who they are ‘interested in’, religious 

and political views, relationship status and family members, ‘life events’, and favourite 

quotations, sports teams, music, movies, books, TV shows, and events. The data package 

that users collate about themselves by filling out a detailed Facebook profile is of self-

evident value for advertisers. 

 

Figure 4: A banner on Facebook reminds the user to update their profile information. 

 

Free-Form Fields 

In the past, many of the profile page information categories only allowed users to select 

from a pre-set list, but most of them on today’s Facebook allow completely custom user-

input. For example, until recently, Facebook users had to select between ‘Male’ or 

‘Female’ for their gender, but in 2014 Facebook offered a much more nuanced list of the 

‘gender identities that many people use to describe themselves’ (Facebook Diversity 
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2015), before a ‘free-form field’ was added in 2015. As it stands today (in English 

iterations of the platform) users can choose between ‘Male’, ‘Female’, and ‘Custom’, 

where Custom allows free-form input and up to ten gender terms, plus preferred-

pronoun options for ‘him’, ‘her’, or ‘them’. By allowing users more flexibility in 

determining their online identities, Facebook makes the personal information that it 

gathers more accurate and valuable. It may not be ideal, for instance, to advertise 

gendered consumer products to a user who identifies as neither female nor male; having 

custom gender terms allows Facebook to be more inclusive, but also much more precise 

in its advertising profiles. 

 

Figure 5: Facebook's gender settings now allow for much more flexibility. 

Facebook’s economic surveillance is not concerned with enforcing normative gender 

binaries, but rather with recognising and capturing gender self-identification as a 

meaningful data point in an advertising algorithm. This move towards flexibility in 

Facebook’s data collection reflects both the widening governmental/neoliberal field of 
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acceptable activity, and the surveillant drive towards more finely grained individual 

distinctions. Similar to how Foucault described the discursive production of sexualities 

(1978), the gradation of profile options on Facebook multiplies the surfaces of 

intervention of power. Enabling users to define gender identities outside of the 

male/female binary draws those identities into Facebook’s digital enclosure; it makes 

them function as markers of difference, not to be criminalised or medicalised – but to be 

advertised. 

The same drive towards flexibility has effected change in many other areas of Facebook. 

‘Status updates’ were formerly simple text fields, but they now offer an array of options 

that invite users to insert information into Facebook-ready frameworks, improving the 

value and algorithmic-readability of statuses to Facebook’s ad service. Users can now 

embed photos, tag friends or events, or check in to a location in their status; they can 

add GIFs, stickers, or polls; ask for recommendations; answer a ‘Did You Know?’ 

question; or add a ‘Feeling/Activity’ to the status. Selecting ‘Feeling/Activity’ opens a 

lengthy drop-down list of verbs such as ‘Watching…’, ‘Traveling to…’, and ‘Playing…’, as 

well as a custom field. Selecting one option opens a second drop-down list of potential 

objects, and another custom text field. For example, ‘Traveling to…’ opens a list of 

locations, and selecting one tags the official Facebook Page for the airport, city, resort, 

etc. in the status; alternatively, the user can write a custom location. Selecting ‘Playing…’ 

brings up sports and video game pages; ‘Watching...’ lists movies and TV shows. By 

adding this capability to statuses, Facebook adds more opportunities for users to 
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produce valuable data (about travel, interests, entertainment preferences, social 

connections, etc.), and – crucially – it generates those data points in its own language by 

tagging the official Page for the object of the verb (e.g. selecting ‘League of Legends’ as 

an activity under ‘Playing...’ tags the official League of Legends Facebook page, rather 

than requiring an algorithm to discern it in plain text). 

 

Figure 6: The status update allows users to involve more dimensions from across the Facebook 

platform. 
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The shift from ‘likes’ to ‘Reactions’ is another example of how capitalisation leads 

Facebook to subtly diversify the data it collects, within a limited range. Introduced in 

2016, Reactions ‘are an extension of the Like Button to give people more ways to share 

their reaction to a post in a quick and easy way’ (Facebook Brand Resources 2020). In 

addition to the classic thumbs-up ‘like’, users can now ‘react’ to a post with ‘love’, 

‘hahah’, ‘wow’, ‘sad’, and ‘angry’ animated icons. This feature has practical benefits for 

users (who were tired of inappropriately ‘liking’ sad content) but as Wired commentator 

Elizabeth Stinson notes, 

Looking past Facebook’s altruistic narrative about an expanded emotional 

palette, it’s really just a bid to increase engagement, which will ultimately make 

your news feed (and ads) even more personalized. 

Stinson 2016 

In other words, Stinson recognises the constitutive surveillance logic in the decision to 

widen the reaction range, which exposes Reactions as a way to draw more accurate and 

gradated engagement out of users. An evaluation by marketers reinforces this analysis of 

Reactions, concluding that they carry ‘the potential for more precise measurement of 

emotional response’ (Turnbull and Jenkins 2016: 158), while another marketing and 

analytics company described reactions as ‘essentially a jackpot of information for 

marketers’ (Brink 2016). Facebook said in 2017 that it would weigh reactions more 

heavily than ‘likes’ as an indicator of a user’s interest in a post (Bell 2017). 
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Figure 7: The six possible 'Reactions' to a Facebook post or comment. 

Further, while this addition gives users more freedom to express the reactions they want, 

they are still limited to the six options Facebook offers them in a convenient reflection of 

surveillance under governmentality. That is, they have more opportunity to express 

more diverse responses, yet they are still bound within the limits and categories set by 

the platform. However, the logic of capitalisation suggests that user reactions should 

become yet more flexible, so that they may transmit more complicated and valuable user 

responses – the same way gender labels on Facebook have progressed from binary, to 

complex, to fully-customisable. For this reason, based on a constitutive surveillance 

theory of Facebook, we may eventually see more Reactions added to the range, with 

more subtle distinctions.17 

The limits that Facebook places on user expression are equally indicative of its 

governmental surveillance approach as the freedom it extends. One such limit is its 

 
 

17 In April 2020, Facebook added a ‘Caring’ reaction to its suite to enable users to demonstrate 

compassion during the Covid-19 pandemic. Head of the Facebook app, Fidji Simo, said Facebook 

would monitor how people used the reaction to decide whether it would become a permanent 

addition to the reaction repertoire (in Guynn 2020). 
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continuing and controversial ‘real-name policy’, which requires every user to use their 

‘known’ name on their profile. The capitalisation logic would suggest that Facebook 

demands real names to improve its advertising profiles, but Facebook anonymises the 

data that it makes available to advertisers. van Dijck suggests that this policy is upheld to 

limit spam or sexually explicit messages on Facebook (2012a: 148). 

Facebook’s own justification for this policy is a panoptic form of management: ‘When 

people use the names they are known by, their actions and words carry more weight 

because they are more accountable for what they say’ (Osofsky and Gage, 2015). This 

means that the policy functions as a surveillance mechanism to tie users to their real-life 

identities; they are (in theory) less likely to misbehave because their real name makes 

them more visible. By accepting the real name policy (remembering that the terms of 

service function as a ‘totalitarian mechanism’ which users have little power to refuse 

[Fuchs 2012a: 57]) users tacitly promise that they will behave in an obedient way both 

now and in the future, or else face punitive consequences. In the governmental schema, 

this policy represents the disciplinary boundary at the edge of the free milieu. Users can 

be whoever they want through their engagement with Facebook, but their freedom to 

‘like’ any page they choose does not untether them from real-world accountability. As 

mentioned already, social pressures, laws, and Facebook’s ‘Community Standards’ 

impose limits on the individual freedom of users; these disciplinary limits ensure the 

smooth functioning of freedom in governmentality. Facebook’s real name policy, 
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therefore, marks a key point of intersection for economic, lateral, and political forms of 

surveillance.  

Facebook has also faced criticism for the real name policy because it has mistakenly 

deactivated accounts with ‘fake names’ – often Native Americans (Holpuch 2015), 

demonstrating the Eurocentric bias in social media algorithms and standards. Following 

claims of discrimination, Facebook relaxed its policy in 2015 to make it easier for drag 

queens and transgender people to use their known name (rather than the name on legal 

documentation). However, Facebook remains ‘firmly committed’ to requiring users ‘to 

use the name their friends and family know them by’ (Osofsky and Gage, 2015). 

The goal of the constitutive framework of surveillance on social media is to show how 

virtually every major decision that platforms make around ‘expanding’, ‘improving’, 

‘tweaking’, and ‘optimising’ their services has an implicit double function related to data-

gathering surveillance. The surface-level logic of this argument is simple: corporations 

have a ‘social responsibility’ to maximise profits; social media companies’ profits are 

generated through economic surveillance connected with targeted advertising; therefore, 

it is always in their interests to improve that surveillance capacity. As a more rigorous 

means of critique, I also situate that interest in the Foucauldian context of governmental 

power. Governmentality’s establishment of an open field of free activity, within which 

ambitions and desires are harnessed and directed such that the individual reproduces 

the interests of the population, requires a different technology of surveillance to 

discipline’s panopticon. Facebook typifies this new surveillance. It is an open field of 
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relatively free activity, it seeks to cultivate desire with targeted advertisements, and the 

freedom of its subjects to express their individuality is precisely the currency of its 

business model, with which it exchanges engagement for profit. 

This is not to suggest that there are no motivations for Facebook’s every expansion and 

update other than surveillance, such as delivering useful services or even ‘[Giving] 

people the power to build community and bring the world closer together’ (Facebook’s 

mission as of 2017 [Zuckerberg 2017]). However, while I do not doubt that Facebook 

aims to be convenient, fully-featured, and inclusive, I have argued here that 

convenience, feature-variety, and inclusion function nonetheless and inherently as 

enticements to engage with Facebook, to depend on Facebook, and to share with 

Facebook what makes us different. Because surveillance is Facebook’s business model – 

because it establishes a networked ‘digital enclosure’ in which every action and interest 

is recorded and monetised – every change it makes must be understood through this 

lens of surveillance. This is what ‘constitutive’ describes; we can never get ‘outside’ of 

surveillance in regard to Facebook, because surveillance is entwined in its every aspect. 

On this note, Zuboff writes, 

Technologies are constituted by unique affordances, but the development and 

expression of those affordances are shaped by the institutional logics in which 

technologies are designed, implemented, and used .... In the market sphere, these 

circumscribing logics are logics of accumulation. 

Zuboff 2015: 85 
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What I have termed logics of ‘assemblage’ and ‘capitalisation’, Zuboff calls ‘logics of 

accumulation’ which she sees ‘shaping’ the ‘affordances’ of technologies like social 

media. Constitutive surveillance, like Zuboff’s ‘surveillance capitalism’, does not suggest 

that Facebook’s designers and engineers approach every feature aiming explicitly to 

maximise surveillance. Rather, it suggests that every new feature is a technology ‘shaped 

by institutional logics’ of surveillance. Every new feature cannot help but expand and 

diversify the data that Facebook collects, and it cannot help enticing users to share more 

information, because those logics of assemblage and capitalisation – of ‘accumulation’ – 

precede the platform. Quoting, again, Zuboff’s invaluable writing on the subject: 

The logic of accumulation organizes perception and shapes the expression of 

technological affordances at their roots. It is the taken-for-granted context of any 

business model. Its assumptions are largely tacit, and its power to shape the field 

of possibilities is therefore largely invisible. It defines objectives, successes, 

failures, and problems .... The logic of accumulation produces its own social 

relations and with that its conceptions and uses of authority and power. 

Zuboff 2015: 77 

That is why surveillance constitutes Facebook and not the other way around. Facebook 

exists in a particular social and economic context wherein its motivations (profit, 

growth) and its means (targeted advertising) implicitly intensify surveillance. The 

technology to undertake that targeted advertising at a global scale is what makes 
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Facebook the subject of this thesis, but constitutive surveillance logics precede the 

technology and the company itself. 

  

1.2.3 | DIVIDUATION 

Haggerty and Ericson write that the flows of information in the surveillant assemblage 

produce ‘data doubles’ (2000: 613): online profiles that parallel ‘real’ people but which 

‘transcend a purely representational idiom’ (2000: 614) because they have implications 

and consequences of their own. In the theory discussion above, I linked the data double 

to Deleuze’s figure of the ‘dividual’ from the societies of control: a subject constructed of 

‘masses, samples, data, markets and “banks”’ (Deleuze 1992: 5, original emphasis). The 

dividual complicates the ‘mass/individual pair’ of the disciplinary societies (1992: 5). 

Where the individual was the smallest unit and the slightest surface of intervention for 

disciplinary power, the dividual – a fraction or aspect of the individual; the individual 

divided – emerges as an even finer and more flexible subject for manipulation. The 

dividual is a multiplication and simulation of the centred, embodied self (Best 2010: 10). 

Social media surveillance is ‘dividuating’ because it directs streams of information into 

profiles, which – per the social sorting critique – may have repercussions for their 

human ‘referent’, such as a loss of access to certain life chances (recall ProPublica’s 

investigations, which showed how Facebook allowed racial discrimination in rental 

housing advertisements [Angwin and Parris 2016]). Deleuze writes that ‘The numerical 

language of control is made of codes that mark access to information, or reject it’ (1992: 
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5); the dividual is a collection of those codes. It is flexible and continually learning, 

forever in search of new desiring subjectivities to occupy – the ideal subject of ultra-fast 

consumer capitalism. 

 

The Profile  

While Haggerty and Ericson emphasised the plurality of data doubles (as does Kirsty 

Best, writing about dividuals [2010]) the assemblage logic and APIs discussed above 

have partly curtailed this multiplication of the self. Facebook, Google, and Microsoft 

have all pushed for more unified and wide-reaching user account systems using APIs, 

which enjoin people to create fewer ‘fresh’ data doubles. As the Duolingo example 

showed, rather than creating another account, budding language-learners can connect 

with a Facebook or Google account, meaning fewer (but more detailed) data doubles in 

circulation. 

The strategy of dividuation – a key component of targeted advertising – is self-evident 

on social media: each profile is shown individualised ads, unlike mass media or 

untargeted advertising which shows one set of ads to an undifferentiated audience. 

Facebook’s real-name policy seeks to establish that the profile is grounded with a 

connection to an individual, and its occasional demand for clear photos of users’ faces at 

account authorisation further demonstrates a biometric link to a single embodied 

identity (Molloy 2017). At sign-up, Facebook encourages any users wanting to make 
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profiles for a business or project to instead make a Page. Thus, the Facebook profile is 

intended as a direct corollary to the individual, a modern ‘dossier’ which is constantly 

and automatically updated with information through everyday usage of Facebook and 

the wider internet. 

While the profile must be linked to an individual, the individual is increasingly also tied 

to their profile. The now widespread practice, for example, of scrutinising the social 

media accounts of job applicants (Clark and Roberts 2010) reminds internet users that 

their profiles are not just representations of their selves – they are extensions of their 

selves.18 Similarly, a policy implemented in 2017 allows United States Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) officials to demand social media handles from visa applicants if 

they determine ‘that such information is required to confirm identity or conduct more 

rigorous national security vetting’ (US State Department, in Torbati 2017). This is an 

example of political, rather than economic surveillance, but it shows how the dividual 

can impact the individual’s ability of movement and access in real space. 

 

Dividual Demography 

The assemblage and capitalisation logics intensify Facebook’s dividuation: Facebook 

collects as much information as possible and finds innovative ways to combine it to 

 
 

18 Fuchs (2012b) lists ‘Applicant Surveillance’ as one of six subcategories of Economic 

Surveillance. 
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produce new sorting mechanisms for advertising. For example, a 2018 patent 

application by Facebook, Inc., ‘Socioeconomic group classification based on user 

features’ (Sullivan et al 2018), describes an algorithm which would input values from 

various data streams (including many that are not surfaced on the platform, but which 

make up the profile ‘data shadow’ [Smith 2017]) and combine them to produce an 

estimation of a user’s economic class (Sullivan et al 2018). Having predicted the 

‘socioeconomic group’ of the target user, the patent describes ‘receiving a target 

socioeconomic group from a third party system ... generating ... a content item based on 

the sponsored content; and providing the content item to a client device of the user’ 

(Sullivan et al 2018, original emphasis); in other words, Facebook would use class as a 

meaningful dimension for sorting, and serve ads deemed appropriate for users’ 

estimated financial standing. 

The patent lists a sample of potential information sources used to calculate probable 

class, indicating the disparity of data flows which Facebook assembles: 

Demographic data includes, e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, geographical region, 

education level, etc. Device ownership includes, e.g., the number of internet 

connected devices owned, type of smartphone owned, number of televisions 

owned, etc. Internet usage includes, e.g., average number of hours spent using 

the internet per day, internet connection speed, internet usage based on times of 

day (e.g., morning, afternoon, night), usage of online systems such as 

interactions with a social networking system, etc. Travel history includes, e.g., 

commute time or distance from household to work office, mode of transportation 
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to work office, information about personal or business flights, travel 

destinations, etc. Household data includes, e.g., quantity or types of household 

appliances – such as air conditioning units, refrigerators, or laundry machines – 

owned, vehicles owned, size of house in square feet, information about other 

users in the same household, etc. 

Sullivan et al 2018 

Included in the patent is a mock-up flow chart of how the algorithm would work (figure 

8), emphasising the different sources of information in its accompanying description. 

Educational history data would come from the user’s own Facebook profile, the number 

of internet-connected devices they own would be informed by the ‘action log’ of their 

Facebook activity, and so on. The hypothetical user’s educational level – a Master’s 

degree from the University of California, per the patent’s accompanying text – boosts the 

likelihood that they are ‘Middle Class’ by 15 percent. Exactly how Facebook would decide 

these values is unclear, making algorithmic bias based on normative assumptions about 

demographics, device ownership, education, travel etc. likely. 
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Figure 8: A diagram from the ‘Socioeconomic group classification’ patent shows how different 

categories of information lead to an estimation of a user’s class. 

Based on information inputted by the user and collected automatically by Facebook, this 

patent would discern a new element for dividuating users, a new measure to distinguish 

groups and differentiate their experiences. Advertising preferentially to socioeconomic 

classes is not a new idea, but as Roger Burrows and Nicholas Gane point out, on the 

subject of geodemographic marketing, ‘under conditions of informational capitalism this 
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urge to classify has accelerated’ (2006: 803). Facebook’s assemblage capacity and its 

economic drive to classify users operates at a speed and scale that make it a nonetheless 

concerning advancement in the technology of social sorting. 

Savat understands dividuality as the simultaneous experience of both disciplinary and 

control society mechanisms (2009). While discipline seeks (via technologies of 

recording, evaluation, and coercion) to enforce normativity, control impels subjects 

simultaneously to exercise their flexibility and individuality – to become ‘objectiles’, 

perpetually in flux. The economic surveillance logics described so far ensure that the 

dividual profile functions from Facebook’s perspective as ‘objectile’: always evolving, 

fluid, an icon of governmental and control power strategies; but the surveillance logics of 

lateral and political surveillance function in parallel to make the profile function as a 

more disciplinary tool. Hence different forms of surveillance may function through the 

same mechanism, ‘while simultaneously producing entirely different effects’ (Savat 

2009: 59). 

  

1.2.4 | MODULATION 

Power in control societies modulates, meaning that it can exert or abate its pressure and 

it can adapt, absorb, and respond to difference or resistance. Aspects of modulation on 

Facebook have already been covered under Assemblage (the expansion of surveillance 

into every aspect of life), Capitalisation (the tolerance and cultivation of marketable 
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difference, and the rendering-productive of leisure), and Dividuation (the use of 

tracking and identification to grant or reject access, to dispense rewards or 

punishments). The distinct economic surveillance elements described by ‘modulation’ 

are its flexibility, its ‘limitless postponement’ of any end to surveillance, and its 

dissolution of institutional barriers, especially between work and leisure. This 

modulation logic is clearest on Facebook in its perpetual experiments and updates, its 

ubiquity through tracking and mobility, and its ‘Workplace’ project which offers a 

separate Facebook environment for internal communications in a business or 

organisation. 

The idea of modulation as ‘a self-deforming cast that will continuously change from one 

moment to the other’ (Deleuze 1992: 4) neatly reflects the personalised digital 

environment of the internet, and especially social media. Facebook delivers each user a 

highly customised stream of content and advertisements which can change at a whim to 

redirect attention or otherwise modify users’ experiences of the social network. The 

platform reacts to its users and uses on individual and mass registers. Each individual 

user sees a customised Facebook dashboard algorithmically optimised to maximise 

engagement – news feed items and advertisements, pages to like, groups to join, and 

friends to add are all scored and ranked by their estimated relevance to the user. In 

Facebook’s words, ‘Posts that you see first are influenced by your connections and 

activity on Facebook’ (Facebook Help Centre 2018a). Facebook ‘learns’ the kinds of 

content each user responds to the most by tracking interactions; thus, user engagement 
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further informs and refines these algorithms – engagement with Facebook ‘enlarges, 

transforms, and creates the “ideological” and cultural environment’ (Lazzarato 1996: 

137) of the social network. Examples from the Simulation section will further clarify this. 

In this way, users themselves – via Facebook’s surveillance of them – co-create the social 

space of Facebook; it is a ‘live’ environment that reflects their interests and preferences. 

 

Ship Early, Ship Often 

The mass register of Facebook’s modulation is invoked in large-scale tests and 

adjustments, which seek to streamline, direct, and optimise user engagement. These use 

engagement data en masse to identify populational trends within Facebook’s two-billion 

strong userbase; for example, how many times per day the average user checks 

Facebook, or which methods of displaying ads garner the most engagement. When 

Facebook considers any change or addition to its platform, it conducts tests on sample 

populations, gathers relevant data, and uses that data to inform the next step towards 

iteration, implementation, or cancellation. Andrew Bosworth, Facebook VP of Consumer 

Hardware, notes that Facebook runs ‘hundreds of tests’ every day, and gives an example 

of how these tests work to maximise engagement: 

For example: when people go to find friends, we used to show as many names 

and faces as we could fit on the screen to minimize scrolling. We ran a test which 

instead reduced the number of people we showed per page by 60% but gave each 

more space and a larger button to engage with, and we saw a 70% increase in 
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friend requests. Given a more consumable interface, people were more able to 

find people they wanted to connect with. 

Bosworth 2012 

By tracking the overall trend in its sample population, Facebook was able to identify and 

implement a change to the ‘Find Friends’ page which led users to make more friend 

requests, boosting the social information that it collected (reframed rhetorically as 

helping users ‘find people they wanted to connect with’). Bosworth uses the maxim ‘Ship 

early, ship often’ to describe Facebook’s approach to iteration, highlighting the 

immediacy and flexibility of software and the internet: ‘When a test goes out we look at 

the data immediately and adapt the products quickly. We do this on a daily basis’ 

(Bosworth 2012). 

In short, mass data collection of user activity allows Facebook to adjust itself ‘like a self-

deforming cast’ in continual flux to better capture that activity in its system of 

capitalisation (e.g. increasing the volume of friend requests improves Facebook’s 

surveillance of the ‘social map’ used in advertising). Facebook engagement is recorded, 

and that data is used to further refine Facebook’s ability to record engagement, making 

modulatory surveillance a self-perpetuating system; this surveillant double bind is part 

of how Facebook alienates users from the personal information they produce (Smith 

2017). Bosworth takes the fact that engagement is used to make Facebook more money 

(by improving its surveillance mechanisms) and reformulates it in an inflated narrative 

of democracy and empowerment: 
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This cycle of iteration is the engine of progress and the people who use Facebook 

are not just the beneficiaries but are also intimately a part of the process. We 

don’t just develop this product for them, we develop it with them.  

Bosworth 2012 

The infamous ‘emotional contagion’ study is a good example of how Facebook modulates 

its environment to manipulate and manage users. The study, published in a paper called 

‘Experimental evidence of massive-scale emotional contagion through social networks’ 

(Kramer et al 2014), was led by Adam Kramer, a member of Facebook’s Core Data 

Science Team.19 Published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, the 

study sought to demonstrate the effect of ‘massive-scale emotional contagion’, wherein 

the general tone (positive or negative) of emotional content spreads over the internet, 

leading users who are exposed to positive content online to be more positive themselves, 

or more negative if they are exposed to negative content. The emotional contagion study 

‘manipulated the extent to which people (N = 689,003) were exposed to emotional 

expressions in their News Feed’ (Kramer et al 2014: 8788), and then examined whether 

changing the tone of users’ news feeds impacted their own activity on Facebook. This 

 
 

19 Facebook uses its considerable resources to undertake and assist research across fields such as 

AR/VR, Computer Vision, Machine Learning, and Data Science (Facebook Research 2020). In 

addition to publishing academic papers, Facebook’s research and development branch works on 

‘cutting edge research with a practical focus’ and aims to ‘push product boundaries every day’ 

(Facebook Research 2020) – meaning it doubles as research and development in Facebook’s 

corporate interest. 
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means that Kramer et al modulated the Facebook experiences of almost 700,000 users – 

heightening positive or negative content – with the express aim of manipulating their 

emotions, to see if they could. The study successfully demonstrated massive-scale 

emotional contagion online: ‘These results suggest that the emotions expressed by 

friends, via online social networks, influence our own moods, constituting ... the first 

experimental evidence for massive-scale emotional contagion via social networks’ (2014: 

8789). 

Putting aside the ethical and scientific implications, what is notable about the emotional 

contagion study from the perspective of modulatory surveillance is the ease with which 

Facebook can alter the environment for such an enormous sample population, and that 

Facebook is interested – at least academically – in tracking and controlling users’ 

emotions. Using tacitly collected data on users’ engagement with the platform,20 

Facebook modulates to adjust itself in response to the population. Whether Facebook is 

actively using the results of this experiment on its platform today is impossible to know, 

but it is certain that Facebook spent time and money researching emotional contagion, 

that its data policy and terms of use do not preclude news feed manipulation, and that 

the ability to make users happier or sadder could serve Facebook’s interests. 

 
 

20 The Facebook privacy policy provides for the use of personal data in ‘surveys and research’ and 

allows that data to be shared with ‘research partners and academics’ (Facebook 2020a), but 

Forbes writer Kashmir Hill points out that the clause in the policy allowing data to be used for 

research was added four months after the study took place (2014). 
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On this final point, happier users may be more likely to stick with the platform and 

associate it positively, which means more user engagement and thus more advertising 

data and attention. A more concrete example of how users’ moods relate to Facebook’s 

modulating and flexible environment was the change to promote social over commercial 

content on the news feed (Zuckerberg 2018), prompted by criticisms of misinformation 

during the 2016 U.S. presidential election, and Facebook’s own admission that it might 

be contributing to mental health problems (Ginsberg and Burke 2017). Given the express 

aim with these changes of promoting social content to make Facebook a more positive 

environment, it makes sense that Facebook would be interested in identifying and 

manipulating the mass-level flow of sentiment. 

On another, more insidious hand, marketers may want to target people who are more 

vulnerable to advertising when they are feeling depressed or have low self-esteem. In a 

2017 scandal, Facebook told advertisers in a leaked report that it could identify when 

teenagers were feeling ‘insecure’, ‘worthless’, and ‘in need of a confidence boost’ (Levin 

2017). These two examples in combination – Facebook’s research into how emotion 

spreads contagiously and can be manipulated, and its pitch to advertisers that it ‘can 

monitor posts and photos in real time to determine when young people feel “stressed”, 

“defeated”, “overwhelmed”, “anxious”, “nervous”, “stupid”, “silly”, “useless” and a 

“failure”’ (Levin 2017) – highlight the modulatory nature of economic surveillance on 

social media. If a user was engaging less with Facebook and posting downbeat content, 

Facebook could change their news feed to try and make them happier; if a user fitting an 
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advertiser’s target demographic posted a status with keywords matching ‘insecure’ or 

‘overwhelmed’, Facebook could seize on that moment to display an ad appealing to their 

strained emotions.21 

Facebook’s economic surveillance is a flexible technology of control, responding and 

reacting continuously to individuals by channelling their information and sentiment 

through data recorders and manipulating its social environment in real time to optimise 

their engagement with the platform and advertisers. Facebook uses similar tools in 

suicide prevention efforts – identifying content and comments that might indicate a user 

is feeling suicidal and using algorithms to triage cases for experts and first responders 

(Rosen 2017). The congruity of Facebook’s surveillance assemblage, such that the same 

mechanisms that may prevent suicide are pitched to advertisers as a way of targeting 

depressed teenagers, is emblematic of control and modulation: the same continuous 

surveillance system is used at different times for widely disparate ends. 

As discussed in the first half of this chapter, tracking and simulation replace enclosure in 

the societies of control. Facebook is not limited in time or space the way a panoptic 

prison or factory are: the data-double is a constant, invisible companion; mobile data, 

and Wi-Fi technologies make it possible for users to access Facebook (and vice-versa) at 

virtually any time or place; and, using cookies, Facebook even follows users around the 

 
 

21 Facebook denied allowing advertisers to target people based on their emotional state, 

conceding the leaked report was real, but did not follow the ‘established process to review the 

research we perform’ (Facebook in Levin 2017). 
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web when they are signed out of its service (Facebook 2018). Power in the strategies of 

control does not only circulate in institutions, but follows its subjects wherever they go 

in a continuous, networked system, hence ‘The disciplinary man was a discontinuous 

producer of energy, but the man of control is undulatory, in orbit, in a continuous 

network’ (Deleuze 1992: 5-6). The labour critique of economic surveillance discussed in 

section 2.1.3 and under Capitalisation above shows how Facebook makes continuous 

producers of its users by converting their engagement into valuable data; the flexibility 

and constancy of Facebook allows it to undertake this capitalisation perpetually. 

 

Facebook Workplace 

Facebook’s Workplace platform formally blurs the work/leisure distinction that its 

capitalisation efforts had already destabilised. Launched in October 2016 after a year of 

testing, ‘Workplace by Facebook’ is a separate platform from the standard Facebook, 

intended for use as an internal communication network for businesses and organisations 

(Facebook Newsroom 2016). Workplace has a very similar look and layout to Facebook, 

minus a few social features and with added collaboration and analytics tools. Facebook 

has developed two dedicated Workplace apps: one for the main platform and one for 

‘Chat’, mirroring the Facebook/Messenger split. Instead of adding ‘Friends’, all of the 

workers in a given company are automatically connected on Workplace as ‘Contacts’, 

and ‘Groups’ are used to share information within teams, departments, and so forth. 
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Companies pay a per-person subscription fee to use Workplace, or else they can use a 

free ‘Standard’ service with fewer features, available since April 2017. 

 

Figure 9: A promotional screenshot shows the Workplace by Facebook User Interface (UI), 

which closely resembles the main Facebook web platform. 

Workplace does not require or even allow users to link their Workplace account with a 

personal Facebook account, nor does it show ads. The Workplace Android app requires 

(narrowly) fewer permissions to install than the Facebook app, and Workplace is 

governed by a separate (albeit equally broad) privacy policy,22 which includes a clause 

for disclosure of information ‘To the Facebook Companies’ (Facebook Workplace 2019). 

 
 

22 ‘Customer data’ that Facebook collects through a Workplace ‘Standard’ subscription includes, 

for example, ‘the content and other information you provide when you use our Services, including 

when you sign up for an account, create or share, and message or communicate with others’, and 

‘the content of all communications on or through the Services’ (Facebook Workplace 2019). 
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Workplace appears not to monetize via economic surveillance the way Facebook proper 

does, which makes sense given its subscription fee, however the broad data collection 

policy and lack of details about how Facebook uses the information it collects leave open 

the possibility of putting it to financial use in advertising by adding Workplace data to 

social profile data shadows. 

More in the spirit of modulation, Workplace enables both the total colonisation of a 

user’s leisure time by work, and simultaneously, the subsumption of work within an 

aesthetic of leisure. Facebook’s flexibility and constancy extends to Workplace, allowing 

workers to be connected perpetually to their labour. In keeping with the usual neoliberal 

rhetoric around contemporary labour, Facebook frames this perpetual connection to 

work as emancipation from workplace enclosures: 

The workplace is about more than just communicating between desks within the 

walls of an office. Some people spend their entire workday on the go, on their 

mobile phone. Others spend all day out in the field, or on the road .... People 

work in different ways, around the world, and Workplace’s mission is to help 

them stay connected .... The new global and mobile workplace isn’t about closed-

door meetings or keeping people separated by title, department or geography. 

Facebook Newsroom 2016 

Of course, leashing workers to their labour without spatiotemporal limit is not a unique 

function of Workplace, but with it, Facebook seeks to centralise the older functions of 

email, mobile phones, and videoconferencing and varnish them in its addictive social 
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aesthetic. Further, Workplace resituates work within the mode of sociality and leisure by 

adapting the basic framework and appearance of the main Facebook platform, which 

enlarges Facebook’s presence in every aspect of its users’ lives. Workplace exemplifies 

the flexibility of contemporary corporate cultures which shroud exploitation under 

neoliberal misnomers of ‘connectedness’ and ‘freedom’. It is a further modulation by 

Facebook to formally encompass another sphere of daily life. 

Workplace also formalises employer surveillance on social media by giving 

administrators (if they are paying for the premium service) access to analytical tools to 

monitor workers’ engagement with the platform. Like the main Facebook service, every 

action on Workplace produces data about engagement, but on Workplace, employers 

may see engagement as part of a necessary performance of labour.  

 

1.2.5 | SIMULATION  

Closely related to surveillance’s liquid escape from discrete institutions, simulation 

describes how surveillance is not rooted in the past or present, but seeks also to 

manufacture and control the future. Bogard contrasts simulation with ‘representative’ 

panopticism, wherein ‘Power must appear present to compel obedience, even if it is 

absent in fact’ (2012: 31). His concept of simulation is drawn from Jean Baudrillard 

(1994): it is ‘the reproduction of the real according to its model. Simulations do not 

“represent” real events so much as manufacture hypothetical ones for specific control 
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contexts’ (Bogard 2012: 30-1). This means that simulations, as they relate to 

surveillance, aim to constrict the band of possible behaviour by formulating a narrow 

space of possibility (in this case the social media environment) in which the desired 

outcome (user engagement and ad clicks) can be reliably produced. Social media 

surveillance is not a panoptic tower, but a simulated environment, within which every 

interaction produces new data. ‘Surveillance uncovers, but simulation, we could say, is 

the cover,’ Bogard writes, ‘Surveillance always looks through or behind something; 

simulation is a projection onto something (a screen)’ (1996: 21); Facebook is a projection 

of surveillant predictions onto the digital screen. More than recording what has 

happened, Facebook uses data to formulate and simulate what will happen, in the hopes 

that it can usher ad-clicks and engagement into reality. Simulative surveillance produces 

a hyperreal simulacrum – a form of truth in its own regard, disconnected from the ‘real’; 

hence why the data double takes on its own life and has its own consequences apart from 

the embodied individual. The more coherent (that is, the more detailed, finely graded, 

and confident) the data double becomes, the more real it is within the Facebook 

simulacrum. 

 

Manufacturing Customers 

Facebook’s estimations and simulations of users’ consumer interests interpellate a 

desiring subjectivity. The advertising profile that the company compiles on each user is 

not, therefore, a representational reflection of the human referent, but a production of a 
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desiring subject. Detlev Zwick and Janice Denegri Knott write, ‘the reterritorialization of 

consumption within the simulational, abstract space of the database’ – that is, the 

surveillant assemblage process of breaking humans down into data points and 

reassembling them as data double profiles – ‘does not aim at producing a complete 

consumer list on which thousands of ostensibly authentic identities become visible as 

digitalized and presumably “true” representations of the consumer’s inner consciousness 

and outer body’ (2009: 233). Instead, Zwick and Denegri Knott argue, the database 

(while still, in some cases, facilitating the disciplinary mechanisms befitting the moniker 

of ‘electronic superpanopticon’ [Poster 1990]), increasingly works in a control society 

mode to produce ‘extremely selective’ dividual identities that match the demands of 

marketers and businesses (2009: 233). 

The process of matching lists of consumers to product advertisements, then, is not a 

process of veridiction, but of simulation: the consumer set is easily (and rapidly) 

recalculated, revaluated, and reterritorialized to match the targets of the advertisement. 

Until recently, consumer information was used to tailor consumer products, but the 

manipulability of the simulated dividuals that populate databases like Facebook’s has 

provoked a new strategy, because ‘the flexible and rapid production of customer sets’ to 

match marketers’ goals is easier and more effective (Zwick and Denegri Knott 2009: 

238). In short – database advertising aims to match customers to products, not the 

other way around: 
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Hence, rather than adjusting the functionality of commodities to match 

consumer desires, marketers can now modulate, at very little cost and in real 

time, the functionality of consumers to match an existing commodity. 

Zwick and Denegri Knott 2009: 238, original emphasis 

The effect of this shift is that targeted advertising does not work – as Facebook suggests 

– to identify and reflect the real desires of users, but to find within databases full of 

users, and within user profiles full of data points, the ‘right’ list of signifiers, on the 

‘right’ set of profiles to satisfy a given ad. This process is increasingly disconnected from 

reality, operating as an insular simulation, ‘a new plane of reality on which the traces 

that these atomistic practices leave can be disembodied and reorganized into structured 

patterns of economic value, the configuration of which depends on the code used by the 

controlling agent’ (Zwick and Denegri Knott 2009: 239-40). In short, it is now more 

efficient, Zwick and Denegri Knott write, ‘to manufacture customers as modular 

configurations of propensities, as calculations of possible future values and as purified 

groupings of selective homogeneity’ (2009: 240-1). 

The ideal of simulation is ‘to control a process in advance by verifying it first in its 

model’ (Bogard 2012: 31). On the Facebook platform, this logic is at work in its targeted 

advertising model and every activity recommendation (i.e. ‘People You May Know’). 

When Facebook selects an advertisement to display on a user’s individual instance of the 

platform, it makes a prediction, based on surveillance data from that user’s past actions 

and profile information, that the ad will produce a sufficiently seductive consuming 
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subjectivity for the user to occupy. Facebook seeks to simulate (and stimulate) the user’s 

consumer interests in the future, based on what it knows from the past. The set of 

surveillance data informing these algorithms includes Facebook’s own information 

(posts and comments, profile details, demographics, location, devices) and activity on 

non-Facebook websites and apps, which Facebook collects primarily using cookies 

(Facebook Help Centre 2018b). 

Each time an ad is selected to appear on a user’s Facebook interface, an ‘auction’ is 

simulated, wherein all eligible ads ‘bid’ for the advertisement slot; this happens billions 

of times every day (Facebook Help Center 2018c). Three factors are calculated into the 

auction: the advertiser’s ‘bid strategy’ (how much they want to spend per 

advertisement), Facebook’s ‘estimated action rates’ (a prediction of how likely a given ad 

is to provoke a user action, based on surveillance data), and ‘ad quality’ (how well the ad 

has been received, and how relevant it is to the user compared to other bidders – based 

again on surveillance data) (Facebook for Business 2020). The Facebook news feed is 

likewise informed by surveillance data, used to rank and order items by their ‘relevance’, 

rather than their chronology. Facebook orders its news feed by relevance to maximise 

the probability of users engaging with news feed items, which produces more data. 

Likewise, People You May Know – the feature for finding friends on Facebook – does 

not arbitrarily list potential friends, but prioritises them based on Facebook’s estimation 

that they are someone the user knows, an estimation informed by its wealth of social 

map data. The point of these examples is that what Facebook displays to users is never 
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‘neutral’, but instead always considered, calculated, and simulated to maximise 

engagement with Facebook and its ads. 

 

Predictive Analytics 

Under governmentality, scientific and statistical knowledge is paramount, and the 

societies of control revere algorithmic insights. What Andrejevic (2012b) calls ‘predictive 

analytics’ grants surveillance data utmost veridiction due to its scale and how it is 

gathered: Facebook’s data collection is automatic, consented by terms of use, and taken 

directly from users who input much of the raw information themselves. Therefore, the 

data double carries a powerful claim to truth that gives it a life of its own; it may be 

responsible for decisions that affect its referent, giving it an impact that is more than 

simply ‘representative’. 

As several examples have shown already, because it is an opaque corporate entity that 

sets the broadest possible mandate in its data policy, it can be impossible to verify 

exactly how Facebook uses all the data it collects. Although the way in which simulative 

surveillance actually works – per Zwick and Denegri Knott – reveals a gulf between 

Facebook’s simulacrum of dividual profiles and reality, the ideal of predictive analytics 

nonetheless justifies Facebook’s vast and intricate surveillance apparatus. The 

simulacrum only becomes more (hyper)real when it is fed more data. Examining 

Facebook’s patents sheds some light on how Facebook justifies detailed data collection 
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for formulating advanced predictions about its users. Two Facebook patents first filed in 

2010 demonstrate the simulative ideal of predictive analytics: ‘Contextually Relevant 

Affinity Prediction in a Social Networking System’ (Juan and Hua 2012) and ‘Predicting 

Life Changes of Members of a Social Networking System’ (Smith and Braginsky 2012). 

The ‘Affinity Prediction’ patent is broad. It describes a system for calculating – based on 

‘historical activity’ – the likelihood that a user will be predisposed towards a certain type 

of content, or content connected with a certain friend (Juan and Hua 2012). The 

invention is motivated by maximising interaction, the patent authors write: 

Social networking systems benefit from encouraging users to participate more 

actively, including by interacting with other users .... Generally, the social 

networking systems would like to be able to make a decision about what will be 

most interesting to a user so that the social networking systems can present 

options to the user that are likely to cause the user to take actions in the social 

networking systems. 

Juan and Hua 2012 

As noted above, simulating an environment that is as appealing as possible (i.e., that 

produces the most desirable consuming subjectivity in the user) both depends on 

massive troves of data, and serves precisely to generate more data by encouraging 

further engagement. Per the capitalisation logic, this ‘encouragement’ to engage is the 

central preoccupation of social media. 
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The patent lists the many ways a user can produce historical activity data through 

recorded interactions which then inform a weighted prediction of ‘affinity’ for a given 

social networking object (i.e. an advertisement, news feed item, or friend). The system 

uses those predictions to surface the optimal content to users, to ‘encourage more user 

interaction with the social networking system and enhance the user experience’ (2012). 

The historical data it may draw upon includes Facebook ‘communications’ (e.g. 

‘messages, posting of content, and commenting on content’); ‘observation actions’ (e.g. 

when users view profiles, photos, and content of other users); and ‘coincidence 

information’ (e.g. how often two or more users appear in photos together, check in to the 

same location, or attend the same Facebook event) (2012). 

The patent highlights, as an example, the applications of predicting user affinity for what 

Facebook calls ‘social endorsements’. Social endorsements are where Facebook adds 

elements to advertisements which highlight when a user’s friends have interacted with 

the ad or the advertiser’s Facebook page (figure 10). For example, a McDonald’s ad 

might be accompanied on a user’s news feed with a note that ‘John Smith and 4 other 

friends like McDonald’s’. With this patent, Facebook seeks to identify which friends to 

name in social endorsements – that is, which friends’ names are most likely to convince 

a user to click on the advertisement. 
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Figure 10: An example of a social endorsement on Facebook. 

The prediction is based on historical data from two sources: the ‘social graph’ that maps 

every user’s connections to one another, and the ‘action store’ that records a user’s every 

interaction with Facebook, friends, and non-Facebook sites (2012). It draws on whatever 

information Facebook can gather in order to extend its grasp into the future. It simulates 

an environment in which the hypothetical McDonald’s ad maximises its appeal, in which 

John Smith is the most trusted friend with whom the user has the closest affinity. This 

micro-simulation, wherein Facebook predicts – as best as it can, using everything it 

knows – exactly what content will most encourage a user to engage, is replicated 

continuously all over the platform. 

Thus, Facebook not only represents real social transactions on its platform but 

manufactures hypothetical interactions for specific control contexts to encourage 

engagement. The ‘social endorsements’ example highlights that Facebook simulates the 

social spheres of its users, as well as a corporate advertising space. The Zuckerberg 

quotation cited above, in which he highlights that Facebook wants to build a ‘world 

where every product experience you have is social and that’s all powered by Facebook’ 
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(in Constine 2012), also describes how the simulacrum seeks to destroy and replace the 

‘original’; the future of Facebook in Zuckerberg’s vision is a life-encompassing 

simulation of the social. Should our hypothetical user click on the John Smith-endorsed 

ad for McDonald’s, they will produce a new data point in favour of their affinity with Mr. 

Smith, reinforcing their simulated friendship in the eyes of Facebook’s action store 

without any ‘real’ communication taking place. 

The second patent, ‘Predicting Life Changes of Members of a Social Networking System’, 

captures its objective in its title. The problem for Facebook, according to patent authors 

S. Alex Smith and David Braginsky, is that users are often too slow to update their 

profiles with what they call ‘life change events’, ‘such as a change in marital status, 

relationship status, employment status, etc.’, which may render advertisements 

ineffective (2012). For example, if an engaged couple do not update their marital status 

on Facebook in a timely manner, a wedding catering company may miss an opportunity 

to target them with advertisements (or, more accurately – following Zwick and Denegri 

Knott – Facebook may miss its opportunity to deliver the couple as recipients to the 

catering company’s advertising demands). 

The predictive system in the patent uses a set of training data from users who have ‘gone 

through a life change event’ and learns to identify indicators of an upcoming change. 

From there, 

The system uses the training set data to generate a prediction algorithm using 

machine learning models. Furthermore, the system inputs the user data to the 
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prediction algorithm to retrieve a prediction of whether the user will undergo one 

or more life change events. The system updates the user's profile to indicate the 

life change event and provides advertisements to the user responsive to the 

prediction of one or more life change events. 

Smith and Braginsky 2012 

In other words, based on its set of training data, the system learns how to identify when 

users may be in the midst of a ‘life change event’, allowing advertisers to target them 

with relevant ads before the user has manually inputted the change themselves. Rather 

than relying on users to update their information, the system in the patent uses 

Facebook’s wealth of data ‘such as wall posts, instant messages, e-mail messages, etc.’ to 

identify whether a user has ‘undergone a life change event’ or predict whether they will 

‘at a future time’ (Smith and Braginsky 2012). 

Facebook could use this information to ‘suggest friends and groups that may be relevant 

to the user’, but the focus is on advertisers, who ‘can leverage the information contained 

within the social network to target their ads to a first user who will undergo a life change 

event along with users associated with the first user’ (2012). For example, if the 

algorithm predicted that a user was about to graduate, it might target them with relevant 

ads (perhaps for a graduation photographer), but it could also target people close to the 

user (e.g. the graduand’s friends might see ads for graduation gifts). This would also, in 

the simulative ideal, incorporate the other patent’s ranking of affinities, to know which 

friends of the target user are most likely to be affected by the life change event. Together, 
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these patents demonstrate Facebook’s simulative goal of predicting and recognising – 

without explicit user-input but by using contextual surveillance data – how best to 

intercede in users’ lives with advertisements; that is, how to manipulate users’ actions in 

the future by verifying them in advance. 

--- 

Assemblage, capitalisation, dividuation, modulation, and simulation are each 

constitutive logics with determining roles in Facebook’s steady iteration and 

incorporation, and these logics are closely entwined. Almost any example used 

throughout this section to demonstrate the function of one logic could be applied in 

relation to others, as many Facebook features reflect the intersection of multiple logics of 

economic surveillance. I have contextualised these logics and examples throughout this 

section in relation to Foucault’s power and governmentality, Deleuze’s societies of 

control, assemblage, and dividual, and Haggerty and Ericson’s surveillant assemblage. 

The aim has been to show, using examples from across the Facebook platform, how 

economic surveillance is fundamentally constitutive of that platform, and how economic 

surveillance articulates particular strategies of power – functioning perpetually as a 

gravitational vector to draw all manner of data categories together, to transform social 

engagement into marketable surveillance data, to divide individuals into manipulable 

dividual data doubles, to effect seamless shifts that enable greater data capture, and to 

predict and simulate the social environment for maximum engagement. 
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1.3 | ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE EXPANSION 

Shortly after the Cambridge Analytica scandal began in March 2018, BuzzFeed 

published an internal Facebook memo which had circulated two years earlier (Mac et al 

2018). Written by Andrew Bosworth, the memo explored ‘The Ugly’ side of Facebook’s 

inherent and prevailing preoccupation with growth and ‘connecting people’. According 

to Bosworth, connecting people has positive and negative effects (‘The Good’ and ‘The 

Bad’), but bad consequences do not dissuade Facebook from its mission to connect (‘The 

Ugly’): 

The ugly truth is that we believe in connecting people so deeply that anything 

that allows us to connect more people more often is de facto good. It is perhaps 

the only area where the metrics do tell the true story as far as we are concerned. 

Bosworth, in Mac et al 2018 

Here, Bosworth – a long-time Facebook ‘lieutenant’ – admits to a philosophy of growth 

above all in Facebook’s strategy. He scoffs at the notion that this growth is motivated by 

money or investor approval, deferring instead to some intrinsic higher purpose: ‘That 

isn’t something we are doing for ourselves. Or for our stock price (ha!). It is literally just 

what we do. We connect people. Period’ (in Mac et al 2018). Bosworth is clear that 
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Facebook’s inherent drive to connect, which I contextualise in this thesis as constitutive 

surveillance, is what motivates the company.23 

He strikes inadvertently upon the thesis of constitutive surveillance, claiming that 

everything Facebook does is in service of ‘connecting people’, which works to grow the 

company, yet he also suggests that these connections and this growth are distinct from 

Facebook’s financial incentives. If Facebook’s ambitions are not financial, but a project 

with a higher purpose of connecting the world at any cost and whatever the 

consequences, then it is nonetheless driven by surveillance practices that constitute 

global connectivity, as Bosworth concedes: 

That’s why all the work we do in growth is justified. All the questionable contact 

importing practices. All the subtle language that helps people stay searchable by 

friends. All of the work we do to bring more communication in.  

Bosworth, in Mac et al 2018 

Facebook is bound by both surveillant and corporate imperatives to expand. These are 

not distinct, but overlapping ambitions: Facebook’s surveillance serves a financial end, 

and its continual profits justify and intensify that surveillance. The assemblage character 

of contemporary surveillance demands growth, and tends towards absorbing and 

 
 

23 Zuckerberg and Bosworth both said in 2018 that they disagreed with the content of the memo, 

Bosworth calling it a ‘provocation’ that aimed to ‘bring to the surface issues [he] felt deserved 

more discussion within the broader company’ (in Sandler 2018). 
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centralising diverse sources of data, while as a publicly traded company, Facebook’s first 

obligation is to its shareholders, who demand a return on their investments. Expansion, 

innovation, and acquisition are therefore essential to Facebook maintaining a grip on its 

social networking monopoly and folding ever more sources of data and capital into its 

assemblage. As Bosworth writes, ‘The best products don’t win. The ones everyone use 

win [....] Most of us have the luxury of working in the warm glow of building products 

consumers love. But make no mistake, growth tactics are how we got here’ (in Mac et al 

2018). 

I have mentioned examples of Facebook expansion already in this chapter: the section 

on Assemblage examined Facebook’s growing list of features and how it maximises its 

reach throughout the internet via APIs and plugins. Further examples of Facebook’s 

‘growth tactics’ abound, including services aimed at capturing new markets like 

Messenger Kids and Facebook Zero. This section will focus on Internet.org, which marks 

an intersection of the five logics of economic surveillance set out above. 

While Facebook’s expansion impulse pushes the company to grow, its sheer size makes 

sustaining that rate of growth difficult. A Pew Research Center survey in 2018 showed 

that, while Facebook remained the dominant social media platform among American 

adults, its growth in the U.S. had stagnated in recent years (Smith and Anderson 2018). 

At the same time, the revenue outlook in Facebook’s second quarter 2018 earnings call 

(that ‘total revenue growth rates will continue to decelerate in the second half of 2018’ 

[Facebook, Inc. 2018: 8]) sent Facebook’s stock price briefly into free-fall. The company 
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reported its ‘first decline in North American DAUs [Daily Active Users] in the fourth 

quarter of 2017’, which rebounded with one percent growth ‘to return to third-quarter 

levels’ in the first quarter of 2018 (Castillo 2018). This decline in growth indicates that 

Facebook is approaching peak saturation in North America. In order to grow (and to 

satisfy anxious investors) Facebook must expand into the demographics that it has not 

already reached. 

 

1.3.1 | INTERNET.ORG  

As described at the beginning of this chapter, Internet.org began as a Facebook-led 

coalition of companies seeking to bring the two thirds of the world without internet 

access online. 
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Figure 11: The Internet.org website splash page in 2013. 

Wired writer Jessi Hempel covered Zuckerberg and Internet.org throughout the 

initiative’s heyday. She reports that, despite Zuckerberg’s optimism at Internet.org’s 

launch – and his predictions that connecting the last two-thirds of the world would take 

five to 10 years – Internet.org largely vanished from Zuckerberg’s and Facebook’s public 

output during 2016, and is rarely mentioned or updated today (Hempel 2018).24 Of the 

six companies that joined Facebook for Internet.org’s launch, only Opera was still 

 
 

24 While the Internet.org collective appears to have lost momentum, Facebook has continued to 

support Internet.org services and projects on its own, as Facebook Connectivity. Facebook 

Connectivity was formed as an umbrella for Internet.org and other connectivity projects in 2018. 

Reporting on the new group, one commentator suggested ‘the new Connectivity brand may signal 

the company trying to distance itself from the backlashes surrounding Internet.org’ (Nieva 2018) 
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involved in the initiative in 2018, in an undisclosed capacity (Hempel 2018). Facebook 

planned to offer Free Basics in 100 countries by the end of 2015 (it launched in six); as of 

2020, the app was available in 63 ‘countries and municipalities’ (Internet.org 2020) – 

and banned in India and a handful of other countries that block zero-rating. 

Internet.org seemed especially geared towards tapping the promising Indian market, 

and Facebook fought fiercely against a ruling by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India (TRAI) that ultimately rendered Free Basics illegal there in February 2016. 

Journalist Rahul Bhatia (2016), citing unnamed Facebook employees and executives, 

writes that ahead of the launch of Internet.org, only China held more promise for 

Facebook in terms of untapped potential users than India – and China had already 

banned Facebook. Facebook’s growth in Europe and America had slowed ‘as it ran out of 

new people to add’, while India’s sizable literate but unconnected population 

represented a significant portion of future-users – if only they were online (Bhatia 

2016). But grassroots opposition to Internet.org quickly brought the zero-rating 

argument to the attention of regulators, and – despite huge advertising spending and a 

‘scorched-earth’ campaign to rally user support for Free Basics – it was eventually 

blocked (Bhatia 2016). 

Internet.org’s Free Basics app includes different services in each country where it is 

available. Global Voices, a citizen journalism NGO, tested the app with researchers in six 

different countries, noting that it is ‘difficult to pass judgment on Free Basics at large, 

because it is “localized”’ (Global Voices 2017: 5). Nonetheless, there were certain 
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consistencies across the six versions that they examined. The services available on Free 

Basics are split into what the Global Voices report authors called two ‘Tiers’, with the 

first tier appearing on the app’s main page, and the second tier accessible from a drop-

down menu. The ‘Tier One’ list included many of the same services across the six 

versions examined, with Facebook marked out as the Internet.org benefactor at the top 

of the list (figure 12). Of the recurring Tier One services, eight out of ten ‘belong to for-

profit companies based in the US’ (Global Voices 2017: 16), including ChangeCorp, ‘a US 

company that develops mobile app content targeting “middle class consumers in 

emerging markets”’ (ChangeCorp, in Global Voices 2017: 16). BabyCenter, a Tier One 

service with ‘Tips on infant health’, appeared in all but one of the versions examined and 

is owned by Johnson and Johnson, another US company that sells baby products 

(Global Voices 2017: 15). 
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Figure 12: A screenshot of the Tier One services in the Kenyan version of Free Basics, from 

Global Voices (2017: 15). Facebook is singled out at the top of the list as the provider of Free 

Basics; the rest of the Tier One services are arranged alphabetically. 

When the app launched as ‘Internet.org’, it only included these Tier One services, but net 

neutrality criticisms prompted its transition into the ‘Free Basics Platform’, to which 
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developers can submit lightweight versions of their services for inclusion.25 These extra 

services are listed in ‘Tier Two’, meaning they are still not afforded access equal with the 

Tier One services. 

Global Voices highlights four concerns about Free Basics which undermine 

Internet.org’s stated goals and communitarian narrative (2017: 3). First, the app in most 

of the examined versions offered English and one or two other languages, excluding 

users in ‘heavily multilingual’ or low-literacy populations. Second, the services offered 

on all of the tested versions ‘lacked key local content and services, but featured a glut of 

third-party services from privately owned companies in the United States’ (2017: 3). 

Third, despite transitioning into the Free Basics Platform, the app still violates net 

neutrality principles by separating its services into two tiers. Finally, the app undertakes 

economic surveillance of its users by collecting ‘unique streams of user metadata’ about 

users’ activities on the app, whether or not they have Facebook accounts. 

Internet.org fits within Facebook’s long-term strategy to ‘own’ its users’ first contact with 

the internet (Mims, 2012). The name assumed by the collective exemplified this strategy, 

 
 

25 Global Voices argues that the ‘unique technical requirements’ for including a service on the 

Free Basics platform might still be exclusionary, particularly for developers with limited 

resources (2017: 31). 
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as ‘Internet.org’ became indissociable from ‘the internet’,26 and it may have been this 

critique that provoked the name change to Free Basics (Global Voices 2017: 4). By 

ensuring that its name was synonymous with the internet itself for emerging markets in 

Africa, Asia, and South America, Facebook sought to monopolise and manage the 

resource of connectivity as it worked simultaneously to make that resource 

indispensable in the new ‘global knowledge economy’ (Tippet 2016). 

As well as the Free Basics app, the logics of economic surveillance can be discerned in 

Internet.org’s marketing and promotional material. Internet.org’s narrative of charity 

produces its subjects discursively as both racialised Others and as an aspirational and 

under-utilised resource. Depictions in promotional videos of its users lean heavily on 

stereotypical and cultural tropes to mark their bodies as racially and ethnically different, 

and the narration and images frequently imply a ‘lack’ in their lives – of the 

sophistication and self-sufficiency that the internet (or, simply, technology and 

commerce) has granted the West (Tippet 2016). Many of the ads highlight an 

aspirational or entrepreneurial spark fostered by internet access, supporting 

Zuckerberg’s ‘knowledge economy’ argument while evoking the power strategy of 

governmentality and the political-economic context of neoliberalism. 

 
 

26 For example, some rural users of Free Basics in Myanmar conflated Facebook with the open 

internet, but many also cannily exploited free access to Facebook while saving data for use 

elsewhere (Cihon and Galpaya 2017: 6). 
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The B-roll footage that pads out the video montages is often not connected to a specific 

Internet.org service, but works instead to create a generalised sense of the subaltern. 

These B-roll images include, for example, a child cartwheeling over car tires in Nigeria 

(Internet.org 2017a); a crowd of people on a raft with a city background in Bangladesh 

(Internet.org 2017b, figure 13); a silhouetted boy sweeping with bundled sticks in 

Tanzania (Internet.org 2017c). Often, these extraneous images are matched to dialogue 

highlighting poverty – an editing decision that creates a notion of the unanimously 

helpless Global South aided by Facebook’s expansion. 

 

Figure 13: B-roll in an Internet.org promotional video about Maya in Bangladesh (2017b). 

At the same time, other B-roll matches involvement in the global knowledge economy 

with progress and sophistication. For example, the most metropolitan shot in any of the 

videos – an extreme wide shot of glass skyscrapers in the Philippines – appears under 
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voiceover explaining, ‘Kalibrr has international aspirations, and by working with Free 

Basics, we can open up a whole new population with very limited online access to 

connect to find jobs’ (Internet.org 2017d, figure 14). Here, the prospect of corporate 

success – made possible for Kalibrr by its partnership with Internet.org – is reinforced 

visually with an image that contrasts against the rest of the B-roll. 

 

Figure 14: B-roll in an Internet.org promotional video about Kalibrr in the Philippines 

(Internet.org 2017d). 

 

1.3.2 | ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE LOGICS OF INTERNET.ORG 

The logics of economic surveillance suggest that the limited and proprietary internet of 

Internet.org and Free Basics will return valuable personal data to Facebook in the long 

run, ensuring a financial pay-off to its charity and, in theory, sustaining Facebook’s 
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continued growth. This section briefly illustrates how the five logics of economic 

surveillance developed earlier in this chapter can be identified in Internet.org’s output. 

 

Assemblage 

The surveillance logic of assemblage influences Free Basics in its collection of services 

into one app and its effort to draw new populations into Facebook’s digital enclosure. 

Like the Facebook API Platform, the Free Basics Platform collects diverse services – and 

thus diverse usage data – in an enclosed system which routes information through 

Facebook servers (Global Voices 2017: 7; Facebook 2015). Free Basics enables Facebook 

to access valuable targeted advertising data to sustain the growth of its economic 

surveillance business model into developing nations. Facebook stores Free Basics usage 

data to help ‘improve and personalize your Free Basics experience’, according to the Free 

Basics privacy policy (Facebook 2015). Per the Global Voices authors, 

[Free Basics] has created substantial new avenues for Facebook to gather data 

about the habits and interests of users in countries where they aspire to have a 

strong presence, as more users come online. The app does this by strongly 

encouraging users to use Facebook and by collecting user metadata such as 

information indicating which third-party services Free Basics users access, when, 

and for how long. 

Global Voices 2017: 32 
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The surveillant assemblage ‘operates by abstracting human bodies from their territorial 

settings and separating them into a series of discrete flows’ (Haggerty and Ericson 2000: 

606). The ‘territorial settings’ of many Free Basics users have long hindered this 

abstraction, due to limited infrastructure, expensive data, and scarce disposable income 

in many of the countries targeted by Internet.org. Facebook seeks, through Internet.org, 

to nullify territorial obstacles to its business of ‘abstracting human bodies’ into ‘discrete 

flows’ and data doubles. However, as its promotional material demonstrates, while 

Internet.org works in a sense to flatten territorial impacts on internet access, it also 

heightens the differences between those settings in its marketing campaigns.  

Internet.org expands Facebook’s digital enclosure, instituting a Facebook-branded 

surveillant barrier between new internet users and the internet’s potential utility. The 

digital enclosure concept centres on the ownership of internet technologies. Andrejevic 

elaborates: 

... within the digital enclosure those who control the resources – in this case, 

information-gathering technologies and databases – can lay claim to the value 

generated by those who enter “freely” into the enclosure. 

Andrejevic 2007: 314 

Internet.org, in these terms, institutes a barrier to the digital means of production which 

enables Facebook to claim ownership over the value produced within its enclosure – the 

data and metadata about taste, interests, connections, habits, locations, etc. that Free 

Basics users generate. In the long term, Internet.org seeks to grant Facebook 
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tremendous power as gatekeeper of the digital enclosure being instituted in more 

regions of the world. Further, by extending the digital enclosure through the charitable 

front of Internet.org, Facebook widens its surveillant and exploitative business model to 

encompass emerging markets under the banner of aid and community (Tippet 2016: 

90). 

Because the target audiences of its promotional videos are not the same people who will 

be relying on Internet.org, each advertisement in Internet.org’s first video set highlights 

the benefits the rest of ‘us’ take from widening the internet’s digital enclosure: ‘And with 

all [Mehtar and Mostek’s] ingenuity and resourcefulness, think of what they might share 

with us’ (Internet.org 2015a); and in ‘Erika & Esmeralda’, ‘What else could they build? It 

could be anything. And that’s why we need to connect them. Because the world needs 

their ideas and creativity’ (Internet.org 2015b). Not only will involvement in the 

knowledge economy better the lives of each video’s subjects, the series claims, but it will 

contribute to the collective intelligence of the whole network – hence the maxim, ‘The 

more we connect, the better it gets.’  

This ethos of universal connectivity happens also to coincide with the tenets of control 

societies, of digital enclosure, and of Facebook’s mass customisation business model. 

The promotional videos epitomise the rhetoric of a ‘silicon revolution that painlessly 

eliminates the inequities attendant upon the concentration of control over wealth and 

productive resources by economic and political elites,’ as Andrejevic describes it, noting 

that ‘The key to this hypothetical revolution is not the redistribution of control over 
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material resources, but their supposed irrelevance in the emerging information 

economy’ (2007: 299, emphasis added). The ‘supposed irrelevance’ of ‘material 

resources’ is precisely what Zuckerberg seeks to convey in his cynical deployment of the 

‘knowledge economy’ concept. 

 

Capitalisation 

The economic surveillance logic of capitalisation similarly undermines Internet.org’s 

ostensible charity, engendering new internet users foremost as productive data subjects. 

As discussed in relation to the main Facebook platform, and in the labour critique 

examined above, Facebook extracts profits from user activity without reimbursement, 

rendering engagement with its service as an ‘infinitely exploited’ form of work (Fuchs 

2014: 111).   

Zuckerberg (in Chang and Frier 2015) insists that profit is not a priority for Facebook’s 

involvement in Internet.org. However, a white paper by Facebook, Qualcomm, and 

Ericsson (A Focus on Efficiency) notes that ‘“Facebook for Every Phone” became a 

profitable service despite the doubts regarding the monetisation prospects of its 

demographics’ (Internet.org 2013: 43). This means that, although the stripped-down 

version of Facebook for outdated devices was considered a loss-leader, Facebook 

nonetheless generated a profit from poorer demographics with the Facebook for Every 

Phone program. This could be because it is not users, but advertisers whose money goes 
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to Facebook. The Free Basics app must be understood equally as a loss-leading strategy 

with long-term financial benefits for Facebook. If Facebook is applying Free Basics user 

data in its targeted advertising algorithms, as Global Voices suggests (2017: 24), then its 

foray into the Global South is already producing value, if not immediate financial profit, 

for the company. Facebook’s business works by converting user engagement and 

interaction into valuable data points for advertising; Internet.org positions Facebook to 

capitalise on this activity in the world’s untapped markets.  

The representations of non-white subjects in Internet.org’s promotional material are 

carefully balanced between indigent and ambitious, and cultural difference is cynically 

exaggerated as the acceptable difference absorbed in governmental capitalisation – 

framed here as the diversity fuelling the ‘knowledge economy’. The ‘Neesha’ video from 

2015 is made up entirely of this type of insinuation (Internet.org 2015c). It shows a 

young girl participating in a variety of colourful rituals and festivities, with the following 

voiceover: 

This is Neesha, granddaughter, daughter, and sister of magicians. She’s grown up 

around some pretty amazing things – but no internet. Just think of all the new 

things she could learn, all the things she could share with the world. Get her 

online, and let her teach us. Because the more we connect, the better it gets. 

Internet.org 2015c 
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The advertisement voiceovers in the first set of ads describe how Internet.org users are a 

valuable intellectual resource and can contribute to the collective intelligence of the 

global population – in other words, ‘we’ all benefit from bringing ‘them’ online.  

This simultaneous delineation and inclusion of difference, with an emphasis on the 

knowledge economy value of diversity and aspirational entrepreneurialism, reflects the 

governmentality impulse underlying Facebook’s business. That is, Facebook’s users are 

free within wide boundaries to pursue whatever desires they please, as long as that 

pursuit is captured and monetised within its surveillant digital enclosure. Internet.org 

works to widen that enclosure, but the same seductive and permissive power strategy is 

at work here, as most clearly evidenced in the recurring themes of its promotional 

material. The promotional videos use exaggerated and stereotypical images of the 

cultural diversity that is acceptable within ‘systems of difference’ (Foucault 2008: 259) – 

systems which tolerate the Other only as a resource or participant in capitalism. 

Internet.org’s techno-imperialist assumptions of miraculous prosperity are articulated 

through a neoliberal logic of aspiration and responsibilisation that imagines each user as 

entrepreneurial homo economicus (Tippet 2016: 92). The ‘Neesha’ voiceover implies 

that Neesha has both been denied ‘amazing things’ without internet access, and that ‘we’ 

– the rest of the world implicated in the wording of ‘let her teach us’ – have been denied 

her unique perspective as someone from a different, ‘magical’ culture. 

Anisur from Bangladesh, we are shown, has used Free Basics to learn how to write code 

at the one spot in his village with network coverage, and announces to his friends that he 
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has developed an app (Internet.org 2017e). Khoirudin in Indonesia uses Free Basics to 

buy motorbikes cheaply in Jakarta, and sell them for a profit in the highlands of Java; he 

is building a house and planning to propose to his partner using the profits (Internet.org 

2017f). Gifty in Ghana uses Free Basics to contact customers and research fabrics in 

order to revitalise her father’s fashion business (Internet.org 2017g). Juan David and his 

friend sell lemon juice through Facebook on Free Basics, and he is ‘loaded with dreams 

to sell to all of Colombia’ (Internet.org 2017h). These narratives exemplify the neoliberal 

credo that a comfortable life is certain for those who play a diligent and productive role 

in society, and who use the available (if meagre) tools to improve their personal capital. 

They also square with the global function of Internet.org – not as an uplifting charity, 

but as an expansion of the ‘knowledge economy’ in which new populations might forge 

their own paths (and sustain Facebook’s year-on-year growth). 

The ‘revolutionary telos’ (Andrejevic 2007: 299) of Internet.org is never questioned, but 

ascribed a quality of inherent progress in Internet.org’s claims (reminiscent of the 

Bosworth memo) that ‘we believe everyone deserves to be connected’ (Zuckerberg 2013: 

1), and ‘a knowledge economy is different [from a modern industrial economy] and 

encourages worldwide prosperity’ (2013: 2). There is no space in this narrative to 

question the tacit assumptions of progress bound up with the economic expansion of 

internet technology. Zuckerberg refers frequently to the ‘knowledge economy’ as a 

property-less utopia, noting (with oblivious irony), ‘If you know something, that doesn’t 

stop me from knowing it too’ (2013: 2). The infinitely reproducible nature of data 
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promises an egalitarian world of collective intelligence, Zuckerberg writes: ‘In fact, the 

more things we all know, the better ideas, products and services we can all offer and the 

better all of our lives will be’ (2013: 2). 

Zuckerberg’s implication that the knowledge economy miraculously dispenses with the 

ills and inequalities of property is problematic and contradictory. Facebook’s business 

strategy depends precisely on the ability to blur the ownership of data and profit from its 

users’ personal information. This knowledge economy narrative of freely reproducible, 

ostensibly valueless information is – not coincidentally – advantageous to Facebook as 

the gatekeeper of Internet.org’s digital enclosure. That is, in the knowledge economy 

that Facebook aims to facilitate, information is a valueless commodity – except for those 

in a position to capitalise upon it. This narrow and celebratory conception of the 

knowledge economy promises collective benefits, but instead redraws imperialist and 

classist relations of power, paralleling past colonial land enclosures with a seductive and 

inclusive, rather than a disciplinary and exclusive tact (Tippet 2016).  

 

Dividuation 

Free Basics dividuates users by translating their usage data into data doubles and 

offering only restricted access to certain parts of the internet. The versions of the Free 

Basics app tested by Global Voices did not demand Facebook sign up or log in, but 

several versions ‘highly encouraged’ it at app start-up, and the Colombian iteration 
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required a Facebook account for ‘certain third-party services’ to fully operate (Global 

Voices 2017: 11). As shown in the Free Basics screenshot above, Facebook is the most 

prominently displayed service on the app, and it was a central feature of mobile operator 

advertisements in Ghana (Gebhart 2016). The app also requires first-time users to agree 

to Facebook’s terms of use, data, and cookies policies (Global Voices 2017: 23), and its 

own privacy policy notes that Facebook receives and stores usage information (Facebook 

2015). In short, Facebook encourages users to create or sign-in to Facebook accounts 

through Free Basics, but even without accounts, users are still beholden to Facebook’s 

data collection policies. 

A report by think tank LIRNEasia,27 which conducted focus group discussions with 63 

mobile data users in Myanmar, highlighted that most of the Free Basics users who were 

interviewed only used and knew about the app’s Facebook service (Cihon and Galpaya: 

2017). It is reasonable to assume, given Facebook’s centrality to the app, that many users 

create or log in to Facebook accounts on Free Basics, enabling the data they produce 

through their usage of the app to inform Facebook’s data doubles. In the terms of 

Haggerty and Ericson’s surveillant assemblage, the data which Free Basics abstracts 

from embodied individual users is collected in a data double identity that is subject to 

Facebook’s policies, foundational to Facebook’s business, and made up of data licensed 

to Facebook in its terms of use.  

 
 

27 The think tank describes itself as ‘pro-poor’ and ‘pro-market’, and counts Facebook competitor 

Google among its sponsors. 
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Figure 15: Free Basics users must agree to Facebook's terms and data and cookies policies to 

access its free services. This screenshot comes from the Ghanaian version of Free Basics (Global 

Voices 2017: 23). 

The Free Basics data double is also a dividual in the sense articulated in Deleuze’s 

‘Postscript on the Societies of Control’ (1992). Deleuze writes, 

Felix Guattari has imagined a city where one would be able to leave one's 

apartment, one's street, one's neighborhood, thanks to one's (dividual) electronic 

card that raises a given barrier; but the card could just as easily be rejected on a 

given day or between certain hours; what counts is not the barrier but the 

computer that tracks each person's position – licit or illicit – and effects a 

universal modulation. 

Deleuze 1992: 7 
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The limited internet that Free Basics provides is like this city: it offers its users limited 

and conditional access to certain services which are modulatory and unguaranteed, and 

it tracks their access to those services. Users cannot freely peruse the internet with the 

Free Basics app, instead their access is limited to the sites and services that it provides. 

It offers access only to an inferior ‘walled garden’ for ‘the world’s poorest people’ (Access 

Now 2015), on the condition that users consent to economic surveillance. 

 

Modulation 

Free Basics extends Facebook’s flexible system of capitalisation into new territories and 

old devices in a reflection of the surveillance logic of modulation. The app accentuates 

the mobility and liquidity of contemporary surveillance, which is – in Facebook’s 

ambitions – without geographic or temporal limit. The capitalisation mechanics of 

Facebook, which seek to maximise human interactions in order to harvest masses of 

detailed personal information, are flexibly reoriented and repackaged in its lightweight 

Free Basics form. This modulation enables Facebook to capture the labour of a 

population who would otherwise escape its digital enclosure. 

The version of Facebook included in Free Basics, like its predecessors Facebook Zero 

and Facebook For Every Phone, is ‘stripped down’ to omit ‘multimedia such as photos, 

gifs and video, with the exception of user profile photos’ (Global Voices 2017: 22). Users 

can choose to load multimedia files at the expense of their paid mobile data. This allows 
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Facebook to collect the personal information that animates its targeted advertising 

business,28 without burdening mobile service providers with unpaid data traffic. Thus, 

Facebook’s essential surveillant business model adapts itself to the demands of markets 

with weak mobile infrastructure and poor customers to enclose as large a population as 

possible. 

 

Simulation 

Finally, the logic of simulation is at work in the way Internet.org brings Facebook’s 

forward-looking and hyperreal strategy to developing nations, while Free Basics 

simulates the open internet, but offers only a cynical imitation. As above, the way Free 

Basics routes data through Facebook servers and defers to Facebook’s hugely lenient 

privacy policies, gestures towards Free Basics being a loss-leading, long-term 

continuation of Facebook’s established business strategy of using personal data to 

inform targeted advertisements. The simulative application of users’ data in predicting 

taste and serving ads (or rather, in matching simulated user desires to advertisements) 

will continue in the developing markets that Internet.org seeks to access and grow. 

 
 

28 Global Voices notes that ‘most sites and services’ within Free Basics contain no ads, and this 

appears to include Facebook (2017: 7). However, Facebook still collects personal information that 

can be used in targeted advertising in the future, or when users have a Wi-Fi or paid data 

connection to use the full-featured Facebook platform. 
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The economic surveillance logic of simulation is intended to describe how the 

surveillance undertaken by social media companies like Facebook seeks not to simply 

record or identify the past or present, but to influence the future through calculation and 

prediction. In a broader sense of the word, Free Basics functions as a simulation or 

microcosm of the open internet. Internet.org pitches itself as a path to internet access, 

but has so far only offered a corporate, US-centric facsimile with inferior network 

performance (Sen et al 2017). 

--- 

Expansion represents another dimension of Facebook’s business constituted by 

economic surveillance, alongside its Platform. Facebook must expand its userbase into 

new markets to sustain the rate of growth it enjoyed in its first decade. Internet.org (and 

now Facebook Connectivity) seeks to cloak its expansion in a charitable front, as a 

collective project of corporate altruism, but a close analysis of its Free Basics app – 

Internet.org’s most visible achievement to date – reveals that the same logics of 

economic surveillance identified throughout this chapter are also at work in the free 

service. Further, Internet.org’s promotional material shows how underlying 

governmental power strategies are manifest in themes of aspirational 

entrepreneurialism and exaggerated, absorbable cultural difference, framed through a 

techno-imperialist lens as unsophisticated or ‘magical’. 
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CONCLUSION 

This chapter has shown how economic surveillance, as an articulation of specific 

strategies of power, constitutes Facebook as a machine for aggregating human 

sentiment, sociality, immaterial labour, and difference using complex and wide-ranging 

surveillance mechanisms. The chapter began by establishing the critical theory 

conceptualisation of power which underpins my constitutive surveillance framework, as 

well as the specific strategies of power – governmentality, control, and assemblage – 

within which economic surveillance has become dominant. 

Power, per Foucault, must be understood as the context within which ‘force relations’ 

stir movement and enable resistance, rather than a property or ‘thing’ to be wielded. 

Within this context, Foucault outlines different ‘strategies’ of power which exert what I 

likened to a ‘gravitational pull’ over objects and institutions, drawing them in broadly 

aligned directions. I detailed the governmental strategy of power, an advance on the 

disciplines, in which subjects are managed precisely through their own freedom to 

pursue individual interests – a pursuit which fulfils the overall interest of the 

population. I then showed how this ‘constantly produced’ freedom and individualism are 

realised in the political economic rationality of neoliberalism. Next, I turned to Deleuze, 

to show how his concept of the control societies overlaps and extends Foucault’s 

governmentality: the same deceptive ‘freedom’ of governmentality conceals the control 

society transition from disciplinary enclosures to perpetual tracking and recording. I 

examined the surveillance studies concept of surveillant assemblage, drawn from 
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Deleuze and Guattari’s assemblage, and related the surveillance figure of the data double 

to their dividual subjectivity. I outlined common critiques of economic surveillance in 

the academic field under headings of social sorting, labour, and privacy. In the final 

section of the chapter’s first half, I drew five ‘logics’ of economic surveillance out of this 

literature review, which aim to account for how and why economic surveillance works in 

the context of governmentality, control, and assemblage. 

In the second half of the chapter, I applied this five-part framework of constitutive 

economic surveillance to Facebook’s platform and expansion. Using a range of examples 

from across Facebook’s different sites, apps, and services, I showed how the logics of 

assemblage, capitalisation, dividuation, modulation, and simulation can be seen 

directing the social media giant’s development and iteration. In the final section, I 

examined Internet.org as a vehicle for Facebook’s expansion, which produces its users in 

promotional texts as intellectual resources whose Otherness makes them valuably 

different in Facebook’s own, enclosed global knowledge economy. 

My project in this chapter has not been simply to demonstrate that Facebook is a 

business predicated on surveillance; this much is thoroughly established elsewhere. My 

aim was to contextualise that surveillance within a critical framework of power relations, 

in order to understand why Facebook became the company it is, and how it manifests 

governmental and control society strategies for ordering life. Surveillance is not at the 

centre of Facebook’s operation simply because it is technologically possible or financially 

viable (although it is, for now, both of these things), but because Facebook emerges at 
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the intersection of governmental and control strategies of power, both of which have 

surveillance at their heart. Within the microphysics of power, the gravitational pull of 

these strategies aligned a host of technical, social, and economic factors, which gave rise 

to the social media phenomenon, and more specifically to the monopolistic platform of 

Facebook. On this basis, the five logics of economic surveillance used here, drawn out of 

Foucault’s governmentality, Deleuze’s control, and the surveillant assemblage, fruitfully 

describe the ongoing and constitutive relationship of economic surveillance to Facebook.  
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2 | POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE 

 

 

In December 2019, The Intercept reported the details of an ICE (US Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement) investigation that provided a ‘rare glimpse’ into how the agency 

uses social media monitoring in combination with other sources to track and arrest 

immigrants (Rivlin-Nadler 2019). The subject of the ICE investigation, who journalist 

Max Rivlin-Nadler calls ‘Sid’, was previously deported to Mexico after living in the US 

since the age of one, and had illegally re-entered the country to be with his family. By 

tapping into public and privately collected data, ICE identified Sid and tracked down his 

Facebook account. Agents verified the Facebook account belonged to their target by 

matching photos he had posted – of his father’s backyard birthday party – to Google 

Street View images of a known address. 

ICE’s monitoring extended to an analysis of Sid’s personal life through his Facebook 

posts, with one official noting, ‘The target may not be together with REDACTED at the 

moment he wrote on his page a general statement of missing someone and mentioned 

later how he is broken hearted’ (in Rivlin-Nadler 2019). Sid’s social media profile joined 

an assemblage of other data sources that enabled ICE to identify, monitor, and track him 

– leading eventually to his arrest: 

In Sid’s case, ICE officers began to monitor the Facebook profile after it was 

confirmed to be a match. When Sid ‘checked in’ on Facebook at a Home Depot on 
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May 24, 2018, to buy roofing supplies, ICE officers waited outside the store until 

Sid was driving out of the parking lot, then stopped and arrested him. 

Rivlin-Nadler 2019 

This account of political surveillance of Facebook exemplifies several characteristics of 

that surveillance form, which this chapter will outline. What leads ICE and the US 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to monitor and track people via Facebook? 

What characteristics designated Sid as a risk to the United States requiring intervention? 

What justifies the exceptional context that animates the dedifferentiated public/private 

surveillant assemblage wielded against him? 

Being a formerly deported immigrant marked Sid as suspicious and led to his 

identification by the National Criminal Analysis and Targeting Center, but Sid’s own use 

of Facebook gave ICE the rest of the information it needed – down to his physical 

location – to identify, arrest, and imprison him. ‘He will almost certainly be deported 

again once that sentence is completed,’ writes Rivlin-Nadler (2019). 

--- 

Political surveillance is undertaken by state agencies, police, and contractors working on 

behalf of governments to produce order, security, freedom, stability, economy, and 

health within populations, and to navigate international relations. As I showed in the 

previous chapter, this active production of a particular kind of ‘security’, of a limited and 

transactional ‘freedom’, of a status quo of ‘stability’, of an efficient and competitive 

‘economy’, and of an extractive, populational ‘health’, are all elements of the 

governmental strategy of power as described by Foucault. This chapter will demonstrate 
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how political surveillance is constitutive of Facebook, again contextualising this 

surveillance form within Foucauldian strategies of power, linking governmentality with 

the concept of biopolitics, with Giorgio Agamben’s account of Homo sacer in the state of 

exception, and with critical theorisations of risk. 

The chapter begins with a literature review of biopolitics, security, exception, and risk, 

building on the framework established around Foucault in the previous chapter. From 

this review, and an overview of the 2013 ‘Snowden Revelations’, I draw five logics of 

political surveillance which constitute Facebook as a surveillance armature of states and 

police. The second half of the chapter shows, using a series of examples, how each of 

those logics impacts Facebook and other social media at a fundamental level, before 

theorising the confrontations and co-operations of political and economic surveillance as 

they play out through social media. While Facebook – as the archetypal form of social 

media – is the platform that anchors this thesis, this chapter draws on examples from 

the wider ecosystem of social media. The details of political surveillance are often scant 

and secret, so a wider range of examples is required to exemplify the logics of political 

surveillance and to demonstrate their relation to social media. 

 

2.1 | CATEGORIES OF RISK AND EXCLUSION ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

This chapter will theorise and demonstrate the constitutive function of political 

surveillance in relation to Facebook. To that end, this section reviews the critical context 

in which political surveillance has become widespread and increasingly detailed, 

beginning with security and biopolitics as elements of Foucauldian governmentality, 
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then moving to bare life in a state of generalised exception and risk, per Giorgio 

Agamben and Ulrich Beck. However, it is important to note that this is the same context 

which also produces economic surveillance, and many of the specific functions of power 

I am about to describe are also applicable to that surveillance form (for example, 

biopolitical categories are amongst those used to categorise users for marketing, and 

corporations are at least as concerned as states are with managing and mitigating risk). 

One of the key insights of Foucault’s governmentality concept is that it describes how 

governmentalizing power flows throughout all manner of social institutions and 

everyday spheres. That being said, the theoretical framework that this section will set out 

is better equipped to account for the governmental efforts of government itself – that is, 

of states. 

In distinguishing the two forms, Christian Fuchs writes that political surveillance 

threatens individuals with ‘the potential exercise of organized violence (of the law)’, 

whereas economic surveillance brandishes ‘the violence of the market’ (2011: 123). The 

distinction between violence of the law and of the market is a crucial one. The ‘violence 

of the market’ is visible in economic surveillance’s social sorting outcomes, for example, 

while political surveillance leads to ‘organized violence’ that is more readily recognisable 

as such: drone strikes and police raids, torture and imprisonment, isolation and exile. 

Distinguishing the two forms with strict categories risks overlooking their 

commonalities: economic and political surveillance share data, techniques, and co-

operative underlying directives resultant of their power contexts. Yet the state’s 

fundamental ‘monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force’, as Max Weber famously 

described it (2013: 78, original emphasis), necessitates a theoretical framework to 
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account for political surveillance’s relation to acts of exclusion and killing. I aim to 

outline such a framework here. 

The third part of this review delves into the so-called ‘Snowden revelations’. It begins 

with a short history of the NSA’s post-9/11 intensification of surveillance, before 

discussing some of the key programs revealed by Snowden – such as PRISM, 

UPSTREAM, X-KEYSCORE, BOUNDLESS INFORMANT and BULLRUN – and their 

importance for social media. The literature review concludes by outlining five ‘logics’ of 

political surveillance, around which the analysis of Facebook in the second half of the 

chapter is structured. 

  

2.1.1 | SECURITY & BIOPOLITICS 

Security 

Foucault describes security, in his previously cited definition of governmentality, as the 

‘essential technical instrument’ of the governmental strategy of power (2009: 144). 

Governmentality means manipulating ‘the rules of the game’, rather than the individuals 

playing it (Foucault 2008: 259-60), which enables a populational, tendential level of 

control and optimisation on the part of states and dominant actors through a web of 

ostensibly non-political nodes, including media and social media – a ‘politics of conduct 

... designed into the fabric of existence itself’ (Rose 2000: 327). ‘Security’ is Foucault’s 

name for the apparatuses that grasp and manipulate ‘the game’, specifically by 

calculating an acceptable degree of difference, freedom, and the ‘aleatory’, and by 
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distributing power mechanisms to manage whatever (and whoever) falls beyond that 

degree. 

Liberal government is occupied with constructing the apparatuses that enable freedom, 

but it runs up against what Foucault calls ‘principles of calculation’ (2008: 65). This 

means that the production of a free and open milieu is a system of complex transactions 

in which majority interests are calculated against minority concerns. For Foucault, the 

‘principle of calculation’ manifests in the logic of security: 

That is to say, liberalism … is forced to determine the precise extent to which and 

up to what point individual interests … constitute a danger for the interest of all. 

The problem of security is the protection of the collective interest against 

individual interests. 

Foucault 2008: 65 

‘Security’ for Foucault does not refer simply to protection against criminal activity or 

‘national security’, but to the calculative logic that balances contrasting interests in an 

effort to optimise the freedom of individual enterprise on one hand, and collective safety, 

wealth, and wellbeing on the other. Governmentality depends upon a degree of 

individual freedom, but it must also continuously re-evaluate the optimal limits of this 

freedom so as not to threaten the overall stability of the population. Foucault writes that 

this preoccupation with balancing interests, freedom, and risks structures everyday life 

at virtually every level: ‘The game of freedom and security is at the very heart of this new 

governmental reason’ (2008: 65). 
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In contrast with disciplinary ‘normation’, which seeks to adapt subjects to an ideal, 

prescriptive ‘norm’, security undertakes ‘normalisation’ by recognising and designating 

dominant phenomena as ‘normal’, and establishing an acceptable distribution around 

this ‘normal’ pattern (Foucault 2009: 85). Foucault uses the example of smallpox 

mortality to demonstrate normalisation: doctors established that approximately one in 

eight smallpox patients were dying from the disease, but the death rate was much higher 

for infants, leading to a calculative medicine of prevention which responded to the 

‘abnormal’ distribution of deaths in infants, aiming to align it more closely with the 

overall mortality rate (2009: 88). Such an application of statistics to grasp and respond 

to variations in the outcomes of disease reflects the governmental strategy to seize upon 

risks and processes at their overall level, rather than an individual, ‘case by case’ level. 

This means that, by identifying them, security produces tendential and populational 

processes as a ‘surface of intervention’ for governmental power to intervene upon. In a 

system governed by security, Foucault writes, 

we have a plotting of the normal and the abnormal, of different curves of 

normality, and the operation of normalization consists in establishing an 

interplay between these different distributions of normality and [in] acting to 

bring the most unfavourable in line with the more favourable. 

Foucault 2009: 91 

He elaborates: security does not ‘take the point of view ... of what is prevented or the 

point of view of what is obligatory,’ but steps back to grasp ‘the point at which things are 

taking place, whether or not they are acceptable’ (2009: 69). Security aims to grasp 

phenomena ‘at the level of their effective reality’, and it ‘works on the basis of this reality, 
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by trying to use it as a support and make it function, make its components function in 

relation to each other’ (2009: 69). This means that security does not enforce a sovereign 

will or a disciplinary norm, but responds to reality to organise or balance the many 

phenomena of society, in order that they might produce the overall ambitions of liberal 

governance described in the previous chapter (freedom, health, wealth, etc): 

In other words, the law prohibits and discipline prescribes, and the essential 

function of security, without prohibiting or prescribing, but possibly making use 

of some instruments of prescription and prohibition, is to respond to a reality in 

such a way that this response cancels out the reality to which it responds – 

nullifies it, or limits, checks, or regulates it. I think this regulation within the 

element of reality is fundamental in apparatuses of security. 

Foucault 2009: 69 

By way of a brief contemporary example, prospective higher learning students have the 

freedom to attend a university and pursue an education in a wide range of fields, but 

governmental power flows though the university institution – a site of tension between 

traditional academic ‘prestige’ and neoliberal enterprise – limiting the choices that are 

actually available to students. Their freedom is channelled within a ‘principle of 

calculation’ which subtly adjusts and constrains the institution’s eventual output of 

graduates in keeping with the ‘collective interest’ of the liberal nation-state. Categorical 

limits establish what courses and degrees are offered by the university. These 

increasingly reflect the university’s financial interest and the interests of the state, which 

distributes funding in a preferential manner. For example, the state preference in New 

Zealand for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and ICT 
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(Information Communication Technology) graduates reflects a governmental calculation 

in favour of technical solutions to the problems and challenges of population, and the 

aim to produce workers whose skills are (understood to be) more easily commercialised 

within neoliberal consumer societies and thus more conducive to economic growth and 

employment.29 The prospective student’s freedom is also regulated by discourses around 

the ‘value’ of different qualifications and professions, which circulate in media, families, 

communities, and so forth. These ‘softer’ limits on the freedom of intellectual pursuit 

convey the governmental impulse to be an entrepreneur of one’s self – to pursue through 

education a sensible, financially-secure career. The cliché of the humanities graduate 

barista is an example of this discourse, in which the graduate is responsibilised and 

mocked for their unwise academic pursuits and subsequent ‘failures’. 

Nikolas Rose writes, 

The enhancement of the powers of the client as customer – consumer of health 

services, of education, of training, of transport – specifies the subjects of rule in a 

new way: as active individuals seeking to ‘enterprise themselves’, to maximize 

their quality of life through acts of choice, according their life a meaning and 

value to the extent that it can be rationalized as the outcome of choices made or 

choices to be made. 

Rose 1996: 57 

 
 

29 The first priority of the New Zealand ‘Tertiary Education Strategy 2014-2019’ was ‘Delivering 

skills for industry’, which the Tertiary Education Commission described as ‘addressing skills 

shortages’ in ICT and STEM, because ‘These are the types of skills needed for innovation and 

economic growth’ (Tertiary Education Commission 2016). 
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That is, the subtle governmental limits influencing students’ decisions are also reflected 

on the institution’s side in its shift towards treating students as ‘customers’ of an 

education – of a product to increase their own personal value. The neoliberal emphasis 

on the individual, whereby success and failure alike are attributed to individual actions 

and decisions, is also evident in the barista-graduate stereotype. 

This example, while distant from the usual meaning of ‘security’, reflects how 

governmental principles of calculation – flowing throughout the web of discourses and 

institutions that make up contemporary life – subtly regulate individual freedom in 

order to balance the interests of the individual against those of the population. The 

choice of the prospective student is guided by the constrained list of options available to 

her and by pressure to choose a course that will lead to a secure, high-paying job. Steven 

Joyce, New Zealand’s then-Minister for Economic Development, summarises:  

The reality is that the vast majority of students who go to university do so to get a 

ticket to a well-paying job and science, technology and engineering are big 

growth areas in the New Zealand economy. 

Joyce, in Cumming 2014 

This example is not intended to suggest that humanities graduates are unimportant (or 

that baristas are somehow failures), but to highlight that – from the perspective of 

neoliberal governance – security works to adjust and regulate the open field so as to 

produce a ‘desirable’ ratio of STEM graduates, humanities graduates, doctors, 

marketers, teachers, unskilled labourers, and so on, and it does this through the 

regulation of limits, interests, and aspirations. This governmental perspective on the 
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modern university lends a peremptory shade to the University of Otago’s slogan: ‘Take 

your place in the world’. 

Security’s ‘actuarial’ balance of interests is today ubiquitous, and the legitimacy (or 

‘veridiction’) of statistical knowledge and data is paramount. Rather than determining 

what is permitted or prohibited, security determines the probabilities of desirable and 

undesirable behaviours, establishes acceptable limits of aleatory phenomena, and 

calculates the required adjustment by power mechanisms to maintain equilibrium 

within the play of competing freedoms (Foucault 2009: 20-1). Pervasive surveillance of 

everyday life has become the central technology for administering such statistical 

knowledge. As established in the previous chapter, governmental power arranges both 

evidently political (state) and ostensibly non-political (corporate and other) actors and 

institutions, meaning that the surveillance undertaken for the governmental ‘principles 

of calculation’ is equally the work of private organisations and individual users. For 

example, Brett Nicholls demonstrates the non-state role of governmentalizing 

surveillance in ‘wearable technologies and health motivation apps’ (2016: 102). These 

apps are a perfect example of governmental power: users take upon themselves the 

responsibility for measuring, tracking, and improving their own wellbeing; they engage 

with a trendy consumer product (such as a FitBit or Apple Watch) in order to achieve 

their aspirational goals of health and fitness; and the apps both reproduce the actuarial 

distribution of security (by reminding the user of ideal, normative patterns of sleep, 

exercise, and food consumption) and record exhaustive data to determine the 

distribution of human health across that normative curve. 

Echoing the account of governmental ‘desire’ from the previous chapter, these wearable 

wellness devices emerge as part of an answer to the ‘problem’ of ‘how to say yes’ to 
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individual desires (Foucault 2009: 102). The market of gadgets for enabling, measuring, 

and gamifying personal health and fitness exists to stimulate and encourage individual 

self-esteem and desire, ‘so that it can produce its necessary beneficial effects’ (Foucault 

2009: 102). Those ‘beneficial effects’ – longer living, harder working, healthier, more 

competitive, consuming, aspirational citizens – may be understood principally within a 

biopolitical perspective of the overall health of the population. 

  

Biopolitics 

Foucault configures ‘anatomo-politics’ and ‘biopolitics’ as the opposing ‘poles’ within an 

overarching ‘biopower’ which administers human bodies (1978: 139). Where the first 

‘centred on the body as a machine’ to be disciplined, surveilled, and regimented, the 

biopolitical pole ‘focused on the species body, the body imbued with the mechanics of 

life and serving as the basis of the biological processes’ (1978: 139). Foucault’s Discipline 

and Punish documented the strategies and mechanisms of the disciplinary anatomo-

politics, The History of Sexuality began to probe the emergence of non-disciplinary 

techniques for grasping biology at a mass-level, and later lecture series clarified more 

precisely how a ‘biopolitics of the population’ functions in every modern state (1978: 

139). Sexuality represents, for Foucault, the intersection of biopower’s individualising 

and massifying normative axes; it is both inherently individual and – grasped at its 

societal level – a fundamental concern of population: ‘so it is a matter for discipline, but 

also a matter for regularisation’ (2003: 251-2). Moreover, the simultaneous discipline 

and biopoliticisation of sex ‘[gave] rise to infinitesimal surveillances, permanent 

controls, extremely meticulous orderings of space, indeterminate medical or 
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psychological examinations, to an entire micro-power concerned with the body’, and, at 

the same time, to ‘comprehensive measures, statistical assessments, and interventions 

aimed at the entire social body or at groups taken as a whole’ (1978: 145-146). 

Foucault distinguishes biopolitics as a power strategy firstly by its relationship to death. 

Where sovereign power wielded death as its ultimate (if blunt and imprecise) tool, and 

discipline ‘supplanted’ death with ‘the administration of bodies’ (1978: 139-40), 

biopolitics inverts the sovereign right to take life and functions instead to ‘make live and 

to let die’ (2003: 241).30 This means that it is not a negative power to destroy, but a 

productive power for optimising or inciting human life (making live), and discarding 

human surplus (letting die). Biopolitics targets and intervenes upon ‘man-as-species’, 

meaning it finds its surface of intervention in the biological trends and processes of the 

population (‘birth, death, production, illness, and so on’) that can only be grasped in 

statistics, models, averages, predictions, and calculations (Foucault 2003: 243). ‘The 

mechanisms of power’, Foucault writes, ‘are addressed to the body, to life, to what 

causes it to proliferate, to what reinforces the species, its stamina, its ability to dominate, 

or its capacity for being used’ (Foucault 1978: 147). 

Biopolitics takes account of ‘collective phenomena which have their economic and 

political effects’ and which ‘become pertinent only at the mass level’ (2003: 246). 

Biopolitical strategies of power respond to the patterns discernible through a 

macroscopic perspective on ‘aleatory events that occur within a population that exists 

 
 

30 Foucault phrases this slightly differently in The History of Sexuality, writing, ‘One might say 

that the ancient right to take life or let live was replaced by a power to foster life or disallow it to 

the point of death’ (1978: 138, original emphasis). 
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over a period of time’ (2003: 246). Where the panopticon was the surveillant emblem of 

the disciplines, non-disciplinary biopolitics is perhaps epitomized in the census, which 

enables a mass-level grasp on populational phenomena and informs the regulatory 

mechanisms of ‘forecasts, statistical estimates, and overall measures’ (2003: 246). Rose 

writes that the census and other apparatuses of biopolitics ‘seek to render intelligible the 

domains whose laws liberal government must know and respect’ (1996: 44), as they 

identify and respond to overall characteristics that may threaten the health of the 

population. 

Foucault shows that the biopolitical strategy to identify biological trends, to map the 

aleatory against the normal, and to distribute security mechanisms to sustain ‘a sort of 

homeostasis’ (2003: 249) within the population-as-species is fundamentally a racist one. 

Racism, he writes, is ‘primarily a way of introducing a break into the domain of life that 

is under power’s control: the break between what must live and what must die’ (2003: 

254). That is, racism is predicated upon instituting breaks, or ‘caesuras’, in the 

‘biological continuum of the human race of races’ (2003: 254-5). Caesuras mark points 

within the human species in order to divide ‘races’, which then function as biological 

markers for differential treatment: for ‘making live’, or for ‘letting die’. ‘That is the first 

function of racism’, Foucault writes, ‘to fragment, to create caesuras within the biological 

continuum addressed by biopower’ (2003: 255). 

The second biopolitical function of racism is to justify violence against the Other. The 

ideology of survival of the fittest rationalises and justifies killing the weaker Other, or as 

Foucault puts it: ‘If you want to live, the other must die’ (2003: 255). Thus – although 

death becomes taboo and biopolitics works to ‘make live’ – killing is still acceptable ‘only 

if it results not in a victory over political adversaries, but in the elimination of the 
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biological threat to and the improvement of the species or race’ (Foucault 2003: 256). 

Biopolitics, then, institutes caesuras within the spectrum of population; it delineates 

categories of people who must be made to live (that is, incited to pursue normative 

aspirations and desires in line with the ambitions of liberal governmentality) and people 

who must be allowed to die or even killed to secure a future for the former category. This 

death and killing, Foucault hastens to add, does not simply refer to ‘murder as such, but 

also every indirect form of murder: the fact of exposing someone to death, increasing the 

risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, political death, expulsion, rejection, and 

so on’ (2003: 256). 

While the Nazi ‘Final Solution’ is the ultimate example of biopolitical racism, 

contemporary examples – with varying degrees of violence and barbarism – abound. 

Joseph Pugliese, for example, describes the U.S. drone strike program as being justified 

by biopolitical caesuras that ‘[render] the civilians killed by the West in the course of the 

war on terror, in all of its manifold incarnations, as so many animal carcasses that, in 

effect, do not die but merely perish’ (2016: 17). Lana Zannettino critiques Australia’s 

immigration detention policy for so-called ‘boat people’ as an iteration of the same 

biopolitics that animated the Auschwitz concentration camp (2012). David-Jack Fletcher 

applies a biopolitical lens to the ‘biogerontology’ movement that seeks to eradicate old 

age by inserting it within a framework of disease (2016). 

Biopolitical management of the population coincides with the mechanisms of 

governmentality; the biopolitical and governmental rationalities of power overlap. But 

Foucault notes that the biopolitical justification of murder at its most extreme (e.g. in 

Nazi Germany) ‘has also generalised the sovereign right to kill’ (2003: 260). Sovereign 

and disciplinary power do not disappear from a society governed along biopolitical lines, 
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but they persist in the ‘ungovernable’ fringes and at the murderous extremes of 

authoritarian states. Foucault, in his diagrammatic manner, distinguishes biopolitical 

techniques explicitly from sovereignty (which ‘took life and let live’ [2003: 247]) and 

discipline (‘a technology in which the body is individualised as an organism endowed 

with capacities’ versus ‘a technology in which bodies are replaced by general biological 

processes’ [2003: 249]). However, he also stresses that disciplinary and biopolitical 

techniques ‘do not exist at the same level’, and this means, ‘that they are not mutually 

exclusive and can be articulated within each other’ (2003: 250). Biopolitical categories, 

for example, may distribute the application of disciplinary techniques – such as police 

patrols and CCTV cameras – to minority neighbourhoods to ‘correct’ the aleatory 

elements within a population marked undesirable. Foucault summarises, 

In a word, security mechanisms have to be installed around the random element 

inherent in a population of living beings so as to optimise a state of life. Like 

disciplinary mechanisms, these mechanisms are designed to maximise and 

extract forces, but they work in very different ways. 

Foucault 2003: 246 

Those ‘different ways’ are not focused on ‘training individuals’ but ‘achieving an overall 

equilibrium that protects the security of the whole from internal dangers’ (2003: 249). 

Echoing the governmental mode of security, this equilibrium is not a binary of permitted 

and forbidden, but a band of acceptable behaviour and phenomena, modulating around 

an ideal ‘normal’. 

Foucault often wrote about governmental power and biopolitical strategies at a broad 

and abstract level; surveillance mechanisms remind us how these strategies work at a 
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granular, practical level to regulate populations and uphold the hegemony of the state. 

What, then, are the characteristics of biopolitical surveillance, and where does it differ 

from and overlap the mode of economic surveillance detailed in the previous chapter? 

Firstly, biopolitical surveillance is surveillance of individual and collective bodies, and 

the social and environmental factors that impact bodies. It is concerned with the ‘health’ 

and ‘safety’ of the population, conceived as a kind of liberal ‘homeostasis’ in which the 

aleatory must never tip the careful balance of acceptable phenomena. Biopolitics thus 

administers collective phenomena such as sickness, poverty, nutrition, crime, 

employment, and housing. Examples throughout this chapter will relate political 

surveillance on Facebook to the biopolitical administration of these and other spheres of 

human life. 

Secondly, biopolitical surveillance works by collecting and analysing mass data sets. 

Ayse Ceyhan writes that surveillance works in service of biopolitics ‘to capture the 

contingent features of the “uncertain” (l’aléatoire) that characterizes our times’ (2012: 

38). That is, biopolitical governance necessitates record-keeping, evaluating, and sorting 

populations. As mentioned above, the surveillant progenitor of biopolitics is the 

census,31 a technology which inaugurated data-collecting processes that have accelerated 

 
 

31 James Rule’s (1973) Private Lives and Public Surveillance is prefaced with a pointed 

eighteenth-century excerpt from the floor of the English House of Commons, in which William 

Thornton decries a bill for, among other things, ‘taking and registering an annual Account of the 

total number of people’. Thornton contends, ‘To what end . . . should our number be known, 

except we are to be pressed into the fleet and the army, or transplanted like felons to the 

plantations abroad? And what purpose will it answer to know where the kingdom is crowded, and 
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and intensified with recent decades’ social, technological, and political developments. 

‘The birth of biopolitics in the United States can probably be traced to the 1890 census,’ 

writes Alexander Galloway – the first census to use a punch card tabulating machine 

(2004: 85).  These surveillance processes enable states to identify populational 

distributions around biopolitical phenomena and to establish the caesuras delimiting 

acceptable (‘healthy’, ‘normal’, or ‘safe’) and unacceptable (‘unhealthy’, ‘abnormal’, or 

‘risky’) phenomena, in order to grasp and account for the aleatory elements which 

threaten that hegemonic ‘homeostasis’.  

Ceyhan, who adopts a broad definition of ‘biopoliticized surveillance’,32 links the aleatory 

elements targeted for regulation by biopolitics to security discourses of risk. She writes 

that aleatory elements in ‘economic, environmental, biological, scientific and 

technological’ spheres may impact the biopolitical regulation of a population (2012: 41), 

which is why security works to predict probable risks and deploy regulatory mechanisms 

to minimise them, as the section on risk will show below. In the post-9/11 global political 

climate, a generalised concept of risk has functioned to expand and justify the kinds of 

political surveillance that are the subject of this chapter, such as the NSA’s PRISM and 

UPSTREAM programs. 

Biopolitical surveillance trends towards a ‘full-take’ mass-surveillance strategy, which 

collects as much data about as many subjects as possible in order to ascertain trends and 

 
 

where it is thin, except we are to be driven from place to place as graziers do their cattle?’ (cited in 

Rule 1973: 11). 

32 That is, ‘surveillance taking the human body and its movements as the focal points’ (Ceyhan 

2012: 38). 
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identify the aleatory. Ceyhan writes that it is aimed ‘at all human behaviour in order to 

detect the risky ones’ (2012: 43). Biopolitical surveillance is a strategy of ‘categorical 

suspicion’ (Marx 1988: 219), whereby a set of people (a group demarcated by biopolitical 

caesuras) is surveilled so that risky individuals can be uncovered within the group. 

However, the breadth of the categories that this form of surveillance targets may 

encapsulate entire populations, within which narrower biopolitical categories engage 

categorical suspicion at the sorting and evaluating stage. In other words, security 

agencies like the NSA set the widest possible parameters for the data they collect, and 

categorical suspicion – for example, of a particular ethnicity or religion – determines 

how that data is prioritised and catalogued. This kind of categorical suspicion is 

vulnerable to the social sorting critique discussed in the previous chapter (Lyon 2003b). 

That is, the biopolitical categories that may mark people as suspicious or risky are often 

the same racial, ethnic, religious, and socioeconomic categories that enable 

discrimination and distribute ‘life chances’ away from them. 

Like economic surveillance, these features make biopolitical surveillance simulative – a 

projection into and onto the future. Biopolitics for Foucault is 

a technology which brings together the mass effects characteristic of a 

population, which tries to control the series of random events that can occur in a 

living mass, a technology which tries to predict the probability of those events (by 

modifying it, if necessary), or at least to compensate for their effects. 

Foucault 2003: 249 

Biopolitical surveillance uses populational data to inform projections and predictions of 

‘random events’, which then rationalise regulatory efforts to predict ‘or at least to 
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compensate’ for the aleatory. For instance, a statistical projection that shows elevated 

crime levels in a particular neighbourhood might lead to more police patrols in the area.  

‘Profiling’, where the surveillant, biopolitical content of an individual’s data double is 

used to hone marketing strategies and risk profiles, is a form of simulation that seeks to 

identify and manage the aleatory. Greg Elmer elaborates, ‘To profile is to attempt to 

account for the unknown – our inability to adequately capture, contain, or regulate and 

govern behavior, thought, language, and action’ (2004: 134). 

Biopolitical surveillance is oriented towards bodies, uses biopolitical categories within 

‘full-take’ mass surveillance, and aims to predict and control the aleatory future. It 

administers an actuarial ‘security’ logic of calculating and balancing risks and costs – 

individual freedom against populational health. A key difference between biopolitical 

surveillance and economic surveillance is its response to aleatory difference and the 

Other. While the ‘capitalisation’ logic of economic surveillance seeks to incorporate 

difference into personalised marketing strategies wherever possible – making it broadly 

tolerant of difference – biopolitical surveillance instead aims to compensate for 

difference. As a result, the members of undesirable biopolitical categories may face 

‘every indirect form of murder’ (Foucault 2003: 256), from suspicion and lost life 

chances, to exclusion and imprisonment. 

Ceyhan describes how biopolitics expands and sophisticates, administering increasingly 

quotidian and abstract spheres of life – not solely ‘through sexuality and health, but by 

the tracking of individuals’ body parts (biometrics) and behaviors as well as the scrutiny 

of their projects and thoughts’ (2012: 45). She continues, 
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This explains its increasing focus on unchangeable body parts like fingerprints, 

iris and retina and on individuals’ behaviors and tastes in normal life as the very 

sites of risk assessment and prediction. 

Ceyhan 2012: 45 

This means that the biopolitical security strategy adopted by states and perpetuated 

through the ostensibly non-political web of governmental institutions today monitors 

and manages a broader set of phenomena than Foucault ever described or expected. As 

well as those processes immediately related to the body – birth, death, illness, etc. – 

biopolitical surveillance in Ceyhan’s broader conception captures and evaluates 

‘behaviors and tastes’ as the sites of risk, where the aleatory can be identified and 

administered. I will show in later sections how Facebook is the clearest realisation of this 

biopolitical schema, especially when its data banks are tapped by political actors for 

administration, health, and security. 

  

2.1.2 | BARE LIFE & RISK 

The State of Exception 

Giorgio Agamben, extending and updating the work of Carl Schmitt, uses the ‘state of 

exception’ to define a generalised condition of sovereign rule which contextualises the 

biopolitical ‘racism’ described above (2005). A state of exception, in practical terms, is a 

temporary condition implemented by a state or leader in times of crisis where laws can 

be bypassed to expediate political solutions. Agamben’s first example of such a state of 

exception is Nazi Germany: 
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No sooner did Hitler take power ... than, on February 28, he proclaimed the 

Decree for the Protection of the People and the State, which suspended the 

articles of the Weimar Constitution concerning personal liberties. The decree was 

never repealed, so that from a juridical standpoint the entire Third Reich can be 

considered a state of exception that lasted twelve years. 

Agamben 2005: 2 

Agamben argues in State of Exception that this condition of exception (which Schmitt 

claimed was the fundamental capacity of the sovereign [Schmitt 2005: 5]), ‘tends 

increasingly to appear as the dominant paradigm of government in contemporary 

politics’ (Agamben 2005: 2). That is, the state of exception ‘has by now become the rule’ 

(2005: 9). Exceptional governance which disregards right is no longer an extraordinary 

condition, but a deliberate strategy to uphold the sovereign power that never declined 

from modern societies, but instead operates alongside and within biopolitics and 

governmentality. Because modern states have the ability at any moment (and with 

increasingly scant justification) to deploy exceptional powers that supersede law and 

democracy, the fragile barrier between democracy and totalitarianism is effectively 

erased, revealing an ‘inner solidarity’ between the two (Agamben 1998: 13). ‘Indeed, 

from this perspective’, Agamben writes, ‘the state of exception appears as a threshold of 

indeterminacy between democracy and absolutism’ (2005: 2-3). 
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A contemporary state of exception was inaugurated, Agamben argues, by George W. 

Bush on October 26, 2001, when he signed the USA PATRIOT Act33 into law and by a 

subsequent order on November 13 of that year ‘which authorized “the indefinite 

detention” and trial by “military commissions” ... of noncitizens suspected of 

involvement in terrorist activities’ (2005: 3). The latter order ‘radically erases any legal 

status of the individual, thus producing a legally unnamable and unclassifiable being’ 

(2005: 3). Jeremy Douglas shows that, while the PATRIOT and PATRIOT II34 acts 

exemplify the state of exception, the US government has also worked in the years 

following 9/11 to pass ‘enhanced surveillance measures’ into law under other acts and as 

part of the US Code, such that ‘surveillance tactics will still be part of “normal” law even 

if the Patriot Act is not renewed’ (2009: 39). These acts of law-making uphold a state of 

exception which is not named as such, enabling it to function permanently. 

Political surveillance functions as a symptom of a continuous and undemocratic state of 

exception, slipping gradually (and secretly) from a targeted solution to threats of 

terrorism, to a bloated, invasive, and disproportionate array of interlinking agencies and 

programs. The capacity of this outsized apparatus can only be understood as an 

exceptional effort to tighten an undemocratic grip on foreign and domestic populations 

through surveillance, and to cement US hegemony in international relations (Keiber 

2015). For years before the Snowden revelations – and to an only slightly lesser extent 

 
 

33 Full name, ‘Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to 

Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001’. 

34 ‘Patriot II’ was a colloquial name for the ‘Domestic Security Enhancement Act of 2003’. The act 

was never passed into law, but some of its provisions passed under other bills (Douglas 2009). 
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since – the US political surveillance apparatus worked apparently beyond reproach, with 

few limits or roadblocks, a trigger-happy secret warranting system,35 and near-total 

opacity from the American public on whose behalf it operated. The circumvention of 

local laws through transnational co-operation between agencies, and the public-private 

hybridization of surveillance apparatuses are two examples of how political surveillance 

functions in a state of exception without end. 

Despite being framed as global collaboration against common enemies, the alliances 

underpinning intelligence-sharing and signals intelligence (SIGINT) at the international 

level have been leveraged cynically to undermine domestic privacy protections for 

citizens. Bauman et al write, 

Legality requirements threaten the functioning of the system and so they 

presume that the law must adjust, not the system. To avoid this “complication,” 

transnational networking between different services has enabled a blurring of the 

boundaries of domestic and foreign jurisdiction. 

Bauman et al 2014: 125 

This means that when one nation’s surveillance agencies are blocked by law from spying 

on their own citizens, they can exchange surveillance information with another nation’s 

agencies, thereby circumventing legal limits and functionally erasing any difference 

between foreign and national subjects of surveillance. It is easy to see where such 

alliances and circumventions of law fit within Agamben’s understanding of the 

 
 

35 Between 1979 and 2012, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) denied eleven 

warrants out of over 33,900 applications (Perez 2013). 
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exceptional mechanism. That is, with reference to a fundamental threat to the 

sovereignty of the nations in question (namely terrorism), agencies like the NSA flout 

the very rule of law they claim to protect. These exceptional co-operations work to 

expand the ‘potentiality’ of Homo sacer across national borders (Douglas 2009), as the 

next section will describe.  

Jason Keiber describes the ‘ecology’ of international surveillance as a US-led hegemony 

that is extended and supported through ‘material power’ (surveillance capability), 

‘legitimizing norms’ (global counter-terrorism discourses), and ‘institutions’ (such as the 

United Nations Security Council) (2015: 169). While the US leads a neoliberal hegemony 

on the global stage through institutions created after the second World War (such as the 

International Monetary Fund and World Bank), ‘the ideas that support the expansion of 

international surveillance are more specifically reliant on security discourses,’ Keiber 

writes (2015: 171). That is, the prevailing anti-terror discourse in the West is ‘readily 

intelligible’ by the many states that co-operate with the US in intelligence-sharing 

programs, lending legitimacy to the hegemony and creating shared norms about ‘the 

threat of terrorism and the necessity of counter-terrorism measures’ (2015: 171-2). 

Keiber calls the array of surveillance programs and practices that make up the US’ 

international hegemony an ecology because the way they ‘push and pull’ – feeding and 

drawing information from one another – creates an effect of ‘circulation’ that sustains 

the network (2015: 177-9). 

New Zealand investigative journalist Nicky Hager showed in Secret Power (1996) that 

New Zealand’s role as a member of Five Eyes (the intelligence alliance made up of the 

US, UK, New Zealand, Canada, and Australia) was largely subordinate to ‘American 

priorities’ (Murakami Wood and Wright 2015: 134). New Zealand’s subordination to 
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international power dates back to its involvement in the British-United States 

Communications Intelligence Agency (BRUSA) in 1943, in which New Zealand, 

Australia, and Canada participated ‘largely at the behest and instruction of Britain’ 

(Kuehn 2016: 23). After the Second World War, BRUSA gave way to the United 

Kingdom-United States of America Communications Intelligence Agreement (UKUSA) – 

a ‘tiered treaty’ that established the US ‘at the top of the global surveillance hierarchy’ 

(Kuehn 2016: 25-6). ‘Much of the global intercept work New Zealand has since taken 

part in has thus been heavily influenced by US political imperatives and interests,’ writes 

Kathleen M. Kuehn (2016: 26). 

Journalist Glenn Greenwald adds, ‘The Five Eyes relationship is so close that member 

governments place the NSA’s desires above the privacy of their own citizens’ (2014: 103). 

Through the ‘ECHELON’ network and other intelligence-sharing agreements, the US can 

call on New Zealand’s Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB) – which 

has geographically advantageous sites at Waihopai and Tangimoana – to intercept, 

collect, analyse, and share communications on behalf of Five Eyes. ‘To this day,’ Kuehn 

writes, ‘SIGINT is gathered on places with which New Zealand generally has good 

relations yet willingly spies on at the request of allied nations’ (2016: 34-5). The 

deliberate and cynical use of such alliances (which are hierarchical and hegemonic) 

destabilises categories of ‘national’ and ‘foreigner’, thereby eroding the rights of 

surveillance subjects as citizens. 

The modern state of exception is also characterised by dedifferentiation of public and 

private interests and applications of security. As Lyon writes, ‘National security is a 

business goal as much as a political one and there is a revolving door between the two in 

the world of surveillance practices’ (2014: 9). Kirstie Ball and Laureen Snider call this a 
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‘surveillance-industrial complex’ which has ‘normalised and legitimised mass targeted 

surveillance deep within corporate, governmental and social structures’ (2013: 1). Kuehn 

argues that the ‘political economy of surveillance and security’ accounts best for the 

continued expansion of surveillance in New Zealand, citing the preoccupation of Five 

Eyes operations with ‘diplomatic espionage’ alongside counter-terrorism, the 

international convergence of network infrastructure ownership and control, and private 

contracts for public surveillance. ‘At the risk of sounding conspiratorial,’ Kuehn writes, ‘a 

look at the political economy of surveillance reveals an institutional structure with a 

vested interest in the support and expansion of surveillance and security’ (2016: 118). 

‘Simply put,’ she concludes, ‘there is a lot of money to be made from surveillance’ (2016: 

88). 

The use of security contractors like Booz Allen Hamilton for political surveillance also 

undermines the democratic accountability of governments which, theoretically, 

legitimise political surveillance. Greenwald writes, 

While the NSA is officially a public agency, it has countless overlapping 

partnerships with private sector corporations, and many of its core functions 

have been outsourced. The NSA itself employs roughly thirty thousand people, 

but the agency also has contracts for some sixty thousand employees of private 

corporations, who often provide essential services. 

 Greenwald 2014: 86 

Investigative reporters for The Intercept have documented countless examples of the 

surveillance-industrial complex. Confidential corporate documents showed in 2018 that 

the technology company IBM had used New York Police Department (NYPD) 
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surveillance footage to develop ‘object identification technology’ (Joseph and Lipp 

2018). Journalists George Joseph and Kenneth Lipp summarise, 

With access to images of thousands of unknowing New Yorkers offered up by 

NYPD officials, as early as 2012, IBM was creating new search features that allow 

other police departments to search camera footage for images of people by hair 

color, facial hair, and skin tone. 

Joseph and Lipp (2018) 

An NYPD statement to The Intercept highlighted the use of IBM’s software to ‘help us 

protect the City’ (in Joseph and Lipp 2018). While the NYPD eventually phased the 

software out of its surveillance system, IBM ‘retained and expanded’ the bodily search 

capabilities that it had developed with the NYPD’s data (Joseph and Lipp 2018). This 

meant that images of New Yorkers recorded for political surveillance – with reference to 

safety and counter-terrorism post-9/11 – were used by a private company to develop 

proprietary surveillance software which could categorise the people in images according 

to age, gender, hair colour, and skin tone. IBM went on to license the software to campus 

police at California State University, where cameras were placed strategically to monitor 

protests (Joseph and Lipp 2018).36 

 
 

36 A similar example is Amazon’s ‘Rekognition’ facial recognition technology, which the company 

marketed to US police in multiple states (Cagle and Ozer 2018), and which was shown in one test 

scenario to falsely match African-American faces to a database of mugshots at a significantly 

higher rate than European faces (Brandom 2018). 
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Not only the hybridity but the secrecy of this collaboration reflects the state of exception: 

the partnership was not created out of a suspension of law per se, yet – animated by 

threats of terror – surveillance data were shared in a way that was unaccountable to the 

people who it captured. Further, the focus on elements of the body demonstrate that this 

was a fundamentally biopolitical project: the technology seeks to categorise people and 

make them searchable in surveillance footage according to bodily characteristics. En 

masse, such a technology could, for example, enable the targeted surveillance of all 

people with Black skin who passed before a given camera. Critics of the IBM program 

describe a potential scenario where a vague suspect description, ‘like young black male 

in a hoodie’, is fed into the identification software, leading to innocent people becoming 

suspects and being confronted by police (Greco, in Joseph and Lipp 2018). 

  

Bare Life 

The ‘unclassifiable being’ produced by George W. Bush’s military order parallels the 

figure of Homo sacer outlined in Agamben’s earlier work (1998). Homo sacer, or the 

sacred man, is an ‘obscure figure of archaic Roman law’, referring to one who is banned 

from participation in society and who may be killed with impunity but not sacrificed 

(1998: 11). Like the permanent state of exception, Homo sacer exists in a paradoxical 

relationship to law: abandoned by law, yet tied inexorably to it through that very 

abandonment. 

Denouncing an individual as Homo sacer relegates them to what Agamben calls ‘bare 

life’, which he connects to the Aristotelian distinction between zoē (natural life) and bios 

(the ‘good life’ achieved through political participation in society). Biopolitics, for 
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Agamben, can be understood as ‘the entry of zoē into the sphere of the polis – the 

politicization of bare life as such’ (1998: 10). Moreover, bare life is that zoē which is 

excluded from bios by its relation to law, an act of sovereignty which abandons life to 

violence. ‘There is politics’, Agamben summarises, ‘because man is the living being who, 

in language, separates and opposes himself to his own bare life and, at the same time, 

maintains himself in relation to that bare life in an inclusive exclusion’ (1998: 11). 

This exclusion of bare life, and its simultaneous subsumption into political life, Agamben 

writes, ‘constitutes the original – if concealed – nucleus of sovereign power’ (1998: 11), 

revising the linear interpretation of Foucault’s power analyses. That is, the biopolitical 

subsumption of bare life by its ‘inclusive exclusion’ from politics is for Agamben the 

basis of sovereign power, which contradicts the ‘Foucauldian thesis’ of biopolitics 

replacing sovereign power in recent centuries. The entry of zoē in the polis, therefore, is 

not the distinct characteristic of modern societies (as lecture titles like ‘The Birth of 

Biopolitics’ would suggest); 

Instead the decisive fact is that, together with the process by which the exception 

everywhere becomes the rule, the realm of bare life – which is originally situated 

at the margins of the political order – gradually begins to coincide with the 

political realm, and exclusion and inclusion, outside and inside, bios and zoē, 

right and fact, enter into a zone of irreducible indistinction. 

Agamben 1998: 12 

With this ‘completion’ (as he calls it [1998:12]) of Foucault’s unfinished biopolitical arc, 

Agamben suggests that, overall, what biopolitics produces is everywhere a potential state 

of exception, and for everybody a potential relegation of bios to zoē, whereby the 
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essential biological markers of the body become violently refocused as the objects (the 

surfaces of intervention) of sovereign power. As above, biopolitics seeks ultimately to 

optimise the population by legitimating the ‘death’ of the aleatory Other; this Other is 

designated ‘bare life’, evoking the figure of Homo sacer. Subjects relegated to bare life, 

denied full participation in society and thus ‘killed’ (both literally and ‘in every indirect 

form’), find themselves excepted from full participation in the ‘good’ political life. Homo 

sacer and the state of exception, therefore, are not marginal concepts of classical 

jurisprudence, but diagrams for the functioning of the modern biopolitical state, 

Agamben shows. 

Douglas, linking bare life and the state of exception to surveillance old and new, writes, 

‘Electronic and biometric surveillance are the tactics through which the government is 

creating a space in which the exception is routine practice’ (2009: 37). Such measures, 

he argues, further erase the distinction ‘between private and political life’, and therefore 

also erase any ‘fundamental claim ... to a political life as such’ (2009: 37). That is, 

universal biopolitical surveillance tethers the body permanently to the sovereignty of 

law; it implicates zoē within bios from birth (or even earlier), suspending the threat of 

bare life over the heads of its subjects. Bare life and the state of exception in modern 

states function as potentialities which, for Douglas, depend fundamentally upon the 

‘technique’ of surveillance (2009: 37). Biopolitical surveillance produces the potentiality 

‘to be stripped of citizenship, to be banned, to be abandoned to the law, and to be 

subjected to political violence’ (2009: 37). This underlines Agamben’s contention that 

any ‘democratic’ society structured upon the mechanism of the exception shares an 

‘inner solidarity’ with totalitarianism – a violence which may be wreaked upon 

individuals by declaring their rights forfeit (1998: 13). That violence is most visible at the 
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border – where the kinds of exceptional legal orders cited above mean that ‘foreign 

residents or visitors can be detained without a court order for an indefinite period of 

time’ (Douglas 2009: 40) – however, ‘History teaches us how many such practices, 

initially reserved for foreigners, are soon applied to every citizen alike,' Agamben points 

out (2008: 201). 

Connecting these ideas more explicitly to Foucault’s account of biopolitics in Society 

Must be Defended: the function of the caesura – of distinguishing who ‘must live’ from 

who ‘may die’ – is, at its most violent, an exceptional function to declare entire 

categories of biopolitical difference as bare life. The central function of biopolitical 

surveillance is to identify these caesuras – and the people who exist on the wrong sides 

of them. Douglas concludes that the contemporary ‘camp’ – the physical space of the 

exception – has, through digital media, dissolved into a ‘non-place of a population in 

constant movement’ (2009: 41). He writes, 

Thus, surveillance is deeply imbedded in and necessary for the governmental 

system that seeks to be instantly aware of any potential threats to the state so 

that it can quash those threats by depoliticizing ‘dangerous’ portions of the 

population and exposing them to the pure potentiality of the ‘management’ of 

life. 

Douglas 2009: 41 

Later sections will describe examples of social media making states ‘instantly aware of 

any potential threats’, and enabling them to delineate and identify categories of people 

who may then be exposed to the sovereign violence of bare life. 
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Digital media and other sophisticated new technologies of surveillance, Agamben writes 

in an article called ‘No to Biopolitical Tattooing’, mark the threshold of ‘a new 

biopolitical era’, another stage of ‘what Michel Foucault called the progressive 

animalization of man’ (2008: 201). Recalling the ‘categorical suspicion’ characteristic of 

biopolitical surveillance, Agamben concludes that the state ‘has made the citizen into the 

suspect par excellence – to the point that humanity itself has become a dangerous class’ 

(2008: 202). 

Technologies of ‘biopolitical tattooing’ – biometric record-keeping – have successfully 

recast as ‘normal’ ‘those means of control that have always been considered as 

exceptional and properly inhuman’ (2008: 201). Facebook, for example, has radically re-

centred ‘norms’ around privacy. The ‘totalitarian’ privacy policy – which demands 

consent to future updates and concessions – allows Facebook to collect increasingly 

finely-grained data, including biometric information like facial recognition data. Such 

mechanisms exemplify the state of exception: the gradual acceptance of extraordinary 

personal concessions as normal.  

Didier Bigo (2008) charts the place of security and surveillance in the contemporary 

‘zone of irreducible distinction’ (Agamben 1998: 12). Bigo describes how the post-9/11 

setting is one of ‘global “(in)security”’ propagated by the United States and its allies, 

which de-differentiates international conflict from internal security (2008: 6). The key 

actors in this context are what Bigo calls ‘unease management professionals’, who use 

‘the “authority of the statistics”’ to maintain a generalised, collapsed notion of insecurity 

about internal and external threats (2008: 8). ‘Security’ becomes – distinct from the 

Foucauldian definition discussed above – reduced to ‘a kind of generalized “survival” 

against threats coming from different sectors’ (2008: 8). Yet Bigo hastens to point out 
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that this new regime of security is not the monolithic project of nefarious global elites, 

but the cumulative outcome of ‘anonymous multiple struggles’ (2008: 7); the field of 

security is ‘a new generative space of struggles between professionals that produces 

common interests, an identical program of truth and new forms of knowledge’ (2008: 

14-5). 

The dispositif of this security context is not the panopticon, but the ban-opticon, Bigo 

writes: 'It depends no longer on immobilizing bodies under the analytic gaze of the 

watcher but on profiles that signify differences, on exceptionalism with respect to norms 

and on the rapidity with which one “evacuates”’ (2008: 44). The ban-opticon reflects the 

strategies of surveillance set out in relation to Deleuzian control and Foucauldian 

governmentality in the previous chapter; tracking rather than enclosing, and working on 

profiles of difference – rather than strict normativity – as its surface of intervention. The 

ban-opticon also functions in a generalised state of exception which circulates (per 

governmentality) throughout an array of ‘risk management systems’ (2008: 39), and not 

‘as a sole matter of special laws’ (2008: 36). Finally, ‘evacuation’ is the requirement for 

those who are ‘banned’ – who find themselves on the unacceptable side of biopolitical 

caesuras: ‘A skin colour, an accent, an attitude and one is slotted, extracted from the 

unmarked masses and, if necessary, evacuated’ (Bigo 2008: 44). 

Yet Bigo disagrees with Agamben’s relegation of the ‘evacuated’ to ‘bare life’. For Bigo, 

Agamben’s theoretical restoration of sovereign power through biopolitics ‘exaggerates 

the capabilities of power and confuses its programmatic dream with the diagram of 

forces (and resistances)’ (2008: 38). This means that Agamben overlooks how power is 

not ‘wielded’ in Foucault, but instead defines force relations, within which resistance is 
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always present. Hence, Agamben describes the ‘dream’ of power, but not the ‘diagram’ as 

Foucault laid out. In reality, Bigo suggests, 

The ability to resist, including resistance taking place in a space like a prison or 

camp, leads professionals to try to avoid these situations and to manage from a 

location “upstream” which is not simply anterior in space, but prior in time. 

Bigo 2008: 39 

For Bigo, the ‘camp’ may be the dream of power, but it is not its diagram, because the 

camp does not reckon effectively with resistance. Instead, his concept of the ban-opticon 

includes a simulative dimension, in line with Foucault’s security as the prior 

identification and neutralisation of risks, grasped at the level of statistical imbalances. 

  

Risk  

For German sociologist Ulrich Beck, the dominant characteristic of ‘reflexive modernity’ 

is risk (1992; 1999).37 Ubiquitous risk – and ubiquitous efforts to identify, mitigate, and 

distribute risks – is the final element making up the framework of political surveillance 

as I conceive of it in this thesis. Where industrial and pre-industrial societies faced 

‘dangers’ and distributed wealth within an economy of scarcity, contemporary societies 

 
 

37 Rather than ‘postmodernism’, Beck refers to reflexive modernity, which is not a break from 

modernity, but is characterised by its consequences. He writes, ‘...in the developed Western 

world, modernization has consumed and lost its other .... Modernization within the horizon of 

experience of pre-modernity is being displaced by reflexive modernization’ (1992: 10). 
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in reflexive (or ‘second’) modernity are less determined by scarcity – by the distribution 

of goods – and increasingly preoccupied with ubiquitous risk – the distribution of ‘bads’ 

(as Gabe Mythen pithily puts it [2004: 24]) (Beck 1992: 19; 23-4). The risks that interest 

Beck are specifically the negative and unexpected outcomes of modernity: climate 

change, nuclear radiation, and – more recently – financial crises, terrorism, and 

epidemics (Beck 2002: 39). Beck notes, by way of an instructive allegory, ‘For many 

people problems of “overweight” take the place of hunger’ (1992: 20) – the challenges of 

the risk society are not scarcity, but are produced by (and in the process of) eliminating 

scarcity. 

The central concern of risk societies, is identifying, mitigating, and distributing risks: 

How can the risks and hazards systematically produced as part of modernization 

be prevented, minimized, dramatized, or channelled? Where they do finally see 

the light of day in the shape of ‘latent side effects’, how can they be limited and 

distributed away so that they neither hamper the modernization process nor 

exceed the limits of that which is ‘tolerable' – ecologically, medically, 

psychologically and socially? 

Beck 1992: 19 

The final challenge in this quotation evokes security in Foucault’s definition: not the 

elimination of social ills but their management and distribution within an acceptable 

degree. 

Beck notes that, unlike pre-modern ‘dangers’, ‘“Risk” inherently contains the concept of 

control’ (2002: 40). If something is identified as a ‘risk’, that implies it can be 
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anticipated and mitigated. Risk ‘presumes decision-making’, it means ‘calculating the 

incalculable, colonizing the future’ (2002: 40). Risk therefore also inherently contains 

and induces security as its opposite, which ‘grows with the risks and destruction’ and 

‘must be reaffirmed over and over again ... through cosmetic or real interventions in the 

techno-economic development’ (1992: 20). Knowledge of risks, upon which security is 

premised, takes on central importance in risk societies, determining – even more than 

class – the uneven distribution of risks across the population (1992: 19-20). Because of 

this, Scott Lash and Brian Wynne note in their introduction to Risk Society, ‘technical 

experts are given pole position to define agendas and impose bounding premises a priori 

on risk discourses’ (in Beck 1992: 4). They add that ‘social dependency’ on the 

institutions of risk management, which are increasingly ‘alien, obscure and inaccessible 

to most people affected by the risks in question,’ represents its own ‘primary risk’ (Lash 

and Wynne in Beck 1992: 4). Put differently, the concept of risk presupposes an effort to 

manage risks; risks rise parallel to an expanding emphasis on security – but that 

security is driven by technical knowledge which is inaccessible to most people. Further, 

the distance of the institutions of risk management from the people facing risks 

produces an uneven ‘social dependency’ (1992: 4). 

With regards to political surveillance, this helps contextualise the overreaching data 

collection of security institutions like the NSA, as well as their relation to media. Risks of 

the scale that interest Beck are largely intangible and invisible, ‘and thus initially only 

exist in terms of the (scientific or anti-scientific) knowledge about them’ (1992: 23, 

original emphasis). Because they exist primarily in discourse which can be ‘changed, 

magnified, dramatized or minimized’, he writes, ‘the mass media and the scientific and 

legal professions in charge of defining risks become key social and political positions’ 
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(1992: 23). These institutions (Bigo’s ‘unease management professionals’ [2008: 12]), 

which seek to control and expound the risk of global terrorism, have inordinate power 

over surveillance knowledge and over the ‘bounding premises’ of terrorism discourses – 

hence why both the threat of terrorism and the surveillance necessary to combat it are 

inflated by experts. Political surveillance emerges as a technical solution to the distinctly 

‘reflexive modern’ problem of terrorism, and more importantly it engenders a privileged 

form of surveillance knowledge. 

The context of ubiquitous risk has self-evident significance to Foucault’s notion of 

security described above, as others have pointed out. Mitchell Dean, who approaches 

risk through Foucault, writes, ‘In the governmental account, notions of risk are made 

intelligible as specific representations that render reality in such a form as to make it 

amenable to types of action and intervention’ (1998: 25-6). That is, rather than the 

‘global entity’ of risk which Beck studies, such as climate change, the function of risk in 

security is to attach to phenomena in such a way that invites ‘intervention’. ‘There is no 

such thing as risk in reality’, Dean writes, 

Risk is a way – or rather, a set of different ways – of ordering reality, of rendering 

it into a calculable form. It is a way of representing events so they might be made 

governable in particular ways, with particular techniques, and for particular 

goals. It is a component of diverse forms of calculative rationality for governing 

the conduct of individuals, collectivities and population. 

Dean 1998: 25 

Dean situates risk within the technique of governmentality, as a dimension of security’s 

calculation. Risk is not an inherent dimension of certain phenomena, but a product of 
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specific forms of knowledge. What works, in the sense of having a governmental effect, 

is not ‘risk itself’, but ‘the forms of knowledge that make it thinkable’, ‘the techniques 

that discover it’, ‘the social technologies that seek to govern it’, and ‘the political 

rationalities and programmes that deploy it’ (Dean 1998: 25). 

Again, this meaning of risk has particular implications for political surveillance. The 

‘forms of knowledge’ produced by political surveillance in anticipation of risks are 

biopolitical, simulative, and actuarial; its ‘techniques’ are categorical suspicion, chilling 

full-takes, and invasive monitoring; its consequent ‘social technologies’ can be 

disciplinary, exclusionary, and unjust, and may reduce subjects to ‘bare life’; and its 

‘rationalities and programmes’ are exceptional measures which unveil an ‘inner 

solidarity’ between democracy and totalitarianism. Risk animates each of these 

processes. Risk functions in governmentality as the ‘aleatory’ within the population that 

must be identified, categorised, and minimised (Ceyhan 2012: 41-2); it produces a 

surface of intervention. In this way, not only phenomena, like climate change, but also 

people – those labelled ‘criminal’ and ‘extremist’ – can become risks.38 

Lyon writes, ‘Risk communication systems need surveillance because they focus not on 

the moral discourse of deviance but on calculating probabilities’ (2007: 3). This reflects 

the character of biopolitical surveillance described above, of categorical suspicion that 

marks entire populations as risky, but Lyon also notes the implications of this suspicion 

for social sorting, writing that ‘what is possible or probable for individuals is determined 

 
 

38 The actuarial language of security is perhaps clearest in the personal insurance sector, where 

costs modulate according to a given customer’s ‘risk score’. 
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by surveillance-generated biographical profiles’ (2007: 3). Kirstie Ball et al, in their 

2006 ‘Report on the Surveillance Society’, highlight generalised risk as an essential 

dimension of the surveillance society. ‘Surveillance is such a key component of living 

with risk’, they write, ‘that it might even be more appropriate to call the surveillance 

society, the “risk-surveillance society”’ (2006: 12). Risk-management as the basis of 

surveillance leads to a ‘pre-emptive as opposed to a preventative’ philosophy, they write, 

which ‘shifts surveillance practices toward the screening of the actions and transactions 

of the general population’ (2006: 11, original emphasis). The lens of risk is also a 

continually self-fulfilling and water-tight justification for security interventions: ‘In the 

name of preparedness and vigilance, even wrong decisions become acceptable,’ Kuehn 

writes, ‘since taking action suggests that doing so was necessary in the first place’ (2016: 

65). 

Linking political surveillance to governmentality and (specifically Foucauldian) security 

exposes how power works not only to manage risks in terms of external and internal 

threats (terror and crime respectively), but in everyday life and through an all-

encompassing network of political and ostensibly non-political institutions and spheres. 

That is, the mechanisms and rationalities of political surveillance I have thus far 

described – its articulation of actuarial security, its biopolitical suspicion, its exceptional 

justification, its reduction of political life to bare life, and its preoccupation with 

managing and distributing risks – while being seen as necessary to secure liberal-

democracy against violent threats, also function to administer life in other dimensions of 
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populational health. Public health surveillance of disease contagion, for example,39 may 

be an instance of political surveillance that informs regulative security mechanisms (i.e. 

quarantines and facemask requirements), delineates biopolitical categories of acceptable 

and unacceptable, and inserts the aleatory within a framework of risk, to be calculated 

and managed in the future. 

Beck’s risk society framework is most useful for this thesis as a part of the context of 

governmentality. His key insight is that the prism of risk, through which governing 

authorities see the world, inherently contains an aspect of control. Controlling risks 

requires future-oriented calculations and the production of forms of knowledge whose 

inaccessibility and veridiction grant ‘unease management professionals’ considerable 

power and legitimacy. Inserted in a broader theory of governmentality, risk helps to 

explain the role assumed by the ‘aleatory’ – as precisely that for which biopolitics and 

security must account. 

  

2.1.3 | THE SNOWDEN REVELATIONS 

The information about the secret programs of the United States’ National Security 

Agency leaked by Edward Snowden, referred to dramatically as the ‘Snowden 

Revelations’, is not the only insight into political surveillance that we have. As Murakami 

Wood and Wright show (2015), a long history of NSA leakers – from Margaret Newsham 

 
 

39 In 2020, Facebook launched a Covid-19 symptom tracking feature, which surveyed users to 

map the spread of the virus. The effort was ‘designed to help governments and health officials 

predict where the virus could hit next’ (Hatmaker 2020). 
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in the 1970s and 1980s, to Wayne Madsen in the 1990s, and Mark Klein in 2009 – has 

shaped and enlightened our understanding of political surveillance for decades. Further, 

the US is not the only state to undertake political surveillance, nor is the NSA the only 

agency in the US to do so. However, the Snowden revelations above all unveiled the 

constitutive nature of the relationship between political surveillant interests and the 

economic interests of technology companies. For this reason, my analysis in the second 

half of this chapter will focus to a large extent on the NSA programs uncovered by 

Snowden, such as X-KEYSCORE, PRISM, and UPSTREAM, and their relation to 

Facebook and other social media. In this section I will give a brief history of the NSA’s 

post-9/11 surveillance campaign, and review some of the most significant programs 

documented in the Snowden files. 

  

History 

As is well-documented in books (Greenwald 2014, Harding 2014) and films (Laura 

Poitras’ Citizenfour [2014] and Oliver Stone’s Snowden [2016]), Snowden meticulously 

planned his leak to avoid detection by the very surveillance machine he was about to 

expose. He contacted documentary filmmaker Laura Poitras and journalist Glen 

Greenwald via email, and when they eventually met in person it was on the other side of 

the world, in Hong Kong. Snowden had been a Booz Allen Hamilton security contractor 

for the NSA, working in Hawaii. He had fled the US with four encrypted laptops 

containing ‘the biggest intelligence leak in history’ (Harding 2014: 10). These leaks 

revealed an abundance of political surveillance misconduct by the NSA and its partner 

agencies: they had tapped undersea fibre-optic cables, compelled Silicon Valley’s biggest 
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players to share data, and weakened encryption software with secret back-door access 

(2014: 11-12). The first public revelations, channelled through The Guardian, described 

how Verizon had been forced to hand over metadata for millions of Americans’ phone 

calls (Greenwald 2013). Documents released the following day showed that the data 

servers of nine US companies, including Facebook and Google, were being accessed by 

the NSA and FBI in a program code-named PRISM (Gellman and Poitras 2013). 

After September 11, 2001, the Bush administration asked the NSA what more it could be 

doing to combat terrorism (Harding 2014: 85). The surveillance powers of the NSA were 

limited by the Fourth Amendment and FISA (the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 

which was itself provoked by domestic surveillance overreach under Nixon). The NSA 

had been toying with a surveillance method called ‘contact chaining’ (the exploration of 

contacts via ‘hops’) but it would have breached FISA (2014: 89).40 The program greenlit 

after September 11, codenamed ‘STELLAR WIND’, collected telephone and internet 

communications and metadata, used ‘contact chaining’, and appears to have had ‘the 

enthusiastic support’ of the companies who were sharing their data with the NSA 

(Harding 2014: 90-1). Murakami Wood and Wright write that, in hindsight, the 9/11 

terror attacks seem ‘less like a transformative trigger event for surveillance, an axis 

around which “everything changed”, and more like an opportunity for the confirmation 

and strengthening of existing trends’ (2015: 135), meaning that the NSA’s trajectory 

from 2001 onwards was not a totally new one, but accelerated and intensified attitudes 

to the internet that had long fomented in the agency. 

 
 

40 Fortunately for the NSA, Facebook users began mapping out precisely that ‘social web’ 

information voluntarily, just a few years later. 
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When details of STELLAR WIND were revealed by the New York Times four years later 

(Risen and Lichtblau 2005), President Bush gave the program ideological cover by 

renaming it the ‘Terrorist Surveillance Program’ (Harding 2014: 94). As discussed 

above, the War on Terror precipitated by the September 11 attacks has lent powerful 

justification to exceptional surveillance practices which deliberately operate beyond the 

law. But the STELLAR WIND disclosures put co-operative telecoms in a difficult 

position. A solution suggested by one of the companies was to modify their relationship 

with the NSA, from one of consensual data-sharing to one of legal compulsion; ‘The 

provider preferred to be compelled to do so by a court order’, according to the NSA’s 

internal history (in Harding 2014: 95). 

The NSA found the means to do just that in section 215 of the PATRIOT Act, entitled 

‘Access to records and other items under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act’ (USA 

PATRIOT Act 2001: 16). Section 215 enabled investigators to apply for an order (from 

the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court [FISC]) to demand ‘the production of any 

tangible things (including books, records, papers, documents, and other items) for an 

investigation to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence 

activities’ (2001: 16). Crucially, section 215 reduced the standard that applicants had to 

meet to secure a court order, from ‘probable cause’ to ‘relevance’ – and the NSA 

interpreted that ‘relevance’ with astounding breadth (Greenwald 2014: 28). 

Section 215 also stipulates that ‘An order under this subsection shall not disclose that it 

is issued for the purposes of an investigation ...’, and ‘No person shall disclose to any 

other person ... that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has sought or obtained tangible 

things under this section’ (USA PATRIOT Act of 2001), meaning, in short, that the FISC 

orders and the compelled companies were forced to keep data-sharing secret. The NSA is 
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legally required to target its surveillance only at people living outside of the US.41 In 

2008, the FISA Amendments Act (FAA) further slackened the requirements for 

surveillance and enshrined legal cover for co-operative telecommunications companies 

(Harding 2014: 96). Greenwald writes that section 702 of the FAA required the NSA  

once a year to submit to the FISA court its general guidelines for determining 

that year’s targets – the criteria is merely that the surveillance will ‘aid legitimate 

foreign intelligence gathering’ – and then receives blanket authorization to 

proceed. 

Greenwald 2014: 65 

By the time Snowden fled the US in May 2013, the platform that the Bush and Obama 

Administrations had granted the NSA for invasive surveillance through the PATRIOT 

Act and the FAA had given rise to a number of different programs for intercepting 

communications, vacuuming metadata, compelling access to databases, analysing 

information, and weakening web security. 

 

 

 

 
 

41 Section 215 provided only for information ‘not concerning a United States person’ to be 

collected (USA PATRIOT Act of 2001). In the NSA’s interpretation, this required analysts to have 

a ‘reasonable belief’ that a surveillance target lived outside the US, defined as ’51 per cent 

confidence’ (Harding 2014: 199). 
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NSA Programs 

According to Snowden, the ‘primary disclosures’ in the leaked documents show that, 

contrary to its legal obligations to only target people outside of the US, 

the NSA doesn’t limit itself to foreign intelligence, it collects all communications 

that transit the United States. There are literally no ingress or egress points 

anywhere in the continental United States where communications enter or exit 

without being monitored and collected and analysed. 

Snowden, in Poitras and Greenwald 2013 

This means that the default approach of the NSA is to collect all possible data about all 

possible communications passing in or out of the US, by everybody – without regard for 

their nationality or location. For example, the Verizon court order, the first of Snowden’s 

materials to be made public, states very plainly that the company must turn over, ‘on a 

daily basis ... all call detail records ... created by Verizon for communications (i) between 

the United States and abroad; or (ii) wholly within the United States, including local 

telephone calls’ (in Greenwald 2014: 79). 

Snowden’s revelations characterise the NSA as being gradually tempted from targeted 

surveillance to increasingly broad full-takes. Luke Harding writes, ‘In this new era of Big 

Data, the agency moved from the specific to the general; from foreign targeting to what 

Snowden called “omniscient, automatic, mass surveillance”’ (2014: 201). ‘The agency is 

devoted to one overarching mission’ Greenwald summarises: ‘to prevent the slightest 

piece of electronic communication from evading its systemic grasp’ (2014: 80). 
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Figure 16: A top secret slide from a 2011 Five Eyes conference illustrates the 'Collect it all' 

philosophy of the NSA under General Keith Alexander (in Greenwald 2014: 82). 

The UPSTREAM program, coordinated with the UK’s Government Communications 

Headquarters (GCHQ), exemplifies this philosophy. Journalist James Bamford claims 

that UPSTREAM intercepts 80 per cent of the world’s communications (2013). The US is 

at a significant advantage when it comes to intercepting international communications 

traffic because it is, in the words of the NSA Inspector General, ‘the primary hub for 

worldwide telecommunications’ (2009, in Harding 2014: 202). According to Snowden, 

the NSA’s approach to surveillance must be understood as one of universal suspicion: 
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Now increasingly we see that it's happening domestically and to do that they, the 

NSA specifically, targets the communications of everyone – it ingests them by 

default. It collects them in its system and it filters them and it analyses them and 

it measures them and it stores them for periods of time simply because that’s the 

easiest, most efficient, and most valuable way to achieve these ends. 

Snowden in Greenwald and Poitras 2013 

The most famous NSA program revealed in Snowden’s leaked documents, and the one 

which exemplifies the close relationship of economic to political surveillance actors, is 

PRISM. An NSA slide overview of PRISM is hosted on The Guardian website (The 

Guardian 2013a). The presentation title claims that PRISM is the most used SIGAD42 in 

the NSA’s repertoire. The slides compare UPSTREAM collection of ‘communications on 

fiber cables and infrastructure as data flows past’, with PRISM, defined as ‘Collection 

directly from the servers of these U.S. Service Providers: Microsoft, Yahoo, Google 

Facebook, PalTalk, AOL, Skype, YouTube Apple’ (2013a; see figure 17 below). A slide 

asking, ‘What Will You Receive in Collection (Surveillance and Stored Comms)?’ lists e-

mail, videos, photos, stored data, voice over IP (VoIP), file transfers, video conferencing, 

logins and other activity, ‘Online Social Networking details’, and – in bold – ‘Special 

Requests’ (The Guardian 2013a). 

 
 

42 SIGAD is short for SIGINT Activity Designator, referring to a channel of information collection. 
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Figure 17: A slide from an NSA presentation called ‘PRISM/US-984XN Overview or The SIGAD 

Used Most in NSA Reporting Overview’, which describes the UPSTREAM and PRISM 

interception programs (The Guardian 2013a). 

The element of PRISM which most implicates Facebook et al in political surveillance, is 

how the NSA had direct access to these companies’ corporate servers. Snowden 

described PRISM as 

a demonstration of how the US government co-opts US corporate power to its 

own ends. Companies like Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, they all get 

together with the NSA and provide the NSA direct access to the back ends of all 

of the systems you use to communicate, to store data, to put things in the cloud, 
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and even just to send birthday wishes and keep a record of your life. And they 

give NSA direct access that they don’t need to oversee so they can’t be held liable 

for it. 

Snowden, in Poitras and Greenwald 2013 

PRISM and other programs circumvented the FISC warranting process for individuals 

by instead obtaining warrants to collect information from corporations (Snowden, in 

Poitras and Greenwald 2013). As of April 5, 2013, PRISM had 117,675 ‘active surveillance 

targets’ in its database, and it accounted for ‘one in seven intelligence reports’ (Harding 

2014: 200). However, since even before the first publication of PRISM news stories, the 

nine implicated companies have vehemently denied active participation with the 

program, or even knowledge of it (Greenwald 2014: 66). They have admitted to handing 

over individuals’ data when it was court ordered, but any ‘direct access’ of the type 

described by Snowden, they claim, was procured without their knowledge or consent 

(Harding 2014: 205-6). In Harding’s interpretation, the shock and anger that emerged 

from Silicon Valley in response to the revelations was genuine (2014: 206-7). Greenwald, 

however, points out that Yahoo! fought in court against PRISM (indicating awareness of 

the program), and that Facebook and Google used very specific ‘terms of art’ to avoid 

fully answering questions about their awareness and involvement with the program 

(2014: 93). Greenwald concludes, ‘The companies ultimately did not deny that they had 

worked with the NSA to set up a system through which the agency could directly access 

their customers’ data’ (2014: 93). 
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While PRISM and UPSTREAM are focused on data intake, X-KEYSCORE is the system 

used by the NSA ‘to collect, curate, and search’ that data – both content and metadata 

(2014: 129). Greenwald summarises the capability of X-KEYSCORE: 

A training document prepared for analysts claims the program captures “nearly 

everything a typical user does on the internet,” including the text of emails, 

Google searches, and the names of websites visited. X-KEYSCORE even allows 

“real-time” monitoring of a person’s online activities, enabling the NSA to 

observe emails and browsing activities as they happen. 

Greenwald 2014: 130 

Slides leaked by Snowden list ‘Plug-ins’ that can be entered as search queries, i.e. ‘E-mail 

addresses’, and the content that X-KEYSCORE would return, such as an index of ‘every 

E-mail address seen in a session’ (in Greenwald 2014: 131). Querying X-KEYSCORE 

does not require permission from a supervisor; any analyst using the program can access 

any of the information it contains by filling out a ‘basic’ justification form, ‘and the 

system returns the information requested’ (2014: 133). That information includes data 

from what the NSA calls ‘OSNs’ – Online Social Networks – including Facebook and 

Twitter. An analyst need only enter the target’s username and a date range of activity, 

‘and X-KEYSCORE then returns all of that user’s information, including messages, 

chats, and other private postings’ (2014: 136). In this way, an unintended consequence 

of Facebook’s surveillant business model emerges clearly: it is precisely Facebook’s 

economic desire to incite and harvest information-sharing that makes it an ideal target 

for the NSA, which in turn makes user information vulnerable and enables it to be 

accessed by the US government. 
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Figure 18: An NSA slide lists some of the data that an X-KEYSCORE social network query may 

produce (in Greenwald 2014: 136). 

Another NSA program unveiled by Snowden is the agency’s anti-encryption campaign, 

codenamed BULLRUN (the GCHQ’s parallel program is called EDGEHILL). BULLRUN 

uses a variety of methods, including algorithm-cracking super-computers and 

‘deliberate, exploitable flaws’ in ‘both hardware and software’ to break through or 

circumvent encryption (Harding 2014: 211). Developers and technology companies 

collaborated with the NSA to insert these exploits – either voluntarily or under legal 

order (2014: 211). BULLRUN helps the NSA to access information that its targets want 

to keep secret, but it is a myopic approach to security which renders whole systems 

exploitable to hostile agencies and hackers (Greenwald 2014: 101). Inserting flaws like 
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these in the architecture of the internet literally constitutes it as a mechanism of political 

surveillance at what Yochai Benkler calls the ‘physical’ layer of infrastructure and the 

‘logical’ layer of code (2006: 392). 

While ‘political surveillance’ is a broad, catch-all category, the terrain made up of 

different states and agencies, different alliances and attitudes, is deeply striated. 

Greenwald describes, for example, how the US has a contradictory intelligence 

relationship to Israel: the NSA shares enormous amounts of ‘unminimized’ (meaning 

unfiltered) data with the ISNU (Israeli SIGINT National Unit), yet at the same time 

identifies the ISNU ‘as one of the most aggressive surveillance services acting against the 

United States’ (2014: 107). Not only ‘ideological adversaries’ like Russia and China, but 

‘third-party foreign partners’ including Germany and France are subject to NSA 

surveillance of diplomatic communications. Snowden describes one program, 

BOUNDLESS INFORMANT, as an auditing program which ‘let’s us track how much 

we’re collecting, where we’re collecting, by which authorities and so forth’ (Snowden in 

Poitras and Greenwald 2013). BOUNDLESS INFORMANT ranks Germany in the same 

category for data collection as China, Iraq and Saudi Arabia (Harding 2014: 257). 

Perhaps the severest political fallout to Snowden’s disclosures was provoked by the 

revelation that the NSA had bugged the phone of German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

from 2002 until shortly after the files were first published (Harding 2014: 261). Tapping 

the phoneline of the German Chancellor and other world leaders is difficult to justify 

with reference to terror prevention. These cases demonstrate that the motivations of 

political surveillance are not reducible to ‘national security’, but also connected with 

economic and diplomatic power on the world stage. 
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Greenwald shows how the NSA’s internal presentations and memos reveal instances of 

surveillance that are ‘plainly economic in nature’ (2014: 114). They also list ‘Customers’ 

in the US government, including ‘the US Trade Representative and the Departments of 

Agriculture, Treasury, and Commerce’ (2014: 115). An internal memo describes ‘unique 

intelligence on worldwide energy production and development in key countries that 

affect the world economy’ (in Greenwald 2014: 117). In 2009, then-Assistant Secretary of 

State Thomas Shannon wrote that the NSA’s surveillance of foreign officials had aided 

the US at an economic conference, claiming it gave US negotiators ‘deep insight into the 

intentions of other Summit participants’ (in Greenwald 2014: 117). Again, the actual 

function of the NSA is demonstrably distant from its stated justification of terror-

prevention, but makes it a major player in the surveillance-industrial complex. 

Summarising the consequences of the Snowden disclosures, Julia Pohle and Leo Van 

Audenhove note that ‘many countries, including the US, implemented surveillance 

reforms in reaction to the leaks’ (2017: 2). However, reflecting the exceptional 

mechanisms of law in relation to security,  

most of the reforms rather served to adapt the legal foundations to the already 

existing practices or even to expand the agencies’ authority for surveillance. At 

the same time, new oversight powers were limited in scope. Instead of reforming 

a system that, according to Snowden, has gone out of control, the system has 

been consolidated. 

Pohle and Van Audenhove 2017: 2 
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2.1.4 | LOGICS OF POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE 

As in the previous chapter, I will use this section to condense the insights of the 

Foucauldian and Agambenian theory review and the Snowden revelations into a set of 

‘logics’ which characterise political surveillance. These logics, I argue, encapsulate the 

constitutive influence of political surveillance on social media. By demonstrating where 

they have a fundamental impact on Facebook and other platforms, I aim to show in the 

second half of this chapter how political surveillance constitutes social media. These 

logics bridge the gap between the often broad and abstract operations and contexts of 

power in Foucault, and the tangible workings of political surveillance. 

The governmental power context that accounts for political surveillance is the same 

context in which economic surveillance has massified and intensified, but in this 

chapter, I have emphasised different elements of governmentality which pertain to 

political surveillance – namely security and biopolitics. Security and biopolitics, with 

reference also to aleatory risk and exceptional government, connect to the framework of 

governmentality thus far advanced in this thesis to produce a more complete picture of 

the interconnected workings of political and economic surveillance in an overall 

surveillance-industrial assemblage. 

Economic surveillance expresses a governmental ideal: the organising operation of 

power without physical force, diffused throughout society in innumerable incitements to 

normative, aspirational, ‘free’ behaviour. But this ideal is not the only dimension of 

governmentality; what cannot be made to live, must be left to die – or disallowed ‘to the 

point of death’ (Foucault 1978: 138). Implicit in Foucault’s concept of security (‘essential 

technical instrument’) is the recognition of an irreducible element of risk – of the 
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aleatory. Hence, parallel to the emergence of neoliberal government through individual 

freedom, is the so-called ‘birth of biopolitics’ for sorting and optimising a human mass – 

that is, for mitigating the aleatory flies in the contemporary liberal ointment. 

In The Birth of Biopolitics, Foucault stressed that – contrary to popular interpretation – 

neoliberalism was not simply the withdrawal and deferral of the state to markets, but the 

active maintenance of the ‘competitive mechanisms’ which were to govern society at its 

every level (2008: 145, 160). Neoliberal intervention ‘is no less dense, frequent, active, 

and continuous than in any other system’, he explains (2008: 145). It does not work to 

‘correct the destructive effects of the market on society’, but rather, ‘so that competitive 

mechanisms can play a regulatory role at every moment and every point in society’ 

(2008: 145). Such a regulation ‘by the market’ does not produce a ‘supermarket society, 

but an enterprise society’, meaning ideal subjects are not only consumers but active, 

aspirational, desiring subjects: ‘The homo oeconomicus sought after is not the man of 

exchange or man the consumer; he is the man of enterprise and production’ (2008: 147). 

This is the key context, I argued in the previous chapter, in which economic surveillance 

has taken hold. 

But what is the nature of those interventions which both guarantee and circumscribe 

freedom for Homo oeconomicus? ‘What, then,’ Foucault asks, ‘will be the principle of 

calculation for this cost of manufacturing freedom?’ (2008: 65). The answer is an 

actuarial strategy of security, ‘both liberalism’s other face and its very condition’ (2008: 

65). The individual freedom at the heart of governmentality is produced and secured 

through mechanisms for evaluating, at every opportunity, the acceptability (and the 

unacceptability and optimal corrective measures) of aggregate phenomena and 

populations. This is the fundamental relationship of government to the neoliberal 
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economic milieu as Foucault describes it, and as I apply it here. This relationship 

demands a biopolitical grasp, a populational ‘surface of intervention’, which in turn 

necessitates a distended apparatus of surveillance. 

One consequence of this calculative security, according to Foucault, is the 

universalisation of danger: ‘individuals are constantly exposed to danger, or rather, they 

are conditioned to experience their situation, their life, their present, and their future as 

containing danger’ (2008: 66). This means that people see the world around them 

through a lens of risk, of insecurity: ‘The horsemen of the Apocalypse disappear and in 

their place everyday dangers appear’ (2008: 66). A thread of risk and the aleatory runs 

through Foucault’s discussion of security and ties governmentality to pronouncements 

about our reflexive modern risk society and continuous state of exception. The ‘Risk 

Society’ thesis, especially when extracted from its narrower sociological origins and 

contextualised in critical theory, describes how privileged risk-management knowledge 

gains powerful veridiction. The state of exception which normalises the extra-legal 

powers of the state justifies itself with continual reference to indeterminate threats – 

most fruitfully in recent decades the threat of terrorism. The conceptual subsystems of 

risk, exception, and Homo sacer are not distinct from Foucault’s account but – in my 

application here – constitute a continuous circuit of security. 

In more specific terms, what logics of political surveillance can be isolated from this 

circuit? Foucault’s concept of security tells us that political surveillance is actuarial, 

statistical, and probabilistic, and seeks to ‘balance’ individual and mass interests. It 

effects ‘normalisation’ instead of ‘normation’, responding to reality and seeking to 

identify acceptable limits around the normal. It regulates not only ‘national security’ but 

security in all spheres of life – all manner of individual decisions with aggregate effects. 
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It produces a populational surface of intervention by grasping phenomena at the level of 

the multitude. Security maximises the veridiction of the statistical knowledge produced 

by political surveillance. Biopolitics describes how political surveillance is targeted at 

entire populations rather than (at least initially) individuals. Biopolitical surveillance 

establishes caesuras within populations – delimiting ‘acceptable’ from ‘unacceptable’. 

These caesuras enable racism (and discrimination along other lines) as well as killing 

(and ‘every indirect form’ thereof). Biopolitical surveillance addresses or accounts for the 

random, ‘aleatory’ element in any population and thus functions as a mechanism of 

security. It attaches suspicion to entire categories of people, a first step towards ‘letting 

them die’. 

The mechanism of exception shows how political surveillance is often justified by an 

apparent threat to right and democracy, which enables it precisely to bypass that right 

and that democracy. The figure of Homo sacer demonstrates how a continuous state of 

exception universalises the potentiality of bare life; that is, of the reduction of the 

political life to the animal – the biological. Agamben also alludes to biometric 

surveillance as ‘biopolitical tattooing’ (2008), which enlarges the categories of suspicion 

to encompass every body. Ubiquitous risk is the essential lens of reflexive modernity. 

The notion of risk is concomitant with the threads of calculation in security, the aleatory 

in the biopolitical, and exceptional threats to the reason of state. Beck highlights that 

risk societies produce privileged discourses of risk management, which distribute the 

ability to reckon with risks unevenly. And finally, an element of control is bound up in 

risk; seeing the world through a lens of risk means predicting, managing, minimising, 

and distributing risks in the future. 
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Out of this list of characteristics, derived from the critical theory of Foucault and 

Agamben, the disclosures of Snowden, and a surveillance studies understanding of the 

workings and implications of political surveillance, I have identified five constitutive 

logics of political surveillance, ordered alphabetically as follows: 

Biopolitical Suspicion: Political surveillance is premised upon the suspicion of 

entire categories of people, delineated biopolitically and reduced biometrically to the 

potentiality of bare life. It collects all possible data by default. 

Exceptional Veridiction: Political surveillance exists within a continuous state of 

exception which privileges anti-terror discourse and the formal statistical 

surveillance knowledge that it produces. 

Hegemonic Insecurity: Political surveillance uses the monopolistic and hegemonic 

power of the state to undermine overall security in its own interest. 

Public/Private Assemblage: Political surveillance, like economic surveillance, 

draws together disparate data sources and puts information to work in an 

exceptional public/private assemblage. 

Simulative Risk Management: Political surveillance is focused ‘upstream’ from 

risks, working to predict and mitigate risks in the future. 

As in the previous chapter, these five logics of political surveillance are intended to 

capture the fundamental contours of this surveillance form. They are not wholly distinct 

vectors of political surveillance, but relate to one another and build upon each other in a 

variety of ways, some of which I will explore in the next part of this chapter. One 

drawback of my approach to theorising political surveillance and synthesising the five 
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logics I have listed here is that they are specific to surveillance in the West, and to the 

US-centric hegemony of political surveillance that characterises the twenty-first century. 

These logics are therefore not necessarily generalisable to all instances of political 

surveillance on social media, for instance in China.43 

  

2.2 | CONSTITUTIVE POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE 

Within the power context set out above – of actuarial security, populational biopolitics, 

exceptional government, and ubiquitous risk – intense surveillance of foreign and 

domestic citizens has emerged as an ideal, a norm, a method, and an objective of states 

seeking to reassert their grip on populations. The five logics I extracted from the above 

literature review will unveil how – in both material and ideological terms – political 

surveillance has preceded, determined, and fundamentally constituted social media. 

An alternative approach to advancing this argument would be with a historical account 

of the close relationship between the Internet and the US military, as undertaken by 

Yasha Levine (2018). Levine argues for a ‘third historical strand in the creation of the 

early Internet’, that is neither the nuclear safeguard history of DARPA (the Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency), nor the countercultural hacker history of the San 

Francisco Bay Area (2018: 5). His account of the Internet’s creation centres on America’s 

imperialist campaigns in South America, Southeast Asia and the Middle East, where the 

 
 

43 See Fuchs (2017) for an overview of China’s hermetic social media ecology which is subject to 

intense surveillance and censorship by the Chinese state. 
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Internet was seen as a solution to rebellion and uprisings: ‘an attempt to build computer 

systems that could collect and share intelligence, watch the world in real time, and study 

and analyse people and political movements with the ultimate goal of predicting and 

preventing upheaval’ (2018: 5). Levine argues that the state-sponsored origins of the 

Internet must be understood as a surveillant technocratic solution to the challenges of 

population: 

And so the computer networks, which became the internet, functioned as sensors 

in society in order to monitor unrest and demands. The information they 

ingested could be fed into computer models to map the potential path these 

feelings and ideas were going to take. Then you could say, ‘OK there’s a problem 

here; let’s give them a little of what they want’, or ‘Here’s a revolutionary 

movement; we should take out that cell’. 

in Jutel and Levine 2018 

‘In other words,’ he summarises, ‘the Internet was hardwired to be a surveillance tool 

from the start’ (Levine 2018: 5). This historical lens dovetails with the critique I have 

assembled here. My analysis is less historical, but aims instead to demonstrate how 

surveillance functions through social media to express five logics: it establishes 

biopolitical categories of suspicion, it produces privileged knowledge of risks, it advances 

hegemonic state insecurity, it assembles public and private data, and it works on the 

future through calculation and simulation. This section will use an array of examples to 

demonstrate and unpack each of these logics at work on Facebook and other social 

media. 
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2.2.1 | BIOPOLITICAL SUSPICION 

The logic I have called ‘Biopolitical Suspicion’ describes two related characteristics of 

political surveillance: it casts a wide (and always widening) net of suspicion that seeks to 

collect as much information as possible,44 and it fundamentally activates and reproduces 

biopolitical strategies of sorting, racism, and, ultimately, death. That it collects and 

ingests all available communication ‘by default’ is perhaps the central characteristic of 

political surveillance overall, foremost in Snowden’s account of the NSA (in Greenwald 

and Poitras 2013). 

There may be pragmatic technical reasons for the big data philosophy of ‘Collect it all’ 

that reigned at the NSA under General Alexander (Greenwald 2014: 82). Finding the 

‘needle in the haystack’, as SIGINT is often described (including by GCHQ and the NSA 

[Aradau 2015]), requires the whole haystack to be searchable.45 But this approach is 

nonetheless premised on a fundamental suspicion of all people, and it is justified by a 

 
 

44 The ‘Total Information Awareness’ program of 2003 (TIA), ultimately defunded out of privacy 

concerns, exemplifies this approach (see Stevens 2003, Whitaker 2006). According to Shane 

Harris, the ‘legacy’ of the TIA lives on at the NSA, which adopted the philosophy of TIA without 

the oversight (2012). 

45 ‘It is something else entirely to collect the haystack just in case a needle might one day appear,’ 

writes Stephen Vladeck, alluding to the capability of surveillance to generate and identify markers 

of ‘risk’ out of innocuous behaviour (2014: 334). 
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belief that the everyday communications of normal people harbour fundamental threats 

to the population.46 

  

Collect it All  

The central difference separating biopolitical surveillance from disciplinary panopticism 

is that it shifts focus from an individual to a populational body. Biopolitical surveillance 

is focused on the overall health and security of ‘man as species’ and seeks to maintain 

what Foucault called a ‘sort of homeostasis’ (2003: 249) in the population by rooting out 

and correcting or accounting for the aleatory. In this context, the breadth of the 

categories subject to ‘categorical suspicion’ gradually trends towards the automatic 

suspicion and surveillance of all: ‘humanity itself has become a dangerous class’ 

(Agamben 2008: 202). The dream of biopolitical surveillance is a ‘full-take’ vision that 

no body (individual or collective) escapes. It finds in Facebook’s collection of detailed 

demographic and activity data on over two billion people a practically unlimited 

resource. Hence why PRISM – which accesses the databases of almost every major 

Western internet company – is the NSA’s most-used SIGINT source: Facebook’s data 

collection business model dovetails with the political surveillance approach epitomised 

by demands to ‘collect it all’. The biopolitical strategy of power necessitates detailed 

surveillance information on a mass scale. It necessitates a surveillance apparatus of 

 
 

46 The examples in this section are all from or connected to the United States. This reflects my 

overall focus on this thesis on American companies, but also the network hegemony of the US, 

discussed under ‘Hegemonic Insecurity’. 
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census – of quantification, measurement, and analysis – which is taken up and 

intensified by Facebook. 

Whereas Lyon sees the historical census in fairly neutral terms, as a means of reassuring 

leaders of the ‘vitality of the nation’ (2007: 31), Elmer summarises how it is 

fundamentally an apparatus of optimal population management: 

While the nation-state is founded on abstract conceptions of citizenry, the 

techniques used to manage populations (and international relations) have always 

required knowledge of the available human and physical resources. Thus, citizens 

have always been required to contribute to a demographic knowledge base, in the 

form of a census, with census avoiders being subject to a penalty of fine or 

imprisonment. 

Elmer 2004: 69 

Edwin Black describes the biopolitical function of the census in Nazi Germany (2002). 

Partnering with Dehomag (a German branch of IBM), the Nazi state used census data to 

systematically sort Jewish people into a category deemed killable. ‘This was the Nazi 

data lust,’ Black writes, ‘Not just to count Jews – but to identify them’ (2002: 11). The 

physical limitations of the Dehomag tabulation cards meant that their 60-column format 

‘yielded 600 punch hole possibilities per card’, which, ‘arrayed in their endless 

combinations, yielded thousands of demographic permutations’ (2002: 62) – that is to 

say, each individual card produced a wealth of identifying information about its 

answerer. Even so, Dehomag offered to move to a more detailed 80-column format if the 

Reich required it ‘for political reasons’ (in Black 2002: 63). As one Nazi bureaucrat 

summarised, the surveillance knowledge produced by the machine-assisted census gave 
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the German government ‘the road map to switch from knowledge to deeds’ (in Black 

2002: 65). The Nazi example, as ever, demonstrates the extreme ‘potentiality’ of 

exceptional powers – but also the animating function of surveillance knowledge within 

the ‘zone of irreducible indistinction’ between democracy and totalitarianism (Agamben 

1998: 12). 

The census constitutes the population in numerical terms: it produces it as a problem 

and a surface of intervention for government. The metrics and categories available on 

census forms therefore produce and circumscribe the population itself. Likewise, 

Facebook’s fields of input constitute the data doubles that users produce within a 

relatively narrow framework. That is, the population constituted in census data and the 

data-double army constituted in Facebook’s servers sort themselves into the discrete, 

biopolitical categories allowed by the means of data input (the punch card or census 

form and the Facebook profile). Evelyn Ruppert points out that individuals do not factor 

into most census operations, with rare exceptions including the Nazis in 1933, and 

American use of census data in 1940 to identify and imprison Japanese, German, and 

Italian Americans (2012: 210). Those exceptions demonstrate that the census may be 

utilised for violent biopolitical sorting and murder, by applying its populational scope to 

identify individuals within categories deemed undesirable. 

The programs revealed by Snowden – especially X-KEYSCORE and PRISM – 

demonstrate most clearly the logic of biopolitical suspicion at work in the relation of 

political surveillance actors to Facebook. Without equating political surveillance of 

Facebook with the Holocaust or persecution of Japanese Americans during the Second 

World War, the NSA’s ‘back-door’ access to Facebook data banks enables the US 

government to identify individuals that it deems risky, abnormal, or otherwise 
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undesirable within the aggregate pool of populational data. X-KEYSCORE adopts the 

populational view by allowing analysts to ‘query the system to show the activities of 

people based on their location, nationality and websites visited’ (Marquis-Boire et al 

2015). 

Facebook profiles have a series of discrete user-input categories which may be searched 

in order to siphon out ‘abnormal’ or ‘anomalous’ events. One example given on internal 

NSA slides instructs analysts using X-KEYSCORE to pay attention to ‘Someone whose 

language is out of place for the region they are in’ (The Guardian 2013b). An example 

from outside of Facebook is the X-KEYSCORE search query ‘germansinpakistn’, which 

would list ‘all individuals in Pakistan visiting specific German language message boards’ 

(Marquis-Boire et al 2015). While the Facebook data that the NSA most covets are chat 

logs, there are references throughout the Snowden documents to profile data: a memo 

about BLARNEY celebrates access to private messages and ‘profile information’ 

(Snowden Doc Search 2014a); GCHQ slides about accessing OSN data highlight that 

Facebook is a rich source of ‘Personal details’, and that the agency works to circumvent 

profile privacy settings (Snowden Doc Search 2014b); PRISM slides include ‘online 

social networking details’ among the data that PRISM pulls from partner companies 

(Greenwald 2014: 109); and NSA slides on the benefits of OSN surveillance list access to, 

among other things, ‘Contacts and social networks’, ‘Personnel information [sic]’, and 

‘Location and Travel Information’ (Snowden Doc Search 2014c). All of which is to say: 
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the populational categories into which Facebook users sort themselves are among the 

data collected by the NSA, which it uses to single out ‘anomalous’ individuals.47 

Surveillance of populational data on social media platforms like Facebook is thus ‘a great 

starting point’ for identifying the individuals to track, according to NSA documents 

(Snowden Doc Search 2014c). Biopolitical surveillance is fundamentally the surveillance 

of populations, in order to demarcate the acceptable from the unacceptable. The NSA 

taps Facebook’s data precisely because it provides a populational view of the world, and 

allows the ‘unacceptable’ to be rooted out of the mass. 

 

Make Live or Let Die 

Biopolitics works, in Foucault’s most condensed articulation, to make live and to let die, 

meaning it impels acceptable bodies to continually reproduce themselves as homo 

economicus, and allows unacceptable bodies to die – or else ‘[disallows them] to the 

point of death’ (1978: 138). That ‘death’ may be literal, political, or symbolic; it may be 

an intentional ‘murder’ or an incidental one (Foucault 2003: 256). Political surveillance 

of Facebook leads to death and murder of all kinds for the categories of people deemed 

risky, threatening, and undesirable. 

 
 

47 Claudia Aradau and Tobias Blanke (2017) explore the language of ‘anomaly’ and contrast it 

with ‘abnormality’ and ‘enmity’ in Big Data surveillance. They argue that ‘Anomaly emerges as a 

supplementary third term, which reconfigures logics of security away from dichotomies of 

friend/enemy, identity/difference, and normal/abnormal towards logics of similarity/ 

dissimilarity’ (2017: 4). 
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Facebook’s aggregation of finely-grained demographic, location, ‘social map’, taste, and 

behavioural data – collected for its own economic surveillance – lends itself perfectly to 

these biopolitical categorisations. The examples I will discuss here relate to the targeted 

surveillance of Muslims and African Americans, immigrants and foreign visitors, and 

protestors – all as biopolitical categories marked suspect and undesirable. 

Katy Sian writes that ‘Loose and vague definitions of extremism have meant that the 

very category of “terror suspect” continues to be underpinned by Orientalist, racist, and 

Islamophobic articulations’ (2017: 2). Greenwald and Murtaza Hussain show that 

Islamophobic prejudice is evident in parts of the Snowden archive, such as a memo 

template where ‘Mohammed Raghead’ is used as a placeholder name for a surveillance 

target (2014). Greenwald and Hussain, by following the email addresses listed in a ‘FISA 

Recap’ spreadsheet in the Snowden documents, identified five high-profile Muslim-

American men under email surveillance by the NSA and FBI (2014). The ‘FISA Recap’ 

document does not give details about why each of the men is under surveillance, but 

Greenwald and Hussain suggest their shared Muslim heritage is a key factor. Muslim 

Advocates, a US legal advocacy organisation, responded to the Intercept article: 

This report confirms the worst fears of American Muslims: the federal 

government has targeted Americans, even those who have served their country in 

the military and government, simply because of their faith or religious heritage.  

The report clearly documents how biased training by the FBI leads to biased 

surveillance. 

Muslim Advocates 2014 
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In the biopolitical administration of the American public, Muslims constitute a category 

marked out for suspicion and punishment. The NSA’s apparent bias reflects what Arun 

Kundnani calls the ‘radicalization thesis’ animating US national security, which suggests 

that Muslims in particular can become a threat to America by being exposed to 

‘dangerous’ ideologies (2014). The radicalization thesis presupposes that the biopolitical 

category of ‘Muslim’ somehow harbours the aleatory threat of terror. Recalling the 

themes of the McCarthyite ‘Red Scare’, the radicalization thesis conjures fear of threats 

‘from within’ – but unlike Cold War suspicion, not just anyone can be an Islamic 

terrorist: overwhelmingly, the ‘brown bodies’ of African-American, Arab, and Middle 

Eastern people function as markers of threatening Otherness (Patel 2012). Kundnani 

points out that ‘the term “terrorist” is reserved for acts of political violence carried out by 

Muslims’ (and the process of ‘radicalization’ is likewise racialised), whereas non-Muslim 

terror attacks are rarely labelled as such, understood instead within a rubric of mental 

illness (2014: 23). 

Biopolitical caesuras delimit categories – breaks between ‘what must live, and what must 

die’ (Foucault 2003: 254). The five Muslim men under the surveillance of the NSA 

identified by Greenwald and Hussain were surprised to find themselves segregated into 

the latter category, faced with a political death, if no other. As members of a disposable 

category of life (from the perspective of power), they face the state’s ‘murderous’ racism; 

political surveillance exposes them to the potentiality of bare life. 

The US’ biopolitical sorting of Muslims extends to social media. A report by the 

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of Massachusetts documents how the Boston 

Police Department (BPD) used the surveillance capacity of Geofeedia, accessing data 

directly from social media including Facebook and Twitter, to geolocate and track people 
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(Eledroos and Crockford 2018). Geofeedia used location APIs to tap into public social 

media posts, identify the locations of posts connected to certain keywords, and aggregate 

that data into visualisations and notifications.48 Most controversially – and despite 

promises from the Boston Police Commissioner that ‘We’re not going after ordinary 

people’ (in Ransom 2016) – the tool seems to have been used principally to monitor 

protestors and Muslims. 

The keywords that the BPD plugged into Geofeedia (with input from Geofeedia staff) 

included ‘protest’, ‘Ferguson’, and ‘#blacklivesmatter’ (Eledroos and Crockford 2018). 

They also included ‘various basic Arabic words used in everyday conversation and the 

hashtag “#muslimlivesmatter”’ (Eledroos and Crockford 2018). The Arabic words, which 

the BPD labelled ‘Islamic Extremist Terminology’, included ‘Ummah’ (meaning 

‘Community’), ‘Tawhid’ (‘Oneness of God’), ‘Jannah (‘Paradise’), and ‘al Sham’ (roughly, 

‘Greater Syria’) (Eledroos and Crockford 2018). This conflation of common Islamic 

terminology with extremism evinces a strategy on the part of the BPD to treat the entire 

religious category of Islam as risky and threatening. As the report authors, Nasser 

Eledroos and Kade Crockford, conclude, 

There seem to be only two possible conclusions to draw from that: either BPD 

did in fact consciously and intentionally “go after ordinary people,” or BPD 

thinks that Muslims are in fact not “ordinary” but inherently suspicious. 

Eledroos and Crockford 2018 

 
 

48 Facebook and Twitter cut off the company’s access to those APIs (Kolodny 2016) in response to 

an earlier ACLU report on police surveillance in Northern California (Ozer 2016). 
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The US’ policing application of Geofeedia (which, incidentally, received funding from the 

CIA’s venture capital arm [Eledroos and Crockford 2018]) also highlights the biopolitical 

tracking of bodies in physical space. Geofeedia’s focus on locative data inherently locates 

bodies as a surface of intervention for power; this, again, is a dovetailing consequence of 

social media’s own economic thirst for data in all dimensions. 

The Geofeedia example highlights an overlapping biopolitical subjectivity which 

regularly finds itself on the wrong side of caesuras delimiting the acceptable from the 

unacceptable: protestors. Per Ceyhan’s formulation (2012: 45), biometric and 

behavioural signifiers increasingly function as the markers of biopolitical difference. 

Protestors’ ‘unacceptable’, non-normative behaviours therefore constitute a biopolitical 

category: one which comprises the aleatory and the threatening (from the perspective of 

the state’s ‘homeostasis’), making the ruling political class keen to expose protests and 

protestors to political and symbolic death, should their freedom to protest tip the 

governmental balance of competing interests. 

Immigrants and foreign visitors constitute another biopolitical subjectivity targeted by 

political surveillance on social media. US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) in 

recent years have begun to physically access the social media information of visitors to 

that country. In fiscal year 2017, CBP searched the electronic devices of 30,200 

international travellers, almost 60 per cent more than the previous year (U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection 2018). By 2019, that number had climbed again to 40,913 (U.S. 

Customs and Border Protection 2019). An earlier CBP statement reciting figures for the 

first half of 2017 asserts defensively, ‘No court has concluded that the border search of 

electronic devices requires a warrant’, and the searches ‘affect fewer than one-hundredth 

of one percent of international travellers’ (Wagner, in U.S. Customs and Border 
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Protection 2017). The ACLU and Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) sued the federal 

government over the surveillance, alleging that ‘border searches of electronic devices 

violate the First and Fourth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution when conducted 

without a warrant’ (EFF 2017). An ACLU account of the case claimed, ‘It’s clear that 

members of Muslim, Arab, Middle Eastern, and South Asian communities have been 

disproportionately targeted for abusive questioning, searches, and detention at the 

border’ (Handeyside and Bhandari 2017). 

A 2017 update to the Privacy Act of 1974 governing the DHS System of Records 

expanded the categories of records that the agency could collect to include ‘social media 

handles, aliases, associated identifiable information, and search results’ (U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security 2017) – an extremely broad set of data that 

essentially encompasses all publicly-discoverable information about a person online.49 

Another update in the same document expanded record source categories to include 

‘publicly available information obtained from the internet’ (2017). According to Azadeh 

Shahshahani, ‘This kind of mass surveillance overwhelmingly impacts the dignity and 

fairness extended to American immigrants, more so than other Americans’ (2018). 

In 2017, US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) sought input on an 

automated, algorithmic ‘Extreme Vetting Initiative’ from industry contractors (Biddle 

 
 

49 Then-DHS Secretary John F. Kelly told Congress in 2017 that the DHS was considering 

demanding social media handles and passwords to assess visitors from seven Muslim-majority 

countries singled out by an earlier executive order from President Trump: ‘We want to get on 

their social media, with passwords: “What do you do, what do you say?”’ (in Kravets 2017).  
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2017).50 ICE’s statement of objectives for the initiative included the ability to ‘Automate 

at no loss of data quality or veracity any manually-intensive vetting and screening 

processes that inhibit ICE from properly and thoroughly vetting individuals in a timely 

fashion’ (Immigration and Customs Enforcement 2017a). A background document 

describing what the initiative would require of contractors included ‘Social Media 

Exploitation’, a heading with two sub-tasks. The first required contractors to apply social 

media analytic capabilities towards ‘enhancing investigative findings’ – a nebulous 

category including ‘Enhancement of subject identification’, ‘Identification of criminal 

activity and derogatory information’, and ‘Performing trend analysis’ (Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement 2017b: 2-3). The second half of ‘Social Media Exploitation’ 

describes the use of social media surveillance throughout ‘the entire lifecycle of visa 

applicants’, from application to departure (or overstay) (2017b: 3). As part of a ‘Visa 

Overstay Lifecycle pilot program’, visitors to the US may be monitored online ‘during 

travel ... until subsequent departure’ (2017b: 3). The legitimising objective of the 

initiative was to identify ‘key indicators of emergent concerns, such as threats to public 

safety or affiliation with known or suspected terrorists,’ but the social media data 

collected during a visa-holder’s travels could also be used ‘in the event that the 

individual violates the terms and conditions of their admission to the United States or 

overstays their period of admission’ (2017b: 3). Thus, DHS required that the contractor 

Identify ways to more fully leverage social media as a tool to identify the 

whereabouts and activity of status violators, and provide enhanced knowledge 

 
 

50 For a thorough account of social media monitoring by ICE and other agencies in the US 

Department of Homeland Security, see Patel et al (2019). 
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about a non-immigrant visitor’s social media postings, from the adjudication of 

the visa application, through admission to the United States, and during their 

time in the United States. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement 2017b: 4 

The second task under ‘Social Media Exploitation’ deals with non-immigrant visa-

holders – temporary visitors to the US – because it is part of the ‘Visa Overstay Lifecycle’ 

program to identify overstayers, but this program casts suspicion over all non-native US 

inhabitants. That is, the suspicion of immigrants and the suspicion of overstayers are 

contiguous parts of the same biopolitical insecurity. 

According to critics of the ICE initiative, ‘developers could stipulate that a Facebook post 

criticizing U.S. foreign policy would identify a visa applicant as a threat to national 

interests’ (in Biddle 2017) – such a manoeuvre would conflate immigration and protest 

with terror and insurrection. Ultimately, the initiative to monitor social media 

exemplifies the leveraging of exceptional threats to legitimise totalitarian measures: the 

threat of terrorism (the first category of ‘Social Media Exploitation’ in ICE’s proposal) 

justifies the development of surveillance tools to combat visa overstaying (the second 

category of ‘Social Media Exploitation’), which has nothing to do with terrorism – except 

in the racist national security discourse that conflates foreignness with threat. 

Taken together, these examples demonstrate how political surveillance agencies use 

social media to mark out immigrants and foreign visitors as a ‘risky’ category. They 

betray, as the next section will explore, a belief that social media harbour discoverable 

truths – clues to rooting out the risks threatening state security. The desire on the part of 

these agencies and police forces to ‘automate’ sorting and threat-detection is premised 
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upon the veridiction of surveillance knowledge and its attendant predictive insights, 

while the presupposed insight of biopolitical categories (i.e. that threat-detection should 

target people from Muslim-majority countries) reflects the privileged function of risk 

discourses within states of exception. 

The logic of biopolitical suspicion influences political surveillance in two ways: where 

possible, it adopts a populational, ‘Collect it all’ vision of the world, as seen in NSA 

surveillance programs like PRISM and X-KEYSCORE, and it deploys what Gary Marx 

calls ‘categorical suspicion’ (1988: 219) of groups marked out biopolitically, such as 

Muslims, immigrants, foreign visitors, and protestors. The suspicious surveillance cast 

over these groups, declared risky and threatening, activates the ‘racist’ capability of the 

state to kill and to ‘let die’:  literally, in the case of US drone strike victims (Pugliese 

2016) – or else indirectly, politically, and symbolically. 

Further examples of biopolitically-targeted political surveillance on social media 

abound, and seem to emerge with increasing regularity: New York police use Facebook 

to become ‘Friends’ with people of interest and monitor their private postings (Hill 

2018), especially targeting African-American and Latino people (Popper 2014; Kinsella 

2018). County prosecutors in Washington State won a warrant to access the private 

information of a protest group’s Facebook page, ‘including messages to and from the 

page and a list of everyone “invited” to the protest event’ (Davis-Cohen 2018); the 

‘Disrupt J20’ Facebook page for a protest of President Trump’s inauguration was 

likewise served with warrants to access the private information of attendants (Strickland 

2017). The Intercept reported in 2015 that the DHS had been monitoring Black Lives 

Matter since the Ferguson protests of 2014, collecting ‘information, including location 

data, on Black Lives Matter activities from public social media accounts, including on 
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Facebook, Twitter, and Vine’ (Joseph 2015). FBI and DHS documents obtained in a 

lawsuit showed how internal emails conflated Black Lives Matter with the terrorist 

threat of ‘black supremacist extremists’ in order to justify surveillance of the movement 

(Vohra 2017). And a draft DHS report from 2018 called for targeted and continuous 

surveillance of Sunni Muslims and immigrants, as ‘United States-based individuals who 

might have a higher risk of becoming radicalized and conducting a violent attack’ (in 

Joseph 2018). 

  

2.2.2 | EXCEPTIONAL VERIDICTION 

In risk societies and contemporary states of exception, certain forms of knowledge 

become privileged as ways of identifying and managing the unpredictable. Surveillance 

knowledge – not just the populational insights of Big Data, but any information 

produced by surveillance – has a powerful claim to truth in this context. The continuous 

Western state of exception privileges anti-terror discourse and actuarial Big Data 

surveillance. The governmental ‘principle of calculation’ also favours the statistical 

perspective that Big Data offers. The unwavering belief that this form of knowledge 

produces the insights required to prevent terrorism has justified a steady expansion of 

the importance, capacity, and operational spending of agencies like the NSA in recent 

decades.51 Within the continuous exceptional context reaffirmed after 9/11, surveillance 

 
 

51 Documents leaked by Snowden showed that ‘US spending on intelligence has doubled since 

9/11’, and the NSA and CIA were the biggest benefactors of the USD52.6bn requested from 

Congress in the secret ‘black budget’ for 2013 (MacAskill and Watts 2013). 
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is regulated loosely and practiced in the dubious extra-legal margins of these regulations 

– for example, in the NSA’s selective interpretation of section 215 of the PATRIOT Act. 

Underpinning political surveillance is a Big Data epistemology of ‘the clue’ (that is, the 

‘needle in the haystack’ justifying ambitions to ‘collect it all’ [Aradau 2015]), of the 

decodability of the social, of the irreducibility of the body, and of the predictability of the 

future (Wolf 2015). In the anti-terror context of social media surveillance, this means 

rooting out the aleatory within the masses of data that users accumulate on Facebook (as 

the previous section explored), and entering data into models that output predictions of 

disorder (as the section on ‘Simulative Risk Management’ describes below). Finally, as 

Bigo (2008) shows, the exceptional veridiction of surveillance knowledge is perpetuated 

by ‘unease management professionals’ wielding the ‘authority of the statistics’ over a 

dedifferentiated setting of external war and internal security (2008: 8). Exceptional 

veridiction is a critical logic of political surveillance, forming the basis of surveillance’s 

self-justifying circuitry.  

  

Dataism 

At both the mass, biopolitical level of Big Data, and the individual level of posts and 

profile details, it is the veridiction of surveillance knowledge that makes Facebook an 

alluring target for spy agencies, police forces, and all manner of government 

departments.52 Facebook’s business model makes it an irresistible source of statistical 

 
 

52 Such as the ‘Intelligence Unit’ of the New Zealand Ministry of Social Development (MSD), 

which exists to identify cases of welfare fraud and counts social media among its information 
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and biographical information to those who believe – or who are at least invested in – its 

truth-telling potential. José van Dijck calls this an ideology of ‘dataism’, characterised by 

‘a widespread belief in the objective quantification and tracking of all kinds of human 

behaviour and sociality through online media technologies’ (2014: 198). Dataism asserts 

that there is a fundamental truth underlying social behaviour, accessible through data 

and metadata, but van Dijck shows how this view mistakes the evidence for the 

argument: the data alone does not explain anything, it is only transformed into an 

explanatory mechanism through a process of interpretation. In spite of data’s claims to 

objective, intrinsic truth, that interpretation is inevitably a subjective process, inflected 

with the biases and cultural backgrounds of data scientists. Social media data and 

metadata, van Dijck writes, ‘are generally considered imprints or symptoms of people’s 

actual behaviour or moods, while the platforms themselves are presented merely as 

neutral facilitators’ (2014: 199). However, data is marked by its mediation through 

surveillance technologies (e.g. the rows on the Dehomag punch card, or the categories of 

information collected by Facebook), and, as chapter four on oppositional surveillance 

will show, users deliberately input incorrect information as a joke or a form of 

obfuscation which disrupts its claims to truth. 

Dataism critics like van Dijck are not the only people who recognise the contingent 

influence of data’s origins and interpretations. A Field Guide to Data Science written by 

Booz Allen Hamilton scientists notes, ‘Our own biases and assumptions can have 
 

 

sources (Ministry of Social Development 2016; Pereyra Garcia 2016). In 2009, a New Zealand 

woman was convicted of welfare fraud after declaring a relationship on Facebook that 

contradicted her statement to Work and Income (Leask and Milne 2009), suggesting the 

Facebook profile information was considered a truer source than official documentation. 
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profound outcomes on business, national security, and our daily lives’ (Booz Allen 

Hamilton 2015: 3), and ‘Context, inferences and models are created by humans and 

carry with them biases and assumptions’ (2015: 51). The guide warns against equating 

correlation with causation (2015: 49), and highlights that data veracity is a dimension of 

data science not to be overlooked (2015: 94). Its authors are well aware of the pitfalls of 

dataism which, van Dijck argues, undermine the truth-claims of Big Data. Nonetheless, 

the Booz Allen Hamilton authors also believe wholeheartedly in the epistemological 

power of data, and their appraisal of data surveillance borders on religious: 

Our world is now measured, mapped, and recorded in digital bits. Entire lives, 

from birth to death, are now catalogued in the digital realm. These data, 

originating from such diverse sources as connected vehicles, underwater 

microscopic cameras, and photos we post to social media, have propelled us into 

the greatest age of discovery humanity has ever known. It is through Data 

Science that we are unlocking the secrets hidden within these data .... We have 

propelled ourselves into this age of discovery through our incremental 

technological improvements. Data Science has become the catalyzing force 

behind our next evolutionary leap. Our own evolution is now inextricably linked 

to that of computers. The way we live our lives and the skills that are important 

to our very existence are directly dependent upon the functions Data Science can 

achieve on our behalf. 

Booz Allen Hamilton 2015: 3 

In a sentence that could have been written by Shoshanna Zuboff, the authors conclude, 

‘Data is our new currency, and Data Science is the mechanism by which we tap into it’ 
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(2015: 3), while a line that could have been cribbed from the ‘Postscript on the Societies 

of Control’ reads, ‘Data Science creates an environment where models of reality no 

longer need to be static and empirically based. Instead, they are constantly tested, 

updated and improved until better models are found’ (2015: 22). In particular, the 

reference above to ‘unlocking the secrets hidden within’ data evinces the powerful truth-

claims of data: the ‘secret’, true nature of the world is inscribed – as if by nature – in this 

knowledge form, and needs only to be ‘unlocked’ through analysis. 

The Field Guide to Data Science ends with a series of case studies showing off Booz 

Allen Hamilton’s own efforts in data science for various contractors (the NSA is 

conspicuously absent). One example, in which data was used to identify vehicle theft 

hotspots in San Francisco, exemplifies security’s ‘principle of calculation’: 

By prioritizing the intersections identified by the model, local governments 

would have the information necessary to efficiently deploy their patrols. Motor 

vehicle thefts could be reduced and law enforcement resources could be more 

efficiently deployed. The analysis, enabled by domain expertise, yielded 

actionable insights that could make the streets safer. 

Booz Allen Hamilton 2015: 97 

That is, big data works in this context to identify where a particular crime is occurring 

the most frequently, so that it can be reduced as efficiently as possible to an acceptable 

level with an economic distribution of regulatory mechanisms (in this case, police 

patrols). 
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One of the most interesting examples in the Guide, given the themes of this chapter, is 

the company’s work for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum on the ‘Early 

Warning Project’, an initiative to ‘assess a country’s level of risk for the onset of future 

mass killings’ (2015: 110). The project ‘seeks to build statistical and machine learning 

algorithms to predict the onset of a mass killing’, in order to provide ‘governments, 

advocacy groups, and at-risk societies with earlier and more reliable warning, and thus 

more opportunity to take action, well before mass killings occur’ (2015: 110). As part of 

its work for the Holocaust Museum, Booz Allen Hamilton hosted an internal ‘hack-a-

thon’, during which teams ‘[identified] new datasets’ and ‘[built] new machine learning 

models’ to formulate risk assessments of different countries (2015: 110). The authors 

highlight proudly how this project ‘positioned Data Science at the centre of global 

diplomacy’: 

These risk assessments are an important technological achievement in and of 

themselves, but what this initiative means for the Data Science community’s 

position in global diplomatic dialogue marks an entirely new era for those on the 

frontiers of Big Data. 

Booz Allen Hamilton 2015: 111 

Booz Allen Hamilton’s input increased the rate of ‘aggregating and transforming data’ in 

the project ‘from twice per year to once per week’, enabling the Holocaust Museum ‘to 

shift the dynamic from monitoring ongoing violence to determining where it is likely to 

occur in 12 to 24 months into the future’ (2015: 111). That is, the company’s input shifted 

the project from a reactive to a predictive timeframe, simulating risks in the future. 
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The Guide authors rightly point out that diplomatic applications of data science 

represent a significant step for the field, but their own warnings about biases and 

assumptions, correlation and causation, and data veracity do not seem to temper their 

enthusiasm for this development. Ultimately, the Early Warning Project risks replicating 

the biopolitical strategies described in the previous sections at the scale of international 

diplomacy: by identifying indicators of national instability,53 the project marks out entire 

nations as ‘risky’ and requiring intervention.54 While the US Holocaust Memorial 

Museum is no doubt diligent about the data it uses and the conclusions it reaches in this 

specific example, Booz Allen Hamilton’s enthusiasm for data science in diplomacy – 

especially when it works to declare entire countries as risky and encourage others ‘to 

take action’ – calls to mind the possibility of less well-intentioned, less diligent 

applications of Big Data. 

  

Unease Management 

I showed in the first half of this chapter that a central element of risk societies is how 

they privilege the technical knowledge for navigating risks, which determines the social 

 
 

53 The ‘Risk factors’ that go into the project’s models fall under five categories: ‘Basic Country 

Characteristics’, ‘War and Conflict’, ‘Human Rights and Civil Liberties’, ‘Governance’, and 

‘Socioeconomic’ (Early Warning Project 2018). 

54 A parallel might be drawn with international credit rating agencies, a highly concentrated 

industry dominated by the US-based ‘Big Three’ agencies: Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, and Fitch. 

These agencies continuously evaluate the credit-worthiness of sovereign nations – sometimes 

with significant consequences for those nations – and are alleged to have ‘systematically 

discriminated against left governments in the past two decades’ (Barta and Johnston 2018: 614). 
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distribution of risks – more so, Beck claims, than socioeconomic class (1992: 19-20). In 

Beck’s later work, terrorism joins environmental, financial, and nuclear disaster among 

the risks that characterise ‘reflexive modernity’ (2002), but terrorism is described as a 

different kind of risk. Whereas ‘ecological and financial risks’ are produced by a 

‘pluralization of experts and expert rationalities’ and are largely beyond the 

understanding of ordinary people, the risk of terrorism is characterised by ‘the gross 

simplification of enemy images’ which are globally and instantly understood (2002: 45, 

original emphasis). That is, the concept and the image of the contemporary terrorist (or 

of black smoke billowing from the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center) has a 

powerful, straightforward salience which is universally recognised and enthusiastically 

‘reproduced by the global media’ (2002: 45). More importantly, whereas ecological and 

financial risks are defined by ‘experts and expert rationalities’, the threat of terror is 

formulated in a different sphere: 

The main question is: who defines the identity of a ‘transnational terrorist’? 

Neither judges, nor international courts, but powerful governments and states. 

They empower themselves by defining who is their terrorist enemy, their bin 

Laden. The fundamental distinctions between war and peace, attack and self-

defence collapse. Terrorist enemy images are deterritorialized, de-nationalized 

and flexible state constructions that legitimize the global intervention of 

military powers as ‘self-defence’. 

Beck 2002: 45, original emphasis 

This means that states dictate what or who constitutes a terrorist threat, and they use 

that power to justify expansive surveillance and the costly, controversial War on Terror: 
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‘the power of definition of experts has been replaced by that of states and intelligence 

agencies’ (2002: 45). These are the ‘unease management professionals’ named by Bigo, 

who, ‘in the name of security ... manage technologies of control and surveillance, the 

goal of which is to tell us who and what should inspire unease, as opposed to what is 

inevitable’ (2008: 22). The security discourses promoted by the US and its allies, Bigo 

writes, ‘justify themselves by propagating the idea of a global “(in)security”, attributed to 

the development of threats of mass destruction, thought to derive from terrorist or other 

criminal organisations and the governments that support them’ (2008: 10). 

In short, the privileged producers of knowledge within the discourse of terror risks are 

states, and the knowledge form they apply to navigate those risks is largely that of 

surveillance. Again, this goes some way to explaining the explosion in scope and capacity 

of political surveillance (and political surveillance’s attraction to social media as an 

aggregator of social data). This development, accelerated by the 9/11 terror attacks, 

corresponds with Agamben’s account of the state of exception in which references to 

continual threats legitimise the suspension of law and the deployment of exceptional 

powers; the ‘collapse’ of ‘fundamental distinctions between war and peace, attack and 

self-defence’ in Beck’s formulation (2002: 45). 

Amidst this collapse of categories, surveillance claims to offer a direct connection to 

truth. The veridiction of surveillance knowledge as the method for identifying and 

countering terrorist activity, and its subsequent exceptional legitimacy, is most evident 

in the political defences of overstepping surveillance programs. Barack Obama, in an 

early response to the first Snowden articles, defended mass surveillance as a ‘modest 

encroachment’ on privacy that was necessary for the country’s security: 
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You can’t have 100 percent security and also then have 100 percent privacy and 

zero inconveniences … We’re going to have to make some choices as a society .... 

There are trade-offs involved.55 

Obama in Spetalnick and Holland 2013 

The NSA’s questionable interpretation of an already lenient PATRIOT Act and the 

rubber-stamping secret FISA courts, Obama claims, are justifiable and necessary prices 

to pay for security – such is the value of surveillance to the project of fighting terrorism. 

It is only through this exceptional surveillance program, in other words, that our 

democracy can be secured against outside threats. Within the exceptional context of the 

War on Terror, surveillance acquires paramount veridiction. 

Continuing with Bigo, the contemporary era of (in)security involves 

a practical redefinition of systems of knowledge and know-how that connect the 

public and private security agencies who claim to possess a “truth” founded on 

numerical data and statistics, technologies of biometrics and sociological profiles 

of potential dangerous behaviour. 

Bigo 2008: 12 

Specifically, unease managers ‘claim through the “authority of the statistics”, that they 

have the capacity to class and prioritize the threats, to determine exactly what 

 
 

55 This marked a reversal of the sentiment Obama expressed at his 2009 inauguration, where he 

declared, ‘We reject as false the choice between our safety and our ideals’ (in Chesterman 2011: 

247). 
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constitutes security’ (2008: 12). The truth-claims of big data and other surveillance 

insights allow security specialists – both those of the state, and of instrumentalised 

private entities like Booz Allen Hamilton – to define and discursively produce objects of 

risk and threat. The goal of this discursive production is to correlate ‘war, crime and 

migration’ as the sources and symptoms of (in)security, and to downplay things like 

‘employment, car accidents or good health’ as ‘normal risks’ (Beck might say ‘dangers’) 

(Bigo 2008: 12). 

As recited above, these factors work together for Bigo in a de-differentiated framework 

of external and internal security – a flattened field run equally by heterogeneous unease 

management professionals – ‘a new generative space of struggles between security 

professionals that produces common interests, an identical program of truth and new 

forms of knowledge’ (2008: 17). The ‘ban-opticon’, the central apparatus of this field, is 

characterised by ‘the exceptionalism of power’, the exclusion of certain groups ‘in the 

name of their future potential behaviour’, and the normalisation of ‘the non-excluded’ 

through the ‘production of normative imperatives’ (2008: 32). That is, the exceptional, 

simulative, surveillant security mechanism of the ban-opticon ‘lets die’ and ‘makes live’, 

respectively. 

ICE’s algorithmic ‘Extreme Vetting Initiative’, discussed in the previous section, is a 

good example of surveillance veridiction functioning to ban ‘undesirable’ groups, and 

justifying that ban with the authority of surveillance knowledge. Underpinning the 

proposal is a dataist belief that algorithmic surveillance of immigrants can more 

effectively determine their riskiness – but, as critics suggested, it is woefully vulnerable 

to bias (Biddle 2017). Similarly, underpinning the Visa Overstay Lifecycle program is a 

belief that monitoring social media posts will uncover the true intentions of overstayers. 
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As in the case of two British tourists in 2012, relatively innocuous posts could easily be 

construed as threats or indications of criminal intent and used to justify a ban.56 César 

Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, a critic of the DHS’ Privacy Act expansion described 

above (which enables the agency to collect ‘social media handles, aliases, associated 

identifiable information, and search results’ [Department of Homeland Security 2017]), 

points out that the new rule gives DHS staff a lot of discretion to find ‘hooks’, which may 

then form the basis of a justification to deny entry: 

The fact that information gleaned from Facebook or Instagram or other social 

media networks might not be reliable doesn't mean that it will preclude DHS 

from using it as a basis for excluding people from the United States. 

García Hernández, in Flores 2017 

In other words, the veridiction of social media surveillance is such that it may serve to 

justify excluding travellers or immigrants, even when its accuracy is disputable or 

exaggerated. 

Returning to the example from the beginning of this chapter, The Intercept reported in 

2019 on the details of an ICE investigation that provided a ‘rare glimpse’ into how the 

agency uses social media monitoring in connection with other sources to track and arrest 

immigrants (Rivlin-Nadler 2019). ‘Sid’, the subject of the ICE investigation, had 

 
 

56 After tweeting to a friend, ‘free this week for quick gossip/prep before I go and destroy 

America?’, Leigh Van Bryan and his traveling companion were detained at Los Angeles 

International Airport before being sent home the following day. Van Bryan insisted 

unsuccessfully that ‘destroy America’ meant ‘to get trashed and party’ (in Hartley-Parkinson 

2012). 
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previously been deported to Mexico after living in the US since the age of one, and had 

illegally re-entered the country to be with his family. ICE first discovered that Sid might 

be back in the US by using its National Criminal Analysis and Targeting Center 

(NCATC), which ‘pulls data from other federal agencies, as well as commercial data 

brokers, to match the names of deported individuals to recent car registrations, utility 

bills, and mailing addresses, among other records’ (Rivlin-Nadler 2019). In other words, 

the system checks official records – both government records and those purchased from 

private companies by data brokers – for the names of people who were previously 

deported and who are considered a risk for re-entry. In Sid’s case, ICE officials found a 

match with a commercial database provided by Thomson-Reuters, called CLEAR, which 

provided agents information on Sid’s address and vehicle. In order to substantiate the 

database match and track Sid, ICE’s Pacific Enforcement Response Center (PERC) 

identified his Facebook account: 

A few weeks later, on May 4, 2018, an official at PERC wrote back to say that he 

had found Sid’s Facebook account. Sid was using his legal name on Facebook, 

although it’s a very common name and not easily distinguishable …. The official 

then ran the addresses CLEAR provided through Google Maps and compared 

them to photos that Sid had posted on Facebook of his father’s backyard birthday 

party. One of the addresses was a match – which meant the Facebook account 

belonged to the person ICE was looking for. 

Rivlin-Nadler 2019 

Close analysis of Sid’s Facebook photos (figure 19, below) matched part of a house to a 

Google Maps view of an address connected to Sid or his family by CLEAR. This 
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connection meant ICE were confident they had the right Facebook profile, enabling 

them to monitor Sid on social media and track his movement and activity. 

 

Figure 19: A scan of an ICE document provided in discovery for Sid’s criminal case. The official 

matches Google Maps imagery of an address connected with Sid (discovered using CLEAR), 

with the background of a photo posted by Sid to Facebook (Rivlin-Nadler 2019). 
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Rivlin-Nadler points out that the monitoring extended to an analysis of Sid’s personal 

life through his Facebook posts, with an official noting, ‘The target may not be together 

with REDACTED at the moment he wrote on his page a general statement of missing 

someone and mentioned later how he is broken hearted’ (in Rivlin-Nadler 2019). Sid’s 

social media profile joined an assemblage of other data sources that led eventually to his 

arrest when he checked in via Facebook at a hardware store. Sid’s example demonstrates 

the veridiction of social media information, which is leveraged to substantiate database 

surveillance leading to devastating real-world consequences for a man designated on the 

wrong side of a biopolitical caesura. Sid’s circumstances and history marked him as 

suspicious and led to his identification by the NCATC; his own usage of Facebook gave 

ICE the rest of the information it needed – including his physical location – to identify 

and arrest him. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, biometric surveillance has its own powerful truth-

claim based on inalienable markers of biology. Like other Big Data and machine-

learning models, biometrics carry assumptions and biases that risk reproducing the 

nakedly biopolitical discrimination of phrenology or physiognomy. As Pugliese notes (in 

an Intercept article about the use of computerised ‘vocal risk assessment’ to evaluate the 

honesty of immigrants based on speech patterns), such technologies appeal to an 

‘objective purchase’ on biometric indicators of risk (in Kofman 2018), concealing the 

subjective influence and political intention of their human designers. 

In sum, these examples show the shortcomings of surveillance knowledge: its powerful 

claims to truth must be contextualised within the political dynamics that attribute it 

paramount veridiction. And those dynamics – of exception, risk-management, and the 

biopolitical management of undesirable groups – inflect surveillance knowledge 
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intractably with the biases and agendas of states. It is because of these reasons – not in 

spite of them – that states ‘believe’ in the truth-telling power of social media 

surveillance. 

  

2.2.3 | HEGEMONIC INSECURITY 

This logic describes how political surveillance agencies use the hegemony of the state – 

an authority ultimately secured by the monopoly on the legitimate use of violence – to 

sustain the ‘(in)security’ described by Bigo (2008). In particular, the NSA’s and GCHQ’s 

efforts to break or otherwise circumvent encryption exemplify the logic of targeted 

insecurity in the interest, theoretically, of security overall.57 The NSA describes and 

justifies these efforts as essential to decoding the communications of would-be terrorists 

(Perlroth et al 2013), but breaking or circumventing encryption creates vulnerabilities 

that are equally exploitable by ‘bad actors’. As Matthew Green summarises: ‘The risk is 

that when you build a back door into systems, you’re not the only one to exploit it’ (in 

Perlroth et al 2013). That is, the security case for decryption – a sacrifice of collective 

privacy for the ‘greater good’ of terror prevention – simultaneously produces 

insecurities. Knowing this, the NSA and GCHG continue to pursue decryption under the 

twin beliefs that they can break decryption in secret (without exposing flaws to bad 

actors), and that the mission of decryption is worth creating new flaws because of the 

exceptional, risk-navigating epistemology of political surveillance described previously. 

 
 

57 Encryption is the process of encoding a message so that it can only be decoded and read by an 

authorised party with the use of a decryption key.  
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In some cases, these efforts literally constitute social media at what Benkler calls the 

‘physical’ layer of infrastructure and the ‘logical’ layer of code (2006: 392) – by tapping 

undersea cables and deliberately inserting flaws in internet architecture and standards, 

and by provoking defensive mechanisms on the part of social media companies. 

Moreover, this insecurity is wielded asymmetrically as the privileged capacity of 

hegemonic political surveillance, whereby the question of consent is navigated with 

reference to the social contract. That is, unlike economic surveillance, the authority of 

political surveillors to weaken security and intercept communications is not enshrined 

by an agreement to terms and conditions, but with reference to populations’ tacit 

acceptance of the social contract. 

  

Contract Consent 

Simon Chesterman, in One Nation Under Surveillance, argues that a new kind of social 

contract is emerging in the post-9/11 security nexus, ‘premised on granting access to 

information’, rather than ‘ceding powers of coercion’ (2011: 250). Social contract theory 

– beginning with Thomas Hobbes – examines how the coercive political authority of 

government is legitimised with reference to ‘some kind of pact’ (Chesterman 2011: 249); 

that is, the ‘nasty, brutish, and short’ lives of humans in a state of nature – a ‘miserable 

condition of warre’ – are improved by the security and affordances of society, in 

exchange for submission to the authority of government (Hobbes 1981). A ‘contract’, 

Chesterman argues, ‘must be premised on some measure of consent’ (2011: 248), so, 

within the social contract that seemingly authorises exceptional political surveillance as 
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a safeguard against the insecurities of global terror, how and why do the governed 

consent? 

Echoing the sentiment of President Obama cited above, or of Google Chief Economist 

Hal Varian, who argued that users ‘trade’ their privacy for the convenience of ‘Google 

Now’ (in Zuboff 2015), Chesterman theorises that this ‘new social contract’ hinges on the 

willing surrender of privacy in exchange for ‘a measure of increased security and the 

convenience of living in the modern world’ (2011: 250). While this exchange may take 

place ‘without much reflection’ on the part of the newly transparent governed, ‘the vast 

majority of the population appears to accept the transfer in practice’ (2011: 250). 

Ultimately, Chesterman argues, the evidence for this new social contract is in the fact of 

widespread surveillance, which has gradually expanded and intensified with little 

effective political opposition, demonstrating the population’s consent for it. 

In some respects, this arrangement contrasts significantly with the way economic 

surveillance secures consent. Facebook users, for instance, must explicitly agree to the 

terms of service and data policy of that platform. These grant Facebook the legal right to 

collect and monetise data as set out in those documents, and they are mechanisms for 

users to challenge Facebook’s surveillant overreach. In reality, as Zuboff shows, 

companies like Facebook and Google take an ‘absolutist’ approach to consent, 

characterised by retroactively updating terms to secure consent symbolically, only when 

surveillance overreach sparks controversy (2014). As Zeynep Tufekci argues, this 

approach makes ‘fully informed’ consent to extensive data collection a legal fiction – 

‘especially since it is practically irrevocable’ (2018). 
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Political surveillance is similarly (theoretically) restricted by the laws and regulations 

that make up the social contract between governor and governed, but as the NSA 

examples show, it also operates with an absolutist approach to consent. Both economic 

and political surveillance, in broad terms, are restricted by the contracts – terms of 

service in the former case, laws and regulations in the latter – that hold them 

accountable to users and citizens respectively, but both have also shown tendencies to 

disregard or creatively reinterpret those contracts. The disregard for privacy, 

transparency, and democracy shown by the NSA (and its partner agencies in the US and 

around the world) demonstrate the exceptional, absolutist hegemony of political 

surveillance. One key difference that Chesterman identifies in the ‘new’ social contract is 

that it is ‘theoretically possible to opt out of this new set of arrangements’, by minimizing 

one’s ‘digital footprint’ (2011: 251); ‘Alternatively, encryption software can be used for 

telecommunications and anonymizing services when accessing the Internet’ (2011: 251). 

  

Exceptional Access 

In the 1990s, the US government under Bill Clinton sought to force all strong encryption 

systems to ‘retain a copy of keys necessary to decrypt information with a trusted third 

party who would turn over keys to law enforcement upon proper legal authorization’ 

(Abelson et al 2015: 70). This was known as the Clipper Chip proposal, named after the 

chipset – developed by the NSA – which would have enabled the mandatory ‘key 

escrow’. Functionally, the Clipper Chip would have provided law enforcement with 

backdoor access to any encrypted communications (Perlroth et al 2013). It was defeated 

by ‘an unlikely coalition’ of Republican and Democrat politicians, ‘as well as the 
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televangelist Pat Robertson, Silicon Valley executives and the American Civil Liberties 

Union’ (Perlroth et al 2013). A group of industry experts and academics collaborated on 

a 1997 report on the risks of the Clipper Chip and similar initiatives, concluding, ‘The 

massive deployment of key-recovery-based infrastructures to meet law enforcement’s 

stated specifications will require significant sacrifices in security and convenience and 

substantially increased costs to all users of encryption’ (Abelson et al 1997: 19). 

Many of the same academics who challenged the Clipper Chip in 1997 contributed to a 

2015 report challenging more recent political and technological anti-encryption efforts 

under the umbrella of ‘exceptional access’58 (Abelson et al 2015). Abelson et al argue that 

government-mandated exceptional access would ‘force a U-turn from the technical best 

practices now being deployed to make the Internet more secure’ (2015: 70). It would also 

increase system complexity – creating new vulnerabilities – and concentrate power in 

key databases, making them attractive targets for ‘bad actors’ (2015: 70). 

The NSA has secretly continued the exceptional access project under the codename 

BULLRUN – one of the most sensitive and closely-guarded programs revealed by 

Snowden (Perlroth et al 2013).59 According to a set of GCHQ slides overviewing the 

 
 

58  ‘Exceptional access’ describes a data access situation which ‘is not one that was included 

within the intended bounds of the original transaction’ (Dam and Lin 1996, in Abelson et al 2015: 

71).  

59 The NSA guards the secrets behind BULLRUN particularly closely, because decryption only 

works if the parties having their communications intercepted are unaware that it is possible: ‘An 

adversary who knows what we can/cannot break is able to elude our capabilities even without 

knowing the technical details of how the capabilities work’ (Snowden Doc Search 2014d, original 

emphasis). 
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NSA’s program, BULLRUN ‘Covers the ability to defeat encryption used in specific 

network communications’, and ‘Includes multiple, extremely sensitive, sources and 

methods’ (Snowden Doc Search 2014d). Without specifying the cryptanalytic capabilities 

of the NSA ‘now coming on line [sic]’, the slides tease, ‘Vast amounts of encrypted 

Internet data which have up till now been discarded are now exploitable’ (Snowden Doc 

Search 2014d). 

Michelle Cayford et al write that BULLRUN encompasses a variety of approaches to 

decryption and encryption circumvention: ‘obtaining encryption keys, backdoors, 

influencing encryption standards, and brute force’ (2015: 646). The NSA obtains 

encryption keys by force (with FISC orders or by hacking company databases) or in 

collaboration with willing companies (Cayford et al 2015: 646).60 This method leans on 

the authority of the state as monopoly-holder over the legitimate use of violence. The 

agency is also purported to have influenced encryption industry standards, leaning on 

the NSA’s reputation as an authority on encryption and data security while 

compromising standards to be more easily circumvented in future (2015: 646). Finally, 

BULLRUN includes the use of ‘brute computer force to break weak encryption’, which, 

Cayford et al claim, prompted Google and Facebook to switch to longer encryption keys 

in 2015 (2015: 646). Cayford et al place the NSA’s surveillance efforts on a scale from 

‘mass’ to ‘targeted’ surveillance. They note that decryption occupies a ‘variable space’ on 

this scale: key decryption itself must be targeted (i.e. the NSA sets out to decrypt or 

obtain specific keys from specific companies), however, ‘what this yields could be 

 
 

60 GCHQ slides warn analysts not to ‘ask about or speculate on sources or methods underpinning 

BULLRUN successes’ (Snowden Doc Search 2014d). 
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targeted or mass surveillance (e.g. it could read all the traffic of a company once it has 

the encryption key)’ (Cayford et al 2015: 646). Indeed, the dream of the BULLRUN 

program is to decrypt and access all communications, 

to move away from decrypting targets’ tools one by one and instead decode, in 

real time, all of the information flying over the world’s fiber optic cables and 

through its Internet hubs, only afterward searching the decrypted material for 

valuable intelligence. 

Perlroth et al 2013 

Because the details of BULLRUN and (the GCHQ’s corresponding program) 

EDGEHILL’s relationships to technology companies are highly secret, it is unknown how 

Facebook is implicated in the program – but it is certainly a target, along with Google, 

Yahoo, and Microsoft (according to investigative reporting [Perlroth et al 2013]). Any 

and all of BULLRUN’s methods may have been leveraged against Facebook: it could 

have been lawfully forced to share decryption keys, or it could have participated 

willingly; its encryption may have been defeated by ‘brute force’ computing power, or 

undermined by NSA hackers; or its security may have been built on exploitable flaws, 

like a predictability weakness in a popular, government-endorsed ‘cryptographically 

secure pseudorandom number-generator’ (Perlroth et al 2013; Saarinen 2015).61 

 
 

61 Although Cayford et al are sceptical of the NSA’s influence on most common encryption 

standards, as they ‘were developed by open groups outside the US’ (2015: 646), the New York 

Times (Perlroth et al) confirmed long-held suspicions that the RNG algorithm 
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BULLRUN demonstrates the hegemonic insecurity of political surveillance, which 

leverages its authority as holder of the monopoly over the legitimate use of violence and 

the social contract to create insecurity for security’s sake. Responding to BULLRUN’s 

exposure, the ACLU released a statement from principal technologist Christopher 

Soghoian: 

Even as the NSA demands more powers to invade our privacy in the name of 

cybersecurity, it is making the internet less secure and exposing us to criminal 

hacking, foreign espionage, and unlawful surveillance. The NSA's efforts to 

secretly defeat encryption are recklessly short-sighted and will further erode not 

only the United States' reputation as a global champion of civil liberties and 

privacy but the economic competitiveness of its largest companies. 

in ACLU 2013 

Soghoian highlights how BULLRUN shows the NSA acting ‘in the name of cybersecurity’ 

precisely to make the internet ‘less secure’, and abusing its power as a branch of 

exceptional government and a longstanding cybersecurity authority to do so. Soghoian 

highlights another element of this surveillance logic as it applies to Facebook: the 

peculiarly American hegemony enabled by its role as ‘the primary hub for worldwide 

telecommunications’, in the NSA’s own words (in Harding 2014: 202). That is, on all 

three of the internet’s ‘layers’ (per Benkler [2000]) – of ‘physical’ infrastructure (fibre 

optic cabling), ‘logical’ code (encryption standards), and ‘content’ (dominated by US 

 
 

‘DUAL_EC_DRGB’ used in encryption had a deliberate, exploitable weakness written into it by 

the NSA (Saarinen 2015). 
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companies such as Facebook) – US hegemony is evident (albeit challenged [cf. Winseck 

2017]). 

Ultimately, BULLRUN exemplifies the logic of hegemonic insecurity underpinning this 

surveillance form: political surveillance (especially when untethered by exception from 

norms of democracy and accountability) takes whatever it wants, and justifies itself 

wherever necessary with reference to the authority of the state. 

  

2.2.4 | PUBLIC-PRIVATE ASSEMBLAGE 

PRISM is a team sport 

In the previous chapter, I showed how the assemblage logic of drawing diverse sources 

together in productive collaboration is characteristic of economic surveillance. Facebook 

seeks to uncover new advertising insights by collecting data across a range of categories 

(for example with its API ‘Platform’) enabling many instances of data collection to 

function in aggregate as an assemblage with an expanded capacity for surveillance. The 

same logic underlies political surveillance: the desire to ‘Collect it all’ involves 

assembling data from diverse sources into searchable databases. Further, as the 

Snowden PRISM slides demonstrate, the NSA’s data stash is an assemblage of 

assemblages: it seeks to collect and integrate data ‘directly from the servers’ of Facebook, 

Google, Microsoft, Apple, and others – each of which, following the economic 

surveillance logics discussed previously, draws in points of data from a multitude of 

diverse sources (e.g. API third parties) and dimensions of life (locative, biometric, social, 

affective, etc). This public/private assemblage also operates within the space of 
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exception: the unconsented reapplication in the public sphere of information given and 

gathered privately is an exceptional measure unbeholden to democratic accountability, 

and the NSA’s collection of private data is defended with reference to exceptional 

threats.  

One NSA memo included in the Snowden files describes data-sharing initiatives 

undertaken to improve the flow of information from the NSA’s PRISM system to the FBI 

and CIA (Snowden Doc Search 2014e). While PRISM, the system which collates data 

from numerous corporate sources including Facebook and Google, is self-evidently an 

assemblage of economic surveillance sources, the way the NSA shares that information 

with other agencies in the US political sphere demonstrates a broader assemblage of 

political surveillance entities. These entities collaborate to grow the surveillance capacity 

of the US state. The memo concludes, ‘PRISM is a team sport!’ (Snowden Doc Search 

2014e; Greenwald 2014: 98). 

A prominent example of the public-private surveillance assemblage is the software and 

consultancy company Palantir, owned and managed by venture capitalist Peter Thiel.62 

Named after the all-seeing crystal balls from The Lord of the Rings, Palantir offers a 

suite of surveillance capabilities to customers in the private and public sectors. A 

Bloomberg profile of the company describes Palantir as fulfilling a similar function to 

the NSA’s PRISM and X-KEYSCORE, and offering that functionality to wealthy 

companies and US state departments alike: 

 
 

62  Thiel, an early investor in Facebook, also sits on the Facebook Board of Directors. 
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The company’s engineers and products don’t do any spying themselves; they’re 

more like a spy’s brain, collecting and analyzing information that’s fed in from 

the hands, eyes, nose, and ears. The software combs through disparate data 

sources – financial documents, airline reservations, cellphone records, social 

media postings – and searches for connections that human analysts might miss. 

It then presents the linkages in colorful, easy-to-interpret graphics that look like 

spider webs. 

Waldman et al 2018 

The authors investigate how JP Morgan and the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) 

have leveraged Palantir’s vision. They liken a former JP Morgan staff member who used 

Palantir’s software and engineers to Apocalypse Now’s Colonel Kurz – mad with power 

and paranoia – a ‘one-man National Security Agency’ (Waldman et al 2018). 

Governmental applications of the software exemplify the exceptional deployment of 

security approaches to contexts that are distant from the type of ‘national security’ which 

justifies political surveillance: 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services uses Palantir to detect 

Medicare fraud. The FBI uses it in criminal probes. The Department of 

Homeland Security deploys it to screen air travelers and keep tabs on 

immigrants. 

Waldman et al 2018 

Thiel, an outspoken libertarian, sees Palantir and other players in the surveillance-

industrial complex as an important compromise between insecurity and a ‘police state’ – 
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that is, Palantir et al maintain security without granting the state outsized and draconian 

surveillance capabilities (Vance and Stone 2011). Thiel argues that the best way ‘to 

prevent another catastrophic attack without becoming a police state’ is to give the (US) 

government ‘the best surveillance tools possible, while building in safeguards against 

their abuse’ (Waldman et al 2018). 

But the existence of Palantir has not stopped the US government from advancing its own 

surveillance programs (as the Snowden files attest) and Thiel’s idea of ‘safeguards’ may 

not satisfy privacy and civil liberties advocates. For instance, the LAPD’s use of Palantir 

creates plenty of opportunity for discriminatory social sorting (Brayne 2017).63 Palantir’s 

software produces a detailed social map of offenders and associates, and patrol officers 

use excuse charges like jaywalking to frequently stop the ‘pre-crime suspects’ who 

appear on that map. As Waldman et al illustrate, policing and security measures carried 

out on this basis replicate the racial and socioeconomic biases which animate the 

surveillant social sort; the veridiction of Palantir’s social mapping is powerful, and has 

locked innocent individuals into a cycle of constant police attention based on biopolitical 

characteristics. 

Palantir claims to work with its law enforcement customers to ensure compliance with 

legal and policy obligations, but also defers ultimate responsibility to its clients, adding, 

‘Police Agencies have internal responsibility for ensuring that their information systems 

are used in a manner consistent with their policies and procedures’ (Palantir, in 

 
 

63 Palantir also has a USD $41 million contract with ICE, to develop the agency’s ‘investigative 

case management’ system (Waldman et al 2018). 
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Waldman et al 2018). This arrangement underlines the key problematic of the public-

private assemblage: the exceptional ‘cause’ justifying the assemblage, which invites 

private enterprise into the public space of security and surveillance, also diffuses 

responsibility and erodes democratic accountability. That is, citizens do not vote for the 

surveillance programs that their police forces use, and cannot easily hold them to 

account; the capabilities and applications of these programs are not transparent. 

Palantir reflects an exceptional security atmosphere, in which due process, civil liberties, 

and democratic accountability are bypassed in favour of security outcomes. But it also 

reflects a peculiarly neoliberal exception, in which the best solutions to those exceptional 

challenges are expected to come from – or at least most convincingly marketed out of – 

the private sphere. 

 

2.2.5 | SIMULATIVE RISK MANAGEMENT 

UPSTREAM Control 

In the previous chapter, I noted that simulative economic surveillance interpellates a 

desiring subjectivity: Facebook’s data doubles are profiles of consumer interests, geared 

towards predicting and encouraging new desires – or as Zwick and Denegri Knott 

describe, towards matching manipulable dividuals to the demands of advertisers (2009). 

Political surveillance is also aimed towards the future, but it interpellates subjects 

instead as aleatory and risky. In Bigo’s words (and in the apt name of an NSA 

interception strategy), political surveillance is aimed ‘upstream’ from risks, managing 

them from both a physical distance and a temporal one (2008: 39, footnote 45).  
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The simulative dimension of political surveillance – whereby surveillance data is used to 

predict the future and inform security measures in the present – interweaves the logics 

of biopolitical suspicion and exceptional veridiction. Biopolitical suspicion works on the 

assumption that categories of people are instructive for predicting their riskiness; i.e., as 

in the examples used above, immigrants, protestors, Muslims, and African Americans 

are collected into categories of riskiness and targeted for risk management practices of 

surveillance and exclusion. The exceptional veridiction of surveillance knowledge is also 

a veridiction of risk-management simulations. For example, the prediction that Muslim 

people are risky because of their supposed susceptibility to ‘radicalisation’ has a 

powerful claim to truth in the exceptional context of an Islamophobic war on terror. This 

means that the biopolitics of race, religion, and terror – which is premised upon and 

justifies political surveillance of Muslims – recursively enables exclusion and 

surveillance of a targeted minority; it is a self-fulfilling project. As in the case of 

economic surveillance, the logics that fundamentally direct political surveillance 

compound and overlap one another: it is most productive to understand simulative risk 

management with reference to biopolitical suspicion and exceptional veridiction. 

Sociologist Sarah Brayne spent two and a half years conducting field work to see how the 

LAPD has taken up and continues to integrate big data surveillance tools, particularly 

those offered by Palantir (2017). Overall, Brayne sought to interrogate the ‘migration of 

law enforcement operations towards intelligence activities’ (2017: 986). While law 

enforcement ‘typically becomes involved once a criminal incident has occurred’, she 

writes, ‘Intelligence, by contrast, is fundamentally predictive’ (2017: 986; see Feeley and 

Simon 1992; Ericson and Haggerty 1997). Brayne outlines five resultant shifts in 

policing, which exist on a continuum between ‘amplification’ of prior practices, and 
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‘fundamental transformation’ into wholly new police practices (2017: 978). The 

quantification of risk with ‘scores’ and the use of data for predictive, rather than 

reactionary policing are mostly amplifications of prior practices (2017: 986-9). The 

move in policing from ‘query-based’ to ‘alert-based’ intelligence systems (whereby 

information is presented in automatic alerts that are set up by police, rather than only 

being returned from deliberate queries) is halfway along the continuum between 

amplification and transformation of police practice, in Brayne’s estimation (2017: 990-

1). Finally, the lowered thresholds for database inclusion, and the integration 

(assemblage) of systems to allow data ‘function creep’, represent fundamental 

transformations in how police work is conducted (2017: 992-5). For the most part, 

Brayne’s five key shifts do not closely link to social media – except that social media 

information is among the data drawn into policing intelligence networks – but they 

connect fruitfully with several of the logics of political surveillance I have set out here, 

and especially the logic of simulation. 

The use of ‘scores’ to quantify risky individuals, and to then distribute and justify police 

attention, demonstrates the logic of simulative risk management (and the calculative 

mode of security overall). LA police use field interview (FI) cards to create a record of 

every encounter with an individual that they have, noting characteristics, associates, and 

vehicle information; being stopped by police for an FI adds one ‘point’ to an individual’s 

risk score. FI cards ‘were one of the first data sources integrated into Palantir’ (Brayne 

2017: 987). The ‘feedback loop’ of FIs closely reflects the simulative function according 

to Bogard: it ‘reproduces truth “in advance” of its veridiction’ (2012: 31). That is,  
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FIs are both causes and consequences of high point values. An individual having 

a high point value is predictive of future police contact, and that police contact 

further increases the individual’s point value. 

Brayne 2017: 987 

In this sense, the individual risk score is a kind of hyperreal simulation: it refers only to 

itself as justification and evidence of its realness. Simultaneously, there is a logic of 

veridiction enabling continual police attention to function as a self-explanatory, self-

justifying marker of risk.  

The reduced threshold for inclusion in police databases reflects the political surveillance 

logic of biopolitical suspicion. Palantir’s social mapping technology mentioned above 

creates what Brayne calls a ‘secondary surveillance network’, occupied by people who 

may have no criminal record, and no past contact with law enforcement, but who instead 

have a social link to a ‘central person of interest’ (2017: 992). This enables biopolitical 

categories to create connections in the eyes of law enforcement, collecting people 

according to their association in a suspicious, secondary surveillance network. The 

fundamental biopolitical and simulative assumption underpinning Palantir’s social 

mapping is that investigating people’s shared backgrounds will enable police to identify 

future lawbreakers. Naturally, Facebook’s own social mapping platform – rendered 

more authentic by the fact it is filled out by witting participants – is of value to this 

political surveillance arrangement, and social media information is among that 

incorporated into the LAPD’s usage of Palantir. 

Political surveillance produces the suspicious status of being ‘in the system’, which opens 

an individual up to more attention and confrontation with police. The goal of FIs is to 
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capture as many people as possible in the system without having to have apprehended 

them for any particular crime; FI cards function then ‘as entities that future data points 

can be linked to’ (Brayne 2017: 987). Once you are in the system, you are treated by 

police with suspicion; you exist within a category of risk, and you cannot escape that 

category.  

Although LAPD and Palantir employees frequently told me that to be ‘in the 

system,’ a person needed to have had criminal justice contact, the use of network 

diagrams and the inclusion of ALPR [Automatic License Plate Reader] data in 

the Palantir platform offer clear examples in which individuals with no criminal 

justice contact are included in law enforcement databases. 

Brayne 2017: 993 

The final transition in big data policing that Brayne describes – data system integration 

– closely mirrors the logic of public-private assemblage: ‘The Palantir platform’, she 

writes, ‘integrates disparate data sources and makes it possible to quickly search across 

databases’ (2017: 994). In her experience, this included ‘external data originally 

collected for non-criminal justice purposes’, including social media (2017: 995). 

Palantir shows how simulative data is destiny; the veridiction of surveillant prophecy 

locks people into the future that is predicted for them. ‘Once targets are enmeshed in a 

spidergram, they’re stuck’ Waldman et al write of Operation LASER (Los Angeles’ 

Strategic Extraction and Restoration program) (2018). They explore the example of a 22-

year-old East LA resident named Manuel Rios, who was never a gang member, but 

whose friends were. Despite his innocence, Rios was added by a patrol police to their 

gang database – probably in the form of an FI card – on the basis of his associations.  
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Since then he’s been stopped more than a dozen times, he says, and told that if he 

doesn’t like it he should move …. ‘They say you’re in the system, you can’t lie to 

us,’ he says … ‘They go by their facts, not the real facts.’ 

Waldman et al 2018. 

As Rios’ comments indicate, he has found himself ‘in the system’, in an uphill battle 

against the veridiction of simulative political surveillance. That is, on the basis of 

biopolitical suspicion, he has been entered into a self-fulfilling system of risk assessment 

which turns the state’s disciplinary apparatus against him; it does not matter that he is 

not a gang member. 

The LAPD’s Palantir-boosted application of big data is fundamentally a simulative 

surveillance approach to policing. It is geared towards predicting riskiness and 

distributing police resources to manage it. It is simulative in the Baudrillardian sense of 

the ‘hyperreal’, in that future estimations of risk refer to past simulations of risk, and so 

the systematic biases and gaps in data continually reproduce themselves, gradually 

overlaying the ‘real’ with a simulated network of criminals and associates. 'Predictive 

models are performative,’ Brayne writes, ‘creating a feedback loop in which they not only 

predict events such as crime or police contact, but also contribute to their future 

occurrence' (2017: 998). 

As mentioned above, because it is a system for identifying threats, political surveillance 

identifies and categorises subjects according to their aleatory characteristics and their 

ostensible riskiness. Brayne notes that a series of social dynamics ‘inform the historical 

crime data that are fed into the predictive policing algorithm’ – meaning Palantir’s 

‘training data’ for modelling risk is always systematically biased – yet ‘once they are 
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inputted as data, the predictions appear impartial’ and bias is hidden ‘under a patina of 

objectivity’ (2017: 998).64 The LAPD’s predictive policing functions at the intersection of 

biopolitical suspicion, exceptional veridiction, public-private assemblage, and simulative 

risk management.  

--- 

Building on the account of economic surveillance in the previous chapter, and the 

literature review above, this section has used a range of examples to explore how five 

logics of political surveillance function in relation to social media. Together, these logics 

demonstrate that a different strategy of power overlaps and co-opts the strategies that 

animate economic surveillance. Where economic surveillance savours and absorbs 

difference as a marketable marker, difference functions in political surveillance as a 

biopolitical caesura – a point where one category of people is identified as riskier than 

another. 

Per biopolitical suspicion, political surveillance sweeps up as much of the information 

generated and exchanged on Facebook et al as possible, and uses the biopolitical 

categories of demographic data to identify people who cannot be ‘made to live’, who are 

faced with the potentiality of bare life – of being identified according to biological and 

behavioural characteristics as unworthy of political participation – and who may face 

literal or political death. Per exceptional veridiction, political surveillance heightens the 

 
 

64  These social dynamics are to do with what types of crimes and criminals are most commonly 

reported to police, e.g. ‘police focus their attention and resources on Black communities at a 

disproportionately high rate’ (Brayne 2017: 998). 
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truth claims of data collected extra-legally by agencies like the NSA, taking ideological 

cover behind the security discourse of terror and the statistical insights of Big Data. Per 

hegemonic insecurity, political surveillance operates with the consent of the social 

contract afforded to the state, and it wields its monopoly to create insecurity in the name 

of its own security apparatus. Finally, public-private assemblage and simulative risk 

management are two logics that describe the tendency of political surveillance to access 

and instrumentalise the data collection of non-state entities, and to target its risk 

management (or ‘control’) at aleatory phenomena in the future; both logics exacerbate 

the most dangerous possibilities of social sorting. Social media exists at the nexus of 

these logics – not as visibly constituted by political as economic surveillance, but always 

inflected and contextualised by the desires of states for full-take surveillance that sorts 

bodies, claims exceptional power over truth, wields the potentiality of bare life, and 

exerts a hegemonic reach over protocol.  

 

2.3 | POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEILLANCE 

As this chapter and the previous one have shown, there are many points of overlap and 

intersection between economic and political surveillance. I have used several different 

metaphors to describe the interactions of surveillance forms so far in this thesis (an 

‘ecosystem’; a ‘battleground’), which each capture some characteristic of the contested 

social media surveillance-scape, but which are also all – by their very nature – imperfect 

simplifications of a complex reality. The notion of surveillance forms within an 

ecosystem highlights the complex interactions between forms, but falsely suggests a 

‘balanced’, ‘natural’ order and a strict hierarchy (or ‘food chain’). The notion of 
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surveillance as a contested battleground – where territory is won and lost by competing 

surveillance interests – gestures to the shifting battle lines between surveillance forms, 

but overlooks the moments of co-operation and mutual benefit that parallel the conflicts 

and differences. 

Inspired in part by David Savat’s approach to discipline and control (2009: 59), I 

propose that we can imagine the relationship between political and economic 

surveillance as a pair of overlaid waveforms of different frequencies (figure 20 below): 

while at some moments their crests compound and reinforce one another, at others the 

one’s crest is directly countered and cancelled by the other’s trough. The amplitude of 

these combined wavelengths is not a measure of surveillance reach or intensity, but of 

alignment in the means, motivations, and actors of political and economic surveillance.  

 

Figure 20: Two waves of different frequencies (top), representing how political and economic 

surveillance, when combined (bottom), produce crests and troughs of alignment and 

misalignment. 

This is not to suggest a rhythmic or even split in alignment and misalignment between 

economic and political surveillance, but to illustrate that the two forms always exist in a 
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complex relationship with each other – the crests and troughs of their overlaid waveform 

mark the most visible moments in that relationship. 

For example, the logic of assemblage and the example of the NSA’s PRISM surveillance 

show the two waveforms aligned at a crest of reinforcement. The tendency to pull diverse 

data threads into cooperation is central to both political and economic surveillance and 

works simultaneously to advance both forms. That is, Facebook’s economic assemblage 

of data – because that data is accessed as part of political surveillance (based on what 

Snowden has shown) – is at the same time an (arguably unwitting) act of political 

surveillance. However, the oppositional stance adopted by Facebook and other 

companies implicated in PRISM after Snowden’s leaks were made public, and in 

particular the calls from the private sector for reforms of political surveillance, represent 

a trough. In fact, Facebook and the other major companies named in the PRISM slides 

quickly formed the ‘Reform Government Coalition’ to lobby for tighter controls and 

more transparency around political surveillance (Gibbs 2014). The Snowden revelations 

also put technology companies under renewed scrutiny from non-US governments 

around the world. In an open letter, Chief Executive of the Consumer Electronics 

Association Gary Shapiro vocalised this concern more clearly, writing, 

American technology companies have been hurt by reactions to the revelation of 

the US government’s bulk data collection … Many companies have lost business, 

or face laws designed to restrict data flows, due to foreign governments’ fear that 

the US government can reach company-managed data at will. Several companies, 

including members of CEA, have already lost contracts with foreign governments 

worth millions of dollars. Further, several governments may now limit the free 

flow of data across borders, damaging the utility and functionality of the internet. 
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Shapiro 2014, in Gibbs 2014 

With slightly less tact than Facebook et al, Shapiro describes how the ‘free flow of data 

across borders’ – a euphemistic cover for surveillant assemblage – is threatened, 

ultimately, by the US government’s hegemonic insecurity. This ‘trough’ in the 

political/economic surveillance relationship does not reflect diametrically opposed 

approaches to data collection, transparency, or privacy – far from it. Instead, it reflects 

outrage in the economic sphere that political surveillance would undermine the public 

trust that is essential to both forms. 

Examples from the surveillance-industrial complex, such as ICE’s call for social media 

monitoring technology from the private sector (Biddle 2017), Palantir’s distribution of 

surveillance software to major corporations and a variety of government departments 

(Waldman et al 2018), and NSA use of Google’s cookies to identify hacking targets 

(Soltani, Peterson, and Gellman 2013) are crests of political/economic surveillance 

alignment.  

The ‘exceptional veridiction’ of surveillance knowledge reflects another crest in the 

political-economic waveform: both economic and political surveillance depend at their 

core on a claim to the insight of surveillance data, the reliability of conclusions drawn by 

putting data into combination, and the truthfulness of the connection between dividual 

profile and embodied individual. For Facebook’s economic surveillance, the claims of its 

simulative advertising model (and its ability to sell ad space) rest on this veridiction, 

while political surveillance appeals to the truth of surveillance knowledge to justify and 

perpetuate a state of exception. The two forms are therefore aligned in their promotion 

of surveillance knowledge as the key to unearthing hitherto-unknowable truths. 
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‘Biopolitical suspicion’ reflects an alignment of the surveillant methods and motivations 

of the two forms: the categories instituted by economic surveillance for advertising 

purposes work for political surveillance to organise and search populations within 

databases according to biopolitical criteria. 

Naturally, this waveform account of political and economic surveillance interactions is 

as limited as any other metaphor. There is not a regular cycle to these interactions, an 

even distribution across crests and troughs of alignment and misalignment, or indeed 

two discrete political and economic waveforms that can be fully disentangled. I also do 

not want to suggest that the logics and examples of surveillance presented in these last 

two chapters can be straightforwardly charted on a diagram of overlapping waveforms. 

Nothing in the opaque surveillance industry is quite as predictable, regular, or discrete. 

But as a diagram of the relationship between these surveillance forms, their logics, and 

the specific sites of struggle and collaboration like Facebook, I believe the waveform 

model offers some insight. As Bigo stresses, there does not need to be a coherent set of 

unified beliefs or strategies between actors in the field of global security – which are, in 

reality, ‘heterogeneous and in competition’ (2008: 12) – for ‘common interests, an 

identical program of truth and new forms of knowledge’ to emerge as an overall outcome 

of (in)security (2008: 17). 

The Cambridge Analytica maelstrom perhaps demonstrates the complexity of the 

relationship between these surveillance forms and logics. The methods, motivations, and 

actors behind that scandal (in which political campaigns exploited data scraped from 

Facebook by an innocuous app) all straddle the economic and political categories I have 

set out thus far. For example, while it is in pursuit of political power, the kinds of 

surveillance deployed in political campaigns much more closely resembles the economic 
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surveillance of targeted marketing. In the wake of the Cambridge Analytica scandal, 

politicians pointed fingers at Facebook for undermining democracy; Facebook (initially) 

deferred responsibility to Cambridge Analytica for breaching its platform rules. The 

Cambridge Analytica fallout, in waveform terms, represented a deep trough: a 

breakdown in the alignment of these two surveillance forms, deepened by the charged 

political atmosphere that followed the 2016 US Presidential election. 

However, the surveillance that occurred when Cambridge Analytica collected Facebook 

data to finesse its political campaigning represented a significant crest in 

political/economic alignment. As shown in the previous chapter, Facebook’s economic 

surveillance – in the mould of governmentality and control – induces a lax and inclusive 

approach to its platform, to maximise its intake of valuable individual data; I 

summarised this approach under the logic of ‘capitalisation’. At the same time, it is 

precisely this logic of capitalisation that was exploited by Cambridge Analytica, and that 

allowed it to access so much user data within the confines of Facebook’s own API. In 

other words, Facebook’s reticence to place limits on its own data collection is what 

opened it up to exploitation by Cambridge Analytica. Without co-operating explicitly, 

economic and political actors nonetheless align their surveillant activities.  

 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has defined, reviewed, and mapped political surveillance according to five 

key logics, and explored the constitutive relationship of this surveillance form to social 

media. Furthering the exploration of Foucauldian critical theory in this thesis, the 
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chapter began by reviewing Foucault’s concept of ‘security’ – a broader term than 

contemporary ‘national security’, which encompasses governmentality’s calculative 

mechanism. The calculative logic of security is, rather than the binary of sovereignty and 

discipline, a distribution of risks and freedoms that optimises the functioning of 

governmental power and compensates for the aleatory. Closely connected to security is 

Foucault’s concept of biopolitics – the second ‘pole’ of biopower which grasps biology on 

a populational, rather than an individual register. Biopolitics works to ‘make live and let 

die’ (Foucault 2003: 241). It institutes caesuras within the many spectra of human life, 

creating categories of healthy and acceptable, and unhealthy and unacceptable.  

The second section of the literature review examined Agamben’s state of exception and 

bare life, and the concept of risk as theorised, chiefly, in Beck and Foucault. Agamben 

argues that the state of exception is not a temporary condition, but, increasingly, the 

rule. Accompanying the theme of exception is the figure of Homo sacer – a political life 

reduced to an animal, ‘bare life’ by the state’s abandonment. Biopolitics, for Agamben, 

describes the subsumption of bare life within political life, and the breakdown of the 

barrier between the two, such that the biological becomes political. The permanent state 

of exception is one in which individuals can be, at virtually any moment, exiled by the 

power of the state from political life to expendable, animal, bare life. Woven throughout 

security, biopolitics, exception, and bare life is a thread of risk. Risk is a way ‘of 

rendering reality [into] a calculable form. It is a way of representing events so they might 

be made governable in particular ways,’ (Dean 1998: 25). This lens of risk is continually 

deployed in instances of political surveillance as a rubric for intervention, justification, 

and categorisation – most commonly along biopolitical lines, and always wielding the 

threat of bare life.  
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The third part of the literature review covered the Snowden ‘revelations’ about spying by 

US security agencies and in particular the NSA. These are important to cover in detail, as 

they remain our best insight into the political surveillance machinery of the US and its 

relation to social media, and many of the programs unveiled by Snowden reappeared in 

the second half of this chapter. In the final section of the first half, I teased out the five 

underlying logics of political surveillance which had emerged in the literature review. 

Following the structure of chapter one, the second half of this chapter examined the 

constitutive relationship of political surveillance to social media through the diagram of 

the five logics. Under ‘biopolitical suspicion’, I examined how Facebook’s data categories 

have been leveraged by political surveillance to target biopolitical groups, such as 

Muslims, African Americans, immigrants, and protestors. Under ‘exceptional 

veridiction’, I explored the ‘dataism’ shared between economic and political surveillance 

actors, which places utmost faith in the big data collected through social media in the 

context of an exceptional ‘War on Terror’. Under ‘hegemonic insecurity’, I looked at how 

the NSA’s best efforts to circumvent and undermine the security of the internet work to 

fundamentally constitute social media as an (insecure) product of political surveillance. 

Under ‘public-private assemblage’, I showed how the same logic of assemblage that 

animates Facebook’s business model and API Platform is also key to political 

surveillance. Finally, under ‘simulative risk management’, I described how political 

surveillance interpellates a ‘risky’ subjectivity, using social media data (among other 

sources) to quantify risk with scores that distribute disciplinary mechanisms.  

In the final section, I briefly examined how the logics and examples of political 

surveillance discussed in this chapter overlay and at times oppose the logics and 

examples of economic surveillance discussed in the previous chapter. I argued that the 
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two forms can be imagined as a pair of waveforms whose crests sometimes compound in 

moments of co-operation, but which can also work against each other to produce 

troughs of misalignment. While the two forms are not often situated in such a binary 

relation to one another, they are always situated in some kind of relative manner: 

political surveillance of social media would not be possible without the avenues of data 

collection opened up in pursuit of economic returns. Likewise, economic surveillance 

and platforms like Facebook are indelibly marked by the workings of political 

surveillance: its categorisations, its veridiction, its undermining, its enforced 

assemblage, and its simulation.  
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3 | LATERAL SURVEILLANCE 

 

 

In the first years of its life, Facebook consisted mainly of discrete profiles, where each 

user’s activity and interactions were collected on their ‘Wall’. When a user logged in, they 

were directed to their own profile; to see another user’s activities and information, they 

had to navigate to that person’s profile page. That changed in September 2006 with the 

launch of the News Feed. The News Feed pulls news items – user activity, page posts, 

recommendations, and advertisements – into one endless, vertical, algorithmically-

optimised list. It placed peer monitoring squarely at the centre of Facebook’s user 

offerings: the new Facebook homepage shifted users’ immediate focus upon logging in to 

the platform from profile management to monitoring their friends. 

But Facebook quickly encountered an unintended consequence of this shift in focus. 

News Feed did not make any new information about Facebook users available – the 

tidbits that it surfaced in its vertical stream were the same pieces of information that 

were previously accessible on profile pages – yet users found it disconcerting and 

‘stalkeresque’ (Cohen 2008: 12). The News Feed positioned users as passive watchers, 

spectating the personal lives of their Facebook contacts, parcelled out into a stream of 

status updates and interactions. Being confronted with their own vision instilled in those 

users a greater awareness of their own visibility, and the result was the platform’s first 

major controversy and user rebellion – one Facebook protest group ‘attracted more than 

700,000 members and was covered widely in major news media’ (Cohen 2008: 12). As a 
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result of the backlash, Facebook implemented new privacy options to let users manage 

what activities and information surfaced in the News Feed, but it did not back down or 

remove the feature. Facebook understood that News Feed was a crucial leap forward in 

centring casual lateral surveillance as the platform’s attraction, and radical user 

transparency as a new online normal. ‘And we agree, stalking isn't cool;’ Zuckerberg 

wrote in response to the backlash, ‘but being able to know what's going on in your 

friends' lives is’ (2006a). 

--- 

A key commonality between economic and political surveillance is their top-down, 

asymmetric direction. In both forms, a relatively small group of economically and 

politically empowered experts and authorities undertake intense, detailed surveillance of 

billions of people worldwide. The subjects of economic and political surveillance have 

little understanding of it and little opportunity to resist or reflect it, while it is 

increasingly difficult to participate in society without the devices and platforms that 

enable it. The name ‘lateral surveillance’ distinguishes it, in this respect, from economic 

and political surveillance: lateral surveillance is hierarchically ‘flat’ surveillance 

(Andrejevic 2005). 

I defined lateral surveillance in the introduction of this thesis as the routine monitoring 

of friends, spouses, relatives, co-workers, and other associates – ‘peers’, in a word – 

which is undertaken by individuals operating in a personal capacity. The same or similar 

practices have also been labelled ‘participatory’, ‘interpersonal’, ‘social’, and ‘peer-to-

peer’ surveillance (Albrechtslund 2008; Trottier 2012; Marwick 2012; Weissman 2019). 

My preference for Mark Andrejevic’s term reflects the directional contrast of ‘lateral’ 
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with asymmetric economic and political surveillance, and predominantly counter-

hegemonic oppositional surveillance. As the below discussion of the panoptic schema 

and its place in contemporary surveillance studies will show, the hierarchically ‘flat’ 

direction of lateral surveillance is a significant characteristic to emphasise, because of its 

implications for how lateral surveillance is theorised, and how we understand its 

constitutive relationship to Facebook.  

Rather than delimiting a series of ‘logics’, as I did for the economic and political forms, I 

will demonstrate in this chapter how lateral surveillance consists of interlinked panoptic 

‘poles’: watching and being watched – twin poles that the introduction of News Feed 

brought into sharp relief for Facebook’s users. ‘Watching’, in this context, describes the 

everyday monitoring of peers, out of interest, suspicion, admiration, and envy. Watching 

is part of a basic human desire to look out for or look over those around us (Lyon 2007: 

3); it may serve to enforce norms, to protect, or to administer; it includes classmates 

following each other obsessively on Instagram, parents monitoring their children’s daily 

movements through smartphone location data, and community Facebook groups 

‘naming and shaming’ members for unneighbourly behaviours. Watching, in my 

theorisation of lateral surveillance on social media, is a panoptic activity hinging on the 

specific mechanism of unverifiable visibility. I will unpack this in more detail below, but 

suffice it to say here that lateral surveillance ‘works’ (that is, it has an effect on its 

subjects) because of its conspicuousness – because of the corollary to watching: being 

watched. Lateral practices of watching and being watched, it must be remembered, also 

occur within the context of being watched ‘from above’, via economic and political 

surveillance. 
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Following the structure set out in the previous chapters, the next section will review the 

relevant critical theory and surveillance studies examinations of lateral surveillance. This 

literature review will establish my position in the field’s ‘panopticon debate’ and unpack 

the specific mechanism of unverifiable visibility which characterises lateral surveillance 

on social media. It will also explore the concepts of confession, the society of consumers, 

and the synopticon. The second half of the chapter will describe how these practices are 

constitutive of Facebook through the dyad of watching and being watched. 

 

3.1 | LOCATING THE PANOPTICON IN MODERN SURVEILLANCE 

In the previous two chapters, I established critical frameworks of economic and political 

surveillance which excluded the panopticon, to show how these surveillance forms are 

expressions of non-disciplinary strategies of power: governmentality, control, security, 

assemblage, exception, and biopolitics. The panopticon is a mechanism of discipline, 

and economic and political surveillance are not principally apparatuses of disciplinary 

power, but of governmentality and security. The panopticon has been the subject of 

much debate in surveillance studies, which has centred on its dilution to the point of 

inefficacy, and its role within a ‘neutral’ concept of surveillance. I argue in the next 

section that the specific mechanism of unverifiable visibility may be salvaged from the 

rubble of the panopticon, and can be fruitfully applied in theories of lateral surveillance 

to explain how social media users’ acts of watching and being watched enforce 

adherence to normative values of transparency within communities and in the economic 

context of social media platforms. 
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The section after connects Zygmunt Bauman’s theory of the society of consumers with 

Foucault’s writings on the disciplinary function of the confession, to elaborate how the 

panoptic condition of ‘being watched’ in late capitalism leads to conspicuous 

performances of social value. The final section in the first half of this chapter examines 

surveillance studies theories of lateral surveillance and social media and details the poles 

of watching and being watched as they pertain to the panopticon, the society of 

consumers, and lateral surveillance theory.  

 

3.1.1 | THE PANOPTICON 

Students of surveillance studies are bound by, indebted to, and frustrated with the 

polysemy of the panopticon. Panopticism is a concept which can be profoundly useful, 

but which has – through its ambiguity and ubiquity – arguably lost its critical edge. ‘So 

widespread is the literature on the panopticon,’ writes Gilbert Caluya, ‘that the very 

mention of the term in conferences immediately leads scholars to roll their eyes in 

boredom,’ noting that surveillance studies is especially (and ironically) ‘haunted by its 

omnipresence’ (2010: 621). Lyon puts it more bluntly: ‘The panopticon refuses to go 

away’ (2006a: 4). 

In the last two decades, the panopticon has been the subject of a great deal of debate, as 

theorists have questioned its continued relevance in the era of digital surveillance. 

Christian Fuchs (2011; 2015) argues for the continuing importance of the panoptic in 

response to under-critical ‘neutral’ concepts of surveillance, while others have adapted it 

into new coinages, including the ‘panoptic sort’ (Gandy 1993), ‘synopticon’ (Mathiesen 

1997), ‘ban-opticon’ (Bigo 2008), and ‘electronic super panopticon’ (Poster 1990). At the 
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same time, Kevin Haggerty implores us to ‘tear down the walls’ of the panopticon and 

search for alternative conceptual frameworks, like the surveillant assemblage and 

Foucault’s governmentality (2006). Thomas Allmer (2011; 2012) recounts the opposing 

views in the ‘panopticon debate’. The dominant view today, in my reading of the field, is 

that the panopticon is by and large superseded by alternative surveillance strategies 

(charted, for example, by Roy Boyne, who describes the characteristics of ‘post-

panopticism’ [2000]). As recounted in chapter one, Deleuze’s ‘societies of control’ 

provide a persuasive avenue for theorising these strategies in distinction from 

Foucauldian discipline (for example, in Bogard [2009]).  

Within this crowded space, I want to re-examine the concept as used in Discipline and 

Punish (Foucault 1995) to understand how it has become so muddled, so contentious, 

and so inescapable in our field. I will interrogate the view championed by Fuchs and 

Allmer, among others, that the panopticon is still of vital importance to all surveillance 

critique, with a distinction between specific and general applications of the panoptic in 

mind. This section will also establish what I understand by ‘panoptic’ and how this 

concept may continue to be applied usefully on social media – but not necessarily in 

analyses of economic or political surveillance. 

 

Panoptic, Panopticon, Panopticism 

Like many of the ideas expressed in Foucault’s work, the panopticon, panopticism, and 

the ‘panoptic’ are described in subtly different ways with varying levels of specificity 

which – while perhaps never quite contradictory – are not collapsible into a single, 

unified concept. The meaning and interpretation of the panopticon has wide 
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implications because how (or whether) the panopticon is deployed by researchers affects 

how (or whether) we are critical of certain surveillance practices at the cost of blind 

spots around others. 

A key detail of the concept that is often overlooked is the ambiguity of the adjective-form 

panoptic, resulting from the distinction between the panopticon and panopticism. The 

architecture of a prison and a generalised strategy of management are not reducible to 

the same adjective, yet ‘panoptic’ is commonly used as an all-purpose descriptor, 

without specifying whether it refers to the panopticon architecture or the panopticism 

strategy. Foucault first establishes how the panopticon prison functions through a 

surveillance mechanism of unverifiable visibility, and later demonstrates how this prison 

either stands in as a metaphor for the broader strategy of discipline that pervaded 

modern institutions, or else exemplifies the blueprint for such a power, which he terms 

panopticism. The question of the panopticon’s modern applicability is in many respects 

a question of specificity: ‘panoptic’ might be understood with a high degree of specificity 

or a very low one, and correspondingly may be applied to particular surveillance 

examples at a micro level, or to very broad disciplinary strategies at a macro level. 

The panopticon is an architectural design of 19th century utilitarian philosopher Jeremy 

Bentham, held up by Foucault as the exemplary technology of disciplinary power. The 

panopticon is a prison which works economically (efficiently) through the logic of 

‘Seeing without being seen’ (Bentham 1995: 43). Its prisoners are subject to what may be 

summarised as unverifiable visibility, due to the one-way blinds of its guard tower and 

its illuminated cells. ‘Panoptic’, in reference to this architecture of unverifiable visibility, 

describes the mechanism whereby individuals self-regulate when they cannot determine 

whether they are under surveillance. In the Panopticon, Foucault summarises, ‘Visibility 
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is a trap’ (1995: 200). The guard tower functions as an intimidating and impersonal 

presence through its surveillance potential and the threat of punishment. This specific 

definition of the panoptic is captured in these oft-cited quotations: ‘Hence the major 

effect of the Panopticon: to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent 

visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power’ (Foucault 1995: 201), and 

He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes 

responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes them play spontaneously 

upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he 

simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection. 

Foucault 1995: 202-3 

Unverifiable visibility is also the mechanism of surveillance at the heart of George 

Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, in the description of Big Brother’s two-way telescreens: 

There was of course no way of knowing whether you were being watched at any 

given moment. How often, or on what system, the Thought Police plugged in on 

any individual was guesswork. It was even conceivable that they watched 

everybody all the time. You had to live – did live, from habit that became instinct 

– in the assumption that every sound you made was overheard, and, except in 

darkness, every movement scrutinised. 

Orwell 2003: 5 
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Panopticism, by contrast, describes the much broader process of controlling a 

multiplicity with apparatuses of discipline and coercion. For Foucault, the prison itself 

(panopticon) is a metaphor, an exemplar, or a diagram for the disciplinary strategy 

(panopticism) that comes to pervade all of the institutions of modernity. Whereas the 

strictly managed plague town was an impermanent space of exception, ‘The panopticon, 

on the other hand, must be understood as a generalizable model of functioning; a way of 

defining power relations in terms of the everyday life of men’ (1995: 205). The 

panopticon ‘must not be understood as a dream building’; rather, 

it is the diagram of a mechanism of power reduced to its final form; its 

functioning, abstracted from any obstacle, resistance or friction, must be 

represented as a pure architectural and optical system: it is in fact a figure of 

political technology that may and must be detached from any specific use. 

Foucault 1995: 205 

Foucault’s aim with the example of the panopticon is to demonstrate how a widely 

replicated strategy of power manages a population throughout all spheres of life, not 

only in prisons. As a ‘diagram of a mechanism of power’, the panopticon represents how 

enclosure in space and the universalisation of authority in time became the de facto 

strategy for education, training, and management in the domain of discipline. Moreover, 

disciplinary mechanisms produce the modern subject, the ‘docile body’: pliable, 

compliant, and productive. Within Foucault’s understanding of power, the relation of 

objects within the disciplinary strategy is productive of new forms of knowledge 

(regarding training, discipline, delinquency, the body, the mind) that enable new 

categories of control and management. 
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Foucault describes the mechanism of unverifiable visibility functioning within 

panopticism: at the sharp end of disciplinary power, the apparatus of the police force 

undertook supervision of ‘the most elementary particle, the most passing phenomenon 

of the social body’ (1995: 214). This supervision was panoptic in the panopticon sense – 

it was ‘permanent, exhaustive, omnipresent surveillance, capable of making all visible, as 

long as it could itself remain invisible’ (1995: 214). Yet Foucault stresses that disciplinary 

power may not be identified ‘with an institution nor with an apparatus’ (1995: 215) – the 

architecture of the panopticon is a discrete technology, but the ‘panoptic formula’ is 

‘indefinitely generalizable’ in the ‘mechanism of “panopticism”’ (1995: 216). This is not 

exactly as clear as it seems: precisely which aspects of the specific architecture of the 

prison are generalised in this ‘panoptic formula’ throughout the institutions of the 

disciplinary society? 

It seems to be an asymmetry of power and freedom, the ubiquity of potential coercion, 

and the notion of enclosure more broadly – insular, discrete boundaries – that are the 

important aspects of the prison that take on a new significance as generalised 

panopticism. In the movement from panopticon to panopticism, the specific mechanism 

of unverifiable visibility, which is useful for critically describing micro instances of 

surveillance, is relinquished in favour of the wider-ranging strategies for managing a 

population of individual bodies. ‘Whenever one is dealing with a multiplicity of 

individuals on whom a task or a particular form of behaviour must be imposed,’ 

Foucault writes, ‘the panoptic formula may be used’ (1995: 205). 
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Panoptic Perspectives 

Gilles Deleuze (1988) discusses the panopticon/ism split in his analysis of Foucault’s 

work: 

When Foucault defines Panopticism, either he specifically sees it as an optical or 

luminous arrangement that characterises prison, or he views it abstractly as a 

machine that not only affects visible matter in general (a workshop, barracks, 

school or hospital as much as a prison) but also in general passes through every 

articulable function. So the abstract formula of Panopticism is no longer ‘to see 

without being seen’ but to impose a particular conduct on a particular human 

multiplicity. We need only insist that the multiplicity is reduced and confined to 

a tight space and that the imposition of a form of conduct is done by distributing 

in space, laying out and serialising in time, composing in space-time, and so on. 

Deleuze 1988: 33-34, original emphasis 

Deleuze takes up these two definitions – panopticon as specific mechanism of visibility 

and panopticism as abstract formula of control – in much the same way as Foucault 

suggests: the architecture of the prison exemplifies a strategy of discipline, but this 

strategy is generalised throughout the institutions and subjects of the disciplinary 

society, and not reducible to one context. However, Deleuze stretches panopticism to its 

most abstract limit (the ‘abstract formula of Panopticism is … to impose a particular 

conduct on a particular human multiplicity’) while holding on to some of the specificity 

of the prison (confinement, distribution, control, organisation, composition) and 

discarding the aspect of unverifiable visibility (‘Panopticism is no longer “to see without 
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being seen”’). The chilling, automatic function of the panoptic guard tower is a salient 

metaphor for the surveillance of workplace layouts, police patrols, and CCTV, but 

Deleuze reads panopticism as administrative enclosure – not coercive visibility. 

Haggerty and Ericson’s push away from Foucault, towards the Deleuze and Guattarian 

concept of ‘assemblage’ (2000), echoes the critique that the panopticon fails to account 

for the changing nature of surveillance technology, which is becoming more universal, 

quotidian, and accessible. Thomas Mathiesen also critiques and expands upon the 

concept, highlighting that the ‘few-to-many’ model of the panopticon is supported (if not 

supplanted) by a many-to-few mass media model, wherein audiences take up the acts of 

watching and scrutiny (1997). Caluya steps up to defend Foucault against both critiques 

and adjuncts to the panopticon (2010). He argues that the readings of the Foucauldian 

panopticon in Haggerty and Ericson and in Mathiesen emphasise the watcher over the 

watched. They read power in a non-Foucauldian light as exerted from the top down, 

under-emphasising or misunderstanding the organising role of power in a ‘micro-

physics’. For Caluya, the specificity of the prison – the arrangement of light and vision – 

is totally subsumed by and irrelevant to the broader function of power as micro-physics 

(2010: 625). The trap encountered by Mathiesen and Haggerty and Ericson is 

‘fetishizing the power of the gaze and failing to see how the gaze is only a mechanism of 

power within a certain concrete assemblage’ (2010: 625). Surveillance in the prison is 

beside the point for Caluya; what matters is how it demonstrates a form of power that 

acts through the prisoner himself, who becomes ‘the principle of his own subjection’ 

(Foucault 1995: 203). 

While the prisoners of the panopticon do take upon themselves ‘a state of conscious and 

permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power’ (Foucault 1995: 
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201), this is, in Foucault’s own words, ‘imposed’ by the architecture of the prison. It does 

not presuppose a rejection or misapprehension of Foucault’s theory of power to see the 

imposing guard tower, or the field of light from the outer wall of the prison, as 

contributing factors in the operation of that power. Caluya’s aim to fully disarticulate the 

panopticon from any specific process of watching, of visibility – even of hierarchy – 

speaks to the gulf between the specific surveillance mechanism of unverifiable visibility 

and the broad Foucauldian schema of disciplinary power. Caluya upholds an application 

of power in a ‘micro-physics’, but wholly discards the actual institutions, or ‘disciplines’, 

within which that power operates. 

Foucault himself challenged what he saw as the reduction of his analyses to ‘the simple 

metaphor of the panopticon’ (1994: 628 in Negri 2017). The theory of power in his 

oeuvre is more complex than the relationship of asymmetry or domination in the prison, 

Foucault stresses, and thus ‘the analyses of power that I have conducted are not in any 

sense reducible to this figure’ (1994: 628 in Negri 2017). This should be clear even within 

Discipline and Punish, he continues, because the panopticon was always a utopia, ‘a 

kind of pure form’ which actually ‘never functioned in the manner in which it was 

described,’ because the subject of power always maintained some resistance to their 

subjectification. The panopticon, far from functioning perfectly to manipulate docile 

prisoners, necessarily produced delinquency, as soon as it produced new categories of 

criminality.  

The abstraction of panopticism (exemplified in the Deleuze quotation above) from the 

specific surveillance mechanism of unverifiable visibility has led theorists such as 

Haggerty to call emphatically for the panopticon to be abandoned (2006). Haggerty 

claims that the overuse of the concept to describe any asymmetrical management of a 
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multiplicity, without ‘sober evaluation’ of whether the practices in question truly reflect a 

panoptic schema, has led the panopticon to stand for surveillance itself (2006: 26). The 

slew of ‘-opticon’ coinages each indicate a ‘limitation, or way in which Foucault’s model 

does not completely fit the contemporary global, technological or political dynamics of 

surveillance’ (2006: 26). Haggerty warns that this panoptic model ‘masks as much as it 

reveals, foregrounding processes which are of decreasing relevance, while ignoring or 

slighting dynamics that fall outside of its framework’ (2006: 27). This is why I adopt a 

particular, narrow interpretation of the panopticon to describe specific lateral 

surveillance processes in this chapter, but side-lined the concept in earlier discussions of 

economic and political surveillance. Overall, the patchwork of concepts I apply in this 

thesis seeks to account for the diversity of surveillance motivations, methods, and actors 

that constitute social media. 

 

Negative and Neutral Surveillance 

Fuchs, however, argues that not using the panopticon to describe contemporary 

surveillance processes diminishes the effectiveness of surveillance critique (2011; 2015). 

This is because he adopts an understanding of ‘panoptic’ that is closer to panopticism 

and equated with ‘discipline’ and Deleuze’s configuration of ‘imposing a particular 

conduct’. The operative characteristics of panoptic surveillance for Fuchs are that it is 

asymmetric and that it is used to control people, reinforcing classed power relations. For 

Fuchs, ‘Post-panoptic’ concepts, especially Haggerty and Ericson’s ‘Surveillant 

Assemblage’ (2000), de-emphasise the dominating effect of surveillance to their own 

disadvantage (2015: 7). He equates a panoptic concept of surveillance with a ‘negative’ 
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one (which sees all processes of surveillance as asymmetric and violent) and 

correspondingly a non-panoptic concept of surveillance with a ‘neutral’ one (that sees 

surveillance becoming more symmetrical and essential in some forms) (2011: 110-1). 

Fuchs distinguishes ‘surveillance’ from ‘monitoring’, arguing that neutral concepts of 

surveillance conflate the two by classifying tools like baby monitors and meteorological 

tracking as instances of surveillance (2011: 128).  

For Fuchs, any surveillance concept suggesting that new technological and social 

formations are challenging the asymmetry of surveillance power (even slightly) or that 

surveillance is so ubiquitous that some instances of it may not serve hegemonic and 

exploitative functions (even occasionally) is harmful to the efficacy of surveillance 

critique; any such technologies, formations, and practices should instead be squared 

away under the category of ‘monitoring’ and disregarded from the theory of 

‘surveillance’. Ultimately, Fuchs argues, ‘A dialectic should not be assumed at the 

categorical level of surveillance, but at a meta-level that allows to distinguish between 

surveillance and solidarity’ (2011: 130). That is to say, we should not distinguish positive 

and negative practices within the rubric of ‘surveillance’, but outside of it, so that the 

negative and critical connotations we attach to that term can be applied wholesale. 

Lyon noted in 1994 that the meaning of ‘surveillance’ had already changed: 

Whereas once this had a fairly narrow meaning, to do with policing or espionage, 

surveillance is used here as a shorthand term to cover the many, and expanding, 

range of contexts within which personal data is collected by employment, 

commercial and administrative agencies, as well as in policing and security. 

Lyon 1994: ix 
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He argued for a concept of surveillance that is not ‘solely sinister’, and he aimed to dispel 

the ‘scaremongering alarms’ that surround surveillance’s growing importance (1994: ix). 

Surveillance for Lyon is two-faced; in addition to its well-documented negative impacts, 

it is intrinsic and essential to participation in a bureaucratic and computerised society: 

‘the processes that may seem to constrain us simultaneously enable us to participate in 

society […] The electronic eye may blink benignly’ (1994: ix). Lyon’s position is firmly on 

the ‘neutral’ side of Fuchs’ typology: ‘surveillance is not unambiguously good or bad,’ he 

writes (1994: 5). Lyon’s stance on the neutrality of surveillance had not changed by 

2007, when he noted that surveillance practices ‘are probably basic to human society 

and start with any elementary watching of some by another in order to create an effect of 

looking after or looking over’ (2007: 3). In his co-edited surveillance studies handbook, 

published in 2012, Lyon and his co-editors remarked that ‘a sensibility to both the 

positive and negative implications of surveillance reinforces the general normative 

orientation of surveillance studies that surveillance is capable of being used for both 

desirable and detestable things’ (Lyon et al 2012: 3). 

In this thesis, I have gladly adopted Fuchs’ dichotomy of ‘economic’ and ‘political’ 

surveillance, but also set out two further ‘forms’ of surveillance – lateral and 

oppositional. Fuchs writes, 

Capital and the state are as collective actors the dominant surveillors. Notions 

such as the surveillant assemblage and participatory surveillance are relativist 

and downplay the actual repressive power of capitalism and the state. 

Fuchs 2015: 7 
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He is correct, of course, that economic and political actors constitute the ‘dominant 

surveillors’. However, surveillance concepts and definitions which aim to account for 

what I have grouped under ‘lateral’ and ‘oppositional’ processes do not automatically 

‘downplay’ surveillance’s repressive potential, and are important for illuminating the 

diverse expressions of surveillance online. 

Efforts to apply and understand the panoptic are hampered by its varying meanings and 

degrees of specificity in Foucault’s own work. More precisely, the transition from 

panopticon to panopticism is not straightforwardly elaborated, leaving a nebulous, 

equivocal notion of ‘panoptic’ that is everything to everyone. The details of how the 

prison functioned through unverifiable visibility have provided essential insights into 

the ‘chilling’ possibility of surveillance and the operation of self-surveillance, but 

‘panoptic’ is often taken at its most abstract level to mean, simply, an asymmetry of 

surveillance power which controls a multiplicity and is a force for domination. The 

debate is sustained by this limited ‘unidirectional’ interpretation of the concept, leaving 

us only with ‘panopticism’ to the detriment of ‘panopticon’, which usefully describes 

certain surveillance processes and (equally usefully) does not describe others.  

The panopticon has been justly left behind for new frameworks which more clearly 

articulate how surveillance today works: not strictly to coerce, exclude, or oppress, but 

also to seduce, include, and cultivate. For example, Murakami Wood (2007) notes the 

overlap in how Poster’s ‘electronic superpanopticon’ (1990) and Deleuze’s ‘Societies of 

Control’ (1992) critique the function of databases as a new form of surveillance, but 

whereas Poster links this new paradigm to an existing theory, Deleuze conceives of a 

wholly new dispositif that is non-disciplinary – that is actually outside of the panoptic 

schema. Murakami Wood sees Poster’s extension of the panoptic to the ‘file’ as trying to 
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hammer a square peg ‘into the round hole of panopticism’ (2007: 253-4). Poster misses 

the breadth and flexibility of Foucault’s oeuvre, which Deleuze takes up to develop a 

non-disciplinary vision of power. Murakami Wood concludes, 

The Panopticon remains a useful figure, however every new technology is not the 

Panopticon recreated, nor does panopticism describe every situation. Foucault 

did not think so and provided multiple diagrams of power/knowledge. 

Murakami Wood 2007: 257 

This summarises my position. Aspects of the panopticon, such as the mechanism of 

unverifiable visibility, remain useful in the contemporary surveillance landscape – 

especially for describing lateral surveillance, as I will show below. But neglecting 

alternatives to the panopticon is wilfully myopic – and searching for them is not an 

automatic concession to hegemony. Haggerty takes up Foucault’s own metaphor of a 

conceptual toolbox which others can ‘rummage through to find a tool which they can use 

however they wish’ (Foucault 1994: 523 in Haggerty 2006), concluding that, ‘as an 

analytical tool [the panopticon] might no longer be well suited for understanding the 

complexity and totality of contemporary surveillance dynamics’ (Haggerty 2006: 38). 

 

3.1.2 | CONFESSION, CONSUMPTION, AND SYNOPTICISM 

Confession 

Foucault shows in The History of Sexuality how the religious ritual of confession 

emerged as a truth-telling technique amidst ‘a subtle network of discourses, special 
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knowledges, pleasures, and powers’ for multiplying, rather than erasing a scientia 

sexualis (1978: 72). ‘Western man has become a confessing animal’, he writes, because 

we are incited constantly and ‘through so many different points’ to confess (1978: 59-

60). Rather like the panoptic mechanism, the confession is a technique that escapes its 

originary institution and circulates in a generalised form, ‘in justice, medicine, 

education, family relationships, and love relations, in the most ordinary affairs of 

everyday life, and in the most solemn rites ...’ (1978: 59). Confession appears as a 

technique of freedom: truth seems ‘lodged in our most secret nature’, and ‘“demands” 

only to surface’ (1978: 60). We imagine that confession is freeing – the reverse of 

power’s repressive censorship and taboo – but the opposite is true, Foucault suggests: 

we do not confess to liberate ourselves, but because of power’s incitements for us to 

confess, and in so doing we constitute ourselves ‘as subjects in both senses of the word’ – 

as speakers and as subjects of power (1978: 60). For example, and continuing Foucault’s 

inversion of the ‘repressive hypothesis’ of sexuality, the confession ‘compels individuals 

to articulate their sexual peculiarity – no matter how extreme’ (1978: 61), resulting not 

in the erasure of such ‘peculiarity’, but in its disempowered disclosure within a scientia 

sexualis. Foucault summarises, 

The confession is a ritual of discourse in which the speaking subject is also the 

subject of the statement; it is also a ritual that unfolds within a power 

relationship, for one does not confess without the presence (or virtual presence) 

of a partner who is not simply the interlocutor but the authority who requires the 

confession, prescribes and appreciates it ... 

Foucault 1978: 61-2 
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Confession is a technique of power that ‘produces truth’ within discursive contexts, 

defusing and disarming it. Confession makes its speaker equally its subject; it is a 

technique of self-management and self-subjectification – a technique of being watched 

by watching oneself. It anticipates an authority who is listening, who provokes the 

confession and who absorbs it. 

Lateral and economic surveillance on social media can be understood in part through 

the mechanism of the confession.65 Facebook’s every incitement to engage, to proffer 

new profile information, and to answer ‘What’s on your mind?’ seeks to provoke a 

confession. As I showed with the capitalisation logic in chapter one, these many, minute 

confessions of self are integral to Facebook’s data collection and advertising business 

model. ‘Confronted with changing configurations of confessional technologies of the 

self,’ writes Norm Friesen, ‘it is not difficult to regard Facebook ... as a powerful, 

interpellating, confessional technology of the self' (2017). The array of options that 

Facebook gives its users for individualising their profiles and for communicating their 

tastes through ‘likes’ and ‘shares’ constitute them ‘as Facebook subjects, ready for 

further forms of self-expression and self-disclosure’ (Friesen 2017). The confessional 

nature of the personal information that Facebook collects this way also contributes to its 

data veridiction.  

 
 

65 However, as with the panopticon, there is a risk of diluting the specificity of the confession to 

where it describes virtually all surveillance and has no specific value: not every request for 

information activates this confessional technique as Foucault describes it. The confession is an 

obligation with a claim to truth-telling, which exists in a power relation to authority, and which 

produces the speaker in a dual-subjectivity.  
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Figure 21: Recalling a priest in a confessional, the Facebook status window asks, 'What's on 

your mind?' 

The lateral gaze of peers – social media’s constant virtual presence – produces a potent 

obligation to confess. One’s audience of ‘Friends’ awaiting and critiquing (one imagines) 

the latest witty status update, trendy check-in, flattering photos, and thoughtful shares 

collectively operate as an authority extracting a steady confessional stream. Social media 

users ‘submit themselves voluntarily to a panoptic form of constant scrutiny’, writes 

Theresa Sauter, as sites like Facebook extend the practice of ‘public self-formation’ 

throughout society (2014: 834). These confessions purport to produce a truth in that 

they enlarge the user’s profile – they flesh out the Facebook dividual – but they are 

highly selective and performative utterances, calculated to present an idealised version 

of the self (Westlake 2008).   

‘Being watched’ by economic and lateral surveillors creates these obligations to confess: 

participation in a life played out increasingly online demands steady contributions to 

social media data stores and friend-audiences. Virtually all of the user activity that 

populates Facebook’s news feeds, groups, and user profiles is elicited by the unverifiable 

lateral gaze of others. Lateral surveillance therefore constitutes Facebook both in the 

context of watching – the dominant Facebook activity of monitoring friends – and at the 

level of being watched, which manifests in continual profile management and 
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consumerist confession. Zygmunt Bauman’s notion of the ‘society of consumers’ 

captures this latter obligation. 

 

The Society of Consumers 

The confessions which Facebook elicits are not all admissions of guilt per se, but acts of 

self-subjectification: they work to formulate their speaker as a subject for the 

consumption of other users. In examining Facebook examples, Sauter misses this 

broader social function of ‘confessional’ status updates (2014). She analyses this 

anonymous Facebook post: 

… there are certain times in my cycle that I should not be trusted to do the 

shopping. I left with the intention to buy sourdough bread, almond milk and 

pumpkin, but instead came back with donuts, Vienna peanuts and Camembert!! 

Unattributed, in Sauter 2014: 833 

Sauter claims that, in this Facebook status update, the writer ‘reveal[s] what they 

perceive to be good, normative ethical conduct ... and confess[es] how they have 

digressed from these norms’, and she interprets the post as an act of confession. Sauter 

continues, 

The sense of guilt and repentance that characterises [the writer’s] admissions 

indicates their endeavour to adhere to social norms and documents their failure. 

They reveal their faults to others, engage with their conduct and thus establish 
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ways of guiding future behaviour. The feedback they receive from others assists 

them in shaping their selves. 

Sauter 2014: 833 

What Sauter overlooks in this analysis is how the status is carefully phrased to reproduce 

and demonstrate normative and relatable ironic guilt through humour. While the author 

of the status recognises the normative biopolitical expectations of healthy eating (and 

admits to having failed those expectations), the post is not simply a confession of 

personal failure or an appeal for forgiveness and advice from friends, but aims to 

demonstrate a relatable preference for unhealthy food, framed humorously as a 

consequence of the author’s ‘cycle’. The subtext of the post is not ‘I confess that I have 

failed to adhere to norms of healthy eating,’ but rather, ‘In comically expressing my 

failure to meet healthy-eating expectations, I am demonstrating my savvy understanding 

of relatable social norms’. In other words, the Facebook post is meant to be funny. It is 

still an act of self-formation, but it shows that the confessions elicited from lateral and 

economic surveillance on Facebook are formulated to navigate a complex terrain of 

social capital, rather than simply to demonstrate or appeal to strict anatomo- or 

biopolitical normativity. 

This analysis is bolstered with reference to Bauman’s ‘society of consumers’ concept, 

which examines how people are ‘enticed, nudged, or forced to promote an attractive and 

desirable commodity ... And the commodity they are prompted to put on the market, 

promote and sell are themselves’ (2007: 5-6). In other words, the contemporary social 

sphere is best conceived, according to Bauman, as a market in which individuals 

circulate as commodities – constantly engaged in a process of ‘recommoditization’ to 
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improve and demonstrate their individual value to those around them (2007: 13). They 

do this by conspicuously consuming the correct markers of a given taste or a desirable 

class, demonstrating their savvy interpretation of the field of consumer objects, and thus 

increasing their own cultural and social value. In conversation with Lyon, Bauman 

writes, 

To consume’ means nowadays not so much the delights of the palate, as investing 

in one’s own social membership, which in the society of consumers translates as 

‘saleability’: obtaining qualities for which there is already a market demand, or 

recycling those already possessed into commodities for which demand can still 

be created .... Consumption is an investment in anything that matters for 

individual ‘social value’ and self-esteem. 

Bauman, in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 33 

This means that the acts of consumption which fundamentally make up the content of 

social media are carefully undertaken by users to increase their own commodity value 

among their friend networks.66 For example, a user who ‘likes’ Manchester United’s 

Facebook page, shares a news story about the team ahead of a game (adding his own 

insight), checks-in via location at the stadium, posts a photo from the stands during the 

game, and writes a status update with his post-match commentary afterwards – tagging 

accompanying mates – is living out his consumption of the team in a way that is itself 

 
 

66 Social media usage involves consuming the social content of friends (which itself includes a 

system of social capital: whose posts tag whom, who is friends with whom, who likes whose 

photos) and consuming goods and cultural products through public ‘likes’ and ‘shares’, hashtags, 

APIs, and posting about consuming. 
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consumable to his peers. The hypothetical fan is compelled to act out this process by the 

economic and lateral surveillant obligations to confess his consumer desires. In so doing, 

he demonstrates his fandom and his insider insight – the currencies of normative social 

capital within his network of fellow football fans. 

Returning to Sauter’s example analysed above, the user in question simultaneously 

highlights their correct identification of healthy foods (‘sourdough bread, almond milk 

and pumpkin’), and humorously confesses their relatable preference for unhealthy food 

(‘donuts, Vienna peanuts and Camembert!!’). Not all, but many social media activities 

can be understood through this rubric of savvy, self-forming, visible consumption: 

article shares on Facebook, vacation photos on Instagram, concert footage on Snapchat. 

The lateral surveillant condition of being watched obliges social media users to 

performatively consume; that is, to visibly engage in acts of cultural and social 

consumption that demonstrate their normativity within the network of friends and 

followers constituting their lateral surveillance audience. This process is ‘unending’, 

Bauman writes: 

In the society of consumers no-one can become a subject without first turning 

into a commodity, and no one can keep his or her subjectness secure without 

perpetually resuscitating, resurrecting and replenishing the capacities expected 

and required of a sellable commodity. The ‘subjectivity’ of the ‘subject’, and most 

of what that subjectivity enables the subject to achieve, is focused on an 

unending effort to itself become, and remain a sellable commodity. 

Bauman 2007: 12 
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Writing in 2007, Bauman points to online dating websites as the epitome of the society 

of consumers, where members present themselves as attractive and idealised 

commodities for others’ consumption, but social media more broadly has intensified and 

accelerated this representational commodification of the self. The dividual logic of social 

media – that is, the creation of a digital profile representing an embodied individual – 

lends itself to this process. The commodity-subject is not only our ‘real-world’ selves 

which move through semi-discrete spheres – at work, at leisure, with friends, or among 

family; the digital commodity-subject is a persistent, consistent, searchable assemblage 

of social media interactions. The profile is a manageable and quantifiable consuming 

subjectivity. It is a manicured subjectivity ‘made out of shopping choices’, Bauman 

writes, ‘What is assumed to be the materialisation of the inner truth of the self is in fact 

an idealisation of the material – objectified – traces of consumer choices’ (2007: 15). 

The ability for users to fill out their Facebook profiles with lists of their favourite books, 

TV shows, movies, music, games, teams, etc. exemplifies these ‘traces of consumer 

choices’.  

 

Figure 22: Facebook lets user list their favourite cultural consumer products – such as sports 

teams, movies, books, TV shows and music. 
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Bauman links the society of consumers (a society of being watched) with a ‘recasting’ of 

the ‘old panoptical stratagem’: from the fear of a surveillant gaze to an ingrained longing 

for attention and abandonment of privacy (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 26). ‘The fear of 

disclosure has been stifled by the joy of being noticed,’ he writes (2012: 26); ‘The area of 

privacy turns into a site of incarceration ... We seem to experience no joy in having 

secrets’ (2012: 30, original emphasis). 

This ‘recasting’ of the panopticon still replicates the strategy of unverifiable visibility that 

I highlighted above. That is, social media users in the society of consumers operate 

under the assumption or expectation of an external gaze; however, the normative 

responses that this gaze provokes are not simply the trained movements of docile bodies, 

but regular, savvy, self-promotional demonstrations of social capital through outwardly 

visible consumption. In monitoring their Facebook friends, users take on the role of the 

panopticon guard – watching unverifiably – or of the unseen authority extracting 

confessions. But this same act of watching internalises the (unverifiable) external gaze of 

those ‘friends’ – that is, in our acts of watching others, we tend to watch ourselves. The 

external lateral gaze provokes in the user an ongoing act of confession, but that 

confession, understood within the society of consumers, is an idealised, hyper-managed 

and conscious demonstration of social capital. 

 

Synopticon and Omniopticon 

The Facebook user’s performance for an audience of their few dozen friends, hundreds 

of peers, or thousands of followers is observed synoptically by an unverifiable ‘many’. 

While Mathiesen coined the synopticon to describe mass media, it is applicable in part 
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on social media to the acts of watching that constitute lateral surveillance. ‘In part’, 

because the social media arrangement is reducible to neither the one-to-many hierarchy 

of the panopticon, nor the many-to-one spectacle of mass media. Audience/subject 

distinctions disintegrate; social media users are simultaneously the panopticon’s backlit 

prisoners and its unseen guards. The concurrence or conflation of the synoptic with the 

panoptic has been described as an ‘omniopticon’, wherein ‘the many watch the many’ 

(Kelsey 2015: 4). ‘In the omniopticon,’ writes Nathan Jurgenson, ‘individuals are not just 

passive consumers, but also producers of both the content and the gaze’ (2010: 377). 

Lateral surveillance on social media is a far cry from the asymmetric, one-to-many gaze 

of the circular prison, but that does not mean it is not panoptic. Foucault’s lesson is that 

the panoptic arrangement (or some ambiguous essence thereof) is generalisable, and 

that disciplinary subjects take on both roles (watcher and watched) in acts of self-

surveillance and in their shifting subjectivities throughout the disciplinary institutions. 

However, the situation of lateral surveillance on social media further upends the 

watcher/watched relationship, because it is neither (and both) a few-to-many, or many-

to-few model of communication. Social media users are fluidly and simultaneously 

members of a lateral audience and objects of an audience’s attention.  

The synopticon describes how the ‘viewer society’ of mass media inverts the direction of 

the panoptic gaze, such that ‘the many have been enabled to see the few’ (Mathiesen 

1997: 219). This is commonly misinterpreted, as in Haggerty and Ericson (2000: 618), as 

a ‘neutral’ concept in favour of surveillance’s democratisation, and as an asset to the 

disempowered majority. However, Mathiesen is very clear that the synopticon does not 

undermine the panopticon: the pan- and synoptical developments in modernity work 

‘precisely together, to serve decisive control functions in modern society’ (1997: 219). 
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Mathiesen restores, in his theory, the didactic function of the spectacle (as in the public 

execution of ‘Damiens the regicide’), replaced in Foucault’s account by the minutiae of 

corporeal corrections in the model of disciplinary management. 

Far from an empowering, counter-hierarchical relation of power, synopticism ‘directs 

and controls or disciplines our consciousness’, Mathiesen writes (1997: 230, original 

emphasis). The ability to manage what information, ideologies, and norms are 

consumed by the viewing many is a powerful one which works – from the opposite 

direction to the panopticon – to influence normative behaviour.67 Mathiesen critiques 

Foucault on this basis, asserting that both panoptic and synoptic arrangements are 

‘ancient’, but that ‘organisational and technological changes have advanced the use of 

both models by leaps and bounds, thus making them into two basic characteristics of 

modernity’ (1997: 222-3, original emphasis). For example, the Catholic church had its 

panoptic confessional as discussed above, but also its synoptic cathedrals (1997: 223): 

churchgoers were the ultimate panoptic subjects (under God’s unverifiable gaze), and by 

attending church they also situated themselves synoptically within a sovereign power 

structure of spectacle.  

 
 

67 It is important to recognise, as Aaron Doyle suggests (2011), that Mathiesen’s article and the 

concept of the synopticon have largely been taken up in surveillance studies without accounting 

for resistance to media messages: ‘In various contexts, mass media conduct surveillance, 

engender public support for it, help resist surveillance or help the marginalized use surveillance 

itself as a tool of resistance. This multi-faceted interaction is smoothed over in Mathiesen’s rather 

one-dimensional account .... A Gramscian account would suggest that hegemony is an on-going 

process, always contested and unfinished’ (Doyle 2011: 290). 
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Lyon examines the mass media reportage of the September 11 terrorist attacks as a 

synoptic event that ‘permitted the development of a context-free narrative about 

American victims of totally unexpected foreign violence’ (2006b: 36), securing consent 

for invasive political surveillance and the ensuing War on Terror. ‘The media spectacle of 

9/11’, Lyon writes, ‘stimulated crucial public opinion effects of sympathy, anger, fear, 

and the quest for retribution, effects which turn out to play a valuable role in justifying 

political and military responses’ (2006b: 37). In this way, the synoptic event of the terror 

attacks fed into the resulting ‘panoptic’ (in Lyon’s words) intensification revealed by 

Snowden and discussed in the previous chapter. In short, Lyon suggests, the viewer’s 

synoptic experience of ‘watching’ 9/11 works (among a series of ‘cultural trends’) to 

render panoptic surveillance ‘progressively more commonplace, unexceptional, and even 

desirable’ (2006b: 51). 

The many avenues for watching and being watched on Facebook make it function as an 

omnioptic technology – as both panoptic and synoptic. Users are under panoptic lateral 

surveillance, as established above, and they participate in synoptic surveillance of their 

peers. Both watching and being watched are positions that subjectify users within a 

normalising strategy of power. Being watched – being under unverifiable, panoptic 

lateral surveillance – creates a power relationship that internalises a watchful other and 

produces the consumer confession. Watching – that is, undertaking synoptic lateral 

surveillance – also creates a normative power relationship, which interpellates the 

watcher as a consumer within a society of consumers. The hypothetical Manchester 

United fan from earlier – as well as internalising the gaze of his Facebook audience – is 

constantly engaged in lateral surveillance of his peers, through which he is interpellated 
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according to his consumption and understanding of their performed fandom: their ‘Man 

U’ news shares, and so on. In short, the act of watching others disciplines the watcher. 

 

3.1.3 | LATERAL SURVEILLANCE THEORY 

I borrow the term ‘lateral’ to describe social media users’ surveillance of one another 

from Mark Andrejevic, who aims to demystify the rhetoric promoting ‘interactivity’ as an 

inherently democratic advance on traditional media (2005; 2006). Lateral surveillance, 

‘the peer-to-peer surveillance of spouses, friends, and relatives’ (Andrejevic 2005: 481), 

is not new or unique to digital technologies, but basic to human society. What is 

different about the most contemporary iteration of lateral surveillance is the ubiquity (or 

‘democratisation’) of access to the technologies and strategies for constantly monitoring 

peers, and broadcasting one’s social life. I use Andrejevic’s term in this thesis, but aim to 

update it with reference to more recent and social media-specific theory in this section. 

Andrejevic shows how both watching and being watched are disciplined activities 

elicited by panoptic control – not expressions of freedom or empowerment. Online 

interactivity is panoptic for Andrejevic, on the basis of its asymmetry and opacity, and it 

therefore extends the reach of disciplinary ‘government’: ‘Such comprehensive and 

continuous coordination relies upon popular subjection not just to the discipline of 

being watched, but also to that of watching out for one another’ (2006: 396).  

Anders Albrechtlsund argues that social networking engages users in a ‘participatory’ 

form of surveillance which can be empowering, and must not be limited to hierarchical 

conceptions (2008). Being knowingly watched under lateral surveillance on social media 
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creates new opportunities to ‘voluntarily engage with other people and construct 

identities’ (Albrechtslund 2008). However, others show that social media engagement 

and identity construction are as much obligations as opportunities – not participatory 

tools, but the price of participation. Through in-depth interviews, Daniel Trottier 

uncovers trends in user attitudes to ‘interpersonal surveillance’ on Facebook – in 

particular, how peer pressure and convenience bind users to the platform (2012: 322). 

Some of Trottier’s respondents discovered that their friends’ Facebook uploads meant 

‘they already had a presence on Facebook’ without making an account, and joined the 

platform because that presence ‘was only manageable by becoming a user’ (2012: 323). 

For this group, joining Facebook to manage their online presence was not an 

empowering choice, but an obligation imposed upon them. ‘Intentional visibility’, 

Trottier writes, ‘cannot be disassociated from unanticipated exposure’ (2012: 320). 

Trottier also advances a dichotomy of watching and being watched in interpersonal 

surveillance, describing it as ‘a matter of users being both the subject and the agent of 

surveillance’ (2012: 320). Social media makes people ‘visible to one another in a way 

that warrants care of the virtual self, including both self-scrutiny, and watching over 

what peers upload’ (Trottier 2012: 319). The asynchrony of social media transforms 

interpersonal social ties from direct communication to unverifiable monitoring (2012: 

320). Social media users post content which remains ‘live’ for others to consume at a 

later date; when a user opens the app or website, their news feed is populated with items 

that have occurred since their last visit, arranged algorithmically to maximise 

engagement.  

This points to another consequence of constitutive surveillance: the unverifiable and 

asynchronous transformation of social relations is fundamental to platforms like 
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Facebook, preconfiguring them as technologies of lateral surveillance. Put more simply, 

the basic proposition of Facebook – whereby user activity and information remain 

visible to be consumed at a later point in time – engenders lateral surveillance as the 

platform’s central, essential end-user function. Further, Trottier’s respondents allude to 

a panoptic effect whereby their awareness of lateral surveillance – an awareness that 

centres on their own participation in watching others – disciplines them to moderate 

their behaviour for an unverifiable audience: ‘Knowing they were being watched and 

knowing the extent to which they could watch others compelled respondents to monitor 

their online presence for content that they believed others would find objectionable’ 

(Trottier 2012: 324; see also Pempek et al 2009). 

Trottier and Lyon (2012) describe five ‘key features’ of ‘social media surveillance’ using 

Facebook as an illustrative example. Social media surveillance allows for ‘Collaborative 

Identity Construction’, whereby profile management (confession and consumption) 

happens through interactions with other users. ‘Content [posted on friends’ Facebook 

walls] is used to communicate with friends,’ Trottier and Lyon write, ‘but also offer a 

kind of public testimony about that person to their network of friends’ (2012: 94). This 

leads users to become ‘tactical’ about the content they share (as well as photo tags, 

comments, and so on), and the implications it may have both for their own online 

identity, and that of their friends (2012: 94).  

The second key feature describes how ‘Lateral Ties Provide Unique Surveillance 

Opportunities’ referring to the way social content produced for a narrow audience can 

become much more widely visible (2012: 97). Users ‘provide information meant for a 

personal audience’, which is extracted with ‘a kind of soft coercion, with pressure from a 

network of friends to engage with the site’, yet many social spheres overlap on Facebook 
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– school friends, work friends, relatives, authority figures, and so on – requiring deft, 

‘Goffmanian’ management on the part of the user (2012: 97-98).68  

Third, ‘Social Ties are a Visible, Measurable and Searchable Kind of Content’ on social 

media (Trottier and Lyon 2012: 98). This refers to the transformation of connectedness 

into connectivity – into the ‘social web’ of quantitative data (van Dijck 2013: 12). In 

other words, the list of people with whom a user is ‘friends’ on Facebook is its own 

metric under lateral surveillance: 

Respondents look at other users’ friends not only to confirm their identity, but 

also to make inferences about users. Too few friends and too many friends are 

both seen as cause for concern. 

Trottier and Lyon 2012: 98 

Lateral surveillance of social ties is not new to social media, but Facebook’s codification 

of social ties in searchable ‘Friends lists’ makes it an easy, normalised part of casual 

online ‘creeping’ or ‘stalking’ (Trottier 2012: 324).  

The fourth key feature Trottier and Lyon identify is that ‘The Interface and Its Contents 

are Always Changing’ (2012: 99). Social media platforms are ‘modulatory’, per the 

Deleuzian logic I described in chapter one; ‘Likewise, user engagement is shifting in 

response to changes to the interface’ (2012: 99). Changes to Facebook’s default privacy 

 
 

68 Erving Goffman’s (1990) sociological approach of ‘dramaturgy’ analogises social life with a 

theatre performance, consisting of highly managed ‘front-stage’ performances, catered to 

different audiences and distinct from relaxed ‘back-stage’ performance. 
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settings, news feed algorithms, sharing features, and APIs create or alter means of 

watching and being watched on the platform; information uploaded with one group in 

mind may become available to a new audience. Resultingly, users become warier of what 

information they share, especially with potential employers in mind, and must work to 

keep up with changes to the platform (2012: 100). 

Finally, and relatedly, Trottier and Lyon note that ‘Social Media Content is Easily 

Recontextualized’, requiring users to account for unanticipated audiences or ways that 

their information might be shared (2012: 101). Because social media platforms 

‘endeavour to bridge as many social contexts as possible’, information shared privately 

to friends may become equally accessible months later to a parent who joins the 

platform (2012: 101). Temporal distinctions and the barriers between different spheres 

of life (work, school, home, romantic and social life) collapse on Facebook, and 

information ‘leaks’ between contexts and across time. In short, Trottier and Lyon show 

that being watched on Facebook is fraught: 

Different populations of people are engaging with the user’s profile, different 

kinds of institutions are taking an interest in personal information, Facebook 

introduces new features, and users adopt new practices. Past activity is coupled 

with future conditions in a way that poses unique challenges. 

Trottier and Lyon 2012: 103 

Counter to Albrechtslund’s ‘participatory’ notion of empowerment, Facebook users are 

confronted with fluid platform rules, shifting social contexts, codified and searchable 

records, and a lack of control over friends’ activities that may implicate them in the view 

of wide, unseen audiences. Both watching and being watched on social media are not 
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incidental or subconscious activities, these features show, but socially complex and risky 

exercises that require deliberate, sustained attention. 

Papacharissi and Emily Easton describe how social media users adopt a ‘habitus of the 

new’ (2013). Drawing on Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts of field, habitus, and social capital, 

they identify a ‘state of permanent novelty’ as the central motivating factor in new media 

activity (2013: 172). The structured space of Facebook (field) embodies in its users the 

‘disposition’ of permanent novelty (habitus), but is simultaneously constituted in a 

feedback loop by users’ reflexive and improvisational actions. Acting according to this 

habitus, social media users will work to ‘extract the maximum amount of profit (or, 

additional capital) from every symbolic exchange’ (2013: 174). Recall the Facebook user 

in the previous section who confessed ironically to her irresponsible shopping habits: 

she advanced an image of herself within the confessional habitus of Facebook (yet 

reflexively subverted that confession) to demonstrate her savvy and wit, seeking to gain 

social capital (attention, Facebook likes and comments, feedback) from the symbolic 

exchange. She simultaneously conformed with the habitus of confession which 

characterises the Facebook field, and diverged – or ‘improvised’ – for comic effect and 

novelty. 

Papacharissi and Easton unpack three ‘dominant practices’ that characterise the habitus 

of the new: authorship, listening, and redaction (2013: 177). Authorship describes how 

‘The social architecture compels individuals, more than ever, to tell stories about 

themselves, and to make those stories public’ (2013: 178). I have aimed to explain this 

characteristic with reference to a confessional function within a society of consumers, 

and Papacharissi and Easton emphasise how the ‘digital architecture’ of platforms like 

Facebook promotes self-expressions of novelty. 
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If ‘authorship’ in the habitus of the new maps onto ‘being watched’ under lateral 

surveillance, then ‘listening’ corresponds with ‘watching’; social media encourages users 

‘to engage either in voyeur or flaneur mode’ (2013: 179). However, Papacharissi and 

Easton are more interested in how social media ‘listening’ involves a distribution of 

attention as the social capital paid to successful authors, than as a panoptic or synoptic 

operation of surveillance: ‘As a habitus of information, the habitus of the new sets a high 

price on attention, and listening is how we are socialized to communicate attention’ 

(2013: 179-80).  

Finally, ‘redaction’ describes how social media allows for the ‘editing’ of self-

performances (2013: 180), by managing, for example, tagged photos and public 

information on a Facebook profile. Redaction ‘enables the bringing together and editing 

of identity traces, to form and frame coherent performances of sociality and self-

expression’ (2013: 180). The obligation of authorship (an obligation to share – to be 

watched) is tempered by ‘redactional practices’ of self-editing that allow users some 

measure of control over their online identity: the ability to set privacy settings that limit 

who can see what, to ‘untag’ and report photos, delete or edit statuses, and block people 

from engaging in the ‘collaborative identity construction’ described by Trottier and Lyon 

(2012). Redaction is a continuous, self-conscious state of ‘editing and remixing of the 

self’ (2013: 180), which is provoked – in my reading – by the panoptic effect of lateral 

surveillance. That is, the unverifiable audience of Facebook peers (uncertain as it is) 

provokes self-conscious confessions and redactions that seek both to demonstrate and 

protect social capital.  
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Alice Marwick notes that network technologies ‘are designed for users to continually 

investigate digital traces left by the people they are connected to through social media’ 

(2012: 378), and she characterises this practice as ‘social surveillance’:  

Social surveillance is the ongoing eavesdropping, investigation, gossip and 

inquiry that constitutes information gathering by people about their peers, made 

salient by the social digitization normalized by social media. It encompasses 

using social media sites to broadcast information, survey content created by 

others, and regulating one’s own content based on perceptions of the audience. 

Marwick 2012: 382 

The ‘constellation of practices’ of watching ‘creates panoptic-type effects’, Marwick 

writes (2012: 379); ‘People monitor their digital actions with an audience in mind ... 

Technically mediated communities are characterised by both watching and a high 

awareness of being watched’ (2012: 379). Marwick analyses and differentiates social 

surveillance along three axes – power, hierarchy, and reciprocity. Power in the social 

surveillance context is not exercised from the top down, but in a Foucauldian micro-

physics – in capillaries ‘through which power flows not only from the site to the users, 

but between users and across networks’ (2012: 383). 

Related to the micro-physics of power, the users undertaking social surveillance ‘are not 

necessarily “equal”’, despite equally representing individuals (as opposed to the 

‘structural entities’ undertaking what I call economic or political surveillance) (2012: 

384). In other words, although Facebook may flatten its users into one category of 

‘Friends’, social hierarchies such as employer/employee, parent/child, or 
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teacher/student nonetheless persist and may have implications for watching and being 

watched within a micro-physics of power.  

The third ‘axis’ of social surveillance that Marwick interrogates is ‘reciprocity’: 

As a user skims her Facebook feed, she may simultaneously read her friends’ 

content, comment on it, and broadcast her own content to other people’s feeds, 

using this information to improve her mental model of other people’s identities, 

actions and relationships. Social surveillance thus indicates that those who 

practice it are simultaneously surveilled by others. This differs from the 

asymmetry present in social media sites when users are watched by powers that 

they cannot watch back, such as marketers or data-miners. 

Marwick 2012: 384 

Reciprocity refers to the omnioptic ability of users to monitor one another, and thus the 

intertwining of watching with being watched. This ability is unique to lateral (or ‘social’) 

surveillance, whereas the subjects of political and economic surveillance cannot ‘watch 

back’ to the same degree that they are being watched. Social media are used to ‘facilitate 

the maintenance of weak ties, strengthen friendships, and increase social capital’, 

Marwick shows; ‘social network users do not just watch: they broadcast’ (2012: 384). 

She connects this broadcast again to the Foucauldian context of power, arguing that a 

disciplinary (panoptic/synoptic) effect of self-surveillance emerges through watching, 

which binds it inextricably to the experience of being watched: 

In social media sites, users monitor each other by consuming user-generated 

content, and in doing so formulate a view of what is normal, accepted, or 
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unaccepted in the community, creating an internalized gaze that contextualizes 

appropriate behaviour. 

Marwick 2012: 384, original emphasis 

As these authors have alluded, social media users who are implicated in lateral 

surveillance – both as subjects and objects – must carefully juggle a complex array of 

factors to present as normal within their overlapping social spheres, and to make 

successful demonstrations of social capital within the society of consumers. These 

factors include the collapse of social boundaries, the persistence and searchability of 

otherwise-ephemeral social occurrences, the modulating rules and defaults set by 

platforms, the dual obligations to share and to self-censor, and the extension into the 

digital ‘micro-physics’ of hierarchies from the ‘real world’. 

danah boyd highlights the agency social media users have in navigating and resisting the 

pitfalls of lateral surveillance, writing, ‘People hold power over each other not simply 

through authority but through their interaction dynamic at any given point in time, 

watching and then being watched’ (2011: 505). boyd uses two examples from her 

ethnographic research to illustrate the creative ways users navigate ‘situational’ power 

(power between peers, as opposed to ‘structural’ power). In the first, a teenaged girl 

having a bad day posts a song lyric from ‘Always Look on the Bright Side of Life’ to 

Facebook, to communicate a meaning that her friends will understand – but not her 

mother. In the second example, another teenaged user develops a practice of deleting all 

status updates, comments and wall posts from her Facebook profile every day, to 

counter the persistence of social media records. Both girls, boyd writes, 
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have accepted that they’re being watched. That’s part of why they like Facebook 

in the first place – they want the attention of being watched by people that they 

know and like. 

boyd 2011: 506  

Yet both girls also have techniques for controlling how they are watched: the first is ‘not 

trying to restrict access to content, but trying to limit access to interpretation’, while the 

second circumvents Facebook’s record-keeping (at least, on the lateral surveillance level) 

by enforcing ephemerality on her profile – ‘She’s trying to achieve control, not 

invisibility,’ boyd explains (2011: 507). As I will unpack in the next chapter, boyd’s 

examples show how elements of oppositional surveillance are part and parcel with the 

‘being watched’ component of lateral surveillance. The creativity and agency of lateral 

surveillance subjects to control their self-image – to ‘redact’ their consumable online 

selves – cannot be overlooked in this account of lateral surveillance.  

This section has briefly set out key themes in surveillance studies theorisations of 

person-to-person surveillance. I use Andrejevic’s coinage, ‘lateral surveillance’, to 

juxtapose the relatively ‘flat’ surveillance power hierarchy of this form with economic 

and political surveillance. Other theorists likewise highlight the difference of ‘social’ 

surveillance in ‘situational’ power or ‘capillaries’ from the structural or institutional 

surveillance described in previous chapters. Common themes of this review have 

included the social complexity produced by platforms like Facebook, which collapse 

distinct spheres into one Friends List, and which enforce new rules of persistence, 

replicability, scalability, searchability and shareability on social interactions. Users must 

shrewdly navigate this context in order both to watch and to be watched successfully.  
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The dichotomy of watching and being watched appears in many analyses of lateral 

surveillance (Andrejevic 2005, 2006; boyd 2011; Marwick 2012; Trottier 2012; 

Papacharissi and Easton 2013), and it is key to the animating mechanism of the 

panopticon:  

He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes 

responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes them play spontaneously 

upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he 

simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection. 

Foucault 1995: 202-3 

That is, the subject in the panoptic arrangement, by being watched, adopts the 

simultaneous subject position of watcher. On social media – as in the panopticon – these 

two states are not discrete or distinct, but continuous and entwined.  

Facebook and other platforms have given users more control over which friends and 

followers see what information, but being watched on social media is nonetheless the 

default condition, while watching is the central, prescribed activity. Almost every 

utterance and activity on Facebook is – on some level – self-consciously, performatively 

scripted in anticipation of a watchful peer audience. The Facebook user internalises that 

watchful gaze because she is aware of it, and she is aware of it because she is also 

undertaking it – watching over her peers, and equally over herself. She is simultaneously 

the panopticon’s guard and its inmate – ‘the principle of [her] own subjection’ (Foucault 

1995: 202-3). Lateral surveillance is thus the experience, the interplay, and the 

reciprocity of watching and being watched; it is simultaneously the act of watching one’s 
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peers and internalising their watchful gaze. In this respect, I argue, it is the most 

disciplinary surveillance form constituting social media. 

 

3.2 | CONSTITUTIVE LATERAL SURVEILLANCE 

It is easy to see how lateral surveillance is constitutive of Facebook and other social 

media on a literal level: the activities that Facebook enables for its users centre around 

watching and being watched. The News Feed, status updates, profiles, friends, groups, 

photos, tagging, events – all are means for users to monitor the social lives and activities 

of their peers, and equally to offer themselves up for scrutiny and consumption. 

Facebook is animated by the countless acts of watching and being watched that users 

undertake through their use of these features. Some of the examples in this section will 

explore this ‘literal’ constitutive relationship. 

But this thesis aims to understand the constitutive role that economic, political, lateral, 

and oppositional surveillance play in terms of power. In this chapter, I have aligned my 

definition of lateral surveillance with a different strategy of power from the security, 

governmentality, and control described in relation to economic and political 

surveillance; lateral surveillance is panoptic surveillance in the specific sense that it 

centres on a mechanism of unverifiable visibility. Following Foucault, this means that 

lateral surveillance articulates a disciplinary strategy of power – one which is by and 

large marginalised in the late-capitalist institutions of control.  

What, then, is the disciplinary effect of lateral surveillance? How does this strategy of 

power exert a ‘gravitational pull’ on Facebook as a platform, and on its users whose 
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activities animate Facebook’s framework? Whereas non-disciplinary power responds to 

and massages the ‘normal’, discipline works explicitly to enforce immanent norms 

(Foucault 2009: 85). What norms are enforced on Facebook through lateral 

surveillance? 

Fundamentally, the norm enforced by lateral surveillance is its own normativity: the 

nonchalance of watching and the complacency of being watched. That is, the constitutive 

function of lateral surveillance in relation to Facebook (as an expression of disciplinary 

power) is to make watching and being watched a generalised, normal state, and – 

correspondingly – to render non-disclosure and secrecy abnormal and suspect. Lateral 

surveillance also normalises specific sets of values within communities of friends and, 

recalling the society of consumers, it normalises the notion of consumption being the 

central means of improving one’s own social capital. 

The fundamental human desire to ‘look out for or look over’ (Lyon 2007: 3) is at the core 

of Facebook’s mechanics, and in this way, lateral surveillance is enacted by Facebook’s 

users. But at the same time, Facebook as a corporate and technological assemblage plays 

a very active role in cultivating the norms of watching and being watched; if social media 

has changed attitudes around privacy, then that change has come both from its uptake 

by billions of users, and from deliberate steps taken by platforms. Despite Zuckerberg’s 

claim that Facebook only ‘reflects’ societal attitudes to privacy (in Johnson 2010), the 

norms of watching and being watched – in practice – are enmeshed within a complex 

interplay of surveillance forms: a fundamental lateral desire to see and be seen; an 

economic effort to cultivate user activity; a political context of suspicion and exception; 

and, always, a prevailing oppositional current of resistance.  
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It is difficult to talk about the constitutive effects of lateral surveillance in isolation from 

economic surveillance: Facebook itself is a manifestation of lateral surveillance desires 

(as the next section will explore), but the form which that lateral surveillance takes today 

is enabled, directed, and cultivated by the platform and its economic drivers. What sets 

lateral surveillance apart from the economic surveillance that enables and constrains it 

is its ‘flat’ hierarchy and its panoptic function, because the users undertaking lateral 

surveillance are inherently and simultaneously aware of their subjection to it. Even this 

function cannot be disentangled from Facebook’s economic context, but it means that 

lateral surveillance the locus of a disciplinary power strategy in relation to the norms of 

watching and being watched. 

 

3.2.1 | WATCHING ON FACEBOOK 

We are disciplined by watching – not just by being watched. As Foucault’s notion of 

power in a ‘micro-physics’ suggests, there is not simply a relationship of empowered 

watcher over disempowered subject; the lateral watcher is no less implicated within a 

relation of power. The discipline of watching rests on the dual role of watcher and 

watched: the user knows, by their own watching, that they may be watched. Facebook 

enforces this dual role. Its Terms of Service stipulate,  

When people stand behind their opinions and actions, our community is safer 

and more accountable. For this reason, you must: 

• Use the same name that you use in everyday life; 

• Provide accurate information about yourself; 
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• Create only one account (your own) and use your timeline for personal 

purposes; 

• not share your password, give access to your Facebook account to others 

or transfer your account to anyone else (without our permission). 

Facebook 2020b 

This policy seeks to ensure that all users have only one account, tied to their real 

identity, reinforcing the economic surveillance logic of dividuation. This is necessary for 

all users – given the capability of watching – to be able to be watched back by their 

Facebook friends (Facebook allows non-users only limited access to user profiles). As 

mentioned in chapter one, the explanatory text for this policy hints at its underlying 

disciplinary mechanism: your account cannot be an anonymous front, allowing you to 

get away with saying and doing things online without offline accountability. In this way, 

Facebook draws a direct connection between the ability to watch and the obligation to be 

watchable.  

Lateral surveillance disciplines users toward the normativity of watching and being 

watched. Users reinforce this norm as readily as they are implicated in it. The synoptic 

viewer is not an empowered subject, she is one who is equally implicated in a 

disciplinary power relation. This analysis focuses on how the ideas and developments 

underlying Facebook’s platform – since before Facebook existed – are expressions of a 

disciplinary power that normalises lateral transparency. 
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Facemash 

Facebook has been constituted from its inception by lateral surveillance: the platform’s 

development history begins with a desire by one individual to watch his peers, and to 

extend that capability to the students around him. Facebook’s rapid uptake and 

expansion – within Harvard, then throughout North American universities, and 

eventually around the world – reflected an overwhelming desire on the part of its early 

adopters to participate in that social practice.  

Before Facebook, there was ‘Facemash’, another website started by Harvard Psychology 

student and programming prodigy, Mark Zuckerberg. Facemash allowed users to choose 

who was ‘hotter’ out of two female students. Zuckerberg had hacked the digital ‘face 

books’ of Harvard dormitories, which collated names and photos of all their residents, to 

access the images he used on the website. According to his own blog from the time, he 

began designing Facemash in a jilted state of inebriation (Hoffman 2010). During a 

Congressional Hearing in 2018, Zuckerberg described Facemash as ‘a prank website’ and 

claimed that it ‘actually has nothing to do with Facebook’ (in Jones 2018). Facemash was 

shut down within days, and Zuckerberg faced disciplinary action for ‘breaching security, 

violating copyrights and violating individual privacy’, according to contemporary 

reporting in The Harvard Crimson (Kaplan 2003). A few months later, Zuckerberg 

launched Thefacebook.com, available only to Harvard students.  

Jose van Dijck writes,  

FaceMash literally translated a social code into a technical one: intuitive 

judgments prompted by engineered popularity rankings and processed by 
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algorithms relating individual evaluations to those of others, resulting in a 

“collective opinion.” 

van Dijck 2012b: 162 

But Facemash’s allure for its hundreds of users (whose activity on the website swiftly 

crashed Harvard’s network) was not just the opportunity to objectify, evaluate, and rank 

women by their attractiveness; crucially, it was the opportunity to objectify, evaluate, 

and rank women from their own daily lives – women who shared their classes, who they 

passed in the halls and recognised around campus. Facemash contained a kernel of the 

lateral surveillance potential which Zuckerberg would go on to develop into 

Thefacebook. Despite apologising at the time for the ‘sketchy’ elements of Facemash,69 

Zuckerberg had identified that powerful local hook – a lucrative appetite for lateral 

surveillance mediated through internet technology – and he turned his energy quickly 

towards a platform that could cultivate and capitalise on it. 

In later depositions, Zuckerberg drew a clear path from Facemash to the launch and 

success of Facebook, having learned during the Facemash experience, ‘People are more 

voyeuristic than what I would have thought’ (in Hoffman 2010):  

He was inspired, he said, by an editorial in The Harvard Crimson about his 

Facemash debacle. ‘It is clear that the technology needed to create a centralized 

Website is readily available,’ the paper observed. ‘The benefits are many.’ …. ‘I 

 
 

69 ‘Issues about violating people’s privacy don’t seem to be surmountable,’ Zuckerberg wrote at 

the time (in Kaplan 2003). 
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basically took that article that [the Crimson] wrote and made a site with those 

exact privacy controls, and that was Facebook,’ he recalled. 

Hoffman 2010 

Zuckerberg launched Thefacebook on February 4, 2004. By the end of May, it had close 

to 200,000 users. 

 

Figure 23: Thefacebook's earliest available front page, from 12 February 2004, accessed via 

Internet Archive (Thefacebook 2004). 

As the short list of functions on Thefacebook’s original home page shows (figure 23), the 

platform engendered watching as its central user activity from the beginning: ‘Search for 

people at your school’, ‘Find out who are in your classes’, ‘Look up your friends’ friends’, 
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‘See a visualisation of your social network’. The lessons he took from his Facemash 

experience – and the apparent appetite in the Harvard student body for an online 

version of its dormitory face books – led Zuckerberg directly to the first incarnation of a 

platform constituted fundamentally by lateral surveillance.  

 

 

News Feed 

As described at the start of this chapter, Facebook consisted mostly of discrete profiles, 

which required users to navigate to a specific page to view another person’s personal 

information, until the 2006 launch of the News Feed and its accompanying ‘Mini-Feed’.  

Today, the News Feed is a staple of Facebook and other social media (such as Twitter, 

Instagram, and LinkedIn). The feed pulls news items – user activity, page posts, 

recommendations, and advertisements – into one endless, vertical, algorithmically-

optimised list. Nicole Cohen describes the News Feed as ‘a means of constant 

surveillance of one’s friends,’ which ‘provides members with incentive to log on to the 

site more frequently’ (2008: 12). The News Feed places watching squarely at the centre 

of Facebook’s user offerings: it makes lateral surveillance simple, idle – addictive, even – 

and optimises its presentation for each individual user to keep them hooked. The new 

Facebook homepage shifted users’ immediate focus upon logging on to the platform 

from profile management (being watched) to monitoring their friends (watching). But 

being confronted with their own synoptic vision instilled in those users a greater 
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awareness of their own panoptic visibility, and the result was Facebook’s first major 

controversy and user rebellion. Cohen summarises the response: 

The introduction of News Feed generated negative feedback from Facebook 

members, who called the feature “too stalkeresque” and launched a group within 

Facebook itself, titled “Students Against Facebook News Feed (Official Petition to 

Facebook),” which attracted more than 700,000 members and was covered 

widely in major news media. 

Cohen 2008: 12 

 

Zuckerberg responded to the backlash in a Facebook post headlined, ‘Calm down. 

Breathe. We hear you’ (2006a): 

We've been getting a lot of feedback about Mini-Feed and News Feed. We think 

they are great products, but we know that many of you are not immediate fans, 

and have found them overwhelming and cluttered. Other people are concerned 

that non-friends can see too much about them. We are listening to all your 

suggestions about how to improve the product; it's brand new and still evolving. 

Zuckerberg 2006a 

Where Facebook’s preceding years had been a relatively measured reflection of its users’ 

lateral surveillance desires, News Feed marked a surveillant leap forward for the 

platform. News Feed was an economic intervention in Facebook’s lateral surveillance 

norms – one which provoked an oppositional response. Beyond merely reflecting or 
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enabling lateral surveillance, News Feed was an early attempt by Facebook to directly 

cultivate it, to harness it, and to take advantage of the fluid norms of watching and being 

watched. In other words, Zuckerberg and Facebook recognised the value of the lateral 

surveillance being pooled and normalised on its platform, and sought to direct and 

maximise it within Facebook’s escalating data-collection business model – the News 

Feed also enabled more ‘native’ advertising to be inserted into users’ passive scrolling 

experiences.  

Zuckerberg, in his response to the outcry, underlined that there was no more user 

information available on the News Feed than before it was implemented (‘None of your 

information is visible to anyone who couldn't see it before the changes’ [2006a]). 

Nothing that showed up in News Feed was not already being made visible before, but 

until 2006 it had to be purposefully sought out. The way that News Feed presented that 

information in one place – with no need for deliberate searching – provoked anxiety 

about users’ own visibility. News Feed shifted lateral surveillance from an active to a 

passive activity (without diminishing the ability for more active efforts as well); it shifted 

the nature of watching, from a situation in which users had to ‘pull’ others’ information, 

to one in which the platform automatically ‘pushed’ it to them.  

News Feed provoked privacy concerns in Facebook’s users because that shift brought the 

platform’s panoptic function into sharp relief: the realisation of their own visibility in the 

News Feed was hard to dissociate from the new vision they had over their friends, even if 
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no new information was being made visible.70 In Foucauldian terms, the moment when a 

user logged onto Facebook and encountered the News Feed – and they were confronted 

with its itemised, ordered, and timestamped recounting of their friends’ activities – 

provoked in them ‘a state of conscious and permanent visibility’, which assured ‘the 

automatic functioning of power’ (Foucault 1995: 201). Facebook’s many user profiles 

appeared, more clearly than ever, like ‘so many small theatres, in which each actor is 

alone, perfectly individualized and constantly visible’ (Foucault 1995: 200). 

While Zuckerberg suggests that Facebook only reflects changing attitudes to privacy, 

News Feed showed the platform making an active effort to influence those attitudes, and 

to direct users towards a new norm of generalised omniopticism; that is, of continuous, 

casual watching and inescapable visibility. This effort is summarised pithily (yet 

tactlessly) in Zuckerberg’s response to the backlash: ‘And we agree, stalking isn't cool; 

but being able to know what's going on in your friends' lives is’ (2006a). 

Despite initial resistance, and following fresh tweaks to privacy settings, users accepted 

the new normal that News Feed signalled and, indeed – through their own usage of 

Facebook – perpetuated and enforced it. This transition is captured well in 

contemporary commentary about the News Feed and Mini-Feed backlash:  

 
 

70 E.J. Westlake recalls, ‘The sensation of encountering Facebook News Feed for the first time is 

hard to describe. I remember thinking that it was a bold move for Facebook, but I also remember 

feeling a little strange knowing that my every move (well, almost every move) would be seen by all 

of my Facebook friends .... the new feature certainly made me more conscious of the way I 

behaved on Facebook – the way I performed – particularly since many in my audience would be 

my students’ (2008: 22, original emphasis). 
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An easy fix to the problem is for Facebook to simply make each of the new 

products optional. Users who don’t participate will quickly find that they are 

falling out of the attention stream, and I suspect will quickly add themselves back 

in. 

Arrington 2006 

The author proposes that users opposed to the News Feed could elect to withdraw their 

participation, but – recognising the normalising, confessional mechanism of being 

watched in the society of consumers – suggests that the social pressure to adhere to 

News Feed’s new norms would prevail.71  

 

Algorithm Changes 

People use social media to undertake lateral surveillance of one another, even if they do 

not recognise it as such. Social media like Facebook enable them easily – even lazily – to 

fulfil a desire to ‘look out for or look over’ their peers (Lyon 2007: 3). Zuckerberg 

described being inspired by the Facemash saga, the popularity it quickly accrued, and 

the interest in Harvard’s student population for some kind of online social networking 

solution. In simplistic terms, Facemash and Thefacebook reflected intrinsic social 

motivations towards lateral surveillance, whereas News Feed reflected Facebook’s 

 
 

71 This also shows how disciplinary power is a productive force: the withholding user, subject to 

this normalising lateral panopticism, is encouraged to say more – not less – and to be more 

visible – not to shrink away.  
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economic motivations to maximise lateral surveillance, to make it normal and 

continuous, to encourage higher ‘engagement’, and to open new spaces for 

advertisements. In both cases, users are implicated in a normative omnioptic relation of 

watching and being watched. 

As many examples throughout this thesis have shown, the four surveillance forms I 

delineate on social media are not discrete, but overlapping – sometimes in tension, and 

other times in harmony. The changes Facebook makes to its News Feed algorithm, 

which rebalance the amount of ‘social content’ users encounter on the platform, shows 

lateral and economic surveillance overlapping. Facebook edited its algorithm in 2018 to 

promote ‘more meaningful social interactions’, and less ‘public content like posts from 

businesses, brands, and media’ (Zuckerberg 2018). The key change was raising the News 

Feed weighting of ‘person-to-person’ interactions over ‘person-to-page’ interactions, so 

that ‘social’ content would appear higher up in the feed (Facebook App 2018). The 

changes prioritised friends and family over ‘public content’, uplifted content that 

sparked ‘conversations and meaningful interactions’, and predicted and promoted posts 

that would likely provoke a response from the user, such as ‘a post from a friend seeking 

advice, a friend asking for recommendations for a trip, or a news article or video 

prompting lots of discussion’ (Mosseri 2018). 

The rhetoric of ‘meaningful social interactions’ is foremost an appeal to Facebook users’ 

lateral surveillant desires. The algorithm changes sought to put the kinds of social 

content that first attracted an audience of Ivy Leaguers to Thefacebook back under the 

News Feed spotlight, a forum being encroached by commercial spam gaming Facebook’s 

content weighting for attention and clicks. As well as trying to moderate the tide of low-

quality ‘engagement bait’ overflowing his platform, Zuckerberg highlighted that these 
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changes were responding to users’ desires: ‘…recently we've gotten feedback from our 

community that public content – posts from businesses, brands and media – is crowding 

out the personal moments that lead us to connect more with each other’ (2018a). 

The algorithm changes, by recentering the activities of other users (‘personal moments’), 

recognised Thefacebook’s original lateral surveillance appeal. These changes seek to 

‘align incentives’ for lateral and economic surveillance – more social content improves 

the user experience of watching, and it is better in the long-term for data collection and 

marketing. This tweak and the rhetoric of ‘meaningful social interactions’ shows that 

Zuckerberg et al understand intimately the connection between watching and being 

watched on their platform; they recognise that Facebook must make it worthwhile to 

watch if it expects its users to subject themselves to being watched. 

 

3.2.2 | BEING WATCHED ON FACEBOOK 

Being watched is the corollary to lateral watching: through our own ability to watch, we 

recognise our susceptibility to being watched. Facebook shifts flexibly to capture the 

energy and value its two billion-plus users produce. That energy and value takes the 

form – in broad terms – of watching and being watched, and Facebook modulates to 

enable and refine those activities. As the previous section showed, Thefacebook emerged 

as a response to and an outlet for the latent, localised lateral surveillance desire which 

Facemash unearthed. Yet, while users’ interactions with Facebook are dictated in large 

part by the platform’s own boundaries, it is the content generated by friends and pages 

which most colours their experiences. This social content transmits and reproduces the 
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disciplinary norms of transparency and watching in a panoptic arrangement of visibility, 

where the user is implicated both as subject and object. 

 

The Profile 

As described above, Facebook’s terms of service seek to enforce the connection of 

watching with being watched by requiring users to have an account to access personal 

profiles, and by dictating that each account must be a singular and ‘true’ dividual 

representation of one person. The structure of the profile (the foundational element of 

social media whereby each user creates a personalisable, individual account to engage 

with other users’ accounts) is essential to social media. While there is little actual 

requirement to contribute information – any user can choose to leave the majority of 

their profile information page blank – Facebook persistently encourages sharing for its 

own purposes, as chapter one showed, which is compounded by interpersonal pressure 

to share and ‘confess’. In short, the implication of the profile is that one must make 

oneself available to be watched in order to participate in watching.  

The profile may be understood, in Foucauldian terms, as a disciplinary ‘surface of 

intervention’ for Facebook’s users. The profile is a site for the normalisation of sharing 

and spying, where communications and confessions are stored, indexed, and analysed; 

where interests and connections become attached to dividuals. In the disciplines, 

Foucault writes, ‘The crowd, a compact mass, a locus of multiple exchanges, 

individualities merging together, a collective effect, is abolished and replaced by a 

collection of separated individualities’ (1995: 201). The profile reflects the disciplinary 

mechanism that separates individual bodies out of a collective mass. The discipline of 
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being watched that manifests in the profile – a fundamental barrier to entry on social 

media – normalises radical transparency online. In other words, participation in 

contemporary social norms requires acquiescing to the demands of Facebook and other 

social media to produce and maintain a profile; that profile therefore functions as the 

surface for a disciplinary intervention of power which, through its lateral transparency, 

engenders a new norm of being seen – continuously, productively, and even 

competitively. The profile is at heart a neoliberal mechanism, provoking an 

individualised competition for attention: the more ‘watched’ you are – the more likes, 

friends, shares, follows – the more successful.72  

I will return to this mechanism below, but let us first consider the implications of social 

media without profiles. In theory, this would undermine Facebook’s stated mission of 

‘[giving] people the power to build community and bring the world closer together’ – 

without a persistent profile, users could not add friends, form groups, follow, message, 

or tag one another. Lee Knuttila explores the mechanism of the social media profile in 

contrast with the contingent anonymity of 4chan (2011). 4chan is a popular 

‘imageboard’, where users can start threads and reply to one another, often using 

images, and do comparatively little else. It is ‘simultaneously a simple message board 

and a complex community’, Knuttila writes (2011). Significantly, ‘There is no registration 

process or login required, meaning the vast majority of posts fall under the default 

 
 

72 The height of this success, where subjection to lateral surveillance blurs with a more economic 

synoptic subjection, is to become a ‘Social Media Influencer’ – someone with an element of 

‘micro-celebrity’ who amasses an audience by successfully attracting people to consume and 

follow their personal brand (Khamis et al 2017). Instagram, which Facebook has owned since 

2012, and YouTube elevate the acclaim of being watched to new heights.  
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username: Anonymous’ (Knuttila 2011). Whereas Facebook and other social media sites 

‘are fundamentally rooted in one’s real life identity’, and rely on connections with 

‘individuals that one knows, or at least those that have been accepted as “friends”’, 

4chan’s anonymity ‘embodies contingency and senses of alterity’ (Knuttila 2011).  

Knuttila writes that, ‘Outside the Facebook algorithm “liking” is a complex, abstract and 

highly subjective state’, whereas ‘Inside the algorithm, it is a way to cancel differences’ 

(2011). Facebook’s system of profiles, friends, and ‘likes’ ‘promotes uniform forms of 

interaction, homogenizes differences and, like most social media, reduces and totalizes 

alterity’ (Knuttila 2011). This means that the systematised, simplified, algorithmic 

nature of the Facebook profile – an abstraction of subjectivity to a series of inputs that 

can be shared across the Facebook Platform and matched to the ideals of advertisers – 

tends towards homogeneity. Contrastingly, 4chan, through its lack of profiles and 

architectural simplicity, creates a more open, flexible, contingent space for creative and 

unexpected interaction:  

This reduced connection between the user who engages the site and the content 

that appears, created by the anonymous interface, lowers personal responsibility 

and encourages experimentation. 

Knuttila 2011 

It must be noted that the ‘lowered personal responsibility’ which 4chan’s anonymity 

affords has led to a proliferation of sexist, racist, and homophobic content, and 

contributed to the online rise of white supremacy and the alt-right; 4chan’s unbounded 

contingency has not made it a bastion of enlightened discourse. Nonetheless, what 

4chan demonstrates, by contrast with the strictly non-anonymous structure of Facebook, 
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is the centrality of the profile to Facebook’s economic, political, and lateral operations of 

power. 

The Facebook profile is a receptacle for the markers of difference that fill out the News 

Feed; it is where users’ transparency is ‘stored’, so that they may continue to be watched 

in perpetuity. Anonymous users cannot be watched in the same way; without a store of 

content that is connected to their real-life identity, they are not subjected to other users’ 

unverifiable vision. The profile normalises the notion of radical, continuous visibility – 

that one must become a transparent dividual in order to watch, and therefore to 

participate in the networked society.  

Privacy controls function to reinforce the importance of the profile and its dividual 

connection to an embodied individual. For the most part, Facebook’s privacy controls 

reckon with lateral surveillance, but not economic or political surveillance. The ability of 

users to select how much of their profile content is accessible only to their approved 

friends creates more of a requirement for users to maintain an identifiable profile and an 

up-to-date list of friends. In other words, privacy controls on Facebook are dependent on 

the integrity and transparency of the profile. 

Knuttila notes that oppositional practices which undermine the strictures of the profile 

on Facebook create the contingent space in which ‘progressive possibilities’ are enabled: 

It is important to note how protestors and organizers consistently broke terms of 

service and user agreements of platforms like Facebook by having multiple 

accounts, fake accounts and spreading misinformation, effectively inserting 

contingency into closed systems and unravelling radical transparency’ by evoking 

anonymity. 
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Knuttila 2011 

I will return in the next chapter to this idea that user-generated information – as the 

lynchpin of Facebook’s economic, political, and lateral surveillance regime – is the locus 

of ‘obfuscatory’ counter-hegemonic practice. 

 

Obligations to Confess 

In chapter one, I unpacked the many ways that Facebook entices its users to ‘share’ – to 

update their profiles, post statuses, connect with APIs, and so on – for the sake of its 

economic surveillance. Those enticements are shrouded in the rhetoric of ‘meaningful 

social interactions’ with friends and family, such as, ‘Add a short bio to tell people more 

about yourself’. Put differently, Facebook articulates its economic desire for user 

information through a language of lateral monitoring; its own economic interest in a 

user’s up-to-date profile information is framed as the interpersonal interest of family 

and friends. Facebook’s own invitations to share are supplemented by and rearticulated 

as lateral obligations to confess; these confessions are extracted in the context of the 

society of consumers, in which the ability of users to demonstrate consumerist savvy to 

their peers is paramount. 

There are two key characteristics of confession in the Foucauldian sense laid out earlier 

in this chapter which apply to the social media context: first, it appears as a technique of 

freedom, unveiling some innate truth and liberating its speaker from the prison of 

secrecy; and second, it is drawn out in a relationship of power by an interlocutor. As I 

showed above, a ‘confession’ on Facebook does not have to be an admission of guilt, but 
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can be any utterance extracted by the authority of the social media interlocutor – in this 

case, the ‘virtual presence’ of one’s imagined, unverifiable audience of Facebook friends. 

And while it is very easy to lie on social media, the fact of exposing something from one’s 

personal life to a wider audience gives it renewed veracity in the social context of cultural 

capital – that is, in the society of consumers. 

One common ‘mantra’ of the internet – ‘Pics or it didn’t happen’ – helps to elaborate this 

idea of confession, truth-telling, and cultural capital on social media. An article in Wired 

asks, ‘If you don’t post about something on social media, did it even happen?’ (Li 2017), 

and a column in The Guardian posits, 

In a digital landscape built on attention and visibility, what matters is not so 

much the content of your updates but their existing at all. They must be there. 

Social broadcasts are not communications; they are records of existence and 

accumulating metadata. 

 Silverman 2015 

These comments identify the importance of maintaining a visible digital profile for the 

ongoing consumption of others. Wendellen Li writes, ‘When I told my friends I was 

engaged, they called me to talk about it – but only once it was true on Facebook’ (2017). 

Jacob Silverman ponders, ‘If I have a witty or profound thought and I don’t tweet or 

Facebook it, have I somehow failed? Is that bon mot now diminished, not quite as good 

or meaningful as it would be if laid bare for the public?’ (2015).  

Both writers are alluding to the ability of the Facebook confession to ‘make things real’ 

in the sense that they become consumable pieces of information for an audience of 
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expectant, invisible friends and followers. By sharing life milestones and witty thoughts, 

achievements, anecdotes and jokes, banal catchups and island getaways, breakfasts and 

brunches, work-outs and day-trips and hikes and every other imaginable activity – by 

creating digital records of these things to be seen by those around us – they acquire 

truth-telling value. On this basis, they are confessions. They need not have a direct 

relationship to reality, but they are nonetheless ‘true’ in the ‘pics or it didn’t happen’ 

sense; they are true in the sense that they are consumable objects with cultural currency. 

And while they are not confessed to a priest, in the presence of God, they are nonetheless 

extracted by an unverifiable authority: they are created to be seen, evaluated, and 

approved. 

In Bauman’s society of consumers, individuals are ‘simultaneously promoters of 

commodities and the commodities they promote’ (in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 32, 

original emphasis).  

Under whatever rubric their preoccupations might be classified by governmental 

archivists or investigative journalists, the activity in which all of them are 

engaged (whether by choice or necessity, or most commonly both) is marketing. 

The test they need to pass in order to be admitted to the social prizes they covet 

demands them to recast themselves as commodities: that is, as products capable 

of drawing attention, and attracting demand and customers. 

Bauman, in Bauman and Lyon 2012: 33, original emphasis 

The basic facts of social media communication – persistence, replicability, scalability, 

searchability, and shareability (Papacharissi and Yuan 2011; boyd 2010) – lend 

themselves to a more self-conscious, practiced, ‘front-stage’ presentation of the self. 
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Facebook offers users numerous methods for the staged broadcasting of oneself as a 

commodity. 

In Bauman’s account, the social sphere has become like a market, in which individuals 

are commodities or brands, jostling for attention and recognition, and the key means by 

which we ‘invest’ in our social commodity selves is by consuming – cannily, ceaselessly, 

and visibly (Bauman 2007: 12). Social media like Facebook and Instagram are fine-

tuned for this continuous consumption and commodification of the subject. The peer-

driven obligation to confess makes savvy social sharing a necessity, leading Bauman to 

ask, ‘Is not Facebook’s mind-boggling success due to its role as a marketplace in which, 

every day, that stark necessity can meet with exhilarating freedom of choice?’ (in 

Bauman and Lyon 2012: 35). The profile, seen in this light, is not a neutral data double, 

but a value-laden avatar – an investment. It is the commodity-self packaged for 

consumption by others. The notion that users invest time and money into having an 

attractive profile has led to the coinage of another modern mantra: they ‘do it for the 

‘gram’.73 

In the society of consumers context, social media users crave the panoptic attention of 

unverifiable others. Their gaze is a reassurance – it signals a successful campaign for 

attention and validation, and it thereby presages (or simulates) success on the wider 

level of the neoliberal individual. That is, successfully presenting oneself as a commodity 

 
 

73 ‘Doing it for the ‘gram’ describes doing something funny, adventurous, or expensive in order to 

be able to share a digital record of it on Instagram, and in so doing grow one’s personal 

commodity-value as a consumer. Similarly, one may ‘Do it for the Vine’, referring to the shuttered 

short-form social video-sharing platform, or do it for Youtube, etc. 
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for the consumption of others on social media stands in for success in the marketplace 

society. This is why many users revel in being watched online, Bauman suggests. Being 

watched on social media normalises the commodification of subjectivity within a market 

society, and the embrace of transparency (and the corresponding abnormality of 

secrecy). 

On social media, Bauman writes, 

The area of privacy turns into a site of incarceration, the owner of private space 

being condemned and doomed to stew in his or her own juice; forced into a 

condition marked by an absence of avid listeners eager to wring out and tear 

away the secrets from behind the ramparts of privacy, to put them on public 

display and make them everybody’s wishes to share.  

In Bauman and Lyon 2012: 30 

In other words, this condition of radical transparency, obligatory confession, and self-

commodification for the consumption of others is not an empowering possibility for 

social media users – but an obligation and a necessity for social relevance, with 

implications for one’s personal and professional standing. The confessional society of 

consumers is not one in which participation is always a choice.  

 

Metrics 

I have argued so far that watching and being watched laterally on social media are 

expressions of a panoptic (and therefore disciplinary) surveillance, due to the central 
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mechanism of unverifiable visibility which characterises this form, but which is absent 

from the governmental/control-based strategies of economic and political surveillance. 

However, while lateral surveillance is largely – like the panopticon’s unseen prison 

guard – unverifiable, social media’s engagement metrics give users the encouragement 

they need to maintain their visibility. Metrics partially verify for the user their visibility 

and their audience – as Foucault showed with the panopticon, the prisoner must know 

that they may be seen to guarantee the automatic functioning of power.74 

All social media platforms surface basic engagement metrics to verify users’ visibility 

and quantify the success of posts: Facebook’s thumbs-up ‘like’ is iconic, and its 

introduction of different ‘reactions’ has added some nuance to the feedback users receive 

on their confessional content (figure 24); Twitter offers more detailed ‘analytics’ on 

every tweet, underscoring the competition for attention (or ‘clout’) on its platform 

(figure 25);75 Instagram now ‘hides’ likes – but users can still see how many likes their 

own images have received (figure 26); Reddit’s ‘karma’ system allows users to accrue 

 
 

74 It is worth noting that social media metrics, while they codify and quantify the condition of 

being watched, are also a form of lateral watching: they allow users to see who has liked their 

photos, shared their posts, or followed them. This demonstrates, again, the omnioptic, dual 

subjectivity of watcher and watched which social media engenders. 

75 The public visibility of basic metrics on Twitter (comments, retweets, and likes) has spawned a 

site-specific neologism: ‘ratioed’. A tweet which is ‘ratioed’ on Twitter is one which garners a 

response with a high ratio of comments to likes, indicating strong negative feedback and little 

positive support. The word’s widespread usage demonstrates the recognition by Twitter users of 

the importance of these metrics, as well as an understanding of what sentiment the numbers 

reflect. 
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(and lose) points for the success of their submissions and comments, and their score is 

visible to anyone (figure 27). 

 

Figure 24: Every post on Facebook shows these basic engagement metrics; clicking on the 

reactions shows how the total number is distributed across the possible reactions. More detailed 

analytics are available for Facebook Pages and advertisements.

 

Figure 25: Twitter offers more detailed analytics for users to see the reach of their tweets. 
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Figure 26: Instagram has made the number of ‘Likes’ received by a post invisible, except to the 

user who posted it. 

 

 

Figure 27: Reddit's 'Karma’ system keeps score of a user’s success in posting popular content 

and comments. 

Facebook and others recognise the important function of engagement metrics for their 

models of content creation: the validation of likes, shares, and retweets – and the 

addictive promise of future validation – encourages users to keep posting content. To 

use the language of this chapter: engagement metrics quantify the extent to which the 

user is being watched, and thus provide a gauge of how successfully they are marketing 

their commodity-self to their audience of peers.  
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On top of its standard post metrics – reactions, comments, and shares – Facebook has 

added features which reinforce these metrics’ importance. In a 2017 update to the ‘On 

This Day’ feature, which shows users a post or activity from the same day in a previous 

year, Facebook added new milestones and memories to its repertoire, many of which 

highlight engagement metrics as a measure of a user’s social success on the platform 

(Hod 2017).  

 

Figure 28: Promotional examples of new ways to 'Celebrate Your Friendships’ provided by 

Facebook (Hod 2017). 

As the examples in figure 28 show, Facebook highlights engagement metrics as a 

meaningful milestone for its users: the example on the left commends a user having 
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made 100 friends on the platform, while the example on the right celebrates another 

user receiving 1,000 likes on their posts. In both examples, Facebook uses the 

interpersonal rhetoric of connection (‘Thank you for using Facebook to connect with the 

people you care about,’ and, ‘We’re glad you’re sharing your life with the people you care 

about on Facebook’). This rhetoric links the engagement milestones with the condition 

of being watched – that is, with the indeterminate lateral audience of ‘people you care 

about’. These are minor features on Facebook, easily ignored and not at all fundamental 

to the platform’s operation, but they demonstrate in a small way the constitutive 

relationship of lateral surveillance to the Facebook assemblage, whereby users’ lateral 

desire to be watched – which pivots around the panoptic reassurance of engagement 

metrics – is identified and foregrounded by the platform. 

 

Figure 29: Another milestone example from Facebook, highlighting a photo from the past that 

garnered high engagement. 

As a counterexample, 4chan demonstrates how central the profile is to this condition of 

being watched (and, therefore, to its implications for user activity). Knuttila writes,  
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It is tempting to build a frame for 4chan which looks at cultural capital, in which 

knowledge of memes and in-jokes establishes creditability. However, without 

markers of identity there is no way to accrue credit. 

Knuttila 2011 

Unlike Reddit, where a user’s understanding of in-jokes, attitudes, and tastes may be 

reflected over time by a high ‘karma’ score, 4chan creates no record of social 

achievements on the forum, and does not link popular comments with individual 

profiles. There are also no likes – nor ‘upvotes’ and ‘downvotes’ – to quantify a thread’s 

reception among users. 4chan’s anonymity and simplicity is again the online exception 

proving the rule: the fundamental profile structure of social media enables and 

encourages users to engage visibly (and with considerable consumerist savvy) in displays 

which earn them social currency and ensure their continued relevance within their social 

networks. The profile enables social media engagement metrics to function as reminders 

of that unverifiable lateral audience – as indicators of success in the society of 

consumers, and as incessant enticements to ‘confess’. 

 

3.3 | POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC USES OF LATERAL SURVEILLANCE 

The four ‘surveillance forms’ adopted in this thesis are blurry, overlapping, and 

intersectional. Several examples in the previous section illuminated the symbiosis 

between lateral and economic surveillance. In short: lateral surveillance is captured and 

extended, intensified, and monetised via economic surveillance. Facebook encourages 

users to play an active role in watching and being watched – framed with the rhetoric of 
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‘meaningful social interactions’ – so that their content continues to animate its platform 

and to inform targeted advertising approaches. The introduction of the News Feed was 

an example where Facebook’s efforts to harness that latent lateral surveillance desire for 

its own ends riled up its userbase – initially. The way Facebook surfaces engagement 

metrics, and has added to them with milestones and memories, is another example of 

how it instrumentalises being watched to encourage more sharing ‘with the people you 

care about’.  It cannot be ignored that the boundaries which enable and constrain lateral 

surveillance on social media are not set by the people undertaking that surveillance, but 

by the economic entities managing the platforms. 

Andrejevic writes, 

Rather than subversive challenges to governance and control, the forms of self-

disclosure (masquerading as self-expression) that migrate from the spaces of the 

confessional and examination room into cyberspace facilitate the detailed 

specification of individual consumers as well as the formulation of those tactics 

most likely to make them amenable to the ministration of marketers. 

Andrejevic 2006: 396 

This means that being watched online, despite its empowering potential and its 

appearance as liberating self-expression, functions ultimately to inform economic 

surveillance; while we may confess to our audience of friends alone, they are not the only 

consumers of our individual ‘self-disclosures’. Likewise, as the previous chapter shows, 

the information individuals share on social media is equally accessible to and accessed 

by agents of political surveillance. 
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Social media ‘influencers’ constitute an interesting intersection of the lateral and 

economic surveillance forms. Influencers, whose followings in the online attention 

economy afford them sponsorships and advertising deals, monetise their own lateral 

transparency; they make being watched on social media into an economic activity. At the 

same time, they are implicated in power relationships with advertisers – who monitor 

the extent to which they are watched, to ensure the best value for their sponsorships – 

and with platforms, whose modulations can wipe out their livelihoods overnight. 

Influencers are disciplined by the unverifiable lateral gaze of their followers (which 

creates pressure to present a normative, attractive, idealised image for their 

consumption), while at the same time they experience the governmentalizing gaze of 

economic surveillance – which demands high engagement and regular content – more 

so than most other users.  

The influencer example shows how lateral watching and being watched is subordinated 

on social media to economic surveillance power; on social media, the lateral surveillance 

form always occurs in the context of the economic platform, where it can be monetised 

by advertisers and the platform itself. It also shows how disciplinary normalisation – 

exerted by an influencer’s watchful followers – persists in the late-capitalist context 

alongside the regularising and modulatory power strategies of governmentality and 

control. Finally, influencers are an example of how asymmetric, synoptic surveillance 

arrangements re-emerge out of the ‘flat’ social media context.  

Lateral surveillance may also be a conduit for political surveillance power when 

individuals are instrumentalised to carry out the monitoring duties of the state. As 

Joshua Reeves points out, the US’ Department of Homeland Services campaign, ‘If You 

See Something, Say Something’, facilitates ‘a new vigilance in peer-to-peer monitoring’ 
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(2012: 236). The campaign entreats people to apply a securitised, risk-based analysis to 

those around them, in order to identify abnormal behaviour and report it to authorities. 

This surveillance motivation is political, and it comes hierarchically from ‘above’, but the 

acts of watching that it effects are hierarchically lateral. This is an alarming 

development, Reeves writes, because it means that ‘the organs of a redistributed and 

increasingly uninhibited policing apparatus are now being plugged into every computer, 

camera, and other mobile communication device’ (2012: 236). The ‘If You See 

Something, Say Something’ campaign includes social media elements: a ‘Social Media 

Partner Toolkit’ for the campaign includes images and clips to share, advice on 

maximising social media reach, and a list of approved hashtags (U.S. Department of 

Homeland Security 2016). This intersection of political with lateral surveillance adds 

dimensions both to users’ power to watch one another, and their vulnerability to being 

watched, which may lead to more serious consequences than the social policing of 

norms, or failed bids for social capital.76 

 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has shown how lateral surveillance, undertaken by individuals with 

approximately equivalent surveillance power, has a constitutive relationship to 

Facebook. The chapter was structured around the dual poles of ‘watching’ and ‘being 

 
 

76 The risks identified in the previous chapter, that political surveillance targets biopolitical 

categories of difference, are still present when that surveillance is delegated to the wider 

population, as Daniel Trottier posits in relation to ‘crowdsourced’ CCTV monitoring (2014: 622). 
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watched’ which account for lateral surveillance activity. I began by theorising the critical 

social context of lateral surveillance, which I argue has the strongest connection to the 

panoptic theory of surveillance that has long dominated the surveillance studies field. To 

demonstrate that connection, I first established what I mean by ‘panoptic’ – a loaded 

and ambiguous term, which I argue is most useful today for describing a specific 

mechanism of unverifiable visibility, which effects an automatic functioning of 

disciplinary power in its subject. I explored the applicability of another Foucauldian 

concept – the confession – to the experience of being watched, and related it to 

Bauman’s notion of the society of consumers and Thomas Mathiesen’s panopticon 

adjunct: the ‘synopticon’. In the final parts of the literature review, I examined the 

theory around lateral surveillance and the recurrent dyad of watching and being 

watched. 

In the second half of the chapter, I applied that dyad to explore lateral surveillance on 

Facebook. Under ‘Watching’, I recounted the lessons of Facemash and the subsequent 

emergence of Thefacebook, a path which reflects how Facebook’s economic surveillance 

has always capitalised on latent desires by individuals to watch one another. The 

introduction of the News Feed and modulatory algorithm rebalances further 

demonstrate how lateral watching is enabled and cultivated on the platform. Under 

‘Being Watched’, I showed how Facebook’s basic profile structure (and attendant 

policies) enshrines the practice of being watched by one’s friends and followers. The 

profile attaches a record of social achievements to a dividual identity in perpetuity, 

which leads users to make interesting, attractive, or simply normative ‘confessions’. 

These confessions are extracted both by platform incitements and unverifiable 

audiences, and they produce a truth of their own by attracting social credit. Finally, I 
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showed how that social credit – in the form of engagement metrics – underpins the 

system of validation that results from being watched in a panoptic arrangement: like the 

panopticon’s guard tower, the indicators of an engaged following remind users’ of their 

transparency, encouraging demonstrations of consumerist savvy and other normative 

ideals. 

All of these examples, practices, and features of lateral surveillance constitute Facebook 

in one of two ways: they reflect the platform’s modulatory absorption of lateral 

surveillance value; or else they animate the otherwise-empty framework of Facebook 

with the interpersonal content and interactions that make up the user. In both cases, 

lateral surveillance enables a panoptic mechanism of unverifiable visibility to permeate 

the platform, reproducing persuasive new norms of transparency and performance. 

Crucially, this normalisation of lateral transparency works to normalise transparency to 

the vision of economic and political surveillance. Zuckerberg conflated the forms when 

he claimed,  

People have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and 

different kinds, but more openly and with more people. That social norm is just 

something that has evolved over time. 

in Johnson 2010 

This statement suggests that people are embracing being watched by a growing audience 

of peers, but it is also intended rhetorically to justify and defend Facebook’s own 

reputation for data collection. It is in Facebook’s economic interest to cultivate and 

perpetuate lateral surveillance, because watching and being watched generates the data 
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that fuels its business model. Cultivating and perpetuating lateral surveillance is a long-

term project for social media that seeks to normalise being watched by economic eyes, as 

well as interpersonal ones. Being able to identify the difference, and to critique the 

discursive conflation and the power strategy behind it, is one of the advantages of the 

approach to surveillance forms developed in this thesis. 
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4 | OPPOSITIONAL SURVEILLANCE 

 

 

Over a million people from around the world joined indigenous protestors at North 

Dakota’s Standing Rock Indian Reservation during a 2016 protest to oppose the Dakota 

Access Pipeline. At least, according to Facebook they did. 

In reality, the protestors had remotely ‘checked in’ to the location on Facebook to bury 

locative information about in-person protestors under a mountain of misleading data. 

The idea was relatively straightforward: participants believed that local police were 

monitoring Facebook location data to identify and arrest protestors; by flooding the 

check-ins for Standing Rock with misinformation, they hoped to obfuscate the true 

identities of protestors and render political surveillance inoperable. A viral Facebook 

post sharing directions on how to participate in the protest even accounted for what it 

called ‘the clarification post’, which would privately explain to participants’ friends and 

followers that they were not really at Standing Rock (or ‘Randing Stock’, in order to 

avoid detection) but were part of a coordinated, million-strong effort to undermine 

political surveillance. 

The real counter-surveillant value of this exercise is questionable. There is scant 

evidence that police were monitoring Facebook check-ins at Standing Rock, or that 

remote check-ins would have subverted their particular methods of surveillance. The 
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origin of the viral post that circulated the idea is dubious: in-person protestors at 

Standing Rock denied spreading it (LaCapria 2016). However, the Standing Rock 

example indicates the oppositional possibility at the heart of social media: the ability of 

users – en masse, at any moment, and in defiance of Facebook’s data-collecting tendrils 

– to simply make things up.  

How does the theory of constitutive surveillance account for this ability? What other 

mechanisms of opposition are available to social media users? Where in the Foucauldian 

schema of governmentality, biopolitics, and discipline is there room for a subject who is 

‘to the very end a person who acts’ (Foucault 1983: 220)? How might we conceive of 

opposition to hegemonic surveillance, from the bottom up, as being rooted in the very 

tools of economic, political, and lateral surveillance that I have described over the past 

three chapters? Finally, how do hegemonic surveillance forms respond to nullify and 

absorb opposition – and what tactics of opposition are the most resistant to their 

modulations? 

--- 

Economic and political forms of surveillance are covered well within the definitions 

favoured by the surveillance studies field, such as this one from David Lyon:  
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... [Surveillance] is any collection and processing of personal data, whether 

identifiable or not, for the purpose of influencing or managing those whose data 

have been garnered. 

Lyon 2001: 2 

As Luis Fernandez and Laura Huey point out, this definition highlights that surveillance 

‘is relational, involving a power dynamic likely to unfold in complicated ways’ (2009: 

199). However, although Lyon’s definition alludes to power in the intended outcomes of 

surveillance (‘influencing or managing’ the subjects of surveillance), the tendency in his 

definition towards describing top-down, hegemonic surveillance systems pushes what I 

have called lateral and oppositional surveillance forms to the margins. In other words, 

‘surveillance’ defined only in terms of ‘influencing or managing’ people excludes many of 

the everyday practices of interpersonal monitoring and counter-hegemonic resistance – 

both opportunistic and organised – which nonetheless constitute sites of surveillance 

such as social media. 

I use ‘oppositional surveillance’ in this chapter as an umbrella term for the many diverse 

counter-hegemonic practices which reverse or subvert the top-down vision of economic 

and political surveillances. These are not only acts of watching back, but also acts that 

resist or negotiate the condition of being watched. Oppositional surveillance includes 

instances of obfuscation which clog the machinery of organised surveillance with 

ambiguous or inaccurate information (Brunton and Nissenbaum 2011), counter-

surveillance and sousveillance which turn the lens on those empowered surveillors 
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(Mann et al 2003; Marx 2003; Monahan 2006;), and exhibitionism and participation 

which embrace and draw power from visibility (Koskela 2004; Albrechtslund 2008). 

Oppositional surveillance includes both organised ‘opposition’ and unorganised, 

everyday ‘resistance’ (as distinguished by John Gilliom and Torin Monahan [2012: 

405]). While some of these practices may fit within Lyon’s definition, the majority are 

not explicitly acts of watching, but interventions in being watched. 

What unites these practices (borrowing Michel de Certeau’s terminology [1984], to 

which I will return below) is that they are tactics undertaken by the users of social media 

– actors with relatively little capacity to resist or undertake surveillance – which 

frustrate the strategies of economic and political surveillant hegemons. Continuing the 

directional metaphor from the previous chapter: where economic and political 

surveillance are aimed hierarchically down, and lateral surveillance sideways over peers 

with equivalent surveillance capacity, oppositional surveillance is aimed hierarchically 

upwards; it is the domain of the disempowered, targeted at economic and political actors 

with outsized surveillance capacity.77 

 
 

77 This excludes certain phenomena and structures which oppose economic surveillance, such as 

regulatory frameworks like the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which is not 

instituted by disempowered Facebook users, but by regulating bodies. Nonetheless, users do have 

a part to play in generating the political capital and will to make such regulations possible. The 

complex interplay of users, regulatory bodies, and economic actors is beyond the scope of this 

chapter and this thesis, but could be fruitfully explored from a constitutive surveillance 

perspective of economic, political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance. 
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As Fernandez and Huey rightly suggest, surveillance must be contextualised within 

power dynamics – but the dynamics of power I have referred to in this thesis, following 

Foucault, are not merely held or wielded by an empowered few over a disempowered 

many. Instead, power constitutes a ‘micro-physics’; it is a ‘multiplicity of force relations 

immanent in the sphere in which they operate and which constitute their own 

organisation,’ and ‘the process which, through ceaseless struggles and confrontations, 

transforms, strengthens, or reverses’ those force relations (Foucault 1978: 92). Power is 

the field and the relations between objects within it; not an asset or attribute. This 

means that resistance, as a factor in those relations, is immanent to the micro-physics of 

power. ‘Where there is power’, Foucault writes,  

there is resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a 

position of exteriority in relation to power … Instead there is a plurality of 

resistances, each of them a special case: resistances that are possible, necessary, 

improbable; others that are spontaneous, savage, solitary, concerted, rampant, or 

violent; still others that are quick to compromise, interested, or sacrificial; by 

definition, they can only exist in the strategic field of power relations. 

Foucault 1978: 95-6 

Oppositional surveillance constitutes Facebook because resistance itself constitutes the 

micro-physics of power, and thus the tools and the agency to challenge or escape 

hegemonic surveillance are always also contained within it, according to Foucault. The 

tools of social media may be used precisely to unveil, challenge, and frustrate its 
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surveillant abuses, and the ‘plurality of resistances’, which are never external to power, 

account for a heterogeneous array of surveillance opposition. The individual freedom 

that Facebook valorises and savours for providing a ‘truthful’ insight into consumerist 

subjectivity is simultaneously a freedom to clog the surveillance apparatus with 

misinformation, to engage in sousveillant scrutiny, or to draw empowerment from 

exhibitionist participation (Tippet 2020: 1028). 

This chapter will set out my framework of oppositional surveillance within the same 

Foucauldian approach that has contextualised economic, political, and lateral 

surveillance in the previous chapters. It begins with a review of resistance within 

Foucault’s concept of power – complementing this framework with reference to de 

Certeau’s strategies and tactics – before reviewing more specific surveillance studies 

theories of resistance and resistance to surveillance online. The second half of the 

chapter will demonstrate with a series of examples how the practice of oppositional 

surveillance constitutes Facebook: through users’ activities and through Facebook’s own 

modulating interventions. 

 

4.1 | EVERYDAY RESISTANCE TO SURVEILLANCE  

‘Resistance’, Gilliom and Monahan write, ‘is a cultural practice that lends meaning to 

everyday life, shapes relationships, and produces identities in conjunction with a host of 

other interactions and experiences’ (2012: 407). 
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It is not simply a means by which hegemonic forms of discipline are tested and 

reinforced; nor is it merely a symbolic thorn in the side of totalizing systems of 

oppression and control. Instead, resistance is ultimately generative and 

frequently self-affirming. Through resistance, people test boundaries, build 

sociality, and achieve dignity, both within and between institutional structures 

and dominant cultural logics. Relationships of power are produced, in part, 

through the many invisible and half-seen, acknowledged or ignored, quotidian 

practices of resistance. 

Gilliom and Monahan 2012: 407 

Working in the context that Gilliom and Monahan set out, this section will review the 

place of resistance in Foucault’s theory of power, to show how the individual ability to 

challenge dominant strategies is not ‘merely a symbolic thorn in the side’, but is at the 

heart of all relations of power as a co-productive element. It will also review de Certeau’s 

focus on ‘everyday’ productive resistance to lay out the theoretical framework for 

understanding ‘the many invisible and half-seen, acknowledged or ignored, quotidian 

practices’ of oppositional surveillance that constitute Facebook as a contested, rather 

than monolithic, surveillance machine. The second part of this section will consider 

surveillance studies theories of resistance under three headings: counter-surveillance, 

everyday resistance, and surveillance negotiation.  
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4.1.1 | POWER, RESISTANCE, AND THE EVERYDAY 

Foucault 

As outlined above, and recalling the literature review from chapter one, Foucault’s 

theory of power is valuable for understanding and recognising the possibility of 

resistance. Resistance occupies a central place within power, as his model shows – not 

exterior to power relations but an ever-present possibility within them. In spite of 

Foucault’s popular reputation as unveiling primarily the means by which institutions 

subjectify, pacify, and otherwise dominate individuals, closer reading of his work reveals 

a theory of power as productive, diffuse, and ubiquitous (Pickett 1996: 457-8), and as a 

value-neutral ‘medium’ of change (Heller 1996: 83) in which individuals participate and 

challenge power strategies perpetually. 

According to Foucault’s concept, power is ‘co-extensive with the social body’ (it exists 

wherever there is human interaction); power relations ‘are interwoven with other kinds 

of relations’ (in the factory, the family, the school, etc.); and these are not only relations 

of ‘prohibition and punishment’, but take ‘multiple forms’ (Foucault 1980a: 142). The 

many points of interrelation between power subjects are organised into ‘a more or less 

coherent and unitary strategic form’, he writes, meaning the open field of power, where 
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dominant relations are possible, coheres generally in the outline of sovereign, 

disciplinary, and governmental strategies (1980a: 142). 

However, ‘To say that one can never be “outside” power does not mean that one is 

trapped and condemned to defeat no matter what,’ (1980a: 141-2). The ‘global strategies’ 

such as the disciplines adapt, reinforce, and transform ‘localised procedures of power’ in 

everyday relations, in order to generalise an overall disciplinary society – but this 

adaptation is ‘accompanied by numerous phenomena of inertia, displacement, and 

resistance’, hence a binary structure of ‘dominators’ and ‘dominated’ is insufficient to 

describe what is instead ‘a multiform production of relations of domination which are 

partially susceptible of integration into overall strategies’ (1980a:142).78  

Foucault concludes, 

there are no relations of power without resistances; the latter are all the more 

real and effective because they are formed right at the point where relations of 

power are exercised; resistance to power does not have to come from elsewhere 

to be real, nor is it inexorably frustrated through being the compatriot of power. 

It exists all the more by being in the same place as power; hence, like power, 

resistance is multiple and can be integrated in global strategies. 

Foucault 1980a: 142 

 
 

78 ‘Domination’ is a strong word for what Foucault understands as ‘not the uniform edifice of 

sovereignty, but the multiple forms of subjugation that have a place and function within the social 

organism’ (1980b: 96). 
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Power in Foucault’s model is not wielded, not uniform or linear, and cannot be equated 

with hierarchical relations of domination. Instead, power is the field of relations in 

which minute, ‘localised’, everyday interactions cohere into strategies – they are subject 

to the gravitational pull of discipline and security, to resurrect the metaphor from an 

earlier chapter – which may generalise and reinforce domination. But in the same way 

that these heterogeneous everyday actions upon action, which situate subjects in relation 

to one another and to institutions and organisations, can work to sustain and reproduce 

‘global strategies’ of power, they are equally the loci of resistance. It is in these localised 

instances ‘where relations of power are exercised’ – where people are subject to the 

needs and wants, the extortions, coercions, and exploitations of others, of institutions, 

and of social structures – that resistance is possible, and where resistance may challenge 

the velocities (speed and direction) of power strategies sufficiently to subvert and alter 

them. 

Put more simply: power does not inherently describe domination; it describes points of 

interaction, where resistance and opposition are as available to individuals as deference 

to and reproduction of norms. Quoting, again, Foucault’s own account at length: 

Power must be analysed as something which circulates, or rather as something 

which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localised here or there, 

never in anybody's hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of wealth. 

Power is employed and exercised through a net-like organisation. And not only 

do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the position of 

simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not only its inert 
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or consenting target; they are always also the elements of its articulation. 

In other words, individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of 

application. 

Foucault 1980b: 98 

Power does not happen to individuals (although they certainly experience its effects), 

but by or through them; they are participants or conduits in its circulation – links in its 

chain. In a multitude of daily actions, decisions, and interactions, individuals situate 

themselves in a relation to other individuals and groups which may reproduce, resist, or 

modify the norms – the gravitational pulls – of power strategies. This continual and 

universal process of conflict and change, deference and domination, consent and 

counterattack constitutes a global modulation in the field of power. 

A ‘power relationship’ within that field presupposes two elements: that the ‘other’ within 

the relationship, who experiences the dominating effects of power, ‘be thoroughly 

recognised and maintained to the very end as a person who acts’; and that, ‘faced with a 

relationship of power, a whole field of responses, reactions, results, and possible 

interventions may open up’ (1983: 220). The exercise of power ‘is not violence’, Foucault 

insists, but ‘a total structure of actions brought to bear upon possible actions; it incites, it 

induces, it seduces, it makes easier or more difficult; in the extreme it constrains or 

forbids absolutely’ (1983: 220). ‘To govern, in this sense,’ he writes, ‘is to structure the 

possible field of action of others’ (1983: 221). 
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Power may be exercised, therefore, ‘only over free subjects, and only insofar as they are 

free’, by which Foucault means subjects ‘who are faced with a field of possibilities in 

which several ways of behaving, several reactions and diverse comportments may be 

realised’ (1983: 221). The exercise of power presupposes in all cases a subject ‘who acts’ 

– it depends precisely on their ‘being capable of action’ – and does not seek to control 

them negatively with violence (as in slavery) but to create for them a narrow set of 

possible actions, only a few of which at any given moment appear to be in their interest 

(1983: 220). Among those possibilities is always an ability to oppose, resist, withhold, or 

redirect power in ways that may be minute in isolation and significant in sum.  

Foucault proposes ‘taking the forms of resistance against different forms of power as a 

starting point,’ and ‘analysing power relations through the antagonism of strategies’ 

(1983: 211). Resistance to the dominant and dominating direction of power is possible at 

every point of interaction. These ‘forms of resistance’ are fundamentally opposed to the 

technique of power which subjugates individuals as ‘subjects’ to be measured, known, 

predicted, organised, and governed: 

This form of power applies itself to immediate everyday life which categorises the 

individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him to  

his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognise and 

which others have to recognise in him. It is a form of power which makes 

individuals subjects. 

Foucault 1983: 212 
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This definition of resistance in Foucault’s work is of particular relevance to social media 

– as the second half of this chapter will show – because oppositional surveillance works 

to frustrate the subjectifying efforts of Facebook and other platforms to assemble a 

detailed data double – a manipulable surface of intervention for governmental power 

strategies.  

In summary, what the popular understanding of Foucault often overlooks is how his 

theory of power (especially in the texts following Discipline and Punish) describes 

antagonism and confrontation by subjects who, ‘to the very end,’ act – who always have 

a range of possible reactions at their disposal. At every point where power’s ‘action upon 

action’ manifests as the subjectification of an individual, that individual may choose 

opposition. This struggle denotes ‘a perpetual linking and a perpetual reversal’, an 

ongoing back-and-forth that may manifest in miniscule challenges or in massive 

conflicts at any point of interaction between ‘adversaries’ (1983: 226). Power is also, 

therefore ‘what makes change possible, whether that change limits human freedom or 

promotes it,’ Kevin Jon Heller writes; ‘The ability of individuals to create change – no 

matter how insignificant – is power’ (1996: 83). 

 

de Certeau 

In The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), de Certeau seeks to identify the ways in which 

‘dominated’ individuals (‘a status that does not mean they are either passive or docile’) 
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subtly disobey, subvert, frustrate, and redirect the energy of the dominant ‘productive 

apparatus’ (1984: xi-xiv). He sets out, broadly, a ‘calculus of force-relationships’ (xix) 

wherein ‘consumers’ – an increasingly universal ‘marginal group’ (xvii) – tactically 

navigate the strategies of productive rationality; that is, of ‘a dominant economic order’ 

of the ‘strong’ in relation to the ‘weak’ (xiii-xix). In short, de Certeau is concerned with 

how individuals navigate and resist the strategies of discipline. His analysis focuses on 

the power that ‘users’ (his preferred term, versus ‘consumers’) have in the moments that 

they ‘consume’ or otherwise engage with strategic elements. He writes, 

In reality, a rationalized, expansionist, centralized, spectacular and clamorous 

production is confronted by an entirely different kind of production, called 

‘consumption’ and characterized by its ruses, its fragmentation (the result of the 

circumstances), its poaching, its clandestine nature, its tireless but quiet activity, 

in short by its quasi-invisibility, since it shows itself not in its own products 

(where would it place them?) but in an art of using those imposed on it. 

de Certeau 1984: 31, emphasis added 

One famous example of how consumers exercise an ‘art of using’ the products imposed 

on them is the pedestrian navigating city streets. Streets are ‘geometrically defined by 

urban planning,’ de Certeau writes (1984: 117); they have paths, signs, crossings, and 

barriers which delimit how they should be navigated on foot. The ‘operations of walking’ 

can be traced on maps, to uncover the densities and trajectories of pedestrians, but such 

cartography could never account for ‘the act itself of passing by’: the actual operation of 
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‘walking, wandering, or “window shopping,”’ de Certeau writes (1984: 97). Pedestrians 

take shortcuts; they jaywalk, circle back, drag their heels, ignore signs, and jump fences. 

They litter, loiter, and amble without direction. Even if their act of walking is wholly 

unremarkable, the individual act – by using the city streets – nonetheless transforms a 

strategic place into a practiced space (1984: 117).  

In the act of walking, the pre-imposed structures of the street become secondary to the 

interpretation of the street by those pedestrians. Their tactical, opportunistic decision to 

cross an intersection outside of a designated crossing point, for example, confronts the 

strategy of the place and transforms it – minutely – into a space. By ‘consuming’ the 

street layout, the user produces an act of walking for which an urban planning strategy 

can never fully account, because it occurs only at the moment that the user undertakes it. 

The tactical thus ‘depends on time’, whereas the strategic is a ‘victory of space over time’ 

(1984: xix) – strategies create a spatiality or a ‘place’ that persists as a product. The only 

advantage of the tactical is in time, in ‘opportunities that must be seized “on the wing”’, 

de Certeau writes; ‘Whatever it wins, it does not keep’ (1984: xix).  

de Certeau defines a ‘strategy’ as a relation of power (a ‘calculation’ or ‘manipulation’) 

that emerges whenever a ‘subject with will and power’ (such as ‘a business, an army, a 

city, a scientific institution’) can be ‘isolated’ (1984: 35-6) – in Foucauldian terms, we 

might say a strategy emerges when an object within the micro-physics of power 

establishes a spatial relationship to the other objects in its constellation. A ‘strategy’ 
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postulates a place that can be delimited as its own and serve as the base from 

which relations with an exteriority composed of targets or threats (customers or 

competitors, enemies, the country surrounding the city, objectives and objects of 

research, etc.) can be managed. As in management, every ‘strategic’ 

rationalization seeks first of all to distinguish its ‘own’ place, that is, the place of 

its own power and will, from an ‘environment.’ 

de Certeau 1984: 35-6 

A strategy, therefore, manifests in the structures, rules, and discourses which govern a 

bounded ‘place’. It is the boundaries of that place which presuppose ‘targets or threats’ 

that are exterior to the strategy, and which it seeks to manage. de Certeau follows the 

trajectory established by Foucault’s account of power set out above, wherein 

‘domination’ of certain groups over others arises as the crystallisation of contestable 

power relations (Foucault 1997: 283). 

Social media platforms like Facebook are good examples of strategic places: they are 

bounded (digital) realms in which certain activities are made possible for users who are 

exterior to and managed within them (Gangneux and Docherty 2018). They are not 

inherently dominant over their users; instead, they create a place (a ‘digital enclosure’ 

[Andrejevic 2007]) in which users operate in relation to the rules, discourses, and 

possibilities afforded by the platform. Like the pedestrians’ footpath, Facebook 

encourages avenues of access and rules out alternatives; it makes certain pathways 

possible and excludes others entirely while setting out and encouraging ideal, ‘correct’ 
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usage. How users navigate the strategic bounds of the platform, however, reproduces it 

tactically as a heterogeneous social space.  

A ‘tactic’, for de Certeau, describes 

a calculus which cannot count on a ‘proper’ (a spatial or institutional 

localization), nor thus on a borderline distinguishing the other as a visible 

totality. The place of a tactic belongs to the other. A tactic insinuates itself into 

the other's place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in its entirety, without 

being able to keep it at a distance. 

de Certeau 1984: xix 

The tactical is not able to organise its own place – its own structures, rules, discourses, 

products – but operates within the places distinguished by the strategic. The pedestrian 

cannot change the layout of the street or the rules that govern their use of the footpath, 

but their act of walking in the place is their own – they occupy and navigate it, and in so 

doing ‘live’ the place as a space in which their own agency is practiced. 

de Certeau’s emphasis on everyday tactics lends detail to the possibility of resistance 

inscribed in Foucault’s theory of power – as power’s essential and irreducible 

precondition. The rules of the city street produce the individual as a pedestrian-subject. 

The strategic street may seek, for example, to maximise the pedestrian’s consumer 

engagement with storefront advertising, sidewalk signage, and barriers that channel 
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them towards shopping malls.79 This subtle ‘action upon action’ (or ‘conduct of conduct’) 

may be supplemented by disciplinary measures: security guards or beat cops, CCTV or 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) security gates. As Clifford Shearing and Phillip 

Stenning show (with the example of Disney World), discipline is ‘embedded, 

preventative, subtle, co-operative and apparently non-coercive and consensual’ (1985: 

347). It is not always the ‘soul-training’ of the panopticon, but ‘an ever-present flow of 

directions for, and definitions of, order directed at every visitor (1985: 346-7), and it 

seeks to control the ‘opportunities that permit breaches of order to occur’ (1985: 340) 

(that is, to constrain the possible actions available to subjects). But the pedestrian 

confronted with these strategies of place has the advantage of acting in time, of acting 

spontaneously: they may choose, in the moment, to avert their eyeline from storefront 

displays, to distract themselves with a phone or headphones, or to pretend not to hear 

the approach of a salesperson. The scope of the pedestrian’s freedom is narrowed by 

strategic measures, but they always have a range of tactical options for navigating and 

resisting the pressures of the street to be a directed and docile consumer. What de 

Certeau provides is practical insight into the operation of resistance to which Foucault 

alludes in mainly abstract terms.  

 
 

79 One strategic application of 5G technology mooted in New Zealand (alongside police use of 

heat-sensing drones) involves tracking and mapping the movement of potential customers within 

stores, in order to maximise the efficiency of store layouts and staff interventions (Daalder 2019). 
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However, as Lev Manovich notes, ‘quite substantial’ changes in the consumer economy 

have taken place since the 1980s – not least of all with the emergence of social media, 

where user-generated content is co-opted for the financial benefit of the corporations 

that host and enable it (2009: 323). The ‘art of using’ cultural products has been 

recalibrated, from a marginal process at the far end of the consumer cycle, to a dominant 

practice that can colonise and nullify tactics. The dualism of opposing strategies and 

tactics has been blurred: ‘Companies have developed strategies that mimic people’s 

tactics of bricolage, reassembly, and remix,’ Manovich writes, ‘The logic of tactics has 

now become the logic of strategies,’ (2009: 324). 

Oppositional subcultures have been reduced ‘systematically’ into products – ‘turned into 

strategies’ to be sold back to people (2009: 324). This has been occurring for decades, 

Manovich notes, but it has taken a new direction since the emergence of Web 2.0 in the 

early 2000s, which began to capture not just the markers of subcultural, counter-

hegemonic style, but ‘the details of the everyday lives of hundreds of millions of people’ 

(2009: 324). Web 2.0, and especially social media, transformed the scale at which tactics 

– the everyday acts of production inherent in consumption – are captured, 

commodified, and reconfigured into strategies. On social media, tactics do not simply 

confront or confound strategies, but are instead cultivated in the form of online 

engagement which platforms collect, collate, and re-present back to users in algorithmic 
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modulations and advertisements.80 This blurring of the strategic and tactical – where 

resistant, individual, and heterogeneous ‘arts of using’ cultural products are absorbed 

and neutralised by capital with increasing speed and flexibility – reflects the economic 

surveillance logics of capitalisation and modulation described in chapter one. 

Thus, de Certeau’s framework of strategies and tactices does not map perfectly onto the 

social media context. The strategies of social media today ‘are the exact opposite’ of the 

stagnant, immobile strategies that de Certeau described being enlivened by tactical 

practice; ‘they are focused on flexibility and constant change’ (Manovich 2009: 325). In 

short, de Certeau recognises the form of production inherent in consumption, but he 

does not account for how it may be colonised as prosumerism in a modulatory context 

such as social media.  

But although Web 2.0 platforms may be strategic places which accelerate the co-option 

of tactical responses, the content of online user activities and the perpetual acts of ‘using’ 

that accompany remixing and sharing can never be wholly diminished or adapted. That 

is, while the (increasingly oligopolistic) Web 2.0 ecosystem enables capital to co-opt the 

tactical creativity of billions of users into sanitised, strategic echo chambers, an ‘art of 

using’ products always belongs – at least fleetingly – to the user. 

 
 

80 While Manovich is most interested in more deliberate tactical efforts – specifically fan remixes 

of anime TV shows – his point about the way Web 2.0 platforms transform tactical responses into 

strategic contexts applies well to, for example, Facebook’s collection of sentiment in the emoji 

‘reactions’ discussed in chapter one. 
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Perhaps what Manovich’s analysis uncovers, by applying de Certeau’s theory to the 

modulatory context of Web 2.0, is the gap between the disciplinary strategies that de 

Certeau had in mind, and the non-disciplinary digital enclosures that proliferate today. 

That is, de Certeau sees tactics in opposition to disciplinary strategies – he is responding 

explicitly to disciplinary power as advanced by Foucault (de Certeau 1984: xiv) – but, as 

shown in chapters two and three, the power context of economic and political 

surveillance is better described with reference to governmentality, societies of control, 

and biopolitics. These strategies work differently – they absorb and redeploy difference, 

rather than trying to erase or nullify it. As I will explore below, this poses a challenge to 

effective surveillance opposition. 

 

4.1.2 | THEORISING OPPOSITIONAL SURVEILLANCE 

Surveillance Studies has focused overwhelmingly on the asymmetrical power of 

authorities to undertake surveillance since foundational works by Rule (1973), Foucault 

(1995) Giddens (1985), Beniger (1986), and Lyon (1994), and as far back as discussions 

of workplace surveillance by Karl Marx (1976), and beyond. But as much as we tend to 

focus on what surveillance can do, what it actually does is always tempered by a number 

of constraints and complications, including the ability of individuals to oppose and 

subvert it. 
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This section examines surveillance studies theories of resistance to surveillance, which I 

collect under the umbrella of ‘opposition’ to account for the manifold heterogeneous 

practices by which social media users reflect, deflect, frustrate, and negotiate economic, 

political, and lateral surveillance. This review is organised under headings of ‘Counter-

Surveillance’, ‘Everyday Resistance’, and ‘Surveillance Negotiation’. These are by no 

means exhaustive or discrete categories of surveillance opposition, but they demonstrate 

the range of tools at the disposal of surveillance subjects – organised and disorganised, 

individual and collective, intentional and habitual. 

Individuals’ efforts to protect their information against discovery are a ‘logical 

counterpart’ to surveillance, notes Gary Marx (2003: 369). Surveillance is not all-

powerful, he urges, and its subjects often resist it with counter-technologies and 

‘inventive’ ways of avoiding observation (2003: 372). Resistance to surveillance 

abounds. ‘The human spirit valiantly expresses itself in the face of the machine,’ Marx 

writes, ‘It frequently proves richer than the possibilities anticipated and built into the 

latter’ (2003: 387). However, he also warns that ‘victory may be short lived’: 

While the present analysis is static, in reality the processes are fluid and 

dynamic. That is, just as new means of information collection can lead to 

innovations in resistance, those in the surveillance business respond to 

neutralization efforts with their own innovations that are then responded to in a 

reoccurring pattern. 

Marx 2003: 387 
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In other words, the ongoing and often unaccountable practices of surveillance 

‘neutralization’ at individuals’ disposal are ceaselessly incorporated back into 

modulatory surveillance apparatuses: ‘Neutralization is a dynamic adversarial social 

dance involving strategic moves and counter-moves. It has the quality of an endless 

chess game’ (Marx 2003: 388). We will see examples of this dynamic in the final section 

of this chapter. 

 

Counter-Surveillance 

‘Counter-surveillance’ refers to practices of ‘watching back’, using surveillance to 

monitor the economic and political authorities who have an outsized capacity for 

surveillance themselves. Counter-surveillant acts may range from filming police on 

smartphones, to sharing information about traffic monitoring operations, to the use of 

specialised hacking tools to monitor data flows to and from social media platforms. 

Counter-surveillance is generally organised and intentional. 

Torin Monahan uses ‘counter-surveillance’ broadly, to describe ‘intentional, tactical 

uses, or disruptions of surveillance technologies to challenge institutional power 

asymmetries’ (Monahan 2006: 516). Counter-surveillant practices, therefore, are aimed 

hierarchically upwards, at those (predominantly economic and political) actors with 

greater surveillance capacity. Examples of counter-surveillance, for Monahan, include 

‘disabling or destroying surveillance cameras, mapping paths of least surveillance and 
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disseminating that information over the Internet, employing video cameras to monitor 

sanctioned surveillance systems and their personnel, or staging public plays to draw 

attention to the prevalence of surveillance in society’ (2006: 515).  

Monahan breaks counter-surveillant interventions into two categories: technical and 

social.81 Technical interventions are targeted at the technologies of surveillance, such as 

cameras, RFID scanners, and other sensors. Interventions upon web-based technologies 

like cookies and social media platforms would equally fall into this category. Technical 

interventions include – but are not limited to – circumvention (such as notifying people 

of the best routes to avoid CCTV detection) and destruction (2006: 517). ‘Social 

interventions’, by comparison, ‘seek to engage with specific agents of surveillance,’ such 

as security guards, camera operators, and police (2006: 523). An example of a social 

counter-surveillant intervention is Steve Mann’s ‘Shooting Back’ art project, in which 

Mann confronted store clerks with their hypocritical attitudes to CCTV after discretely 

filming them dismissing questions about in-store cameras. 

Monahan is critical of Mann’s approach because it targets low-income employees who 

have little say in the use of CCTV cameras, and who are equally subject to their gaze 

(2006: 525). In other words, ‘Shooting Back’ is a misapplication of counter-surveillance 

activism which adopts an individual focus at the expense of a systemic one. By targeting 

 
 

81 Monahan also recognises the intertwined nature of social and technical dimensions, noting that 

‘the point in separating them out here is to draw attention to the specific sites of intervention as 

defined by counter-surveillance tacticians’ (2006: 517). 
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an individual agent of surveillance, this kind of opposition tends to ‘[leave] the 

institutions, policies, and cultural assumptions that support public surveillance 

relatively insulated from attack’ (Monahan 2006: 517). Unveiling a store clerk’s 

hypocritical attitude to public recording may annoy the clerk and gesture to the strategic 

power held by the owners of the store, but it does not significantly trouble those owners, 

nor the underlying ideology that supports CCTV surveillance in public spaces and gives 

the clerk little choice but to defend it. 

In fact, and in the same vein as Marx, Monahan notes that such provocative acts risk 

enabling the development of surveillance, ‘because surveillance systems evolve through 

social conflict’ (2006: 515). For instance, a store targeted by Mann’s stunt may institute a 

policy against customers’ use of hidden cameras, formalising the disparity between the 

strategic power of the store and the tactical ability of the customer. In other words, 

Monahan writes, ‘individualized counter-surveillance efforts appear to provide the 

necessary provocations for those with institutional power to diagnose and correct 

inefficiencies in their mechanisms of control’ (2006: 531) – this is a particularly 

important point to bear in mind given the logic of modulation that guides economic 

surveillance on social media. With that being said, Monahan acknowledges that counter-

surveillant practices exist on unequal footing with the institutions they seek to confront, 

and their practitioners ‘are foremost engaged in acts of symbolic resistance with the 

intention of raising public awareness about modern surveillance regimes’ (2006: 516-7). 
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Mann’s concept of ‘sousveillance’, from a paper co-authored with Jason Nolan and Barry 

Wellman (2003), is a touchstone of surveillance literature and a subcategory of 

Monahan’s counter-surveillance practices. Sousveillance describes watching (veiller) 

from ‘below’ (sous), as opposed to surveillance which watches ‘over’ (sur) (2003: 332). It 

is therefore the specific counter-surveillant practice of using surveillance technology to 

‘observe the organizational observer’ – to reclaim the power of watching for those who 

are normally watched (2003: 333). It is similar to what Marx called ‘counter-surveillance 

moves’ (2003: 384), but more specific than what Monahan groups under ‘counter-

surveillance’. Sousveillance as a tactical practice is an instance of ‘reflectionism’, a term 

coined by Mann to describe 

a philosophy and procedures of using technology to mirror and confront 

bureaucratic organisations. Reflectionism holds up the mirror and asks the 

question: “Do you like what you see?”’  

Mann et al 2003: 333 

In other words, sousveillance seeks foremost – in Mann’s vision – to challenge and 

provoke dominant surveillance ideologies, not to ‘influence’ or ‘manage’ like surveillance 

does (in Lyon’s definition [2001: 2]).82 

 
 

82 Perhaps the best-known example of sousveillance is the video of Rodney King being beaten by 

Los Angeles police after being stopped for a traffic violation, which sparked riots and renewed a 

national conversation about race and police brutality in America (Mann et al 2003: 333). In that 
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Mann et al’s paper revolves around the use of ‘wearable computing devices’ that would 

make everyday sousveillance ubiquitous, thereby challenging and problematising ‘both 

surveillance and acquiescence to it’ (2003: 332). The authors are enthusiastic about the 

empowering potential of wearable computing technology, proclaiming in a tone 

evocative of a Silicon Valley keynote, 

Digital technology can build on personal computing to make individuals feel 

more self-empowered at home, in the community, at school and at work. Mobile, 

personal, and wearable computing devices allow people to take the personal 

computing revolution with them. 

Mann et al 2003: 336 

There’s a problem with this claim (one which it may be unfair to hold against the authors 

after nearly two decades of technological development and hindsight): today, most 

people do have a personal computing device in their pockets – a smartphone that 

enables them to record video and access the internet everywhere they go – and the result 

has not been terribly revolutionary. In fact, while Mann et al tout the sousveillant 

empowerment of mobile personal computing, in reality, our smartphones (and other 

wearable smart devices) enable more pervasive and detailed surveillance of our own 

lives and bodies than ever before. Certainly, the ubiquitous, recordable, and shareable 

 
 

instance, a private citizen recorded police officers without their knowledge, turning the 

surveillant lens upwards from below, and thereby ‘holding a mirror up’ to police use of violence.  
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vision of the smartphone camera has had its counter-surveillant flashpoints – often 

following in the legacy of the Rodney King footage – but these affordances pale in 

comparison to the ways that personal computing devices intensify surveillance.83 In the 

terminology of this thesis, one might say that Mann et al, in their premature celebration 

of the personal empowerment afforded by wearable and mobile counter-surveillant 

technologies, failed to recognise the constitutive relation of economic and political 

surveillance to those technologies.  

Mark Wood and Chrissy Thompson (2018) investigate a specific practice of online 

sousveillance. They coin the term ‘crowdsourced countersurveillance’84 to describe 

collective efforts – mediated by Web 2.0 platforms – to neutralise surveillance, focusing 

on the example of what they call ‘Facebook RBT’ (random breath testing) pages in 

Australia. These Facebook pages, which tend to be localised to within a particular city, 

collect and disseminate information about where police have set up breath testing and 

 
 

83 One such ‘flashpoint’ followed the 2014 death of Eric Garner in an NYPD chokehold. A video of 

Garner’s death recorded by Ramsey Orta sparked outcry after going viral online. The video drew 

attention to violent, racialised policing in America – as was the intention for Orta, a member of 

the counter-surveillant activist group ‘CopWatch’. Orta was subsequently the target of a police 

harassment campaign (see Canella 2018: 392-3). 

84 Unlike Marx (2003) and Monahan (2009), who hyphenate ‘counter-surveillance’, Wood and 

Thompson use the unhyphenated compound form, ‘countersurveillance’. 
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speed camera surveillance operations on any given day. The pages crowdsource their 

information, as any of their thousands of users can contribute a tip.85 

Parallel with Haggerty and Ericson’s (2000) ‘surveillant assemblage’, Wood and 

Thompson describe a ‘countersurveillant assemblage’ of ‘individuals, technologies, and 

data flows that, more than the sum of their parts, function together to neutralize 

surveillance measures’ (2018: 21). Crowdsourced countersurveillance represents one of 

‘many potential configurations’ of countersurveillant assemblages (2018: 34). 

Countersurveillant assemblages have a collective element that is a relatively recent 

phenomenon – they both require and benefit coordinated and communicative groups, 

rather than individuals (2018: 27). For instance, Facebook RBT pages require a large 

participating audience to effectively identify surveillance operations around cities like 

Perth and Melbourne. Wood and Thompson suggest that crowdsourced 

countersurveillance is a specific affordance of internet technology, however they also 

note that social media like Facebook are not emancipatory tools used only by their users: 

‘Social media should instead be treated as an active mediator of such practices, whose 

algorithmic architecture, data structures, surveillance practices, and technologically-

inscribed values shape how such countersurveillance practices unfold and how 

successful they are’ (2018: 35). 

 
 

85 ‘Crowdsourcing’ is described, in the definition cited by Wood and Thompson, as ‘an online, 

distributed problem solving and production model that leverages the collective intelligence of 

online communities to serve specific organizational goals’ (Brabham 2013: xix).  
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Wood and Thompson highlight the importance of understanding why people undertake 

counter-surveillance and other oppositional practices. ‘Resistance to surveillance is often 

connected to, and driven by, broader social movements,’ they note; ‘it is critical that 

researchers unpack the relationships between these movements and the 

countermeasures they sanction’ (2018: 28). In the case of Australian Facebook RBT 

pages, there is a common sentiment regarding the fairness and value of police breath-

testing (which is often described by members as ‘revenue-raising’) and Wood and 

Thompson identify ‘a broader distrust of police’ among the groups (2018: 28). They 

conclude, ‘Given how pervasive such discourses were on the pages we followed, the 

crowdsourced countersurveillance of speed traps and RBT stations that occurs through 

these domains can be read as an act of political resistance’ (2018: 28). 

In a similar theoretical vein to Wood and Thompson, Elise Thorburn shows how 

livestreaming to social media may create ‘counter-hegemonic surveillance assemblages,’ 

which ‘unseat the logic of power inhering in surveillance as elements of the State 

apparatus and societies of control’ (2014: 53). Thorburn’s example of such a 

livestreaming assemblage is the Concordia University Television’s (CUTV) coverage of 

the 2012 Quebec Student Strike. ‘Participating actively in the demonstrations, and 

covering all major aspects of the strike,’ Thorburn writes, ‘CUTV’s live streaming footage 

allowed for the self-representation of strikers, for the subject formation of previously 

unconstituted activists, and for the creation of a new assemblage – the counter-
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hegemonic surveillance assemblage, that began to challenge and hold accountable the 

power of the State’ (2014: 55). 

In the context of this thesis, and within the Foucauldian and de Certeauvian framework 

outlined above, I am most interested in how the tactical actions of relatively 

disempowered users co-create Facebook as a surveillance-contested space. However, I 

acknowledge that social media surveillance may be challenged on a number of fronts 

outside of that category: organised, technological, political, and protest efforts, including 

privacy lobbyists, encryption developments, regulations, and whistleblowers all confront 

and provoke change in social media surveillance, thereby constituting it through 

opposition.86 Edward Snowden, for example, undertook a kind of counter-surveillance of 

the NSA which led to widespread awareness of its overreach, and while the efficacy of 

the political response may be disputed, there is no question that he raised the profile of 

political surveillance as an issue. 

 
 

86 See, for example, Lina Dencik, Arne Hintz, and Jonathan Cable, who argue that ‘anti-

surveillance resistance post-Snowden has predominantly centred on techno-legal responses 

relating to the development and use of encryption and policy advocacy around privacy and data 

protection’ (2016: 2). Dencik et al note how internet standards organisations like the Internet 

Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), ‘allow some actions and disallow 

others, and enable some uses and restrict others,’ with a constitutive effect on the wider internet: 

‘their development constitutes a latent and invisible form of policymaking and therefore places 

standards organisations in both a highly influential and slightly obscure position’ (2016: 5). 

‘Digital rights activists and civil society-based technological developers have been influential in 

all these venues,’ they write, ‘Yet their efforts have largely remained within a specialized discourse 

and a constituency of experts,’ (2016: 5). 
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These efforts mostly fall outside of the definition of oppositional surveillance I adopted 

in the introduction to this chapter, as the tactics undertaken by the users of social media 

– actors with little capacity to resist or undertake surveillance – which frustrate the 

strategies of economic and political surveillant hegemons. This definition is deliberately 

narrow, to focus on the ability of a relatively disempowered majority to aim their 

countless tactical subversions hierarchically upwards. 

 

Everyday Resistance 

‘Everyday resistance’ to surveillance includes acts which are more spontaneous, 

habitual, and unorganised than counter-surveillance, but which nonetheless frustrate or 

oppose hegemonic surveillance. Everyday resistance may include driving an indirect 

route to bypass speed cameras, using a fake name or throwaway email address to 

register for a website, or using private browsing while shopping online to avoid 

contributing data to advertising profiles. Everyday resistance is captured most effectively 

in the concept of surveillance ‘obfuscation’ (Brunton and Nissenbaum 2011; 2016). 

Gilliom and Monahan distinguish ‘everyday resistance practices’ as a subset of 

‘resistance and opposition to surveillance’ which excludes organised movements and 

public confrontations (2012: 405). Everyday resistance practices are instead 

‘unorganized, not explicitly tied to broader ideological critiques, and originate from 
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direct concerns in daily life’ (2012: 405).87 They include acts of ‘lying, evading, masking, 

and cheating’ (2012: 405). Whereas ‘opposition’ is typically more formal or public, 

‘resistance’ tends to be informal and hidden, ‘such as people attempting to circumvent or 

quietly disrupt the surveillance systems to which they are exposed’ (2012: 405). 

Following the same thread as I have in the first section of this chapter, Gilliom and 

Monahan seek to describe how resistance is ‘co-productive of the forms that power 

takes, including the control mechanisms through which power operates’ (2012: 406). 

This means that everyday acts of resistance have a constitutive relationship to surveillant 

structures like Facebook. After a brief account of ways in which workers subtly bend or 

undermine the tools of their own surveillance, the authors note, 

... what is especially interesting about these examples is that they show how 

various forms of non-compliance draw upon existing material infrastructures, 

social norms and solidarity, and local tacit knowledge to create spaces (both 

symbolic and physical) that deflect or vitiate new forms of workplace 

surveillance. The organizational environment, in other words, becomes a 

 
 

87 The example cited above, of Australian drivers using Facebook groups to identify and avoid 

police surveillance, immediately blurs this distinction: there is both an organised element (the 

pages are run deliberately by attentive administrators) and a disorganised one (users of the pages 

may spontaneously incorporate their advice in order to ‘evade’ and ‘cheat’ the state surveillance) 

and there is only a loose ideological critique of policing involved, but it is explicitly invoked to 

justify the pages’ moral ambiguity (Wood and Thompson 2018: 29). 
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resource for people engaging in resistance, and the better matched resistance 

tactics are to the environment, the more likely they are to succeed. 

Gilliom and Monahan 2012: 409 

In other words, everyday resistance – as conveyed in both Foucault’s account of 

resistance to power and de Certeau’s description of tactics against strategies – begins 

amidst the very structures of surveillance that dominate; resistance is most effective 

when it operates within the ‘organizational environment’ – the material frameworks of 

control. This suggests that everyday resistance of Facebook’s economic surveillance is 

most effectively undertaken on the platform itself, by deploying an ‘art of using’ its tools 

to feed incorrect information into its algorithms, to withhold the personal information it 

covets, or to block and evade its subtler monitoring mechanisms such as cookies and 

APIs. 

Finn Brunton and Helen Nissenbaum explore the ‘big little revolution’ of ‘obfuscation’, a 

class of everyday resistance which is ‘particularly well suited to the category of people 

without access to other modes of recourse’ (2016: 3). Brunton and Nissenbaum outline a 

wide range of practices of obfuscation, describing it ‘at its most abstract’ as ‘the 

production of noise modelled on an existing signal in order to make a collection of data 

more ambiguous, confusing, harder to exploit, more difficult to act on, and therefore less 

valuable’ (2016: 46). Examples include the use of ‘chaff’ by military aircraft to fill enemy 

radars with false positives, rendering real aircraft blips invisible among the fakes (2016: 

8); or the use of Twitter by bot networks to deliberately trigger delisting mechanisms 
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and erase the popularity of targeted hashtags (2016: 11-12); or the ‘powerful’ but 

‘factually inaccurate’ story of Danish gentiles wearing a yellow star during the Second 

World War, so that occupying Germans could not identify Danish Jews (2016: 17). 

Obfuscation fits well within de Certeau’s description of tactics: it is most often (but not 

exclusively) an opportunity of the weak to cause some minor frustration or obstacle 

within their strategic context. Brunton and Nissenbaum choose the word ‘obfuscation’ 

‘because of its connotations of confusion, ambiguity and unintelligibility’ (2011). It is an 

annoyance; a fly in the ointment. It can be ‘easily understood and inventively deployed, 

and lets us lower the stakes of resistance’ from organised opposition (encryption, 

hacking, activism, etc.) to something everyday, ‘making it possible for people coerced 

into compliance by necessity, circumstance or demand to push back’ (2011). Obfuscation 

is ‘often cheap, simple, crude, clever rather than intelligent’ (2011). It is a means of 

‘mitigating the impact’ of ubiquitous data surveillance – ‘adding noise’; not a means, 

individually, of upending the system or holding surveillors to account (2011). 

Obfuscation is a broad category of activity: Brunton and Nissenbaum list examples 

undertaken by powerful political and economic actors, rather than disempowered 

surveillance subjects; examples which are premeditated and technical, like software 

developments, instead of spontaneous, everyday acts; and examples of collective 

organisation in place of disconnected, individual acts. But they are most interested in 

obfuscation as ‘weapons of the weak’ (per James C. Scott [1987]) which appear ‘within a 

context of unavoidable relationships between people and institutions with large 
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informational and power asymmetries’ (2016: 56). Obfuscation is also clearly explicable 

within a Foucauldian power framework – it is not an absolute refusal of power, nor an 

utter acquiescence, but a dynamic element in the ‘chain’ of relations connecting 

individuals to powerful surveillance organisations. Or, as Brunton and Nissenbaum put 

it: ‘It’s not just armed uprising or nothing at all, and no one is merely passive’ (2016: 57). 

In the face of modulating, ubiquitous, seductive, ‘smart’ surveillance – where resistance 

is quickly subsumed or accounted for and may in fact function only to inform 

surveillance efficiencies – obfuscation offers a way to push back which is at least 

comforting and easy: 

There is real utility in an obfuscation approach, whether that utility lies in 

bolstering an existing strong privacy system, in covering up some specific action, 

in making things marginally harder for an adversary, or even in the ‘mere 

gesture’ of registering our discontent and refusal. An obfuscation approach offers 

expressive and functional – though sometimes fragile – methods of protest and 

evasion that are accessible to a range of actors but are particularly important for 

actors who lack access to other methods or wish to complement them. 

Brunton and Nissenbaum 2016: 58, original emphasis 

In the second half of this chapter, I will make the case for obfuscation as an important 

form of everyday resistance against economic, political, and lateral surveillance on social 

media. 
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Surveillance Negotiation  

Another way that people may deploy a tactical ‘art of using’ strategic surveillant contexts 

is in what I term surveillance ‘negotiation’ – acts of opposition which do not seek to 

counter, neutralise, or frustrate surveillance, but which negotiate a source of 

empowerment out of their inevitable subjection to surveillance. These acts are 

oppositional in that they counteract the subjectifying, normalising, and pacifying effects 

of ubiquitous surveillance, however they do not challenge the fundamental ideology of 

visibility which underpins economic, political, and lateral surveillance, and which is at 

the heart of social media platforms. 

Hille Koskela argues that webcams enable their users to engage in ‘empowering 

exhibitionism’ (2004: 207). Unlike CCTV cameras, home webcams are entirely 

controlled by their users, enabling them to show off their entire lives to anyone who 

wants to watch over the internet. Koskela argues from the assumption that our current 

condition is already one of universal visibility (‘surveillance cameras can be literally 

anywhere’ [2004: 199]), and therefore, ‘if practically anyone else can circulate one’s 

images, why not do it oneself’ (2004: 206). Rather than trying to circumvent, 

undermine, or oppose surveillance, Koskela suggests there is power to be taken from 

embracing visibility and taking ownership of it: ‘Conceptually, when you show 

“everything” you become “free”: no one can “capture” you any more, since there is 

nothing left to capture’ (2004: 208, original emphasis). 
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Koskela is interested in expanding the category of surveillance resistance to account for 

the agency of webcam users, who do not ‘diminish’ or ‘criticise’ visual surveillance, but 

‘produce more images’ (2004: 206). She writes,  

Webcams aiming at increasing visibility rather than hiding from surveillance, can 

be interpreted as a form of confrontation, surveillance turned into spectacle – a 

form of resistance. 

Koskela 2004: 208 

This ‘new unexpected’ form of resistance seeks to negotiate inevitable surveillance, 

rather than opposing it in organised or unorganised ways as the previous examples do. 

By leaning into their own visibility, webcam users ‘operate as surveillance subjects 

rather than mere objects of the gaze’ (Koskela 2012: 54). While Koskela’s best example 

of empowering exhibitionism (in 2004) is Jennifer Ringley’s ‘Jennicam’ – a webcam 

broadcasting the college student’s life to millions of viewers – she quite presciently 

suggests that Ringley ‘is a pioneer rather than an exception’ (2004: 207), predicting 

correctly that a greater colonisation of private lives by public, internet-broadcasted 

visibility was on our horizon.  

Koskela suggests that a potential reason why people turn their own surveillance into 

spectacle ‘might be that people are weary of being passive targets of an ever-increasing 

surveillance and instead seek to play a more active role in producing, circulating, and 

consuming visual material’ (2012: 54). Before Koskela, Nikhilesh Dholakia and Detlev 

Zwick argued along similar lines that the ‘ultra-exhibitionism’ being embraced in the 
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internet age ‘is not a negation of privacy but an attempt to reclaim some control over the 

externalisation of information’ (2001, original emphasis). It is therefore ‘an act of 

resistance’ against consumer profiling technologies (2001). Dholakia and Zwick also 

share Koskela’s explanation for the pyrrhic empowerment of exhibitionism: 

In other words, since the externalization of personal information cannot be 

prevented, the individual might as well take charge and be proactive in doing the 

externalization. That way, at least some power remains with the consumer to 

form his or her own vision/version of one's Self. 

Dholakia and Zwick 2001 

I take some issue with the rhetoric that Koskela, Dholakia and Zwick, and others use 

around exhibitionism as a form of resistance against surveillance. Exhibitionism does 

not make surveillance any more difficult – especially not in the platform context that has 

been the focus of this thesis – nor does it challenge the fundamental ideology of visibility 

which underlines economic, political, and lateral surveillance. Exhibitionism accepts 

defeat by surveillance and attempts instead to negotiates terms for users to maintain a 

sense of control over their data doubles.  

Anders Albrechtslund applies the idea of surveillance empowerment specifically to 

‘online social networking’ (2008). Albrechtslund argues that contemporary surveillance 

‘cannot be adequately described within the framework of a hierarchical understanding of 

surveillance’, and instead, ‘online social networking seems to introduce a participatory 

approach to surveillance which can empower – and not necessarily violate – the user’ 
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(2008). To some extent, I share Albrechtslund’s frustration with ‘hierarchical 

understandings’ of surveillance and their insufficiency to account for surveillance on 

social media – this is why I used non-panoptic theories of surveillance in my 

descriptions of economic and political surveillance, showing instead how these forms 

manage to seduce and cajole individuals into active participation, rather than to 

discipline or intimidate them. Nonetheless, I maintain that in terms of surveillance 

power – that is, the capacity to undertake surveillance – economic and political 

surveillance are aimed hierarchically downwards: a relatively small group of well-

resourced, influential, and politically-empowered surveillors direct their wide gaze over 

everybody else. The question of why people participate actively in their own surveillance 

has no single answer, in my estimation, but this thesis has offered a number of partial 

answers in the preceding chapters. Albrechtslund’s concept of ‘participatory 

surveillance’ contributes to answering the ‘why’, but it is not a sufficient answer on its 

own and not a productive guideline for effective opposition. 

Like Koskela, Albrechtslund challenges the fundamental view that attributes power to 

the watcher in a surveillant relationship to the disadvantage of the person being 

watched. As mentioned in relation to sous-veillance, sur-veillance literally means ‘to 

watch over’, implicating the watching subject as active, in comparison to the passive 

object. But surveillance ‘can be seen as a “flat relationship”’, Albrechtslund writes, ‘or 

even in favour of the person under surveillance’, who may resist the gaze or negotiate it 

as empowering exhibitionism (2008). Hierarchical conceptions of surveillance reduce 
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the people who are under surveillance to ‘powerless, passive’ subjects ‘under the control 

of the “gaze”’, he claims, but lateral surveillance online ‘can be part of the building of 

subjectivity and of making sense in the lifeworld’ (2008, original emphasis). 

Online social networking can also be empowering for the user, as the monitoring 

and registration facilitates new ways of constructing identity, meeting friends 

and colleagues as well as socializing with strangers. This changes the role of the 

user from passive to active, since surveillance in this context offers opportunities 

to take action, seek information and communicate. 

Albrechtslund 2008 

Because surveillance’s contemporary, web-connected edition actively encourages its 

subjects to take part in their own surveillance, Albrechtslund suggests, this creates 

‘opportunities’ for users to be more active than panopticon prisoners. As explored in the 

previous chapter, this is manifest on social media in all the means by which users 

actively participate in ‘being watched’. However, this active participation is arguably a 

disciplined state that perpetuates the normativity of transparency and lateral 

monitoring, and – as I showed in chapter one – the ability of Facebook users to 

construct their profiles, connect with friends, and socialise with strangers is precisely 

what creates the engagement that Facebook actively seeks to cultivate and monetise, and 

is inseparable from Facebook’s economic surveillance. 

Although I share Albrechtslund’s view that surveillance subjects are not merely passive 

(as is the premise of this chapter), and they partake actively in their own surveillance by 
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constructing subjectivity for the consumption of others (as shown in the previous 

chapter), the gulf in surveillance capacity dividing economic and political actors from 

social media users cannot be so easily dismissed.88 In this respect, surveillance will 

always be hierarchical, and participatory elements – rather than being celebrated as the 

empowering missing explainer of our transparent online lives – must be contextualised 

within this hierarchy and identified more accurately as serving the surveillant interests 

of major corporations and state spy agencies.  

Albrechtslund continues, ‘to participate in online social networking is also about the act 

of sharing yourself – or your constructed identity – with others’ (2008). This notion of a 

‘constructed identity’ – in context with the above discussion of obfuscation – is where 

participatory surveillance holds the most oppositional promise in my Foucauldian 

framework. As much as we may take enjoyment from filling out our profile details, 

connecting with friends, and socialising online, we should not forget that our 

participation is directly in service of economic and political surveillant actors. But when 

those acts of profile-making veer towards obstruction and more creative constructions of 

subjectivity (which confound advertising algorithms and spoil biopolitical sorting), then 

 
 

88 Albrechtslund notes that ‘It should be stressed that my intention is not to belittle the potential 

dangers of surveillance on the Web’ (2008). However, his suggestion that engaging with social 

media as prescribed by social media platforms is an empowering act of participation is naïve, 

given the coercive and seductive surveillant capacity of Facebook, Google, et al. 
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they may have an oppositional value which actually challenges, rather than merely 

negotiating, hierarchical surveillance. 

--- 

Oppositional surveillance both counters and provokes adjustments in hegemonic 

surveillance forms, and in so doing it co-constitutes the strategic places of surveillance, 

such as social media. 

By oppositional surveillance, I have a relatively specific range of activities in mind, which 

match the Foucauldian and de Certeauvian theory of resistance set out in the first part of 

this literature review. Resistance, in this theory, involves every minute, creative ‘use’ of 

strategic, institutional tools which contests and renegotiates relations of power. These 

‘uses’ – tactics – belong to the ‘weak’, to those who occupy strategic spaces, rather than 

those who order and delimit them. Oppositional surveillance in this context therefore 

includes the ‘arts of using’ social media available to its users, which I categorised in the 

previous section as counter-surveillance (looking back), everyday resistance 

(obfuscating), and surveillance negotiation (actively participating). The extent to which 

economic, political and lateral surveillance actually ‘work’ – that is, they effectively 

conduct the conduct of surveillance subjects – is always mitigated in practice by that art 

of using social media’s own surveillance machinery. 

Foucault describes resistance in opposition to a particular technique of power ‘which 

makes individuals subjects’ (1983: 212). Surveillance is fundamental to this technique, 
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which is continuous throughout governmental, biopolitical, and disciplinary strategies 

on social media. Social media surveillance subjectifies, dividualises, creates caesuras, 

and normalises being watched. The freedom of users to subvert this method, to redirect 

it, and to playfully re-appropriate it is at the core of oppositional surveillance. 

Another theme that has emerged in this chapter, however, is that the modulatory nature 

of online surveillance enables it to defuse and absorb oppositional challenges, especially 

when they are of a narrow, individual perspective. These modulations may even improve 

and insulate surveillance against future opposition, making misdirected opposition 

actively unhelpful. I will return to this issue in relation to platform modulations before 

the end of the chapter. 

My focus in this chapter is primarily on practices which oppose economic and political 

surveillance, but users also subtly resist lateral surveillance on social media. The 

previous chapter highlighted that the panoptic surveillance of their peers is the form that 

users feel most keenly, hence the dual-states of watching and being watched: users 

constantly navigate the imagined gazes of their unverifiable friend-audiences. They self-

censor and comport themselves with friends, bosses, parents, and romantic interests 

front of mind – more so than corporations or spy agencies. In this sense, the condition of 

‘being watched’ by Facebook friends may also be, inherently, one of everyday 

obfuscation. 

Albrechtslund’s concept of participatory surveillance suggests that being watched may 

be empowering for users (2008). Albrechtslund highlights the intersection of lateral and 
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oppositional surveillance, but underestimates the economic and political context of 

social media, which makes all online action function in its own interest. That is to say, 

opposition to lateral surveillance on Facebook – through a negotiated participation in 

being watched, as described in the last chapter – still cannot help serving Facebook’s 

economic surveillant interest and the political interest of states interested in monitoring 

social data. Facebook’s business model is premised on the individual unit – the profile or 

dividual; the discrete user-made-subject. Individual acts of participation or negotiation 

with surveillance, which ‘lean in’ to its subject-formation mechanisms through 

engagement, only indulge that business model. Collective acts of opposition, which 

escape dividualisation, more radically resist absorption within Facebook’s surveillance 

machine. 

The oppositional practices deployed by users to resist and frustrate lateral surveillance 

are important, and they deserve critical attention: opposition to hegemonic surveillance 

involves opposing the hegemony of lateral surveillance, which upholds and enforces the 

norms of casual watching and radical transparency. However, my main focus in this 

schematic overview of constitutive surveillance is how users oppose surveillance that 

comes hierarchically from above – from those with strategic power over social media as 

place.  
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4.2 | CONSTITUTIVE OPPOSITIONAL SURVEILLANCE  

There are, broadly, two ways in which oppositional surveillance has a constitutive 

relationship to Facebook. Firstly, the oppositional practices of the platform’s users 

indelibly co-construct Facebook as a contested space, in which hegemonic surveillance 

encounters immutable resistance. These practices range from negotiated everyday acts 

of subject-formation, to more organised and targeted acts of online protest against 

surveillance. Such acts of resistance are the inexorable corollaries of power. Secondly, 

Facebook is a modulatory platform which responds to user practices, acknowledging, 

absorbing, and neutralising opposition. Facebook may make concessions to protests and 

bad press, or it may alter policies or protocols to counter non-compliant behaviour; in 

either case, the platform changes as a consequence of oppositional surveillance actions.  

 

4.2.1 | USER OPPOSITION 

Facebook users have a wide range of practices and protests at their disposal for 

subverting and challenging hegemonic surveillance, including obfuscation, 

neutralisation ‘moves’, counter-surveillance, sousveillance, and negotiation. These 

practices are all constitutive of the platform, because Facebook depends on user activity 

to animate its social framework. In other words, one’s experience of using Facebook is 

inseparable from the user-generated social content one encounters on the platform, as 

much as it is determined by the contours and limits of the platform itself. 
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The ‘content’ of Facebook users, of course, cannot be disentangled from the platform 

which cultivates it, and which engenders watching and being watched as dominant 

activities for social media users. But a simple hypothetical demonstrates how 

oppositional practices constitute Facebook: imagine if every user engaged with Facebook 

in a mode of diligent obfuscation, entering absurd, incorrect data every time they were 

nudged and prodded by the platform to do so. The experience of reading one’s Facebook 

news feed, visiting friend’s pages, and moulding an attractive dividual profile for the 

consumption of others would be totally different – incoherent. The platform would be 

rife with (even more) misinformation and confusion, making its stated purpose of social 

connection impossible and undermining its economic surveillant business model 

(because no reliable patterns could be discerned for marketing). It is user input that 

animates the framework created by Facebook; thus, it is in the realm of user practices 

that opposition most destabilises and undermines the hegemonies of economic and 

political surveillance, and of lateral watching and being watched. 

 

Obfuscation  

Facebook users’ quotidian, everyday acts of obfuscation subvert the platform’s 

surveillance. Unease about corporate profiling, state snooping, and watchful peers leads 

users to make daily decisions to lie and mislead on social media. A cursory skim through 

any well-populated Facebook group will uncover a number of examples: fake names in 

defiance of Facebook policy, joke information under the ‘Work and Education’ heading, 
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oblique references that are indecipherable to data-scraping algorithms. Every time a 

user, confronted with one of Facebook’s many data-sharing provocations described in 

chapter one, responds with a joke or a lie or deflection, they are undertaking a miniscule 

act of obfuscation which enters ‘chaff’ into Facebook’s algorithms, stunting or frustrating 

its economic surveillant objectives. What may be minor acts of dishonesty individually 

have a collective effect of obfuscation.  

Obfuscation also results from efforts to subvert expectations for humour or attention. 

Examples of such behaviour might include ‘Liking’ Facebook pages and sharing content 

ironically (or ‘hate-follows’), tagging friends in Facebook posts to embarrass or annoy 

them, or in photos where they do not appear, as objects or animals. Obfuscation can 

arise out of necessity, convenience, or misunderstanding, such as Facebook accounts 

shared between couples, which breach Facebook’s terms of service and undermine its 

profiling; or confused Facebook news feed shares, which broadcast content intended for 

one recipient. 

Without necessarily being intentional acts of opposition – or in some cases even 

intended acts of communication – these practices nonetheless have an obfuscating effect 

by burying the ‘true’ insights coveted by surveillors in mountains of misleading, 

misdirected, ironic, and accidental data. They each misuse Facebook’s tools in very small 

ways that undermine their intended use as described in previous chapters. That is, the 

capitalisation and veridiction logics of surveillance on Facebook seek to cultivate 
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accurate and valuable social information, but in reality, users’ ‘art of using’ Facebook 

often works to disguise ‘true’ insights and interests amongst gags and deflections.  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, danah boyd highlights the obfuscatory agency 

that social media users deploy against lateral surveillance. For example, one teenager in 

boyd’s ethnographic work would post status updates which appeared devoid of any 

particularly revealing meaning to most onlookers, but which – to the girl’s close friends 

– communicated how she was feeling after a bad day (2011: 505). The cumulative 

ambiguity produced over time by these tactical communications has an obfuscatory 

effect, where certain members of the teen’s audience (i.e. her parents) cannot discern the 

wheat from the chaff – that is, which posts carry an unspoken meaning, and what that 

meaning might be. This allows the girl to communicate different meanings to different 

audiences with the same messages and using the same platform tools – to ‘limit access to 

interpretation’ (boyd 2011: 507). Many examples of obfuscation, like this one, respond to 

the discipline of lateral surveillance more than surveillance of other forms. 

While my interest in obfuscation on Facebook is as an array of heterogeneous, 

spontaneous, quotidian acts of defiance and noncompliance, Kevin Ludlow explores 

more intentional applications of the tactic. Ludlow writes about hiding data from 
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Facebook by overwhelming his timeline with too much information, which he termed 

‘Bayesian Flooding’ (2012).89 Brunton and Nissenbaum summarise:  

He got married and divorced, fought cancer (twice), broke numerous bones, 

fathered children, lived all over the world, explored a dozen religions, and fought 

for a slew of foreign militaries. Ludlow didn’t expect anyone to fall for these 

stories; rather, he aimed to produce a less targeted personal experience of 

Facebook through the inaccurate guesses to which the advertising now responds, 

and as an act of protest against the manipulation and ‘coercive psychological 

tricks’ embedded both in the advertising itself and in the site mechanisms that 

provoke or sway users to enter more information than they may intend to enter. 

Brunton and Nissenbaum 2016: 39 

A milder version of Ludlow’s approach described by Max Cho is more in-line with 

constitutive everyday obfuscation: ‘The trick is to populate your Facebook with just 

enough lies as to destroy the value and compromise Facebook’s ability to sell you,’ Cho 

writes, ‘Collectively, users could use misinformation with “features” that they don’t like 

being used against them in order to guide Facebook’s future’ (2011). 

 
 

89 Bayes’ Theorem calculates ‘the conditional probability of some event given that some 

additional event has occurred, or that some additional knowledge has been gained’; hence 

‘Bayesian flooding’ means providing an excess of information that overwhelms any algorithm’s 

ability to create meaningful or accurate predictions (Ludlow 2012).  
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As described at the beginning of this chapter, a perfect example of collective obfuscation 

on Facebook occurred in October 2016. Over a million users participated in the ruse, 

which involved ‘checking in’ via Facebook to the location of Standing Rock in North 

Dakota (Levin and Woolf 2016). The Standing Rock Indian Reservation was the 

epicentre of a protest against construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline, which 

opponents said would jeopardise water supplies and threaten sacred indigenous sites 

(Levin and Woolf 2016). 

The mass ‘check in’ at Standing Rock was a form of online protest intended to protect in-

person protesters with obfuscation. It resulted from a viral Facebook post, itself a 

response to perceived political surveillance by local police. The post read as follows: 

The Morton County Sheriff’s Department has been using Facebook check-ins to 

find out who is at Standing Rock in order to target them in attempts to disrupt 

the prayer camps. SO Water Protectors are calling on EVERYONE to check-in at 

Standing Rock, ND to overwhelm and confuse them. This is concrete action that 

can protect people putting their bodies and well-beings on the line that we can do 

without leaving our homes. Will you join me in Standing Rock? 

If you’re sharing your location at Standing Stock: 

1) Make it public. 

2) Make the clarification post SEPARATE, and limit post visibility to your friends 

only. 
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3) Don’t clarify on your check-in post; privately message friends who say “stay 

safe!” to let them know what’s up. 

4) Copy/paste to share clarification messages (like this one) because making it 

public blows our cover. 

5) Use an alternate name in clarification posts so that when they filter out / 

search those terms, your post is visible to the right people. 

in LaCapria 2016 

The premise of the tactic is that local police were undertaking political surveillance of 

Facebook for information on protestors at Standing Rock, and that flooding the virtual 

location with fake check ins would ‘overwhelm and confuse’ the police, thereby 

protecting those who were actually there from being identified via social media. This act 

exemplifies coordinated obfuscation as a tactic of oppositional surveillance. 

The five-step instructions in the viral post also demonstrate a tactical use of Facebook’s 

platform to simultaneously present misleading information to one intended audience, 

and ‘clarification’ to another audience of trusted friends. Four of the five steps refer to 

the ‘clarification post’, which was considered important for upholding the illusion of the 

obfuscatory check in. That is, the clarification post worked to secure the co-operation of 

Facebook friends, who would then know how and where they could freely comment, 

according to the post’s logic. The two-part tactic – checking in to Standing Rock publicly, 

while sharing a private explanation to friends – works to involve an even wider 

community of collaborators in the act of obfuscation. Conceivably (again, according to 
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the logic of the post), many millions more users needed to understand and co-operate 

with the tactic to avoid giving the game away. 

The post deploys the language of counter-surveillant espionage (making the clarification 

post public ‘blows our cover’), and advises using ‘an alternate name’ to Standing Rock in 

the private clarification to elude police ‘filters’ (other iterations of the viral post 

suggested the spoonerism, ‘Randing Stock’ [LaCapria 2016]). This act of obfuscation is 

cognisant of the political surveillance capability and motivation of authorities, and takes 

deliberate steps to circumvent them. It is organised, collective, intentional, and works to 

oppose surveillance by authorities.  

An article on the tactic by Snopes, a website which seeks to debunk or verify rumours, 

rates the claims of the Facebook post and its proponents as ‘unproven’ (LaCapria 2016). 

The Snopes author, Kim LaCapria, notes that there are a number of suppositions 

underlying the ‘meme’s’ premise: 

The rumor had many facets: that police were using Facebook check-ins as an 

intelligence tool, that their doing so was beneficial to law enforcement operations 

at Standing Rock, that flooding social media with check-ins would disrupt police 

activity, that participating in the action was helpful to the protesters, and that it 

was possible to stealthily maintain the ruse. 

LaCapria 2016 

Each of these facets is difficult to verify, hence the ‘unproven’ status. Police strongly 

denied monitoring Facebook check ins, and LaCapria points out, ‘if police were using 
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geolocation tools based on mobile devices, remote check-ins would not confuse 

or overwhelm them’ (2016). Representatives of an on-site protest group denied starting 

the viral post (despite its claim that ‘Water Protectors’ were calling on people to check 

in), but also suggested there was ‘no doubt’ authorities were monitoring social media as 

part of their counter-protest policing, adding, ‘We support the tactic, and think it is a 

great way to express solidarity’ (in LaCapria 2016). 

The Standing Rock obfuscation protest could quite accurately be termed ‘slacktivism’, 

because it allowed people to participate in a protest with little effort or personal risk, in a 

manner with dubious material benefit for protestors on the ground. However, contrary 

to Evgeny Morozov’s definition of slacktivism,90 the obfuscation had undeniable 

oppositional value by drawing international attention to the protest, showing solidarity 

with protestors, and simply by expressing resistance – the ‘“mere gesture” of registering 

our discontent and refusal’ (Brunton and Nissenbaum 2016: 58). Finally, this instance 

exemplifies how obfuscation is ‘easily understood and inventively deployed’, (Brunton 

and Nissenbaum 2011).  

Acts of obfuscation on Facebook – from spontaneous moments of uneasy 

misinformation to collective and directed campaigns against surveillance – are neatly 

reminiscent of Foucauldian resistance and de Certeauvian tactics. These acts take place 

 
 

90 Morozov defines ‘slacktivism’ as ‘feel-good online activism that has zero political or social 

impact,’ and which gives participants ‘an illusion of having a meaningful impact on the world 

without demanding anything more than joining a Facebook group’ (2009). 
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in the context of power: on the platform itself, using its tools as they were created – if 

not intended – to be used. Obfuscation attacks the efforts of economic, political, and 

lateral surveillance to ‘[make] individuals subjects’ (Foucault 1983: 212). Obfuscation 

seizes opportunities in time to undermine the strategies of the Facebook platform as a 

place – strategies which seek to maximise the cultivation of valuable and insightful 

personal data. Obfuscation is an ‘art of using’ the tools of ‘domination’ which introduces 

opposition and resistance into the surveillor/surveilled power relation. ‘Where there is 

power, there is resistance’ (Foucault 1978: 95), and where there is user freedom on a 

malleable online platform – we might extrapolate – there are lies, deflections, hijinks, 

collaboration, and creativity. These innumerable minor challenges to the hegemonic 

project of transparency constitute Facebook indelibly as a contested, practiced space of 

resistance. 

Finally, in addition to the abstract, Foucauldian ways in which it expresses an 

inextinguishable resistance inherent in relations of power, obfuscation may have a 

measurable long-term impact on economic surveillance: as advertisers gradually lose 

confidence in social media as a source of genuine marketing insights, the viability of 

surveillance as a business model may erode. It is that confidence in the value of big data 

that has driven investment and advertising dollars to Silicon Valley in recent decades, 
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motivating the expansion and intensification of economic surveillance – and without it, 

a modulation away from surveillant business models could become necessary.91 

 

Counter-Surveillance 

By ‘counter-surveillance,’ I mean principally the specific practice of ‘turning the tables 

and surveilling those who are doing the surveillance’ (Marx 2003: 384) (approximately 

captured by the term ‘sousveillance’), as well as the broader suite of oppositional 

mitigation activities captured in Monahan’s use of the term (2006). Facebook’s 

economic and political project is to render its users transparent through continuous and 

detailed divulgences, but its own tools may be used equally to ‘turn the tables’ and to 

‘hold up a mirror’ to surveillance overreach. Compared to obfuscation, this form of 

opposition generally requires a higher degree of organisation and intention. 

The random breath-testing (RBT) Facebook pages investigated by Wood and Thompson 

(2018) as examples of ‘crowdsourced’ counter-surveillance (and parts of a counter-

surveillant assemblage) typify the oppositional application of Facebook’s economic 

surveillant structure. That is, these pages adopt the structure and obey the policy set out 

 
 

91 The counterpoint to this ideal endpoint of obfuscation, however, is that not all of the data used 

in advertising algorithms is inputted manually by aleatory individuals – much of it is automatic 

and unseen. This may limit the ultimate effectiveness of intentional obfuscation, as data taken 

becomes prioritised over data given by internet users. 
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by the platform, but they are used to gather and disseminate information about the 

locations of police surveillance. The pages enable their administrators to ‘Connect and 

share with people in [their] community,’ as described by Facebook, but the information 

they share enables the identification and avoidance of political surveillance. Such 

applications of Facebook’s group and page functions enable the platform – in contrast 

with its hegemonic intentions – to be instrumentalised as part of a counter-surveillant 

assemblage.92 

Jan Fernback shows how sousveillance ‘is used by Facebook members to expose the data 

gathered by Facebook to the larger networked population and sometimes to authorities 

such as law enforcement’ (2012: 14). Fernback focuses on Facebook groups established 

to oppose the platform’s modulations, such as News Feed (mentioned in the previous 

chapter, in the ‘Students Against Facebook Newsfeed’ example) and Beacon (a feature 

which automatically shared purchase information to a user’s News Feed). These 

communities – enabled, of course, by Facebook’s own platform – formed to shine a 

synoptic light on surveillance overreach, to share instructions for mitigating 

surveillance, and to provoke reform by Facebook or external authorities (Fernback 2012: 

15). Such groups can reach a significant audience: ‘Students Against Facebook Newsfeed’ 

 
 

92 Similarly, ‘Name and Shame’ Facebook groups for sharing examples of bad drivers, may 

sometimes connect into a counter-surveillant assemblage by focusing the groups’ scorn on 

hypocritical bad behaviour by police patrol cars. More often, however, these groups work to 

instrumentalise their members as agents of political surveillance, linking them into a hegemonic 

surveillance assemblage. 
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amassed over 700,000 members, whose own participation in the group, ironically, 

filtered out to millions more – on top of the media attention the group received, which 

encouraged widespread awareness of social media surveillance and user discontent. As 

Andrés Sanchez notes, these groups’ participants used the very platform that was 

surveilling them to oppose that surveillance: 

In other words, the machinery by which the users were being monitored and put 

on display ... gave them opportunity to interact swiftly and easily and allowed 

them to spread the ‘anti-News Feed message’ across the Atlantic. 

Sanchez 2009: 286 

‘Facebook sousveillance collectives’, as Fernback labels them, ‘attempt to respond ... by 

exposing the intrusiveness of Facebook’s technologies and policies ...’ (2012: 20). These 

organised collective efforts to unveil and oppose economic surveillance (usually 

problematised, however, in terms of lateral surveillance and privacy [Fernback 2012: 16-

17]) constitute the platform by using its mechanisms to pool and disseminate 

oppositional sentiment and information. They also constitute Facebook more directly by 

provoking changes to the platform, policy, and regulatory environment. As Fernback 

shows, Facebook sousveillant collectives are a regular oppositional response to 

overstepping surveillance practices, and News Feed and Beacon are just two examples 

among many, including opt-out privacy settings and Open Graph API (2012: 12-3). 

Like obfuscation tactics, these counter-surveillant groups exist ‘within a context of 

surveillance’, Fernback notes, and they must respond to surveillant technologies and 
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policies ‘only through the terms governing these technologies and policies set by 

Facebook’ (2012: 19). In other words, as much as they oppose Facebook surveillance, 

these groups also exist on Facebook and are themselves bound by the limits of the 

platform – they are constrained to respond within the discourse of visibility around 

which Facebook is built. ‘By responding to Facebook’s privacy policies and technologies,’ 

Fernback elaborates, ‘the sousveillance groups do internalize, to some extent, Facebook’s 

notions of normal behavior within the confines of the site’ (2012: 19). Hence, the extent 

of the surveillance critique offered by these groups is often limited to fairly narrow 

questions of privacy from undesirable lateral surveillance (2012: 16), rather than the 

wider context of constitutive economic and political surveillance.  

Social media like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter enable wider synoptic scrutiny of 

powerful groups and individuals. Mark Zuckerberg’s own Facebook page, for example, is 

followed by over 117 million users, allowing people to monitor and commentate his 

activity. Over 375,000 people follow the NSA on Facebook (though its official Instagram 

page has a paltry few thousand followers). More than 88 million Twitter users pored 

over former US President Donald Trump’s tweets, providing previously unimaginable 

insight into the daily musings and grievances of a sitting President. These examples 

demonstrate an undeniable synoptic capacity in social media to allow the disempowered 

many direct access to a powerful few – but that ‘direct access’ is really only to the highly 

manufactured content published for consumption, and never provides the degree of 

visibility that mass economic and political surveillance wield against social media users. 
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The counter-surveillant ability to scrutinise celebrity diets and highly managed PR must 

be tempered, in other words, by the wider context of other surveillance forms.  

 

Negotiation 

Some acts of opposition do not seek to counter, neutralise, or frustrate surveillance, but 

to negotiate a source of empowerment from their inevitable subjection to it. These 

practices, accepting that social media surveillance is unbreakable and inescapable, seek 

to benefit from the surveillant environment by – as Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg 

would put it – leaning in.93 Koskela’s and Albrechtslund’s respective concepts of 

‘empowering exhibitionism’ (2004), and ‘participatory surveillance’ (2008) describe the 

ability of users to take ownership of being watched. The previous chapter explored in 

detail the experience of being watched online, and how users manufacture their profiles 

as consuming subjectivities to be consumed by their peers. 

The constitutive function of this negotiation in relation to Facebook is straightforward: it 

populates the platform with the intimate and enthusiastically shared details of users’ 

lives. Lateral surveillance on social media ‘can be part of the building of subjectivity and 

 
 

93 Lean In is the name of a book by Sandberg (full title Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to 

Lead [Sandberg and Scovell 2013]), and a corresponding ‘movement’ to empower women in 

corporate leadership roles (leanin.org). At its launch, a Facebook account was required to join the 

organisation. 
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of making sense in the lifeworld’, writes Albrechtslund (2008, original emphasis); it 

creates an opportunity for users to shape and manage the way they are seen by their 

peers and strangers. The more detail they pour into their dividual selves, the more there 

is for others to consume, and so the greater their (potential) stature in the digital social 

realm. People who ‘lean in’ far enough may become – or aspire to become – social media 

‘influencers’: power-users who turn being watched into an economic activity. In the 

influencer example, empowering exhibitionism is about monetising one’s transparent, 

hyper-managed image. Despite the ‘empowerment’ that may result from financial 

reward and the adoration of social media followers, influencers are under intense 

disciplinary pressure to maintain the popular subjectivity they have cultivated, which 

means sustaining the transparent exhibitionism for as long as possible. That is, even the 

most successful acts of exhibitionism by social media influencers can gradually shift 

from empowerment to surveillant obligation, as corporate sponsors and adoring 

followers demand sustained transparency.94 

While influencers are at the extreme end of ‘empowering exhibitionism’, any user who 

manages their online self-image for the consumption of others is engaged in 

‘participatory surveillance’, according to Albrechtslund. Such users fundamentally 

accept their subjection to economic, political, and lateral surveillance (to the extent they 

 
 

94 That being said, given the manufactured nature of social media profiles, the self-image 

maintained by influencers is not necessarily equivalent with transparent access to their ‘true’, 

‘back-stage’ personal lives. 
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are aware of and understand it), and they seek to extract some value from the 

‘transaction’ by maximising the social capital they can amass on social media. This 

approach is not just a negotiation of the power relationship between surveillor and 

surveilled, but seeks to negotiate the meaning of surveillance itself, from an oppressive 

strategy to a liberatory, participatory tactic. ‘Online social networking is an opportunity 

to rethink the concept of surveillance,’ Albrechtslund writes (2008), suggesting that the 

ability of users to take fuller control of their online dividual by ‘leaning in’ to surveillance 

may represent a significant departure from the asymmetry of hegemonic surveillance.  

The problem with this line of thinking is captured concisely by Daniel Trottier: 

‘...intentional visibility cannot be dissociated from unintentional exposure’ (2012: 320). 

That is, however much empowerment users may take from participating in surveillance 

or exhibitionism, their individual sense of control does not alter the fact of leaky 

economic, invasive political, and disciplinary lateral surveillance. Negotiating 

surveillance in an economic capitalist context in no way confronts the incentives to 

‘meaningful’ data collection that constitute social media. In other words, an oppositional 

praxis of radical transparency does not oppose Facebook’s business model, but plays 

precisely into its hands. Whereas obfuscation undermines Facebook’s data hunger by 

feeding it useless or counter-productive misinformation, ‘exhibitionism’ plays out the 

ideal surveillance subject. Whereas the cumulative effect of counter-surveillance may 

challenge the structural hegemony of US spy agencies, the cumulative impact of 

surveillance ‘participation’ is ever more detailed digital dossiers on citizens and non-
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citizens alike.  In sum, negotiated approaches to surveillance on social media are 

constitutive not because of their opposition to surveillance, but because exhibitionism 

and participation supply platforms like Facebook with the intimate personal details of 

their users’ lives.  

 

4.2.2 | PLATFORM MODULATION 

One of the constitutive logics of economic surveillance is modulation: as a digital 

platform, Facebook shifts flexibly, like ‘a self-deforming cast that will continuously 

change from one moment to the other’ (Deleuze 1992: 4), in order to maximise its data 

capture and capitalisation. Oppositional surveillance is constitutive of Facebook through 

the modulations it provokes. Acts of protest, subversion, and counter-surveillance by 

users cause Facebook to react with changes, indelibly impacting how the platform works 

and what rules it institutes and alters.  

Since its inception in 2004, Facebook has made countless modulations that have 

angered and assuaged its users. In order to be ‘truly effective’, Fernback writes, 

‘sousveillance efforts usually must compel a reaction from surveillors in the form of 

acknowledgment, power shifting, or possibly the development of new, more powerful 

surveillance mechanisms’ (2012: 19). Facebook made minor concessions after the 

backlash to News Feed and Mini-Feed discussed above, but News Feed still exists and is 

one of the core features of almost all social media today. Rather than walking the feature 
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back, Facebook built in new privacy controls against lateral surveillance, to reassure 

people who feared unintentionally oversharing to their friends and family (Zuckerberg 

2006). In an open letter days after the launch of News Feed, Zuckerberg wrote, 

This was a big mistake on our part, and I'm sorry for it. But apologizing isn't 

enough. I wanted to make sure we did something about it, and quickly. So we 

have been coding nonstop for two days to get you better privacy controls. This 

new privacy page will allow you to choose which types of stories go into your 

Mini-Feed and your friends' News Feeds, and it also lists the type of actions 

Facebook will never let any other person know about. 

Zuckerberg 2006b 

User opposition worked, led by ‘Students Against Facebook Newsfeed’. Facebook 

modulated in response to their outcry, adding new privacy controls which changed the 

experience of using the platform. Surveillance opposition had a constitutive impact on 

what Facebook was and how its users engaged with it – yet News Feed remained.  

Likewise, Facebook Beacon, a 2007 feature which shared third-party information such 

as web purchases (initially without any warning) to users’ News Feeds, modulated in 

response to opposition. After the emergence of more ‘sousveillant collective’ protest 

groups on Facebook (and, later, a class action lawsuit), Facebook made Beacon opt-in, 

rather than being on by default for all users (Zuckerberg 2007), and eventually 

terminated it entirely. This was another victory for the tactical many against the strategic 

few, it seemed: another modulatory concession for the restoration of privacy. But the 
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assemblage logic of Beacon soon found a subtler expression in the Facebook Platform 

network of APIs and plug-ins (described in chapter one), which has provoked little 

popular opposition and is today another core feature of almost all social media. 

A further example of Facebook’s modulatory concession to oppositional surveillance is 

its privacy policy and privacy controls. Like most aspects of the platform, these have 

evolved many times over the years, sometimes sparking outrage, and usually framed in 

the most promising terms as, for example, ‘Giving you more control of your privacy on 

Facebook’ (Egan 2018). It is fair to say that Facebook has made significant progress in 

this department: it has added a ‘privacy check-up’, centralised and simplified its policy 

and controls, and instituted a guiding set of privacy principles. However, as with News 

Feed and Beacon, these modulations can be read, on the whole, more as illusory PR than 

as significant structural change that meaningfully diminishes Facebook’s own economic 

surveillance. 

‘Institutionalized responses to sousveillance tend to occur within the legal realm in the 

form of negligibly altered privacy policy,’ writes Fernback (2012: 20), while Fuchs notes 

that Facebook’s privacy policy ‘reduces the issue of privacy to controlling the visibility of 

user information to other users’ (2012a: 35). This means that Facebook’s apparent 

concessions to oppositional surveillance are often relatively minor changes which do not 

considerably alter Facebook’s overall project of visibility. Instead, these concessions tend 

to recast the threat of surveillance in solely lateral terms (as seen in the response to the 

News Feed backlash), or else backtrack from public anger and advance the same data 
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collection in a quieter, less visible manner (as seen in the shutdown of Beacon and its 

eventual replacement with the API Platform). Facebook’s apparent concessions serve to 

absorb opposition in a way that never seriously challenges the fundamental operation of 

its surveillant business model. Fernback summarises, 

Facebook’s repeated changes in privacy technologies and policies, users’ protests 

over them, and subsequent ‘‘fixes’’ to privacy technologies and policies illustrate 

the continued cycle of panoptic and synoptic surveillance, sousveillance, and 

resolution/policy change.  

Fernback 2012: 18 

Foucault’s theory of power suggests that as much as surveillance (economic, political, 

and lateral) may have a constitutive relationship to a social and technical structure like 

Facebook, resistance to that surveillance is ever-present and inextinguishable, always 

contesting the actual ability of power to dominate and manage in reality. Previous 

chapters have shown how different strategies of power – governmental, modulatory, 

biopolitical, disciplinary – indelibly constitute Facebook as a space of surveillance and 

control. The resistance inherent in these strategies always contests that surveillance, 

dulling its impact (with obfuscation) or pushing for change (with counter-surveillance 

groups). That Facebook is perpetually mired in controversy on multiple fronts 

demonstrates the seeming perpetuity of this conflict. 

However, the existence of irreducible resistance does not mean that surveillance is 

always effectively opposed – only that it is always challenged or complicated, which 
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provokes continual change and response. Facebook has its own weapons in this endless 

conflict, and through control society modulations it is able to ‘roll with the punches’, so 

to speak, to absorb opposition rather than being effectively moved by it. Social media 

plays host to what Foucault called ‘the free play of antagonistic reactions’ between 

adversaries – but it also seeks perpetually to install ‘stable mechanisms’ within this open 

field for conducting the conduct of its users (1983: 225). 

Facebook’s assemblage and simulation logics, detailed in chapter one, are evidence of an 

approach to collecting data and producing advertising insights that emphasises the data 

taken from users than that which they give up intentionally. This can be understood as a 

modulation (or rather a series of modulations) that circumvents the ability of users to 

poison Facebook’s data well with misinformation (be it deliberate obfuscation or 

accidental misuse). As noted in a footnote above, this modulation dampens the long-

term potential of obfuscation as an oppositional tactic, because, while the information 

given by users may enter ‘chaff’ into Facebook’s advertising algorithms, data taken 

automatically is more difficult to corrupt. For example, simulation efforts such as the 

‘Predicting Life Changes’ patent described in chapter one attempt to generate 

information about users that they do not volunteer (Smith and Braginsky 2012). Rather 

than relying on users to participate in surveillance honestly and punctually, this system 

derives data on life changes from a variety of context clues. Biometric and location data, 

similarly, carry an assumption of almost unblemished veridiction, because they are 
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generated automatically by internet-connected devices – rather than being strictly 

inputted by users. 

Facebook recognises that it cannot rely on the information given over by its users alone, 

which is prone to abuse, and has invested continuously in alternate data sources which 

are not mediated by temperamental or aleatory user practice, but drawn out of third-

party information webs, internet-connected devices, and predictive algorithms. These 

pursuits constitute an array of modulations which pre-empt the obfuscatory ability of 

users to subvert Facebook’s data collection.  

--- 

Oppositional surveillance is constitutive of Facebook through the oppositional user 

practices which occupy the platform with misinformation, sousveillance, counter-

surveillant protest, and negotiated exhibitionism, and because the platform itself 

modulates in response to opposition, either conceding (almost never completely) to 

public opposition, or countering opposition by circumventing intentional user input.  

Foucault’s theory of power and de Certeau’s concepts of strategies and tactics emphasise 

the inextinguishable capacity of users always to act, to resist, to frustrate hegemony, and 

to seize opportunities in time. These oppositional practices are heterogenous in their 

methods and motivations, but they all impact Facebook, serving to co-produce it – 

alongside economic and political actors – as a contested, practiced space. However, 

these examples have also shown that the presence of opposition which challenges, 
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questions, and illuminates hegemonic surveillance by no means neutralises it. Instead, 

Facebook’s own modulatory logic equips it well to absorb opposition, to reframe it into 

negligible technical issues or lateral surveillant discomfort, and to advance its overall 

project of economic surveillance along subtler channels. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the first half of this chapter, I reviewed, first, the critical Foucauldian framework of 

resistance in relation to power, and second, surveillance studies concepts of resistance. 

Despite his popular reputation as the theorist of disciplinary societies, Foucault wrote at 

length about resistance as power’s irreducible ‘compatriot’ (1980a: 142). Resistance 

exists, for Foucault, wherever there is power, not as an external factor but as an ever-

present possibility – the ability of those implicated in power relations to challenge them 

loudly or to subvert them quietly: a ‘plurality of resistances’ (1978: 95-6). The 

innumerable links in a ‘chain’ of power relations are each ‘points of resistance’, where 

the smooth operation of power mechanisms may be disrupted or antagonised, provoking 

an adjustment (1978: 95). 

de Certeau, writing in the wake of Foucault’s disciplines, elaborates upon an antagonism 

of tactics belonging to the ‘weak’ against ordering strategies. Whereas strategies seek to 

constrain the actions of exterior ‘targets’ within a space, they can never fully account for 

the ‘art of using’ that occurs in time, and which always belongs to the user. Thus, there is 
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always an immutable freedom in de Certeau’s theory that belongs to the ‘dominated’. 

Strategies and tactics map neatly onto social media, which create bounded, interactive 

environments to capture their users’ activities, but which are continuously animated (or 

‘practiced’) by tactical usages that subvert or frustrate their surveillant intentions. 

However, de Certeau did not predict the ways in which the strategic would evolve – in a 

modulatory, post-disciplinary environment – to capture and incorporate tactical 

difference, as Manovich shows (2009). 

In the second half of the chapter, I showed how oppositional practices of obfuscation, 

counter-surveillance, and negotiation have a constitutive relationship to Facebook. 

Oppositional surveillance, as well as being constitutive of Facebook through users’ 

tactical behaviours, provokes modulations which concede or counter opposition, 

meaning the flexible environment of social media is always contested and co-created. 

‘The people who use Facebook are not just the beneficiaries [of iteration],’ Facebook VP 

of Consumer Hardware Andrew Bosworth wrote in a blog post; ‘We don’t just develop 

this product for them, we develop it with them’ (2012, emphasis added). 

Manovich’s application of strategies and tactics to the co-opted remix culture of Web 

2.0, described above, exposes the gulf between disciplinary enclosures and non-

disciplinary digital enclosures. More specifically, the non-disciplinary surveillance 

strategies of economic and political surveillance have evolved to absorb, record, and 

even covet tactical ‘arts of using’. The products of users’ ‘consumption’ – itself ‘an 

entirely different kind of production’ (de Certeau 1984: 31) – are hungrily gathered by 
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web platforms for digitalising, codifying, and capitalising upon individuality and 

sentiment. Contrary to de Certeau’s formulation, our own acts of consumption in this 

environment do not belong to ourselves; the contemporary digital surveillance 

environment is adept at deflecting and absorbing tactical arts of using. 

‘The organizational environment becomes a resource for people engaging in resistance,’ 

Gilliom and Monahan write, ‘and the better matched resistance tactics are to the 

environment, the more likely they are to succeed’ (2012: 409). Obfuscation, in my 

analysis, is the oppositional tactic best fitting this description, and the tactic that skirts 

the absorptive ability of contemporary digital power strategies described by Manovich. 

Obfuscation is easily understood and undertaken, well-suited to the users of social 

media who cannot ‘break’ or ‘refuse’ it, and, crucially, its unwitting absorption into 

advertising profiles is precisely what makes it effective. As a collective project, 

obfuscation subverts the governmentalizing and biopolitical projects of economic and 

political surveillance, while individually it offers users a means of control over how they 

are ‘being watched’ by lateral surveillant peers. Writ large, obfuscation casts doubt on 

the veridiction of big data – and thus the business model of economic surveillance and 

the justification of political surveillance. As Cho noted in an above quotation, a collective 

misinformation campaign could be used to render specific Facebook features worthless, 

thereby ‘guiding Facebook’s future’ (2011). That is, organised obfuscation could have a 

deliberate constitutive impact by nullifying particular features and making them 

unusable from the perspective of Facebook’s economic surveillant business model.  
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Quotidian online obfuscation – feeding misleading data points into advertising 

algorithms and dossiers – is an intentional, everyday art of using social media. 

Obfuscation is not ‘in a position of exteriority’ to data surveillance, but works within it. 

In fact, it does not work without it; obfuscation depends on the platform it is opposing in 

order to function. Obfuscation therefore occurs at the very place ‘where relations of 

power are exercised’ (Foucault 1980a: 142), by undermining the data collection that 

expresses and enables governmentality, biopolitics, and discipline, and ‘which makes 

individuals subjects’ (Foucault 1983: 212). Even as the “‘mere gesture” of registering our 

discontent and refusal’ (Brunton and Nissenbaum 2016: 58), obfuscation is irreducibly 

co-productive of social media’s surveillance machinery.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

The four body chapters of this thesis have sought to describe and demonstrate the 

constitutive relationship of surveillance to social media. Each has focused on one 

surveillance form, relating it to critical theory analyses of the workings of power, and 

gradually assembling a wide-ranging framework for the complex, constitutive interplay 

of surveillance forms on the modulatory battleground of Facebook. 

Economic surveillance, I argued in chapter one, exemplifies the power strategies of 

control and governmentality which absorb and redeploy difference, rather than erasing 

it. Facebook’s economic surveillance is preoccupied with gathering as much personal 

data as it can – through as many inputs as it can muster – and putting them into 

productive conversation to generate new advertising insights. Based on the theory 

review of governmentality, control, assemblage, and the dividual – supplemented with 

reference to surveillance studies critiques of social sorting, labour exploitation, and 

privacy – I identified five ‘logics’ of economic surveillance, around which I structured my 

analysis of Facebook. The five forms were assemblage (economic surveillance pulls 

diverse data into cooperation); capitalisation (it is preoccupied with identifying valuable 

difference); dividuation (it channels individual information into malleable data 

doubles); modulation (it changes flexibly to capture data and absorb difference); and 
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simulation (it is aimed into the future, using algorithms to predict and manufacture user 

interests). Using these five logics, I undertook a detailed analysis of Facebook’s platform 

to show how economic surveillance plays a constitutive role in Facebook’s own 

development. In the final section of chapter one, I examined Facebook’s ‘expansion’, 

homing in on its Internet.org project as an othering intersection of the five logics of 

economic surveillance. 

I moved on to political surveillance in chapter two, building upon the theory established 

in the previous chapter. Political surveillance has alternative motivations to economic 

surveillance, working to limit disorder to within an acceptable band rather than to 

absorb the aleatory as productive difference. To account for this distinction, I explored 

Foucault’s concept of security – the actuarial, ‘essential technical instrument’ of 

governmentality – which grasps and calculates phenomena at a populational level to 

ensure an acceptable, normative distribution of risks and corrective mechanisms. 

Connected to security, I explored biopolitics – the mass register at the opposite pole of 

biopower’s individual discipline. Biopolitics finds its surface of intervention in the 

populational characteristics of life, death, health, and so on. It functions to institutes 

breaks, or ‘caesuras’, within the spectra of life, such that one side can be made to live, 

and the other let to die. I also reviewed theories of exception, bare life, Homo sacer, and 

risk, all of which augmented and extended my Foucauldian account of political 

surveillance. 
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After reviewing Edward Snowden’s NSA disclosures, I drew out five logics of political 

surveillance on social media. These logics included biopolitical suspicion (political 

surveillance sorts individuals according to biopolitical characteristics); exceptional 

veridiction (it carries a dangerous and unwarranted truth-telling power peculiar to the 

exceptional circumstances of counter-terrorism); hegemonic insecurity (it wields the 

state’s monopoly to weaken systems in the contradictory name of security); public-

private assemblage (it instrumentalises economic surveillance in its own surveillant 

assemblage); and simulative risk management (it seeks to manage risks ‘upstream’ in 

time using biopolitical predictions). I structured my analysis of political surveillance’s 

constitutive relationship to social media around those five logics in the second half of 

chapter two, demonstrating with a wide range of examples how they each function to co-

produce the social media assemblage as a biopolitical apparatus of state administration. 

In the final part of chapter two, I examined key points of intersection between economic 

and political surveillance, arguing that they are neither diametrically opposed, nor 

collapsible into one monolithic apparatus. Instead, using the visual metaphor of offset 

waveforms, I argued that their complex relationship is most identifiable in the ‘peaks’ 

and ‘troughs’ that occur when they are either well aligned or publicly at odds. 

In chapter three I turned to lateral surveillance, the interpersonal monitoring of peers by 

users with limited capacity for surveillance. In the theory review for chapter three, I 

argued that lateral surveillance is the most panoptic form of the four, according to the 

mechanism of ‘unverifiable visibility’ which may be usefully retrieved from the ruins of 
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Bentham’s panopticon. Each user’s lateral gaze is a constant reminder of their own 

vulnerability to being watched, enabling the ‘automatic’ functioning of power. My 

theoretical framework of lateral surveillance was rounded out with reference to the 

technique of confession and the function of consumption in our modern ‘society of 

consumers’.  

The second half of chapter three, an analysis of how lateral surveillance constitutes 

Facebook through its user practices and its own efforts to cultivate those practices, was 

structured around the dual poles of watching and being watched. I drew on examples 

from Facebook and its predecessor, Facemash, to show how the platform channels and 

intensifies human desires both to see and be seen. In the final part of chapter three, I 

touched on economic and political intersections with lateral surveillance: lateral 

surveillance is self-evidently instrumentalised by Facebook, which works to encourage 

‘meaningful’ social interactions for the sake of its own advertising models, while political 

surveillance also instrumentalises citizens in anti-terror campaigns and in Facebook 

groups that communicate and enforce norms of proper citizenship. These examples 

demonstrate, again, the complex interplay of surveillance forms, which is not reducible 

to a relationship of domination. 

Finally, chapter four explored the catch-all of oppositional surveillance, a heterogeneous 

set of counter-hegemonic practices for resisting, reflecting, and negotiating the other 

surveillance forms on social media. I could not have used the framework of Foucauldian 

power that structured this thesis without also recognising the inextinguishable aleatory 
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element in all relationships of power that makes resistance – organised or incidental – 

an ever-present possibility. I showed how resistance occupies a central place in 

Foucault’s theory of power, across all its strategies, and textured this account with detail 

from de Certeau. de Certeau distinguishes strategies (command over places) from tactics 

(opportunities in time), showing how any act of consumption is simultaneously a 

fleeting production – an ‘art of using’. Facebook is a strategic place which incentivises 

and coerces its users to fulfil the company’s objectives, but users’ tactical art of using 

Facebook may frustrate those desires. I outlined a range of oppositional surveillant 

tactics under three headings: counter-surveillance, everyday resistance, and surveillance 

negotiation. The most promising of those tactics, in the social media context of 

capitalisation and within the Foucauldian framework of power, was obfuscation – the 

entry of ‘chaff’ into surveillance systems to overload and undermine them. 

In the second half of chapter four, I showed how oppositional surveillance has a 

constitutive impact on Facebook in two ways: first, Facebook is animated by the user 

practices that fill its framework with content – if those practices are counter-hegemonic 

then that will affect other users’ experiences of the platform; second Facebook is a 

modulatory platform that rearranges itself flexibly in response to opposition. A recurrent 

theme of chapter four was that – due to the modulatory nature of contemporary 

surveillance – some forms of opposition may serve only to identify weak spots for those 

undertaking surveillance, contributing to a more effective, closed system of hegemonic 

economic and political surveillance. 
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--- 

As identified in the introduction of this thesis, while the constitutive surveillance 

framework is ambitious and wide-reaching, it has its limits. The examples I have arrayed 

over the past five chapters are spread across the lifetime of Facebook, from before its 

inception up to the 2018 Cambridge Analytica scandal, and include new tweaks and 

initiatives from as recently as 2020. However, the modulatory environment of social 

media changes rapidly, constantly throwing up new affirmations and fresh challenges of 

theories and frameworks. I have been excited, in the course of writing this thesis, to 

regularly encounter news stories and events around Facebook that seemed to exemplify 

the constitutive relationship of surveillance that I have tried to convey here. But there 

have been examples and counterexamples that I have not been able to incorporate or 

acknowledge as well, due to that rapid pace of change, and there will no doubt be more 

that verify or problematise the ideas I have put forward in the coming months and years. 

The most we can do as theorists in this environment is acknowledge the modulatory 

nature of social media – which refers not only to its ability to change, but its ability to 

absorb and redirect oppositional energy – and account accurately for a moment in time. 

That is what I have attempted to do here. 

Another limit I identified in the introduction is my Western focus in this thesis, and the 

generalisability of the constitutive surveillance framework. I believe the four-form 

taxonomy accounts well for surveillance’s constitutive relationship to Facebook, and I 

believe it is a useful lens through which to begin a critique of other social media 
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platforms, but we must also recognise the differences between platforms and 

sociocultural contexts.  

In writing this thesis, I encountered areas of surveillance conflict that are not well-

captured by my constitutive surveillance framework. In particular, it does not account 

well for the impact of regulations and laws on political and economic surveillance, and 

how these may arise from surveillance opposition. Facebook’s ability to undertake 

economic surveillance has been affected on a constitutive level by regulations like the EU 

GDPR, but this falls outside of oppositional surveillance because it is not a ‘bottom-up’ 

counter-surveillant act led by its users. Data regulators represent a point of intersection 

between economic surveillors and political entities that this thesis has not explored or 

accounted for. Likewise, it does not account clearly for someone like Edward Snowden, 

who undertook counter-surveillance of the U.S. state (via his private employer), which 

unveiled its instrumentalization of Facebook. 

In terms of contributions to the field of surveillance studies, my hope is that this 

constitutive surveillance framework provides a useful perspective on the problematic of 

surveillance and social media. As stated in the introduction, the idea of surveillance as 

‘dominant organising practice’ is not at all new, and neither is the separation of 

surveillance into discrete ‘forms’ – but what is new here is the particular arrangement of 

the four forms used in this thesis, their particular alignment with a set of Foucauldian 

strategies of power, my exploration of their intersections and conflicts, and my 

interrogation of the ‘constitutive’ nature of surveillance in relation to power. These are 
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the central contributions of this thesis, while a number of more minor insights and novel 

analyses that I believe to be my own are woven throughout the detailed explorations of 

economic, political, lateral, and oppositional surveillance. 

--- 

I have sought in this thesis to explore, analyse, and explain the constitutive relationship 

of surveillance to social media. I outlined what I mean by ‘constitutive’ in the 

introduction: surveillance is an ‘organising principle’ in late-capitalist societies – it 

determines and directs sociotechnical formations in ways that enable, reproduce, and 

validate further surveillance. The questions that this thesis statement immediately 

provokes are, what is surveillance? What is the character of this organising principle? 

How does it work? For whom, and to what end? What makes it tick? What makes it 

cohere? What dynamics exist between those undertaking and experiencing surveillance? 

After establishing this problematic in the introduction, I have set out in the past four 

chapters to answer these questions with reference to Facebook.  

My answer, in short, is that constitutive surveillance is multi-form. It cannot be 

monolithic because very different groups of people are engaged in it for very different 

reasons, often using a wide range of methods, many of which are in direct conflict. By 

analysing a wide range of examples from Facebook through the lens of four surveillance 

forms – each critically theorised as an expression of different power strategies – this 

thesis has demonstrated the constitutive relation of surveillance to social media. More 

specifically, perhaps, it has demonstrated that a multitude of methods, ambitions, 
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techniques, and discourses of surveillance are so fundamental to the direction and 

operation of Facebook as to be the defining organising principles constituting its 

platform and its project. 

To recall a few of the metaphors deployed throughout this thesis, Facebook is a 

battleground of conflicting surveillances, an ecosystem of symbioses and food chains, a 

cacophony of harmonious and dissonant wavelengths, and an object caught in the 

gravity well of power’s competing pulls. Facebook must be understood to be, 

simultaneously, a conduit of governmentalising power; an arbiter of biopolitical 

difference; an omniopticon of normalising lateral gazes; and a locus of intentional and 

everyday opposition. 
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